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Abstract
Selectivelaser sintering (SLS) is a rapid prototyping process,which operatesby
using a laser to locally heat an areawithin a layer of powder material, causingit
to fuse together, creating a thin cross-sectionof solid material. 3D shapesare
built by repeatedlydepositinga layer of fresh powder on top of the cross-section
and then locally heating it, causingit to fuse together and to the layer beneath.
However, during SLS processing,temperaturedifferencesthat exist in different
regions of the fabricatedparts lead to uneven shrinkages.The shrinkagescause
surfacesin the part, which are intendedto be flat, to exhibit a curved profile; a
phenomenontermed curl. The developmentof curl is highly influenced by the
SLS machineparametersselectedin fabrication.The production of geometrically
acceptable parts involves numerous fabrication trials before the optimum
machine parameterscan be found. The procedurecan be time consuming and
expensive.
The aim of the work presentedin this thesiswas to developfinite elementmodels
for the purpose of predicting curl in SLS fabricated polycarbonateparts. The
ultimate goal was to use the models to estimate the optimum SLS machine
for
fabrication
the
physical
of geometrically acceptable parts,
parameters
produced in any material, and therefore avoid the costly and time consuming
processof using SLS machinesfor experimentalpurposes.
The prediction of curl was made through heat transfer and stressfinite element
models that were both coupled using the sequentially coupled thermal-stress
analysis technique. Experimental work was carried out to measure material
input
to the models and to validate results predicted. The
as
properties used
sensitivity of curl predicted to assumptionsconsideredin the heat and stress
models was introduced,and the assumptionshighly influencing the accuracyof
curl predictionswere identified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The selective laser sintering (SLS) process is one of a number of mature rapid
prototyping (RP) technologies,which allows geometricaland functional prototypes
to be made directly from a three-dimensional(3D) computer aided design (CAD)
model. The processoperatesby using a laser to locally heat an areawithin a layer of
powder material, causing it to fuse together, creating a thin cross-sectionof solid
material. 3D shapesare built by repeatedlydepositinga layer of fresh powder on top
of the cross-sectionand then locally heating it, causingit to fuse togetherand to the
layer beneath.

However, during the SLS process,temperaturedifferences that exist in different
regions of the fabricated parts lead to uneven shrinkages.The uneven shrinkages
causesurfacesin the part, which are intendedto be flat, to exhibit a curved profile; a
phenomenonten-nedcurl. The developmentof curl is highly influenced by the SLS
machine parametersselected in fabrication. Often the successful production of
geometrically acceptable parts involves numerous fabrication trials before the
optimum machine parameterscan be found. The procedure can be tedious, time
consumingand expensive.
The purposeof the work-presentedin this thesisis to develop a finite elementmodel
that can predict curl in SLS fabricated parts. The ultimate goal of the model is to
for
in
long
SLS
the
term,
the
the
machine
experimental
avoid
of using
need,
fabrication for the purpose of estimating the optimum machine parameters.The
optimal parametersestimatedby the model can be applied to physically produce
geometrically accurateparts, which can considerably reduce the time and cost of
operatingthe machinefor experimentalpurposes.
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1.2 Organisation of Thesis
Chapter 2 reviews the building strategies of common rapid prototyping processes
laser
describe
to
this
the
to
selective
work,
process specific
with emphasis given
is
is
in
As
this
which
a
the
polycarbonate,
work
material examined
sintering.
thermoplastic polymer, a number of physical properties of thermoplastics used as
input to the finite element models are also described in this chapter. Additionally,
fabrication
SLS
3,
In
in
of
chapter
reviewed.
curl are
some previous studies
polycarbonate specimens and the method of measuring their curled profiles are
introduced. The measurements are performed to guide the development of the finite
4
Chapter
the
to
presents
of
results
predicted.
element models and
accuracy
verify
simple analytical heat transfer and stress models. The models are used to help
understand the material properties required as input to the heat and stress finite
element models. In addition, the methods available in coupling heat transfer and
stress models in the finite element package used (ABAQUS)

are introduced.

Furthermore, implementation of the most suitable method in coupling simple heat
and stress finite element models (first version of model development) for the purpose
is
described. Chapter 5 presents the experimental work carried out
curl
of predicting
to measure a number of material properties used as input to further developed heat
6
heat
Chapter
describes
the
the
third
of
and
second
and
versions
and stress models.
stress finite element models along with results predicted. The aim of the second
improve
SLS
the
to
the
process, whilst
simulation
of
models
was
of
version
implementing the experimentally measured material properties. The third version of
the models further improved simulation of thermal effects occurring during SLS
by
in
the previous version of the
to
enhance
curl
predicted
an
attempt
processing,
in
7,
In
to
the
considered
assumptions
sensitivity of curl predicted
chapter
models.
the heat and stress models is given. The assumptions highly influencing the accuracy
identified.
The chapter also presents the conclusions
also
of curl predicted were
drawn

from

developments.

the sensitivity

study and recommendations for

future

model
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Rapid Prototyping (RP) denotes a class of processes that can automatically fabricate
physical models from three-dimensional CAD data. Such models have various
applications. They serve as exceptional visual aids for sharing ideas with associates
and customers. Additionally, prototypes can be employed for design testing, fit and
functional reviews. Besides prototypes, RP processes are utilised to make tooling,
referred to as Rapid Tooling, or creating production-quality parts, called Rapid
Manufacturing. RP processes have also been termed Solid Freeform Fabrication,
Computer Automated Manufacturing and Layered Manufacturing. These processes
begin with a three-dimensional computer solid model of the part. The data is then
sent to an Automatic Process Planner. This decomposes the model into a number of
thin slices. Each slice resembles a planar cross-section of the object with a small, but
finite thickness. The information is then sent to an Automatic Fabrication machine.
Every slice in the CAD model is physically deposited, during fabrication, and is
fused to the previous one to produce an object sequentially. The main stages of a RP
process are illustrated in Figure 2.1.
3D solid
modcl

Material addition process

Data
exchang(
format
=1

CAD system

Motion
control

rajectories
10

Automatic Process Planner

AutomatedFabricationMachine

Figure 2.1 Rapid Prototypingbuild process.From [I].
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A major advantageof RP over conventional manufacturing is shorter production
times. Most prototypesrequire from three to seventytwo hours to build depending
faster
but
is
This
than the
the
the
much
generally
can seemslow
object.
on
size of
weeks or months required to produce complex-featured prototypes using
layered
[2].
Moreover,
the
nature of
additive
methods
conventional manufacturing
RP allows it to create objects with complicated internal features,which cannot be
(CNC)
Control
Computer
Numerical
directly
the
most
advanced
manufactured
using
machines.
Most conventionalmachining processessuch as milling, drilling etc. are subtractive
processes.These involve the removal of unwanted material from a solid block. In
general,complex tooling and tool path planning needto be designedand constructed
prior to producing a complex object. Furthermore,sophisticatedfixturing techniques
and reorientationof complex objects are required during the fabrication process.In
contrast,RP builds partsby addingmaterial layer by layer, and thus doesnot involve
reorientation and fixturing problems. When the bottom layer is attached to a
platform, the part is producedwithout any reorientationor refixturing neededduring
manufacturing.
The following sections have a number of goals. Firstly, a brief description of
is
building
RP
their
and
strategies
presented.In addition, an
processes
common
effort is made to describe the RP process specific to this study, Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS). This processhas an advantageover someother RP processesin that
it can use a wide variety of materialsto make parts.A number of thesematerialsand
their applicationsare mentioned.The physical propertiesof thermoplasticpolymers,
because
in
of their
are
given
emphasis
amorphous
polymers,
particular
and
importancelater in this study. Additionally, someof the common problems found in
parts produced in SLS are introduced. Then a description of previous studies of
distortion in SLS is given.

2.2 Common RP Processes and Building Strategies
In following sections,a brief descriptionof the most commonRP processesand their
building strategiesis provided. The materials used in fabricating parts using these

processes are also mentioned. In addition, a description of the major advantages and
disadvantages of these processesis provided.

2.2.1 Stereolithography
Stereolithography (SLA) was the first RP process to be developed and offered
commercially. Building of parts in SLA takes place on a platform that is positioned
inside a vat of photo-curable resin (see Figure 2.2). The initial position of the

intended
is
lowered
is
The
the
then
the
the
top
platform at
surfaceof
resin.
platform
thickness of the first layer of the part. An ultraviolet laser next draws the layer
structure on the surface of the resin allowing the scanned resin to polymerise and
level.
The
build
for
The
to
the
then
the
resin
of
solidify.
process
pauses
surface
process is continued until the part is completely fabricated [3].

mirrors
La
Elevator
Recoating
Mechanism

Ilhotocurable resin

Figure 2.2 Schematic view ofthe SLA process. From [I].

Any overhangsin parts produced in SLA require support structures.The support
structures prevent swaying and defon-nation of the overhangs in the liquid
environment. The supports are removed after the part is completely fabricated.
However, in the manual removal of supports,tolerance deviation results from the
removal of too little support or too much of the part. Additionally, accessibility to
support structures can be a concern. In the condition that a fabricated part has
internal cavities with little or no accesses,the supports in these cavities are not
removed.

Literature Review

2.2.2 Three Dimensional Printing
Three-dimensional printing (3DP) was developed at M. I. T and was first licensed to
Soligen Technologies Inc. The process uses powder-based materials such as metals
and ceramics to fabricate parts. Building of parts takes place in a flask fitted with a
piston, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2.3. A hopper supplies the powder,
which is then spread and levelled by a roller. Binding material is then deposited by a
print head where the solid section is required. The piston then lowers the work piece
and the roller spreads the next layer of powder. The process is repeated until the part
is completely built. Any overhangs in the part do not require the design and
fabrication of support structures, as overhangs are supported during the build by the
surrounding unbound powder [3].
Binder
\
T
Hopper

Print head--

Depositand level
bindablepowdcr

Figure2.3

Schematic view of the 3DP process. From [1].

2.2.3 Laminated Object Manufacturing
Laminatedobject manufacturing(LOM) is developedand marketedby Helisys. The
form
The
layers
to
sheets
thin
parts.
processuses
of paper, polymer or composites
bonding
by
layer
layer
heat-sensitive
with
are coated with
adhesives,which allows
hot roller compression. The building process takes place on a platform, which moves
from
The
one end of
are
supplied
vertically under computer control.
material sheets
the machine and taken up to the opposite end, as schematically illustrated in Figure
2.4. A laser beam, controlled by a CAD system, is used to cut the cross-sectional
profile of each layer of the part. The laser then cuts any material that is not part of
the model into a crosshatch pattern; a process called cubing, for later removal when

7
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fabrication of the part is completed.The crosshatchesact as external supportfor part
One
LOM
during
building
the
the
of
over
process.
of
major
advantages
overhangs
is
because
is
That
RP
the parts can
the
of
accuracy
parts
produced.
other
processes
be generatedfrom very fine layers of material. In addition, dimensional distortions
developedin a part due to thermal stressesgeneratedas a result of lamination can be
minimised by using a low thermal-expansionmaterial [4].

Mirror
Moving optics head
' Laser
Heaterroller
Layer contour

Sheetmaterial

Block

Take-uproll

Supply roll

Figure 2.4 Schematicview of the LOM process.From [4].

However, as the majority of the material supporting the part is scrapped after
building, the cost of such waste can be significant. In addition, the material or
adhesive could fail under the application of load, causing delamination of the
producedpart. Thus, LOM fabricatedparts have limited applications as functional
in
prototypesand are mainly used a rangeof moulding operationsand as visual aids
in the designprocess.

2.2.4 Fused Deposition Modelling
Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), schematically illustrated in Figure 2.5, was
developedand is marketedby Stratasys.The processusesfilament thermoplasticsor
it
is
heated
degree
is
fed
into
head
The
to
to
one
material
wax produceparts.
a
where
above its solidification point. The melt is then extruded tracing out the CAD crosssectional layer information. The material is depositedin layer form on a fixtureless
foundation supportedby a moving piston. Each added layer bonds to the previous
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one as a result of thermal fusion. However, as the solidification rate of the deposited
material is high, it is necessaryto ensurethat the material is delivered at an optimal
temperature.In addition, the build needs to be maintained at a temperaturejust
below the solidification point to ensureproper adhesionbetweensubsequentlyadded
layers [4].

I
Filament

<xy

I

Heated FDM head ----'AUPlastic model

Fixurelessfoundation
z
Filament supply
Figure 2.5 Schematic view of the FDM process. From [4].

Parts with overhangingfeatures require support structures.The support structures
can be made from the samematerial as that of the part or from a different material.
In the latter case,the structureshave a weaker bond with the part and can be easily
removed.The structurescan be also made from a material of a different colour for
easieridentification.
Parts formed in FDM can be used in investment casting applications, where the
fabricated patterns may be dipped directly into a ceramic slurry to produce the
ceramic shells. Parts produced in FDM can also be employed in conceptual
modelling, fit and functional applications[3].
One of the advantagesof FDM is that there is no wastematerial during or after part
fabrication. In addition, there is no worry of possible exposureto toxic chemicals,
lasers,or a liquid polymer bath. Additionally, the material used in the processcan be
changedrather quickly. However, the accuracyof the parts producedis restricted as
the filament material hasa diameterof 1.27mm[5].
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2.2.5 Selective Laser Sintering
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) was originally developed at the University of Texas
at Austin and was licensed to DTM Corporation. Similar to other rapid prototyping
processes, a three-dimensional computer representation of the part is first generated
SLS
The
imaging
CAD
tomography
scanning
process.
software or a computer
using
infrared
heat
fusing
fabricates
by
the
an
of
with
powder-based material
process
parts
laser beam. The powder is supplied by powder feed cartridges, which is then spread
evenly over the build region by a roller. The build region is supported by a movable
piston as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

CAD-designed
prototype
geonletr\

Computercontrol

Laserbeam

Roller mechanism
Loose Powder

Current cross-section of
prototype scanned by
laser beam

Piston

Powder supply

Figure 2.6 Schematic view of the SLS process. From [I].

The processstartsby spreadinglayers of powder onto the piston to form the powder
bed. The piston then lowers a distanceequal to the thicknessof the first layer of the
layer
by
followed
CAD
is
(see
Figure
2.1).
That
the
a
roller spreading
sliced
model
of powder. A pattern that matchesthe cross-sectionof the first CAD layer is next
tracedby the laseron the powder surface,causingthe powder particlesto bind to one
for
lowers
form
first
the next
layer
The
then
to
the
the
another
piston
solid
of
part.
layer of powder to be added,and the processcontinuesuntil the part is completely
fabricated. Any overhangs in the part are supported during fabrication by the
surroundingunboundpowder. In the context of this thesis, the powder bed together
with the fabricatedlayersand their surroundingpowder are termedthe part bed.
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The SLS machine uses a C02 laser with a power of up to 5OW and an emission
wavelengthof 10.6gm.The laserbeamis directedonto the surfaceof the powder by
two mirrors (see Figure 2.6), one rotating faster than the other. Each mirror is
actuatedby a galvanometer,and is rotated about an axis perpendicularto that of the
other mirror. The faster rotating mirror draws continuous straight scans on the
surfaceof the powder. The rotation of the other mirror causesan offset in the laser
beamposition for other parallel scansto be created(seeFigure 2.7). In SLS, the part
bed is encapsulatedin a processchamber,which is supplied with nitrogen to create
an inert atmosphereto eliminatethe possibility of powder ignition and explosion.
The SLS process dependson many parameters,a number of which influence the
quality of parts produced. The parameters include the laser scanning strategy
controls, powder layering mechanism and heater controls. In the following, the
parametersare described,asthey are often referredto in following chapters.
2.2.5.1 Laser Scanning Strategy Controls
In SLS, the laser beam raster scansthe surface of the powder during sintering, i. e.
the laser beam travels along the x-direction at different y-positions as schematically
illustrated in Figure 2.7. The scanningparametersthat influence the intensity and
method of energy delivered to the surfaceof the powder are the laser spot diameter
(D), fill laser power (P), laser beam velocity (0, scan spacing (S) and the vector
length (L) of the scans.Theseparametersare explainedin following sections.
Laser ScanningDirection

y
-+

U>

I4-D

Figure 2.7 The SLS ScanningStrategy.
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2.2.5.1.1 Laser Beam Diameter
The DTM Sinterstation2000, used in Leeds University, has a laser beam diameter
equalto 0.4mm.This parameteris fixed by the designof the SLS machine.However,
it has been reportedthat the laser spot changesin diameterat different positions on
the surface of the powder [6]. Referring to Figure 2.8, the laser spot has the best
focus and the smallest diameter (D) when %= zero. An increasein the angle %
allows the laser spot diameterto increaseto D= DICOSa However, the increase
P.
in diameter was predicted to be very small; approximately 5.7% at the maximum
value of % (190),and thus its effect is normally neglected.
Scanning Mirror z
-----------

zIScanned Surface

<

----

Laser beam

ýLaser
D

Spot Diameter (D)

Figure 2.8 Changesin laserspot diameterat different positions on part bed

2.2.5.1.2 Fill Laser Power
The fill laser power is an adjustableSLS machineparameter.It refers to the power
available from the laser beam over the part bed surface. The laser intensity, 1,
(irradiance),i. e. the laserpower incident on a unit area(W/ml), was found to follow
a Gaussianprofile [7], schematicallyillustrated in Figure 2.9. The Intensity Gaussian
function has a peak at the centre of the laser beam spot (r = 0) that drops
monotonically as the radial distance(r) from the centreincreases.The value of (r) at
which the beam intensity decreasesto Ile' = 0.135 of its maximum value at the
centre (I ) is termed the characteristicradius (oý). The circle of the radius 4 was
reportedto carry 86% of the total laserpower [8].
The fill laser power is an important SLS parameter that is set according to the
material used in fabrication.The aim of the laser application is to heat the powder to
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its
temperature
that
exceeds
melting point to allow bonding between adjacent
a
powder particles to occur. The machine operator therefore generally fabricatestest
parts, producedat various laser powers, to determinethe optimum laser power for
the material used. If the laser power applied is insufficient, fabricated parts lack
strength or delaminate.Conversely, if the laser power applied is excessive,large
thermal penetrationinto the powder bed occurs,which may result in small details on
downwardfacing surfacesto lack definition.

ý-

0

Figure 2.9 Gaussianprofile of the incident laser intensity

2.2.5.1.3 Laser Beam Velocity
The laser beam velocity U is an adjustablemachine parameter,which denotesthe
speedof the laser beam in the direction of scanning, i. e. along the x-direction in
Figure 2.7. The parameteris important as it influencesthe period that a spot on the
part bed is exposedto the laser beam effect. That period (ý* can be expressedin
terms of the diameterof the laserbeam(D) and its velocity (0 as follows [9],

D
U

2-1

However, the speed of the laser beam is not constant. Due to the inertia of the
mirrors and the motor, the scannermirrors require an initial period before constant
velocity can be achieved. This causes the beginning of a scanned line to be
overexposed to the laser. Avoiding that phenomenon can be performed by
controlling the On/Off timing of the laser. The Fill Laser On parameterallows a
deliberatedelay in turning on the laser during accelerationof the scannermirrors at
the beginning of the line segment.Moreover, as a result of the initial ramping

13
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the
to
the
time
the
of
end
reach
additional
mirrors
require
scanning
process,
(intended) scannedline. That can be compensatedby setting a delay in turning off
the laser until the intended length of the line segmentis completely scanned[10].
Following sintering of a line, the scannermirrors are usually allowed a brief time to
be
length
line.
The
before
that
the
to
can
period
of
next
starting
scan
stabilise
long
delay
delay
However,
by
Fill
the
a
considering
scan
parameter.
adjusted setting
if
delay,
increase
in
in
Alternatively,
time.
short
not
a
very
processing
may result an
long enoughfor the mirrors to stabilise,causesthe following scannedline not to be
straight [I I].
2.2.5.1.4 Scan Spacing and Vector Length
The distance(S) betweentwo neighbouringparallel scannedlines is termedthe scan
spacing (see Figure 2.7). This parameter is set by the machine operator and it
influences the number of exposuresseenby a point on the surface being sintered.
The value of S should not be set to exceedthe diameterof the laser beam,otherwise
neighbouringscannedlines would not be (properly) bondedtogether.The length of a
scannedline (L) is determined,however, by the geometry of the scannedarea (see
Figure 2.7). This parameter influences the delay period td between successive
laser
U
in
L
be
the
terms
speed
as
of
and
expressed
radiation scans,which can
follows [9],
2-2

td

The relationship between the process parametersaforementionedand the energy
transferredto the part bed surfaceis shownin Figure 2.10 [9].
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Figure 2.10 Influence of processparameterson energytransferredto surfaceof
part bed. From [9].
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2.2.5.2 Powder Layering Mechanism
The powder layering mechanismis made primarily of a roller, which is used to
transportand level powder from one of the feed cartridgesonto the build region. The
roller counterrotatesas it moveshorizontally, i.e. the powder at the gap betweenthe
roller and the trailing edgeof the powder mound is ejectedtowards the leading edge
of the mound (see Figure 2.11). That allows the powder to be spread without
transmitting shear stresses to the previously built-up layers [12]. The roller
transversespeedis an adjustablemachine parameter.If the roller speed is set too
slow, the processingtime increases.Conversely, setting the roller speedrelatively
high may result in the powder being pushedin front of the roller [I I].
Direction of roller horizontal motion
Roller

PoWdermound

Figure 2.11 Levelling device in SelectiveLaser Sintering

The thicknessof a layer is an adjustablemachineparameter,which is controlled by
the movement of the part piston. The default layer thickness set by DTM is
0.127mm,but can range from 0.076mmto 0.508mm [11]. An increasein the layer
thicknessreducesthe production time but can also reducethe dimensionalaccuracy
of fabricated parts with angled or curved surfaces. The reason being that these
surfaces are approximated in SLS as stair-stepped surfaces as schematically
illustrated in Figure 2.12.

Dimensional
Inaccuracy

Figure 2.12.The dimensionalinaccuracydevelopeddue to stair steps
when an anglesidedsurfaceis manufactured.

ý Keview

The SLS machine contains two powder-feed cartridges positioned on both sides of
the part cylinder, as schematically shown in Figure 2.13. The powder in each feed
cartridge is supported by a feed piston. After a layer is scanned by the laser, the part
piston is lowered and a feed piston is raised. The roller then spreads the powder from
the raised feed cartridge onto the build region. Excess powder transported across the
part bed is deposited into an overflow cartridge.

C2
1

3

(1) Part bed.

(5) Powder feed cartridges (9) Sintered layers

(2) Powder feed cartridge opening.

(6) Part cylinder

(10) Roller

(3) Overflow cartridge openings

(7) Part piston

(11) Thermocouples

(4) Overflow cartridges

(8) Feed Piston

(12) Part Piston heal

Figure 2.13 Internal view of the DTM Sinterstation2000 machine

2.2.5.3 The Heater Control
The SLS machine uses three heaters to maintain and control the temperatures of the
powder during the process. One heater is placed above the build area, termed the part
heater, and a feed heater is positioned above each of the two powder-feed cartridges.
The temperature at the top surface of the part bed is regularly monitored by an
infrared (IR) heat sensor, whereas thermocouples measure the temperature at the top
surface of the powder in the feed cartridges (see Figure 2.13). The heaters
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automatically switch on and off to maintain and regulate the measuredtemperature
to the temperaturesetby the operator.
The SLS processconsistsof three stages;"warmup", "build" and "cooldown". In the
46warmup"stage,the powder in the feed cartridgesis initially heatedto an initial set
heating
initial
during
is
by
No
the
the
temperature.
of the
roller
point
powder spread
by
is
heated
the part
first
layer
is
The
the
then
and
part piston
spreadonto
powder.
heater.Subsequentlayers are addedwith the temperatureof the powder in the feed
heater
feed-heater
layers
the
to
setpoints.
that
and part
of added
raised
cartridgesand
In the "build" stage,the systemmaintainsthe temperatureof the powder at the feedheater and part heater set points. The set points are adjustedby the SLS machine
heater
feed
The
in
fabrication.
set point
to
the
material used
operator according
flow
the
highest
temperature
can
powder
the
which
at
possible
generally represents
freely when spreadby the roller. The part heaterset point is a temperaturegenerally
adjustedjust below the glasstransition temperatureof amorphouspolymers, or the
is
The
temperature
set to reduce
melting temperature of crystalline polymers.
fusing
temperature.
heat
the
laser
to
the
to
powder
additional
energyneeded
In the "cooldown" stage,the heatersare switched off and the part bed is allowed to
cool in the processchamber.
2.2.5.4 General Problems in SLS produced parts
Many SLS processparametershighly influence the quality of parts produced.DTM
in
the
to
for
default
used
material
all processparametersaccording
specifies
values
fabrication. The operator can modify the processvariables to change some of the
However,
the
fabricated
to
of
many
suit
application.
part
physical properties of a
in
interact
a process
and
a
change
with one another,
effects of processvariables
is
to
It
therefore
the
required
parameters.
alteration
of
other
parametermay require
least
in
to
the
reduceas many
or
at
optimise
processparameters an attempt eliminate
defects and geometricalinaccuraciesas possible that may arise in fabricated parts.
Common geometrical inaccuraciesinclude bonus Z and curl and are introduced in
following sections.
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2.2.5.4.1 Bonus Z
Bonus Z is a phenomenonidentified when the thickness of the fabricated part (in the
z-direction) is larger than its intended thickness (see Figure 2.14). It occurs due to
additional material being sintered early in the build as a result of the large thermal
penetration into the part bed. As a corrective measure,DTM recommendsreducing
the laser power during fabrication of the first few layers of the part [13].

Actual
Figure 2.14 A schematicview of Bonus Z

2.2.5.4.2 Curl
Curl is identified when the downward facing surfaces of a part, intended to be flat,
exhibit a curved profile close to their free edges. The fabricated part may also
become thinner (in the z-direction) in the curled regions (see Figure 2.15). Curl is
build.
It
different
in
the
of
that
regions
to
attributed
generate
uneven shrinkages
develops during the SLS "build" stage and may also develop during the "cooldown"
stage.

Curling
Figure 2.15 Curl developed in an SLS fabricated polycarbonate part

In the "build" stage, curl is seen to develop following addition of fresh powder on
the top surface of a recently sintered layer. If the feed-heaterset points are extremely
low, the upper regions of the recently sintered layer will experience a large drop in
temperature after powder addition. This is expected to result in the upper most
regions of the layer to experience more shrinkage than other regions in the build,
causing the build to curl (seeFigure 2.16). However, severecurling may result in the
build to shift as the roller passesover. In this condition, it becomes essential to
terminate the process.

re Revi

Added powder ]aye
Sintered Laver

Shrinkage

Curled layer

114

Powder Bed

Powder Bed

Powder bed
L ------------------------

Figure 2.16 Curling developed when fresh powder is added on top of a
recently sintered layer

As a corrective measure for curl, DTM recommends the feed powder to be heated to
the highest possible temperature, yet ensuring that the powder can flow freely when
spread by the roller. Additionally,

increasing the powder bed temperature may

reduce the heat transfer from the build to the powder bed. This may decrease the
differential shrinkages that may arise in the build during processing, causing curl to
increased,
bed
is
if
the
However,
the
the
temperature
greatly
of
powder
reduce.
support powder can fuse making part breakout difficult or even impossible.

Curl may also develop due to excessive cooling rates that take place in a part
following its fabrication, i. e. during the "cooldown" stage. That occurs when the
heaters are switched off or if the sintered part is removed from the chamber
prematurely.

Curl can also be reduced in parts made of amorphous polymers (such as
is
lightly
is
bases.
base
by
A
material,
which
sintered
a
polycarbonate)
using
below
downward
directly
four
layers,
three
all
and constructed
normally made of
or
facing surfaces of the part [14]. The base bonds to the first layer of the part when the
layer is sintered. Bases are made strong to constrain shrinkage of the first layer and
maintain its flatness. However, they should also be weak enough to be removed
without causing damage to the part [I].

Curl was also reported to vary according to the position of the part in the part bed
[ 15]. Typically, the part piston and cylinder wall surfaces are cooler than the sintered
parts and their surrounding powder. Therefore, parts placed close to these surfaces
were seen to experience more curl than in other positions in the part bed due to the
heterogeneous cooling taking place within the part [1]. However, the temperature of
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the part piston can be raised by activating the part piston heater. In regions distant
from the part piston and cylinder wall, temperature gradients in the part can be
reduced by percolating gas through the porous powder bed; a practice termed
downdraft. The temperature at the top surface of the part bed, which is heated by the
part heater, is high compared to other regions in the bed. As the gas is drawn
through, cooling of the build in the bed is retarded by actively supplying heat to the
part and the bed.

kr)
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Piston Heat (C)
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Figure 2.17 Effect of downdraft flow rate and piston heater temperature
on the Lineform of a two-layer SLS fabricated nylon part. From [ 15].

In a previous study [ 15], the effects of the part piston temperature and the downdraft
flow rate on curling of two-layer nylon parts were examined. The parts were 185mm
long and 135mm wide, fabricated approximately 40mm from the part piston surface.
Part curling was characterised in the study by measuring the line form, which is
taken as the deviation of the bottom surface of the parts frorn a theoretical flat plane.
Results obtained in the study are illustrated in Figures 2.17a and b. The upper and
lower brackets in the figures symbolise 5% of the data whereas the box represents
50% of the data. The data in Figure 2.17b showed that an increase in the piston
temperature had an insignificant effect on curl, when the fabricated parts were
positioned at the distance of 40mm from the piston surface. That was attributed to
the excellent insulating properties of the nylon powder. Conversely, the impact of
downdraft on curl was apparent; the higher the downdraft flow rate was the less curl
became (see Figure 2.17a).
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2.2.5.5 Materials Used in SLS and Their Applications
The SLS processis not limited to a specific class of materials. In theory, a wide
rangeof powder-basedthermoplastics,composites,ceramicsand metals can be used
to produceparts in SLS. The main types of materialsused in the processinclude the
following:

a Wax (LWX2010): This is typically usedin SLS to createwax patterns,which are
then employed in investment casting to produce metal prototypes and cast
tooling [16]. The wax powder particles are spherical and have an average
diameterof 105micrometers[17].
Nylon: The SLS processusestwo types of nylon products; LN4010 which has a
has
LNF5000
120
a mean size of
which
and
micrometers,
mean particle size of
50 micrometers [17]. The particle shape of both products is substantially
in
is
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spherical.
used SLS to createmodelsand prototypesthat can perfonn
in a demanding environment. The parts produced are durable and offer
fine
The
heat
particle sized nylon produces
resistance.
substantial
and chemical
becomes
definitions,
details
feature
improved
which
edge
and
parts with
small
apparentwhen complexpartsare fabricated.
Metals: Metal parts in SLS are currently producedthrough an indirect sintering
binder.
During
is
thermoplastic
The
with
a
coated
process.
metal powder
This
laser
the
the
causespolymer necks
coating.
polymer
only melts
processing,
to develop between the particles, and a solid mass, termed a green part, is
in
is
The
then
post-processed an oven where the polymer coating
produced.
part
is removed and the steel powder is sintered [17]. However, as the green part is
be
That
happen
during
large
fully
dense,
can
post-processing.
shrinkages
may
not
dense
in
fully
bronze
infiltrating
by
the
a
with
copper
or
resulting
part
reduced
part. The process is mainly employed in creation of mould cavities and core
insertsfor Rapid tooling [ 16].
a Polycarbonate (LPC3000): The SLS polycarbonate particles are irregular in
shapeand have a meandiameterof 90 micrometers.The producedparts have an
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interconnectedpore structure and hold moderatestrength and durability. They
are very easyto finish and are used to createconcept and functional models. If
required, the mechanicalpropertiesand surface appearancecan be improved by
infiltrating the parts with an epoxy resin [17]. The SLS polycarbonateparts are
also used in investmentcasting of metal prototypes.The porous structureof the
polycarbonateparts allows them not to sufficiently expandto causeceramicshell
cracking. In contrast,fully denseparts are not suitablefor investmentcastingdue
to their large expansion during the polymer removal process. Polycarbonate
patternsare more durableand lesstemperaturesensitivethan wax patterns,which
facilitateshandling and shipping of the parts.

2.3 Material Properties
The work presentedin this thesisfocuseson polycarbonateparts producedin SLS. In
the process, the polymer goes through extreme changes in temperatures.These
changesin temperatureresult in changesin the physical propertiesof the polymer. In
following sections,a brief descriptionof someof thesephysical properties is given.
In addition, an effort is madeto show how such propertiesare influenced when the
temperatureof the polymer is changed.
Polymers include a large class of materials such as plastics, rubbers and adhesives.
The processin which polymers are produced is known as polymerisation. In the
process,small molecules,termedmonomers,join togetherto createa polymer chain
[18]. If only one type of monomer is used in the polymer formation, the resulting
molecule is called a homopolymer.However, superior properties can be obtainedif
different types of monomersare employedin the polymer formation. In this case,the
resulting molecule is termed a copolymer [19]. Polyethylene is the most common
and simply structuredhomopolymer.The monomerused in forming polyethylene is
ethylene,which is a gas and has the formula C2H4.The polymer chain consistsof a
backboneof carbon atoms, whereby each carbon atom is bonded to two hydrogen
atoms,as illustrated in Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18 The chemicalstructureof polyethylene

An example of a copolymer is polycarbonatebis-phenol A. The polymer chain is
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Figure 2.19 (a) The chemicalstructureof polycarbonatebis-phenolA (b) The
chemicalrepresentationof a phenyl group structure.

The presenceof the phenyl and the two methyl side groups in the molecular chain
has a large influence on the propertiesof the polymer. The high attractionsbetween
these groups in the polymer chains contribute to the lack of mobility of the
individual molecules.This results in the polymer having a high melting point and a
relatively high viscosity when melted. The high stiffness of the chains also prevents
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polycarbonatefrom developinga crystalline structure,causingthe polymer to exhibit
an amorphousmolecularformation.
Polymers

Thennoplastics

Thennosets

Elastorners

Non-crystalline

Crystalline

Figure 2.20 Classificationof polymers

Polymers are classified according to their properties into three main categories;
thermoplastics, thermosets and elastomers. Additionally, thermoplastics are
[19].
(amorphous)
The
into
polymers
separated
crystalline and non-crystalline
classificationof polymersis outlined in Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.21 Thermoplasticpolymer: chainsheld loosely together
by van der Waal bondsand mechanicalentanglement.From [2 1].

Thermoplasticscan be meltedupon the application of heat.Although bonding within
the coiled chains is covalent, the polymer chains are held to one another by weak
der
Waals bonds, and by entanglements[21] (see Figure
bonding,
Van
secondary
2.21). At and abovethe melting temperature,bonding betweenthe twisted chains is
weak. This result in the chains passingone another upon the application of force,
flow.
In this state,the strength and modulus of elasticity of
to
the
causing
polymer
the polymer are almostzero, and the polymer is suitablefor forming.
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Below the melting point, many thermoplasticspartially crystallise, i. e. the coiled
polymer chains in the liquid state rearrange into a more orderly close packed
structure(see Figure 2.22). Polyethyleneis a polymer that shows a high degreeof
crystalline order when cooled.As polymersthat have crystalline regions also consist
of someamorphouszones,they are often termedsemi-crystallinepolymers.
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Figure 2.22 The effect of temperatureon the structureand
behaviourof thermoplasticpolymers.From [2 1].

In contrast,non-crystallinepolymer chainsremain twisted at temperaturesbelow the
melting point and the polymer continues to have an amorphous structure. At
temperaturesjust below the melting point, the polymer behavesin a rubbery manner,
and bonding between the polymer chains is weak. Permanentdeformation occurs
when load is applied on the polymer and then removed.However, bonding between
the polymer chainsbecomesstrongeras the temperatureis further reduced.Below a
temperature,termed the glass transition temperatureTg, the polymer becomeshard,
and a large increasein the elastic modulus occurs.The changein the structureof an
amorphouspolymer with temperatureis shown in Figure 2.22.
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Elastomers,however,can stretchto enormousextensionswithout permanentchange
in shape.That is due to the cross-linksthat exist betweenthe polymer chains.Upon
the application of load, the molecules slide past each other, but the cross-links
prevent permanentflow, and the molecules spring back to their original position
when the load is removed.
Thermosettingpolymers are composedof long chainsof moleculesthat are strongly
cross-linkedto one another.In general,thesepolymers are more rigid, but are more
brittle than thermoplastics.The presenceof cross-links in both thermosettingand
elastomer polymers implies that melting does not occurs, and these polymers
degradeinstead [21]. The general structuresof both elastomer and thermosetting
polymersare shownin Figure 2.23.

Cross-link

t-ross-iinK
(b)

Figure 2.23 (a) Thermosettingstructure (b) Elastomerstructure

2.3.1 Viscoelastic Polymers
As polycarbonate,which is the sub ect of this study, is an amorphouspolymer, the
focus in following sectionsis to describea number of physical propertiesrelated to
amorphous polymers. Amorphous polymers have a unique feature in their
.
load
depends
in
behaviour
to
their
that
or strain
on
response an applied
mechanical
the rate and time period of application. This dependencyis not observed in the
behaviour of elastic solids. Elastic solids at low strains obey Hook's law, whereby
the stress is proportional to the strain but is independenton the rate of loading.
Conversely,the behaviourof fluids is completelytime-dependent.Their behaviourat
low strains can be expressedby Newton's law, whereby the stressis proportional to
the strain rate but is independentof the strain. The behaviourof amorphouspolymers
is somewherebetweenthat of elastic solids and liquids. At low temperaturesand at
high strain rates the polymer behaves like an elastic solid. However, at high
temperaturesand (or) low strain rates,the polymer behavesin a viscous mannerand
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flows like a liquid. Amorphouspolymers are hencetermed viscoelasticpolymers as
they show both viscousand elastictypes of behaviour[22].
It has now been establishedthat temperatureand time influence the behaviour of
amorphouspolymers. To gain a better understandingof how these two factors
contribute to the behaviour of the polymer, each will be individually discussed.
Following on from that, their combinedeffectswill be explained.
2.3.1.1 Temperature Dependent Behaviour of Viscoelastic Polymers
Amorphouspolymersshow a large changein their propertieswhen their temperature
is changed.As the polymer is heated,it changesfrom a glassystateto a soft rubbery
state. The effect of the change in temperature on the elastic modulus of an
low
illustrated
in
2.24.
At
is
Figure
temperatures,
amorphouspolymer schematically
below the glasstransition temperature(Tg), the polymer is in a glassy state.As the
temperatureis increasedwhilst still below Tg,the polymer goesthrough a numberof
secondarytransitions in which a slight decreasein the modulus is exhibited [23].
However, a primary transition takes place at Tg, and a large drop in the modulus
takes place. In most references,T. is generally reported as a single temperature
in
it
However,
temperatures
the range of
of
value.
practically representsa range
Tg±(5-IOOC)
[24]. This temperaturerangeis termedthe glasstransition region.
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Figure 2.24 Modulus variation with temperatureof a typical
amorphouspolymer.
Figure 2.25 shows the load-elongation curves of an amorphous polymer, stretched at
identical strain rates, but at four different temperatures. At temperatures well below

Tg, as demonstratedby curve (A), the polymer behavesas a brittle solid; the load
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rises almost linearly with respectto elongation,and fracture takesplace at strainsas
low as 10%. At higher temperatures,but still below Tg, illustrated by curve (B), the
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At slightly higher temperatures,but still maintainedbelow Tg, as shown by curve
(C), a yield point can still be noticed and necking occurswith a decreasein the load.
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Figure 2.25 Load-elongationcurvesof a polymer stretchedat
different temperatures.CurveA, brittle fracture; curve B, ductile
failure; curve C, necking;curve D, rubber-likebehaviour.From [23).

2.3.1.2 Time Dependent Behaviour of viscoelastic

polymers

A method generally used to study the influence of time on the behaviour of a
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loading is released.However, if the specimenis allowed sufficient time betweenthe
two loadings, the elongation from the first and secondloadings will be the same,
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[23].
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First, it is essentialto examine the strain response(s) to a constant stress(a), for
each of the spring and dashpotelementsindividually. For the elastic element, the
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.
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Figure 2.27 Strain-timerelationshipfor a generalisedmechanicalmodel in a
creeptest combining elasticity,viscoelasticity,and flow [ 18]

Stress
a

tj

t2

Time (t)

Figure 2.28 Stress-timerelationshipin a creeptest.

When the mechanicalmodel, illustrated in Figure 2.26, is loaded at time tj, so that
the stressexperiencedis (or) (see Figure 2.28), the model undergoesan immediate
strain equalto &E, (seeFigure 2.27). This behaviouris termedthe ininiediate elastic
responseof the polymer, and is reflected in the model by the extensionof the spring
with modulusEl (seeFigure 2.26b). The viscoelasticresponsethen follows, which is
shown in Figure 2.26c by extensionof the spring and the dashpotelementsthat are
in parallel. In that Period, the dashpot acts as a damping resistance to the
establishmentof equilibrium in the spring. However, these two componentsreach
equilibrium, after a period, when their strain approachesaIE2.As the responseof the
elastic element with modulus E2 is not immediate, it is termed the delayed elastic
modulus. That is then proceededby a viscous strain at the rate of (U1173),
and is
characterisedin the model by the extension of the dashpot with viscosity 773,as
illustrated in Figure 2.26c. On the removal of the load at time t2 (see Figure 2.28),
the elastic elementwith modulusEl relaxesimmediately as shown in Figure 2.26(d).
This is then followed slowly by the viscoelastic response,which is the responseof
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the elastic element and dashpot that are in parallel, but the viscous flow with
is neverrecovered(seeFigure 2.26e).
viscosity 173
Figure 2.29 shows the typical change in the elastic modulus of an amorphous
polymer during a creeptest, with the temperatureof the polymer held constant.At
short experimental times, the polymer is in a glassy state, and the modulus is
generally in the order of 10"N/M2, and is time-independent. At very long
experimentaltimes, the polymer is in a rubbery state, and the modulus is usually in
2,
105NIM
the order of
and is also time-independent.However, at intermediatetimes,
the polymer is in a viscoelasticstate.In that state, the modulus lies in betweenthe
glassy elastic modulus and that at the rubbery state, and is time-dependent.If the
polymer is left for an extremely long period to creep,the polymer becomesviscous,
and flow happens[23].
log E(t) I

E=l

I
Glassv I Viscoelastic

Rubbery

Flow

09NM-2

IE=105NM-2

Log(t)
Figure 2.29 Schematicillustration of changesin the modulus of an amorphous
polymer with time in a creepor a stressrelaxationtest.

Another method usually employed to examine the time-dependentresponseof a
polymer is a stressrelaxation test. In the test, the polymer is subjectedto a constant
strain, and the decayin the load requiredto maintain that constantstrain is recorded
over a long period of time. Figure 2.30 schematicallyillustrates the decay in stress
with time in a stressrelaxation test. In the test, the elastic modulus of the polymer
goes through similar transitions to those experienced during a creep test,
schematicallyillustrated in Figure 2.29 [23].
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Stress

Time W
Figure 2.30 Schematicillustration of the decayin stresswith time
in a stressrelaxationtest.

The previoussectionsdescribedthe individual influencesof temperatureand time on
the behaviourof an amorphouspolymer. However, the effect of the temperatureon
the time-dependentresponseof the polymer has not yet been demonstrated.In the
following section,a descriptionof that effect is provided.
2.3.1.3 Time-Temperature Superposition

and the (WLF) Approximation

It has been established in Section 2.3.1.1 that the polymer at extremely high
temperaturesis in a rubbery state.In that state,the behaviourof the polymer is timeindependent(seeFigure 2.29). Additionally, the polymer at low temperaturesis in a
is
times
its
behaviour
also time-independent.
experimental
glassy state,and
at short
However, in the glass transition region (see Figure 2.24), the time-dependent
behaviourof the polymer is highly influencedby changesin temperature.The higher
the temperature of the polymer, the shorter the period it takes the polymer to
transforrnfrom an elasticto a rubberystateandvice versa [24].
Typical stress relaxation or creep (modulus-log(tinie)) curves obtained at
temperaturesT,, T, and T2,where T, > TI > T2are schematicallyillustrated in Figure
2.31. The curvesshownin the figure are similar in shape,but are horizontally shifted
if
it
Additionally,
that
logarithmic
time
to
the
one
was
recognised
parallel
scale.
(modulus-log(time)) curve at a particular reference temperature is known, for
be
(modulus-log(thne))
temperatures
T,,
the
the
can
other
example at
curves at
estimatedby applying a horizontal shift log(aT) on the logarithmic time scale [23].
This remarkable observation was established largely by the work of Williams,
Landel and Ferry, and they proposedlog(aT)to be expressedin the form,
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(T
)
T,
log (aT) = -C,
C2 + (T - T, )

2-3

where T, is the referencetemperature,C, and C2 are the William Landel and Ferry
(WLF) constants(calculatedat that referencetemperature),and T is the temperature
at which the (modulus-log (time)) curve is required. The equation, which was
found
be
developed
is
It
WLF
to
termed
the
was
originally
equation.
empirically,
generally expressiblefor most amorphouspolymers over the temperaturerange T=
T, ± 500C [23).

E(t)

log

(time)

Figure 2.31 Schematicdiagramillustrating the creepor stressrelaxation
(modulus-log(thne))curvesobtainedat three different temperaturesT,,
T, and T2,where T, > T, > T2

2.3.2 Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity k is a physical property of a material. It is a measureof the
heat
instantaneous
body.
The
is
heat
through
transferred
at
which
rate
a
rate at which
flows undirectionally through an object can be expressedby the Fourier's law of heat
conductionas follows,
dQ
dT
,,
=-kAdt
dx

2-4

where dQldt is the heat transfer rate along the x direction, A is the cross sectional
area taken at right angles to the direction of the heat flow and dTldx is the
temperaturegradientalongthe path of heat flow.
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Thermal energyis conductedin polymeric materialsby the vibration and molecular
motion of polymer chains.The thermal conductivity of polymers is understoodto be
anisotropic[24]. The reasonbeing that heat transferringalong the backboneprimary
bond encountersless scatteringthan that transmitted from chain to chain along the
secondarybonds.Consequently,an increasein the degreeof polymerisation and the
existenceof extensivecross-link-scan allow higher thermal conductivity [211.
Amorphouspolymers have a low thermal conductivity comparedto other polymers.
In amorphouspolymers, heat transfer may take the backbonepath, but the loosely
packed structure minimises the points at which the polymer chains contact one
increases,
As
the atomsgain thermal energy
the
temperature
the
another.
of
polymer
and vibrate. The vibration of each atom is then transferredto surrounding atoms.
This causesrapid heat transfer, exhibited in an increasein the thennal conductivity,
is
below
At
Tg.
the glass transition
the
that
the
temperature
of
polymer
provided
temperature,the conductivity reachesa maximum value. However, at temperatures
becomes
bonding
between
Tg,
the
weak, and thus scatteringof
above
polymer chains
the thermal energy is more pronounced,exhibited in a decreasein the thennal
conductivity [2 1].
However, a polymer powder bed conductsheat far less readily than a homogenous
in
interstitial
is
due
that
the
This
the
to
spaces
exist
the
solid of
same material.
powder bed, which is not the casein solids. In addition, the powder particles contact
one another over a small area and at a few contact points. The conductivity of a
[25].
by
degree
influenced
highly
bed
is
the
of
compaction
therefore
powder
Several models were developed to formulate a mathematical expression for the
[26]
bed.
Yagi
Kunii
thermal
studied the
and
effective
conductivity of a powder
influence of both temperatureand packing characteristicsof the powder bed on the
effective thermal conductivity. They consideredin their study seven heat transfer
modesto take place in a powder bed. The modesthat are not affectedby the flow of
gas through the interstitial spacesin the powder bed were identified as follows (see
Figure 2.32),

1. Thennal conductionthroughsolid particles.
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2. Thennal conductionthroughthe contactsurfacesof particles.
3. Radiantheattransferbetweenparticle surfaces.
4. Radiantheattransferbetweenneighbouringvoids.
In addition, the heat transfer mechanismsthat are influenced by the flow of gas
throughthe interstitial spacesin the powder bed were identified as (seeFigure 2.32),
5. Thermal conductionthroughthe gasfilm nearthe contactsurface.
6. Heat transferby convection,solid-gas-solid.
7. Heat transferby lateralmixing of the gas.

Figure 2.32 Illustration of the heattransfermechanismsin a packedbed. (1) Heat
transferthrough solid (2) Heattransferthrough the contactsurfaceof solid (3)
Radiationheattransferbetweensurfacesof solid (4) Radiationheat transfer
betweenadjacentvoids (5) Heat transferthroughthe gasfilm near the contact
by
lateral
(7)
Heat
by
(6)
transfer
Heat
transfer
convection,
solid-gas-solid,
surface
mixing of gas.From [25].

A mathematicaldescriptionof the heat transfermodel required the summationof the
flow of heat through the various paths in the powder bed, proportioned accordingto
their relative importance.As the conductivity of most gasesis considerably lower
than the conductivity of solids, the dominantresistanceto heat flow in a powder bed
is that of the gas. In a situation where the gas is motionless, or when Reynolds
number is small, the dominant heat transfer mechanisms taking place are
mechanisms1,2,3,4, and 5 (seeFigure 2.32). However, when Reynolds number is
large, mechanism 7 controls the heat transfer in any packed bed. Mechanism 6,
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however,was found to be less important than the other mechanisms,at all values of
Reynoldsnumber,and its effect was thereforeneglected.Conversely,mechanismsI
to 4 were consideredto be of importancewhen vacuumoccupiesthe voids within the
powder bed [26).
The packing of particles in a powder bed was describedin the Yagi-Kunii model by
the parametersP, y, T. ParameterP is defined as the ratio of the average length
betweenthe centresof two neighbouringsolids in the direction of the heat flow (1p)
to the meandiameterof the packing Dp. The parametery is defined as the effective
length of the solid relating to thermal conduction(1j divided by the mean diameter
[26].
P
The
be
both
factors
(Dp).
For
taken
the
y
as
unity
can
and
of
simplicity,
solid
factor T is the ratio of the effective thicknessof the fluid film through which heat is
(Dp).
diameter
(Q
the
to
the
material
packing
of
conducted
average
The generalequationderived for the effective thennal conductivity of a powder bed
(k,'), with motionlessgas filling the voids, was expressedby the Yagi-Kunii model

asfollows,
ß(1-6, )

"
k-,
kg

=

-+E,
g
,yL g+

Dph,.,ß
kg
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(11ýo)+ (Dphý / kg)

where kgand k-, are the thermal conductivitiesof the gas and solid respectivelyand
h,,
h,,
bed.
In
the
is
fraction
the
and
parameters
the
addition,
E,
powder
of
void
denotedin Equation 2-5, representthe radiation heat transfer coefficients from solid
to solid (mechanism3), and from void to void (mechanism4) respectively,and are
expressedin Kcal/mý-hr-K as follows [26],
(

EE

h,.,= 0.1952 2-e
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2r= (I-Ev)

where E is the emissivity of the solid surface, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. At
low temperatures, the effect of radiation within

the powder bed becomes

unimportant, and the effective thermal conductivity of the powder bed can be
simplified as [26],

k (I

2-8

k, =
(I+ Tk, / kg)

Additional models [27,28] were also formulated to predict the effective thermal
conductivity of a powder bed at high temperatures.Sih et al. [27] developedthe
following expressionfor the effective thennal conductivity ( k, ),

k,*
kg

V-1

E, )(I +

E,,kR
kg

2B
Bkg

I_

B-1

g In

Bk

g(k,
k.,
ý(1- k,
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k.,

kR

Bkg

kg

2

kg
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Ai

where B is the deformationparameterof the particle; when B=I, the particle has a
spherical shape and B---ý- when the particle surface is that of a cylinder. The
parameterodenotesthe flattenedsurfacefraction of a particle in contactwith another
particle, i. e. 0--0when the particlesare not in contactand 0--I when the particles are
in completecontact.The ten-n k-Rrefers to the radiation thermal conductivity and is
expressedas follows,
kR=4FR6RT 3Dp

2-10
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is the Stefan-Boltzmanconstant [5.67xl

qR

0-8W/M

2

X4] and

FR

is the view

factor, definedas the fraction of radiation leaving a surfaceand intersectinganother
surface[28].
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Figure 2.33 Sih andYagi-Kunii predictionsof the effective thermal
conductivity of an aluminapowder bed (F-,
=0.71) drawn alongside
the experimentallymeasureddata.From [28].

Figure 2.33 shows the Sih and Yagi-Kunii predictions of the effective thermal
conductivity of an alumina powder bed drawn alongside the experimentally
measureddata [28]. The figure showsthat the prediction of the Sih model was more
accurate,for this specific type of material,than the Yagi-Kunii model.

2.3.3 Specific Heat
The specific heat (Cp) is the amountof heat requiredto increasethe temperatureof a
unit massby one degree. It is expressedin the form,
dQ
CP_
dT

2-11

where dT is the changein temperatureexperiencedby a unit mass of the material
when subjectedto a quantity of heat dQ. There are no theoretical expressionsfor the
specific heat of amorphouspolymers [24]. However, experimental observations
showed the specific heat of amorphouspolymers to increaseas the temperatureis
increased,below and abovethe glasstransition region. In the glasstransition region,
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a step change in the specific heat is exhibited [24]. Based on experimental
measurements[7], the specific heat of polycarbonateis expressedin both the glassy
and rubbery statesas follows,

Cp(glass) = 0.262+ 9.768x 10' T Cal/(dC)

2-12

T< 145 C

Cp(rubber) = 0.371+ 5.438x 10' T Cal/(90C)

2-13

OC
145OC:!
T<
300
ý

For a powder bed, the specificheatis written as follows [1],

cp

cpi

Y,
= O)i
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n
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where
and
and
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weight
respectively [1]. The powder bed is made of two types of components; solid particles
bed.
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that
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spaces

fraction of the gasis one thousandtimes lessthan that of the solid, the product (A)jCpj
for the gas is extremely small when comparedto that of the solid [1]. Thus, the gas
has very little influence on the overall specific heat of the powder bed, and the
[I].
heat
be
bed
that
to
solid
particle
of a
specific
of a powder
can considered

2.3.4 Density
The mechanicaland physical propertiesof an SLS fabricatedpart were found to be
highly related to its density. Emphasiswas thereforegiven to investigatethe factors
that influence the density. One of the methodsemployedin increasingthe density of
fabricated parts is by increasing the density of the powder bed, prior to SLS
processing.The powder bed density, however, is influenced by the density of the
solid particles and their packing. The latter is a function of the particle size, particle
size distribution and particlesshape[1].
An optimal packing density of a powder bed could be achievedif the voids among
the largest particles in the bed are filled with smaller particles, which are in turn
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filled with smallerparticlesand so forth. In principle, sphericaluniform particlescan
be packed in different arrangementssuch as the cubical and the orthorhombic
arrangements,schematicallyillustratedin Figure 2.34.

14:
x

Cubical

Orthorhombic

Figure 2.34 The cubicaland orthorhombicarrangementsof
uniforrn sphericalparticles

If the radius of the solid particles forming a cubical arrangementis denoteda, the
volume of the solid spheresV in the powderbed canbe expressedas,

V4

3

ma'N, NYNý,

2-15

where N,, Ny, N, are the number of spheresalong the x, y, and z axes respectively
(seeFigure 2.34). In addition,the volume VTof the solid figure bounding the cubical
arrangementpowder bed canbe written as,
VT=

2aN, x 2aNy x 2aN.

2-16

Therefore,the volume of the void spaceas a percentageof the total volume occupied
by the arrangement of the spheres is [(8a3- (4 / 3)7ra3)18a3]= 47.6%, or the
spheresoccupy only 53.4% of the total volume of the powder bed. In a similar way,
the percentagevoid volume of the orthorhombic packed bed can be found to be
39.5%. The cubical packing is unstable and does not occur in nature, whereasthe
orthorhombic is the most likely arrangementto exist in uniform-sized spherebeds
[25].

However, the actual packing of a powder bed is more representedby systemsof
particles containing two, three and more sizes of components.This arrangementis
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shown in Figure 2.35 for the powder used in SLS to produce polycarbonate parts;
Laserite Polycarbonate compound LPC-3000 [29]. The powder particles have an

irregular shapewith particle sizesrangingfrom 30 to 180ýtm.

Figure 2.35 Microscopic image ot'Laserite Polycarbonate
compound LPC-3000. From [291.

It is expectedthat the smaller the diametersof the finest particles, the denseris the
bed, which is due to the finest particles filling more of the interstitial spacesamong
the coarseparticles.A methodusedto producehighly densepacking was reportedby
Orr [25]. Initially, the large powderparticlesare placed into a containerand vibrated
to minimum porosity. The finest componentsare then added and vibrated until
maximum density is achievedand so on. However, it was reported that less dense
packing is achievedwhen the different sizedpowder componentsare first mixed and
then vibrated [25].
The bulk density of a powder structurecan be estimatedusing two basic methods,
aeratedand tapped.The aeratedbulk density is determinedby allowing the powder
to settle first when poured into a container,whereasthe 'tapped or 'packed' density
is estimatedfollowing tapping or vibrating the aeratedsample [30]. In general,the
density of SLS powder beds is closer to the poured density than the tappeddensity
[1]. At Leeds, the SLS powder bed density is determined by building hollow
cylinders with closed bases.The cylinders are then carefully removed from the
powder bed containing within them the unsintered powder. The density of the
powder is then estimatedfrom its weight divided by the volume it had occupied in
the fabricatedcylinder [3 1].
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In SLS, a part is formed when the solid particles, in contact with each other in the
powder bed, coalesceat elevatedtemperatures.This processis termed sintering.It is
accompaniedby a decreasein the volume of the pore spacesbetweenthe particles,
and thus reduction in the total surfacearea and volume of the sinteredpowder bed
occurs.This phenomenoninvolves viscous flow between adjacentparticles, and its
rate is therefore greatly affected by the local temperature. Sintering proceeds in two
distinct stages.First, interfaces and bridges between adjacent particles are developed
with very little change in density (see Figure 2.36). This is then followed by a stage

of densification in which inter-particle cavities are significantly reduced or
eliminated.

Figure 2.36 Schematicview of the first stageof sintering

A numberof researchersstudiedthe effect of various SLS processparameterson the
density of fabricated parts. Generally, the density was found to increasewith the
increasein the fill laser power P, but was seento reduce with increasingthe laser
beam speedU and the scanspacingS. The SLS processparametersP, U and S are
combinedinto a single parametertermedthe energydensity (ED) which is defined as
P],
P-f
ED US

2-17

wheref is a conversionfactor [29]. Ho et al. [29] studiedthe effects of varying ED
on the microstructureand the physical density of SLS fabricatedpolycarbonateparts.
The energy density was varied by setting different values for the fill laser power P
whilst maintaining the other parametersconstant; scan spacing and laser speedat
0.2mm and 861mm/seerespectively.The powder layer thickness was 0.13mm and
the part heatersetpoint was adjustedat 1450Cduring the "build" stagein SLSThe microstructure of the top surface of
ED
built
equal
at
a polycarbonate specimen
to 0.036j/MM2 is illustrated in Figure 2.37a. In the figure, the particles are only
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slightly fused at the points of contact, and individual particles and voids in between
can be easily identified. A cryogenically fractured cross-section of the specimen is
shown in Figure 2.37b. Similar to the top surface, individual particles and voids can
be also seen along the depth of the specimen.

Figure 2.37 (a) Microscopic image of top surface of a polycarbonate specimen
built at ED equal to 0.036J/MM2 (b) Microscopic image of the fractured crosssection of the specimen. From [29]
The microscopic

image of the top surface of a polycarbonate

part fabricated at ED

equal to 0.07j/MM2 is shown in Figure 2.38a. The presence of voids at the surface is
less apparent than that exhibited

in the previous case (see Figure 2.37a). This is

likely to be caused by the flow of material, which facilitated
polymer

particles. However,

better fusion of the

(B)
(A)
the
and
were
surface,
a number of peaks at

noticed. That was thought to be due to the presence of some unmelted

particles

underneath the sintered surface of the layer.
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Figure 2.38 (a) Microscopic image of the top surface of a polycarbonate specimen
sintered at ED equal to 0.07J/mm2 (b) Microscopic image of the fractured crosssection of the same specimen. From [29].
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A microscopic image of the fractured cross-section of the specimen is shown in
Figure 2.38b. The existence of voids between two well-defined layers can be clearly
noticed. This is possibly due to the energy density not being high enough to cause
complete melting at a larger depth than the nominal thickness of a layer, resulting in
slight fusion between subsequently sintered layers.

The microscopic image of the top surface of a specimen sintered at ED equal to
0.094J/rnm2 is illustrated in Figure 2.39a. In the figure, the presence of peaks at the
surface was less apparent and the number of holes at the surface decreased. The
fractured cross-sectional view of the specimen, illustrated in Figure 2.39b, showed a
more compact structure, and the boundaries of the layers forming the specimen were
less identifiable.
NN

Jr,

Figure 2.39 (a) Microscopic image of the top surface of a polycarbonate specimen
built at ED equal to 0.094J/mm2 (b) Microscopic irnage of the fractured cross
section of the same specimen. From [29]

As the energydensity was further increased,smokewas observedwhen components
were sintered. That phenomenon was believed to be a sign of degradation.
Degradationis expectedto be most severein SLS on the layer surface,where the
polyrner is in direct contact with the laser beam. However, degradation is also
believed to take place at a deepersection in the sinteredlayer. That happensas the
smokeand gasesgeneratedescapefrom the sinteredsurface,allowing the laser beam
to penetrate through the gaps between the polymer particles. However, if the gaps
are sealed off rapidly due to efficient melting, gasesgenerated could be trapped. This
results in large voids to exist within the fabricated layer. Figure 2.40 shows a

microscopic image of a fractured cross-section of a polycarbonate specimen
fabricatedat ED equalto 0.12J/mrn2, wherevoids are clearly identifiable.
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Figure 2.40 Microscopic image ofthe fractured cross section of
a specimen sintered at ED equal to 0.12J/InM2 . From [29]

Ho et al. [29] also measured the apparent density of the polycarbonate specimens,
fabricated at the energy densities aforementioned. Results obtained are shown in
Figure 2.4 1. In the figure, the maximum density (I 056kg/m') of the components was
obtained at ED

=

O. Ogj/11IM2

However, the density is seen to reduce as the ED was
.

further increased, which also agrees with the microscopic images shown in Figure
2.40.
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Figure 2.41 Variation in the physical density of SLS fabricated
polycarbonate with variation in energy density. From [291.

2.3.5 Radiation Properties
Thermal radiation is one of several mechanisms of heat transfer. It is ernitted in the

form of electromagneticwavesand thus it doesnot require the presenceof a material
medium. Conversely,heat transfer through convection and conduction require the
presenceof a material medium. All materialsemit and receivethermal radiation at a
by
determined
is
the
dependent
Its
rate primarily
on their temperature. effectiveness
radiation properties of the material, which include the emissivity, absorptivity,
transmissivity and reflectivity. In the following sections, a description of these
propertiesis provided.
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2.3.5.1 Surface Emissivity
In theory, a blackbodyis consideredto be an ideal emitter of radiation, in the sense
that no surfacecan emit more radiation than a blackbody at the sametemperature.It
is thereforeconvenientto choosethe blackbodyas a referencein describingemission
from a real surface.The emissivity e, which is a surfaceproperty, is defined as the
ratio of the radiation emittedby the surfaceto the radiation emitted by a black body
at the sametemperature,and is expressedasfollows,
Er (T)

2-18

(T) =V,
Ebr(T)

is
Eb,
(T)
is
from
the total energy
E,
(T)
the
total
the
where
surfaceand
energyemitted
emitted from a black body at the samesurfacetemperature.Additionally, Ebr(T) is
defined as a function of the absolute temperature of the surface, T(K), and the
Stefan-B oltzmann constant (qR= 5.67x 10' W/M2-Ký) as follows,

Eb,
-(T)=

2.3.5.2 Absorptivity,

aR

4

-T
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Reflectivity and Transmissivity

When radiation energy strikes a material surface, a fraction of the incident energy (1)
is reflected, termed the reflectivity, pR, a fraction is absorbed, termed the absorptivity
aR and a fraction is transmitted termed the transmissivity rR(see Figure 2.42). From
an energy balance point of view, it follows that the summation of pR, -rRand aR is
unity.
Incident beam,I
Reflection,PR

Absorption, a. *I

Transmission,'rR *1
Figure 2.42 Schematicview of the reflection, absorptionand transmissionof
an incident beam
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In a previous study [7], the emissivity of SLS polycarbonate powder was
experimentally measuredusing an integrating sphere, schematically illustrated in
Figure 2.43. The polycarbonatepowder samplewas placed in a holder positionedat
the bottom of the sphere,and a laserbeamwas then projected normal to the sample
(seeFigure 2.43). The amountof radiation reflected from the samplewas measured
as a voltage signal with a photodetector.The measurementsgave a reflectivity (PR)
of the polycarbonatepowder equal to 5%. As transmission of infrared radiation
through polycarbonateis very poor, the assumptionmade in the study was that the
transmissivity(,rR)of polycarbonateis equalto zero. A radiation balanceimplies that
the sum of pR, rRand crRis equalto unity, and thus the absorptivity (CrR)is equal to
95%. Additionally, at thermal equilibrium, the emissivity (c-) and absorptivity (aR)
are the same,andthus the emissivity of the polycarbonatepowder was assumedto be
0.95 [7]. The measurementswere also perforined on SLS fabricated polycarbonate
samples.However, results obtainedfor the fabricatedsamplesdid not significantly
vary from thosemeasuredfor the powder samples.
Laserbeam

Lens
d]

Photo-detector

Baffle
Powdersample
Figure 2.43 Schematicillustration of an integratingsphere

2.3.6 Thermal Expansion
In general,anobjectexpandswhenheatedandcontractswhencooled.The changein
in terms
the lengthof a bodyAl dueto variationin temperature
AT canbe expressed
of the initial length1 of thebodyandthe linearcoefficientof thermalexpansiona as
follows,
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Al = axl,, xAT

Equation 2-20 can be usedto determinethe dimensionalchangesof a body due to
variation in its temperatureprovided that the body is able to uniformly expand or
contractfreely with no residualstressesproduced.However, if the body is restrained
from moving, dimensionalchangesmay not be possibleand stressesdevelop.These
in
be
terms of the
stressesare termed thermal stressesUthermal
written
and can
expansioncoefficient a and elasticmodulusE as follows [32],

a,

2-21

=a-E-AT
I
. ......

h

In general,thermal expansionis relatedto the strengthof the atomic bondswithin a
material. Strong atomic bonding results in slight separationof the atoms, when the
temperatureis elevated, resulting in a low coefficient of thermal expansion. In
amorphouspolymers,thermalexpansiondoesnot only dependon the bonding within
the polymer chains,which is covalent,but is also highly influenced by the strength
of the secondarybondingholding the polymer chainstogether.At the glasstransition
temperature Tg, the secondarybonds become extremely weak, allowing a large
is
by
freely.
That
the
to
translate
exhibited
an
number of
polymer chains rotate and
abruptrise in the specific volume at T., as schematicallyillustrated in Figure 2.44.

0.)

T9

Temperature(C)

Figure 2.44 Schematicdiagramshowing the variation in specific
volume with temperaturefor a typical amorphouspolymer.

The linear coefficient of thennal expansion of solid polycarbonate is reported to
equal68x 10-61/'C[33]. However, in a previous study [7], the value of the expansion
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coefficient of solid polycarbonatewas found too small to explain the expansionof a
polycarbonatepowder bed. Additionally, the expansionof a polycarbonatepowder
bed was too large to be describedby the expansionof trappedgasesin the bed. The
considerableexpansionof the powder bed was attributed in the study to the change
in the shapeof the powder particlesfrom oblate to a spherical shape.That was also
for
in
by
images
that
shape
a
particle
change
supported microscopic
showedsuch a
polycarbonatepowder bed heatedabove Tg.However, re-introducing the previously
heatedpowder to an oven, and heating it in the sameway showed no expansionof
the bed during heating,which provedthat the bed expansioneffect is irreversible [7].

2.4 Previous studies of curl in SLS
The ability of the SLS processto producedimensionallyaccurateparts is essentialto
its overall acceptancein the market place. However, for a given material, the
in
SLS
is
influenced
by
highly
the
selected
machine parameters
accuracyof a part
fabrication. Often the successful production of geometrically acceptable parts
involves numerousfabrication trials before the optimum machineparameterscan be
found.

Curl and shrinkageareprobablythe largestcausesof inaccuracyin SLS. If shrinkage
within the part is uniform, the problem can be solved by simply scaling the part's
CAD model geometryto compensatefor shrinkage.Unfortunately, shrinkageis not
by
investigated
been
has
The
many
uniform, and part curling can occur.
problem
researchers.Their objective has been to eliminate (or at least reduce) the curling
effect in SLS fabricated parts. Some research work approached the problem
(see
by
experimentally
studying the effects of the machine parameterson curl
Section2.2.5.4.2).Othershaveuseda numerical approachsuch as the finite element
modelling. Thesenumerical modelsare very powerful in understandingthe stagesof
curl developmentduring the SLS process.Additionally, this approach avoids the
need, in the long term, for experimentalfabrication for the purpose of finding the
optimum SLS machine parameters. The optimum parameters found from the
numerical models can be applied to physically produce geometrically acceptable
parts,which can considerablyreducethe time and cost of operatingthe SLS machine
for experimentalpurposes.
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In the following sections,a number of previous studies in curl are presented.The
first
have
that
through
are
studies
examined curl
experimental measurements
introduced.Then, a descriptionof previous studiesthat have used the finite element
modelling approachin an attemptto understandthe developmentof curl is given.

2.4.1 Experimental Studies of Curl
Previousexperimentalwork was carriedout to examinethe variation in the profile of
the curled bottom surfacesof SLS fabricatedpolycarbonateblocks with variation in
thickness of the blocks [34]. The blocks, fabricated for the purpose of the study,
and 50 layers in thickness,where the
nominal thicknessof a layer was equalto 0.125mm.The laser power (P), laser speed

were 90x26mm in areaand 1,2,3,5,10,20

(U) and scanspacing(S) selectedin fabrication of the blocks were I OW, 1189mm/s
heater
SLS
0.15mm
"build"
the
In
set
the
part
and
processing,
respectively.
stageof
point was set at 1540C.In addition, there were no bases constructed below the
downwardfacing surfacesof the blocks (seeSection2.2.5.4-2).
2

tý

I

X, mm

Figure 2.45 Measuredprofiles of the bottom surfacesof SLS fabricated
polycarbonateparts2,10,20 and 50 layersin thickness.From [34].

The bottom surface of each of the fabricatedblocks was then traced using a stylus
profilometer. The profiles measuredare shown in Figure 2.45, where the part coordinate systemis illustrated in Figure 2.46. The edgeprofile of the one-layerthick
part is seen in Figure 2.45 to exhibit a downward curl. That was reported to be
artificially causedby placing the thin (very flexible) upward curling layer upside
down on a flat surface,as its profile was measured[34].
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The slopes of the measuredprofiles (dzldx) were then estimated, where a linear
variation in slopepointedto a circular profile. The resultsobtainedsuggestedthat the
measuredprofiles could be approximatedto two circular arcs. The first arc, denoted
in Figure 2.46 (region 1), was seento exist in the region extending 2.5mm from the
edge of bottom surfacesof the parts. The secondcircular arc, denoted(region fl),
extend from the end of region I towards the centre of the part (see Figure 2.46).
Further investigation revealedthat the length of region (1) and its radius (10mm)
were independenton the thicknessof the blocks. However, the length of region (II)
and its radius were found to increasewith the increase in thickness, but stopped
growing asthe thicknessof the blocks exceeded20 layers.
ZA

0

90mm

!4-

01

Region (1)
x

Region (H)

Figure 2.46 Schematicillustration of the curled regions (1) and (R)
seenat the bottom surfacesof SLS fabricatedpolycarbonateparts.
The work also examined the influence of bases on the curl profile of the bottom
surfaces of 50-layer thick polycarbonate blocks. The blocks were fabricated using
the SLS machine parameters aforementioned. The bases, however, were sintered at
laser power (P) and laser speed (LO equal to I OW and II 89mm/s respectively, but at
scan spacings (S) that ranged from 0.15 to 0.63mm. The results showed that the
radius of region (1) was unchanged with the use of bases. However, the radius of
region (R) was found to depend on [PI(U. S)] used in building the base. The study
revealed that the base had no restraining effect on curl at [PI(TJ.S)] less than
0.015j/MM2 As [PI(TJ.S)l was increased, the radius of that region also increased.
.
However, above [PI(U. S)] equal to 0.03J/mm2, the base had no additional restraining
effect on curl.

In the study [34], attemptswere made to investigatethe causesof curl. Initially, an
analytical density model was developedto predict the edge shapeof a single SLS
fabricatedpolycarbonatelayer. The curved density contourspredicted by the model
were seento correspondto a comer of radius 0.5 to Imm, which was approximately
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one tenth the radius obtainedbasedon the experimentally measuredprofiles. Thus,
the densitymodel failed to explainthe curvatureseencloseto the edgesof the part.
The authors then attemptedto examinethe effect of thermal shrinkagesthat arise
following cooling of a melt layer (recently sintered layer) on curl. An analytical
model was developedfor that purposeconsistingof a viscoelasticmodel to represent
the cooling (melt) layer bondedto an elastic substraterepresentingthe previously
sinteredlayers.The analyticalmodelpredictedsignificant strainsto developoncethe
temperatureof the melt layer reducedbelow 1900C.Additionally, the model showed
that an increasein the cooling rate of the layer resulted in larger strains. These
cooling rateswere expectedto be the highestclosestto the edgesof the layer, which
(accordingto the authors)may have resultedin the distinct curl seenat the edgesof
the bottom surfaceof the part.

2.4.2 Finite Element Modelling of Curl
In this section,a numberof previousstudiesthat usedthe finite elementapproachto
examine curl developmentin the SLS processare introduced. Dalgarno et al. [35]
developeda finite element model to predict curl in SLS fabricated polycarbonate
parts. The approachtaken within the work reported was to model part build by
adding layers of elementsto representaddition of material to a part, and introducing
compressivestrains as the layers are added. Figure 2.47 schematically shows the
finite elementmeshusedwithin the analysis.The meshrepresentsa block 90x26mm
in area and 10 layers in thickness (see Figure 2.48). The thickness of each layer
forming the ten-layer part was defined in the analysis based on experimental
measurements.In the model, all the layers with exception of the first and second
layers were given a thicknessof 0.125mm, which was the default thicknesswithin
the manufactureof a ten-layerpart. The first layer of the part was given a thickness
of 0.66mm, whereas the second layer was given a thickness of 0.25mm. The
additional thickness of these layers was reported to be a result of bonus Z (see
Section2.2.5.4.1).

The analysedten-layer part was symmetrical about the y-z plane (see Figure 2.48),
and thus only half of the part was modelled. Additionally, it was reported that a 2D
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analysiswas usedas it was the distortion along the 90mm length of the part that was
of interest [35]. The elementsused in the mesh were four noded coupled thermaldisplacementplane stresselements.Coupled elementsallowed compressivestrains
to be introduced to the layers as they were built by artificially lowering their
temperaturewithin the mesh.The powderbed was modelled as a rigid surface.It was
reportedthat the surface is unlikely to be rigid. However, as the powder bed was
(compared
SLS
during
the
to
temperatures
process
assumednot experienceelevated
to the part), the bed is likely to be stiff relative to the part.
Axis of
symmetryt
I

Layer 10

Layer 2
zx

Layer i
4
Rigid surface
Figure 2.47 Schematicillustration of the 2D finite elementmesh
usedin the curl analysisperformedby Dalgarrio et al. [35].

10 Layers

26

__e

Figure 2.48 Schematicdiagramof the I O-layerpart modelled in the
finite elementanalysisperformedby Dalgamo et al. [351.

Based on experimentalmeasurements,elementsrepresentingthe part were given a
density of 700kg/M3 However, the elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio and expansion
.
coefficient were given assumed values equal to 5OMPa, 0.4 and 2xl 0,6C-1
respectively.The interactionbetweenthe part and powder bed was modelled with an
assumedcoefficient of friction of 1. That value was selected to reflect that real
surfaceswould be quite rough, giving high resistanceto relative motion.
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The first step of the analysiswas to remove the layers from two to ten, following
their initial definition. In the step,the first layer of the part was analysed.The only
boundary condition applied was to enforce symmetry; the nodes along the axis of
symmetry were constrainednot to move in the x-direction (see Figure 2.47). A
gravity load was appliedto the elementsactive in the model. The compressivestrain
(2.6xlO-4) was then imposed on the layer by artificially reducing its temperature.
After the first layer was loaded in this way, elementsmaking up the secondlayer
were introduced,and the gravity load and compressivestrain applied to them, with
this procedurerepeateduntil all ten layersof the part were introducedand loaded.
Measureddisplacementin the z-direction,3.25nunfrom
the part edgeof a two-layer part.
Finite elementpredicteddisplacementin the z-direction,
3.25nunfrom the part edgeof a two-layer part.
Measureddisplacementin the z-direction,5.5mm from
the part edgeof a ten-layerpart.
Finite elementpredicteddisplacementin the z-direction,
ý5.5rmn from the part edgeof a ten-layerpart.

0.025mm
O.Ollmrn
0.05mm
0.052mm

Table 2-1 Comparisonbetweenthe finite elementprediction of curl
From [35].
and the experimentalmeasurements.

Axis of
symmetry

Part edge
Measuredpoint
T--l

Curled bottom surface
Displacement
in z direction

Flat pl; ne

Distance from
part edge

Figure 2.49 Schematicdiagramof a curled bottom surfaceof a part,
clarifying the termsdenotedin Table 2-1.

Using the above-mentionedmethod, a separateanalysis was also carried out to
predict curl of a two-layer part, 90x26mm in area.Table 2-1 showsthe finite element
model predictions comparedto measurementsof distortion performed on two and
ten-layer parts of the samegeometry.Figure 2.49 shows a schematicdiagram of the
curled bottom surfaceof a part, presentedhere to clarify the terms denotedin Table
2-1. It was reported that the results suggestthat the combination of gravity loads,
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compressivestrain introduced within the layers as they are manufacturedand the
interactionbetweenthe powder bed andthe part all lead to the developmentof curl.
Jamal [36] further developed the previously described finite element models by
considering fewer assumptions with regard to the material properties of
polycarbonate.In the model, the elastic modulus was defined basedon experimental
measurements.Additionally, the viscoelasticbehaviour of polycarbonatewas taken
into account in the analysis. The analysis was initially performed on a part,
90x26mm in areaand 10 layers in thickness.The finite elementmesh generatedfor
the analysiswas that used in the previous model developedby Dalgarno et al. [35],
schematicallyillustrated in Figure 2.47. Additionally, the thickness of each layer
fori-ningthe part and elementtype usedin the meshwere identical to thosedefined in
the previous finite elementmodel. Material properties defined in the analysis were
those assignedin the previous model with the exception of the elastic modulus. The
elastic modulus was consideredin the analysisto be constant,equal to 319AMPa.
The modulus was determinedfrom tensile test measurementsperformed on an SLS
fabricatedpolycarbonatepart at 100*C.The time-temperaturedependentbehaviour
of the polymer was also consideredin the analysis.The model required as input the
stressrelaxation data experimentallyobtainedat a referencetemperaturealong with
the WLF constantsestimatedat that referencetemperature(seeSection2.3.1.3).Tile
referencetemperaturespecified in the model was 100*C.The stressrelaxation data
experimentally obtained at IOOOC
were defined in the formof

(gR(t)=E(I)

IE)

against the relaxation time (t), where E(t) is the modulus at relaxation time (t),
andE is the instantaneousmodulus obtained from the tensile test measurements
perfonned at 1000C.

Relaxationtime t (sec)

E(t) MPa

0

319.4

1

33.33

293.02

0.9174

146.6

277.85

0.8699

254.88

0.798

2000

j

1

9R

E(t)IE

Table 2-2 Selectedstressrelaxation data experimentallyobtainedat
100*C.From [36].
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The data of gR(t) against the relaxation time (t), reported in the study, are
summarisedin Table 2-2. Stressrelaxation tests were also carried out at 1200Cand
1400C in order to estimate the WLF constants (CI and C2) at the reference
temperature(1000C).The values reported for C1 and

C2

were 2.778 and 7.389

respectively.

Similar to the previous model, elementsrepresentingthe layers from two to ten of
the part were deactivatedin the first step of the analysis.A boundary condition was
then applied to enforcesymmetryof the first layer. A gravity load was also applied
to all active elementsin the mesh.Compressivestrain was introducedto the layer by
reducing its temperaturefrom 190*Cto 150*C.The temperature1900Cwas selected
as it was reportedin a previous study [34] (seesection 2.4.1) to be the temperature
below which considerable thermal strains develop in a recently sintered
polycarbonatelayer. The temperature1500Cis generally selectedas the set point at
which the part heater maintainsthe top surface of the part bed during the "build"
stageof SLS fabrication of polycarbonateparts. After the first layer was loaded in
this way, elementsmaking up the secondlayer were introduced,and the gravity load
and compressivestrain applied to them, with this procedurerepeateduntil all ten
layers of the part were introducedand loaded.Using the samemethod, analysiswas
performedto predict curl of a two-layer part.
The effect of the time-temperaturedependentresponseof polycarbonateon curl was
investigatedby selecting different periods to representthe time it took the recently
added layers to reduce in temperaturefrom 1900Cto 150*C.The cooling periods
selectedwere 0.01 secondsand 30 seconds.Table 2-3 shows the finite element
model predictions comparedwith measurementsof distortion reported by Dalgarno
et al. [35]. The terms denotedin the table are clarified in Figure 2.49. The results
suggestedthat the time-temperature dependentresponse of the polymer had a
significant effect on curl.
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R esult s
Displacement in the zdirection, 3.25mm from
the part edge of a twolayer part.
Displacement in the zdirection, 3.25mm from
the part edge of a tenlayer part.
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Finite element results

Ex perimental
measurement

Cooling in 0.0 1 seconds

Cooling in 30 seconds

0.025 mm

0.019 mm

0.0 12 mm

0.05 mra

0.0456 mrn

0.036 mm

Table 2-3 Comparisonbetweenthe finite elementpredictionsof
From [36).
curl and the experimentallyobtainedmeasurements.

The studiesreportedin Section2.4 suggesteda number of factors that influence the
developmentof curl in SLS fabricatedpolycarbonateparts. The experimentalstudy
[34] showedthe profile of the curledbottom surfaceof a part to be highly influenced
by the thickness of the part. The study also suggestedthat the use of basescan
reducethe curling effect, but cannotcompletelyeliminate it. However, the numerical
models developed in the study did not identify the exact reasons for curl
development,particularly in the region close to the edgesof the bottom surfaceof a
part (RegionI in Figure 2.46).
However, the finite elementmodels developedby Dalgarno et al. [35] suggesteda
number of factors that influence the development of curl- These are thermal
shrinkages generated in each layer forming the part, gravity load and friction
betweenthe part andpowder bed.The finite elementmodelsby Jamal [36] suggested
that the cooling rate of a recently sinteredlayer has a high effect on the development
of curl; the higher the cooling rate, the larger the curl developed and vice versa.
However, the models did not produceaccurateprediction of curl, which presumably
is due to the large number of assumptionsthe models comprised. For example,
material properties defined in the models were mainly assumed. Additionally,
temperaturereductionsspecified in the analysesto eachlayer of the part were based
on hypotheses,and were not defined on the basis of experimental measurements,
analytical investigationsor numerical models. While the curl models reported can
give an indication of the someof the factors influencing curl, they remain extremely
basic in nature. Moreover, the models do not provide a real understandingof the
underlying problem with relation to the SLS machine parameters.Consequently,
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further work is required to develop a finite element model that is capable of
accuratelypredictingcurl in SLS fabricatedparts.This requiresproper simulation of
the SLS processwith the use of the least assumptionswith regard to material
properties.

Chapter 3
Experimental Investigation of Curl
3.1

Introduction

The subject of this chapter is to describe the SLS fabrication of ten-layer
polycarbonatespecimensand to introduce the method employed in measuring the
profiles of their curled surfaces.The measuredprofiles, presentedin this chapter,
were employedin guiding the developmentof the finite elementmodels, createdto
predict curl, andto validateresultsobtained.
3.2

Geometry of Parts and SLS Parameters Used in Manufacturing

In this section, the geometry of the polycarbonatespecimensand the SLS machine
parametersused in their fabrication are introduced. The five specimensseparately
SLS fabricated were polycarbonate blocks 90x26rmn in area and 10 layers in
thickness. The nominal thickness of each layer was 0.127mm. As previously
reported, the SLS process consists of three stages; "warmup", "build" and
"cooldown". In the following, a descriptionof thesestagesin fabrication of the tenlayer parts is given.
In the "warmup" stage,layers of powder were depositedonto the part piston. The
overall thickness of the powder spreadin that stage was approximately 15.24mm.
That was then followed by the "build" stage,wherein the temperatureof the powder
in the feed cartridgeswas maintainedat 800C.Layers of powder were spreadby the
roller, with the part heater raising the temperatureof the top surface of the added
layer to 1500C,prior to sintering taking place. Each of the blocks were separately
fabricated,at the centre of the part bed, in an arrangementschematicallyillustrated
in Figure 3.1. The SLS machine parametersselectedin fabrication, i.e. laser power
(P), laser speed (U) and scan spacing (S) were I IW, 1188.87mm/sand 0.25mm
respectively. There were no bases manufactured underneath the ten-layer parts.
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Additionally, the piston heater and downdraft were deactivated during processing.
After the last (tenth) layer of a block was sintered, the heaters were switched off,
indicating the start of the "cooldown" stage. In that stage, the process chamber door
cannot be unlocked as long as the temperature measured by the IR sensor was above
100'C. The IR sensor readings represent the temperature at the top surface of the part
bed at a location distant from the top surface of the last sintered layer.

After the temperature measured by the IR sensor reached 100 C, the process
chamber door was unlocked. The part piston then raised the part bed and a plastic
hollow cylinder, with an internal diameter slightly larger than that of the part bed,
was positioned to support the side wall of the part bed previously supported by the
(part piston) cylinder wall. Once the part bed was completely raised, a metallic tray
was slid underneath the part bed and the hollow cylinder. The tray with the part bed
and the plastic hollow cylinder (supporting the bed side wall) on its top surface was
then placed on the breakout station for the fabricated part to cool naturally to room
temperature. The fabricated part was then cleaned in the breakout station for the curl
measurementsto be performed.

A

Layers

10
f7

Figure 3.1 Schematicdiagramshowing the position of the modelledtenlayer part in the part bed during fabrication.
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Procedure for measuring Curl

The curl was examined by experimentally measuring the profiles of the (90X26mm)
upward and downward facing surfaces of the fabricated blocks. The measurements
were performed using a non-contacting laser displacement meter; an Anritsu
KL133B (see Figure 3.2). The meter estimates the vertical distance of a point on a
body from a flat reference plane. The laser beam is projected from a sensor head
onto the point to be measured. From the reflection of the laser beam back to the
sensor head, a sensor-processing unit estimates the vertical distance between the
point of measurement and the sensor head. The distance between the sensor head and
the reference plane is also measured. Using these distances, the distance between the
point of measurement and the reference flat plane is calculated, and is shown on an
LCD display, illustrated in Figure 3.2.

I
'go-op

- Sensor head

Specimen

AlýI
&--

.

--,.

--go

Spring loadcd
micrometers

'I

I Im

Figure 3.2 Curl measurement using the non-contacting laser displacement meter;
Anritsu KL133B.

The specimenfor which curl is to be measuredwas first placed with its top surface
facing downwardsonto a flat table, as schematicallyshown in Figure 3.3. The table
is taken as the reference for measurements.The table is driven in the x and y
directions by spring loaded micrometers,illustrated in Figure 3.2. The sensorhead

shown in the figure doesnot move; the profile of the bottom surfaceof the part was
tracedby the laserbeamby the movementof the flat table.

Bottom surface
of test part
End point of
laserbeam

:ý

Starting point
of laserbeam
Table
movement

-------

...........

X40

Flat table
90mm

Figure 3.3 Schematicdiagramshowingthe methodusedin measuring
the profile of the curledbottom surfaceof the modelledten-layer part.

In the test, the laser beam tracesin the x-direction (shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.3)
along the bottom surfaceof the part; starting from one edge where the part makes
contact with the flat table, and working along to the sameposition on the opposite
edge.The measurementswere taken along the 10mm distanceclosestto both edges
at 0.25mm increments.Theseare the regions where curl of the bottom surfacewas
most evident. The measurementswere then taken every Imm along the rest of the
tracedpath. Severalmeasurements,
parallel to this path, were then performedto test
the repeatability of the results. It is essential,for accuratemeasurements,that the
paths traced by the laser beam are distant from the curl occurring at the edgesthat
run parallel to thesepaths. In a similar way, the profiles of the top surfacesof the
specimenswere measured.However, the specimenswere placed with their bottom
surfacesfacing downwardsonto the flat table, as schematicallyshown in Figure 3.4.
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of laser ". I
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/End
Ae laser
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4

Table
movement

Figure 3.4 Schematicillustration of the methodusedto measurethe proffle of the
top surfaceof the modelledten-laycrpart.

3.4

Results

The measuredprofiles of the top andbottom surfacesof the fabricatedten-layerparts
are illustratedin Figure 3.5. In the figure, the profile of the bottom surfaceof the part
is seento deviatefrom being flat at a distanceof approximately 20mm from both
edgesof the surface,which indicatesthe existenceof curl in that region. However,
the curled regions at the top surfaceof the part are exhibited along a distance of
approximately7mm from both edgesof the surface.
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Figure 3.5 Experimentallymeasuredprofiles of the top and bottom surfacesof the SLS
fabricatedten-layerparts.
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Chapter 4
Initial Development of Thermal-Stress Analyses

4.1 Introduction
Curling of a selectively laser sintered part occurs due to non-uniform thermal
shrinkages that arise at different regions within the part during processing [1].
Hence, identifying the amount of shrinkage experienced by each layer during
processing is of paramount importance for an accurate prediction of curl to be
achieved. In the finite element models reported in Section 2.4.2, part build was
simulated by adding layers of elementsto representaddition of layers in SLS.
Thermal shrinkage was introduced to each layer after it had been activated by
artificially reducing its temperature.However, temperaturereductions specified for
eachlayer in thesemodelswere basedon hypotheses.In addition, material properties
of polycarbonate were mainly assumed and were not based on experimental
measurements.The considerablenumber of assumptionsthe models comprisedwas
expectedto be the main causeof their inaccurateprediction of curl. Nevertheless,the
early work by Dalgarno et al. [35] (see Section 2.4.2) had developed a basic
understandingof the fundamentaltheory required to create a curling model. Based
on that work, the finite element model by Jamal [361 had identified the high
influence of the viscoelasticbehaviouron the developmentof curl in polycarbonate
parts producedin SLS. The purposeof this study is to develop the most recent finite
elementmodel [36] to a stagewhere accurateprediction of curl can be obtained.
During the period of this research,model developmenthad gone through a number
of stages.Each of thesestagesattemptedto improve functionality and accuracyover
the previous. In this chapter,the generalmethod selectedfor model developmentis
introduced.The first version of the curling model developedconsideringthis method
is then described. The results predicted are next presented, and a comparison
between these results and the experimental measurementsof curl reported in the
previouschapteris provided.
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of General Method for Model Development

The method undertakenin model developmentwas mainly focused on two aspects;
improving definition of material properties and specifying temperature changes
expected to reflect those experienced during SLS processing. In the former,
data.
In
better
the
to
property
experimentalwork was carried out
obtain
material
latter, heat transfer finite element models were developed to predict temperature
The
during
by
layer
forming
build
results of
changesexperienced each
processing.
a
the heat transfer analysis were then transferredto a finite element stress model.
Based on temperaturesestimatedby the heat transfer analysis, the stress model
calculatesthermal strainsdevelopedin eachlayer forming the part and a prediction
of curl is obtained.
In following sections,simple analytical heat and stressmodels are presented.These
models are mainly used to help identify material properties required as an input to
the heat and stressfinite elementmodels.Next, the techniquesavailable for coupling
heat and stress analysesin the finite element pack-ageemployed (ABAQUS) are
introduced,andthe techniquemost suitablefor this study is selected.

4.3 Analytical Heat Transfer Model
In solving the heat transfer problem in SLS, one must account for the heat transfer
modesthe powder bed is subjectedto during sintering. As the laser beamsscansthe
surfaceof the powder bed, a fraction of the incident laserenergyis reflected from the
surface and the rest of the energy is absorbed.Furthermore, part of the absorbed
energy is conductedinto the powder bed, while the remainder is lost from the top
surface of the sinteredpowder through convection and radiation. The heat transfer
modesexpectedto occur during processingin SLS are illustrated in Figure 4.1.
In principle, estimationof temperaturechangesin a powder bed requiressolving of a
three-dimensional,non-linear, heat transfer problem. The energy conductedinto the
powder bed can be describedby the general heat conduction equation as follows
[9,24],
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wherep is the density, Cpis the specific heat and k is the conductivity. The symbols
T andt, however,denotethe temperatureand time respectively.The ten-non the left
of Equation 4-1 representsthe rate of change in the internal energy per volume
whereasthe term on the right signifies the three dimensionalnet conductioninto the
powderbed.
Scanningdirection
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Figure 4.1 Illustration of the heattransfermodesin effect during
sinteringof a powderbed. Reproducedfrom [9].

The heat lost from the top surface of the sintered area through convection and
radiation can be taken into accountby applying the following boundary condition
191,

aTI
k
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+
:=O sur)
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where qRis the Stefan-Boltzmannconstant(5.67xlO-'W/d-K4), e is the emissivity
of the surface,h, is the convectionheat transfercoefficient, T,,,,is the temperatureof
the surroundingsand T,,, is the temperatureof the environment.
Equations4-1 and 4-2 display the material propertiesrequired as an input for solving
the heat transfer problem in SLS. These are the density (p), specific heat (Cp),
thermal conductivity (k) and the emissivity (e).
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4.4 Analytical Stress Model
In this section,an analyticalstressmodel that examinescurling of a two-layer part is
presented. The development of this model is based on previous studies that
investigatedcurling of a bimetallic strip [37,38]. Due to the mismatch betweenthe
coefficients of thermal expansionof the metallic layers forming the strip, uniform
cooling resultedin non-uniformthermalshrinkagesto arise causingthe strip to curl.
Curling of SLS fabricatedparts, however, is believed to occur as a fresh layer of
powder is addedon the top surfaceof a recently sinteredlayer [39]. Powder addition
results in large reduction in the temperatureof the recently sintered layer causing it
to shrink and the build to curl. Figure 4.2 shows a schematicdiagram of the twolayer part analysed.The top layer in this figure representsthe recently sinteredlayer,
while that at the bottom signifies the previously sintered layer underneath.In the
analysis,non-uniforin shrinkageis introducedto the part by reducingthe temperature
of the top layer from T, to Tf to reflect the effect of powder addition on its top
surface.However, for simplicity the temperatureof the bottom layer was assumedto
remain constant.
I-b
Recentlysinteredlayer

a,

T
h

Previouslysinteredlayer

I

a2

vk

Ld
b!

Figure 4.2 A schematicdiagramof a two-layer part

The coefficients of thermal expansionof the top and bottom layers are consideredto
be equal, and are referredto as a In addition, since the modulus of polycarbonateis
highly dependenton temperature,the top and bottom layers are assigneddifferent
modulus terms; El and E2 respectively.However, to simplify the analysis,material
propertiesgiven for eachlayer are regardednot to vary with temperatureor with the
cooling rate. The thicknessesof the top and bottom layers are denoted al and a2
respectively,whereasthe width of both layers is termed (b) and is consideredto be
equal to unity. In the analysis,the weight of each layer is not taken into account.
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Additionally, friction between the bottom surface of the part and the powder bed is

not considered.
In the condition where the top and bottom layers are not bonded together (see Figure
4.3a), reduction in the temperature of the top layer causes the layer to contract freely
with no then-nal stresses developing. Conversely, the bottom layer would not
experience any thermal strains given that its temperature remains constant. However,
provided that both layers are bonded together, shrinkage of the top layer would be
impeded causing thermal stresses to arise in the layer. The forces at the bearing
surface that act against compressive thermal strains in the top layer are ten-ned F1 in
Figure 4.3b. Additionally, shrinkage of the top layer causes the bottom layer to
strain. The forces at the bearing surface resulting in the bottom layer to strain are
denoted as F2 (see Figure 4.3b). All forces acting over the section of the top layer
can be represented by axial tensile forces F, and bending moments MI, where
MI=Fla, 12. For the bottom layer, all forces acting over its section can be represented
by compressive forces F, and bending moments M2, where M., =F2aA

(see Figure

4.3c).
Contracted layer if
not bonded to the
build
---- ------ =

Recently sintered
layer prior to thermal
contracti on
/
-----------

------------------ý
Bottom layerj:
not strained
(a) Shrinkage of top layer when not
attached to bottom layer

F

(b) Forces generating at the bearing surface of
layer
due
layers
to
the
the
top
shrinkage
of
attached

mi

M,
M2

F2

M2

SF2

x

(c) Replacing forces acting over the sections of the layers by
axial forces and bending moments
Figure 4.3 Deformation of two-layer part due to shrinkage of top layer
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Sincethere are no externalforcesacting on the part, all forces acting over any cross
sectionof the part mustbe in equilibrium, therefore,
F
MI

4-3

=F =F
12
A
+ M2
2

4-4

where h is the thicknessof the part (seeFigure 4.2). The bending moments M, and
M2 can also be written in tenns of the radius of curvatureof the two-layer part R as
follows [32],
mi =

EIIA,
R
E2,

M2

4-5

A2

ý

4-6

R

where 141and 142are the momentsof inertia of the cross sectional areasof the top
andbottom layersrespectively.Substitutingthe expressionsof M, andM2 (Equations
4-5 and 4-6) into Equation4-4 gives,
A= EIIA I+
2R

E2,

A2

4-7

The force F can thereforebe expressedin tenns of R as follows,

F=

2

EIIAI

+EJA2

4-8

R1

Another equation that relates F to R can be obtained from the consideration of
deformation. On the bearing surface,the unit elongationalong the x direction (see
Figure 4.3) of the top and bottom layersmust be equal,then,

a(Tf - TI) +F+a,
a, E,

2R

=_

F
a2E2

a2
_. 2R

4-9
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The radius of curvature can then be found by substituting the expressionof F in
Equation 4-8 into Equation 4-9 giving,

(X(T,- Tf )
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and bearingin mind that
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Equation4-10 can be written as follows,
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Having known the radius of curvature R, the deflection 3d of the part can be
estimated.Assumingthat the deflection 3d is small in comparisonwith the radius of
curvatureR, and denoting 1 to be the length of the part, the following equationscan
be derived (seeFigure 4.4),

R2ý

(R
-

)2
45d +

(ý,

4-14

which gives,
1=

4

8d

(2R -

8d)

4-15
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8d

4-16

=8R
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1/2
Figure4.4 Relationshipbetweenthe radiusof curvatureR and deflection 6d.

Equations4-13 and 4-16 can provide an understandingon some of the factors that
affect curling of SLS fabricatedparts.Theseequationsimply that the deflection 3dof
a two-layer part is proportional to the shrinkageexperiencedby the top layer due to
the reduction in its temperatureand to 12 but is inversely proportional to the
,
thickness (h). Additionally, the top layer while being sintered could have
temperaturesthat exceed4000C[7]. At such high temperatures,polycarbonateis in a
viscous state and has a very low modulus that is close to zero, i. e. 11= 0. In this
condition, the reduction in the temperatureof the top layer whilst in that state does
not produce any curl. However, as the temperatureof the sintered layer reduces
below the glasstransition temperature,a considerableincreasein the modulus of the
top layer would be observed(seeFigure 2.24). Assuming that the thicknessesof the
top and bottom layersare equal i. e. a, = a2which implies that in =I, Equation4-13
can be written as follows,

I
R

24a(TI -Tf)
h(14+n+11n)

Thus,the maximum deflection 6dcan be expressedas (seeEquation4-16),

4-17
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Figure 4.5 Relationship between the maximum deflection 3d and n, ni = 1.0.

Figure 4.5 illustrates a graphical representation of Equation 4-18 showing the
relationship between the maximum deflection 8d and the magnitude of the ratio
/E2
in
increase
El
be
the
It
El
E2
that
an
n=
n<0.5
where
can
seen
provided
:5
,
'
magnitude of (n) produces a noticeable rise in the maximum deflection of the part.
However, for n>0.5, the effect of the increase in (n) on the maximum deflection
becomes less evident. For example, the difference in the maximum deflection
between the case where n=0.1

and n=0.2

is approximately 20%, whereas the

difference in the maximum deflection for n=0.5 and n=1.0

is only approximately

3%. The conclusion is that curling of a part is highly dependent on changes in
modulus during the cooling of a recently sintered layer from the melt, where (n)
attains values smaller than 0.5. As the temperature of the layers forming the part
reduce below the glass transition, for example during the "cooldown" stage in SLS,
the modulus becomes less susceptible to changes in temperature. In this condition, n
is expected to be larger than 0.5 and changes in the modulus would not produce any
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substantialeffect on the deformationof the part. Curl in the "cooldown" stage is
thereforemainly expectedto be producedby the non-uniforra shrinkagesthat arise
throughchangesin temperatureof the layers.
a(TI -Tf)l'
x10.4

<-a2lh <-0.6

0.2
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Figure4.6 Relationshipbetweenthe maximumdeflection 8dand a2/h,n=1.0.
Equation 4-13 also implies that the deflection of the part is dependent on the
magnitude of the ratio m =a, la2 while maintaining h constant. In the simplest
condition where the ratio n=1, the maximum deflection 3d can be expressed as (see
Equations 4-13 and 4-16),

=

45d

3a(TI - Tf )(I + in)'I'
4h 3(1+ in)' + (I +2+

4-19
in

A graphical representation of this equation is illustrated in Figure 4.6. For an easier
understanding of the effect of the ratio in on 8d, the maximum deflection of the part
3d is plotted against the ratio a2lh where h=a, + a2 and,
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Figure 4.6 showsthat the deflection 8d is zero when the part is only made of one
layer, i.e. h=a, or h= a2, When h=a,, the (top) layer shrinks freely without
producingany thermal stresses,provided that temperatureschangeuniformly in the
layer. In addition, Figure 4.6 showsthat the maximum deflection of the part (5dis
achieved at a2lh = 0.5 (the thicknessesof both layers are equal a, = a2) and
deviates from that maximum deflection by less than 4% in the range
0.4:!ý a2lh: 5 0.6. However,for a2lh < 0.4 or a2lh > 0.6 a noticeabledecreasein 8d
is seen.The resultscan provide a generalinsight on the choice of layer thicknesses
for the purposeof reducingcurl during the "cooldown" stagein SLS wheren=1.0.
The mathematicalmodel developedis employed in estimating the deflection of a
two-layer part producedin SLS. The results from the model are comparedto curl
in
for
Table
2-1
[35]
by
Dalgarno
a
measurements
are
presented
and
reported
et al.
two-layer part. The two-layerpart analysedby Dalgarnoet al. P5] was 90x26mm.in
area.The thicknessof the bottom layer(a2)was 0.66mm and that of the top layer
(a, )was 0.25mm.For simplicity, the viscoelasticbehaviourof polycarbonateis not
taken into account in the analysis;the modulus is independenton both time and
temperature effects. Based on experimental measurements,the modulus of
polycarbonate(El and E2) is consideredto be 319AMPa [36]. The coefficient of
thermalexpansiona is taken as 2x10-6*C-1[35]. Additionally, thermal strains and
stressesare regardedto developin a melt layer only once its temperaturereduced
below 190*C[34].

In the analysis,SLS fabricationof a two-layer part is simulated.The temperatureof
the first (bottom) layer is expected to reach 400*C during sintering [7]. The
temperatureis then assumedto reducehomogeneouslyin the layer to 150*Cprior to
adding the second layer. Homogenous reduction in temperature causes the layer to
shrink freely with no thermal stressesdeveloping; no curl occurs during the cooling
of this layer. The second layer is next added in its powder form at 1500C and then
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sintered,exceedingtemperaturesequal to 4000C.The reduction in temperatureof
this layer from 190*Cto 1500Ccausesthe layer to shrink and the part to curl. This is
followed by the "cooldown" stagein SLS. During that stage,the temperatureof the
part is assumedto reducehomogeneouslyfrom 150*Cto room temperature.In this
situation, the two-layer part contractsuniforrnly without producing any additional
curl. Combiningboth Equations4-10 and4-16, the final deflection of the part can be
estimatedasfollows,

a(TIf _T

(5d
4h +

16[EIIA,

+E21A21
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)12
1

I11 I+

4-21
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As the deflectionwas experimentallymeasured3.25mm,away from the 90mm edge
of the two-layerpart (seeTable2-1), the length I is substitutedin Equation4-21 with
83.5mm.The momentsof inertia of the crosssectionalareasof the top and bottom
layers IAI and IA2 are calculated using Equation 4-12 with b= 26mm. Additionally,
the temperatures T, and Tf are considered 190*C and 150'C respectively. The
deflection estimated using Equation 4-21 is approximately 0.15mm, which is 6 times

the value measured experimentally (0.025mm). The inaccurate prediction of
deflection is thought to be a result of the considerablenumber of assumptionsthe
model comprised.For example,the weight of layers forming the part is expectedto
influencethe developmentof curl. As the weight acts downwards,it is believedthat
it opposescurl which risesupwards.Nevertheless,the effect of weight is dependent
on the modulus of elasticity, as Hooke's law implies. A decreasein the modulus
causes an increase in strains that result from weight, allowing less curl to generate.
Then again, the modulus of polycarbonate is highly dependent on the temperature
and cooling rate. A proper prediction of their effects on the modulus would therefore
require a viscoelastic model to be developed (see Section 2.3.1.2). Conversely, other
factors not taken into account in the model are expected to further give rise to curl.
For instance, part of the heat absorbed during sintering of the top layer is conducted
to the layer underneath. Consequently, as the top layer contracts, expansion of the
bottom layer is believed to occur. Deflection of the part would then be dependent on
the difference in strain of the two layers. Therefore, identifying

changes in
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temperatureoccurring simultaneouslyin both layers is essential for an accurate
predictionof curl. In addition,friction betweenthe bottom surfaceof the part and the
powder bed is expected to oppose relative motion, which may influence the
developmentof curl. Combining all of these factors into a mathematicalmodel
would makethe analysisextremelycomplicated,compelling us to resortto the finite
elementtechniqueas a methodof solution.Nevertheless,the model presentedin this
sectionhas identified the most essentialmaterial propertiesrequired as an input for
solving the curl problem in SLS. These are the modulus of elasticity and the
coefficient of thermalexpansionof eachlayer forming the part. The model has also
emphasisedthe paramountneedfor developinga proper heat transfer model for an
accuratepredictionof curl to be obtained.

4.5 Thermal-Stress Analysis Procedures
There aretwo methodsin ABAQUS in which heattransferand stressanalysescan be
coupled;indirect methodand the direct method. The former is generally expressed
as sequentially coupled thermal-stressanalysis, whereas the latter is commonly
termed fully coupled thermal-stressanalysis. In this section, both methods are
investigated and the one more suitable for solving the curl problem in SLS is
selected.

Temperature
resultsof heat
analysis

Thermal Analysis

TEMPERATURE

Stress Analysis

P,

Results of
Stress

analysis

Figure 4.7 Flow chartshowingthe sequentiallycoupledthermal-stressprocedure.
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Sequentiallycoupledthermal-stressanalysisis performed when the stressanalysis
solution is dependenton the temperatureresultsof the heat analysis,but there is no
inversedependency.This type of analysisis carriedout by first solving the pure heat
transfer problem. The temperatureresults are saved as a binary forniat file. The
temperatures are then read into a stress model as a predefined field. The
(TEMPERATURE) command in ABAQUS is the link between the two analyses: it

readsspecifiedtemperatureresultsfrom the heat model and appliesthem as loads in
the stress analysis. Figure 4.7 shows the data flow for a sequentially coupled
thermal-stressanalysis.
The interfacerequiresthat nodenumbersarethe samefor correspondingnodesin the
heattransferanalysismeshandthe stressanalysismesh.Elementsin the heat model
that representnon-structuralparts in the stressmodel can be omitted in the stress
analysismesh.in this situation,when the temperatureresults file is read during the
stressanalysis,temperaturesat nodesthat are not in the stressmesh are ignored. In
thermal analysis, the material properties defined should have thermal properties,
such as conductivity, whereasmechanicalProperties,for example elasticity, are
definedin the stressanalysis.
Fully coupledthermal stressanalysis,however,involves solving the heat and stress
analysissimultaneouslyrather than sequentially.This type of analysisis usedwhen
the solution of the heat transfer analysisstrongly affects the solution of the stress
analysis, and that of the stressanalysis strongly affects the solution of the heat
transferanalysis.The analysisrequiresthe useof elementsthat havetemperatureand
displacementnodal degreesof freedom. In addition, material properties in a fully
coupledthermal-stressanalysisshouldhaveboth thermalandmechanicalproperties.
Gap
N
NN
clearance

NNN

Figure 4.8 A schematicdiagramof a conductiverod: fully coupled
thermal-stressanalysisproblem.
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coupled thermal-stress analysis. The model is shown in Figure 4.8: a conductive rod
fixed at one end, A, and free at the other end, B. Between the free end and the
adjacent fixed wall, C, exists a gap through which heat is conducted. The heat
transfer coefficient of the gap increases as the clearance decreases. Heat transfers
from point A to point C causing an increase in the temperature of the beam. This
increase in temperature results in the beam to expand and the gap clearance to
decrease,raising the heat transfer coefficient of the gap. As a consequence,the heat
solution affects the stress solution, which in turn affects the heat solution and so
forth. A flow chart that illustrates the fully coupled thermal-stress analysis procedure
is shown in Figure 4.9.

Thermal Analysis

Resultsof
Stress
analysis

Temperature
resultsof heat
analysis

StressAnalysis

Figure4.9 Flow chartshowingthe fully coupledthennal-stressanalysisprocedure.

The major differencesbetweenfully coupledthermal-stressanalysisand sequentially
coupled thermal-stressanalysis have now been established.In the following, the
suitability of these analysesfor solving the curl problem in SLS is assessed.The
criteria supported in selecting the most appropriate method for solving is its
capability in simulating effects acting on a part during SLS processingand the
simplicity of the modelsdeveloped.To give a better understandingof thesecriteria,
the stagesof building a two-layer part in SLS is first described.The possibility of
using fully and sequentiallycoupledthermal-stressanalysesto simulatethesestages
is next investigated.
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The SLS process starts by spreading layers of powder on the part piston to form the
powder bed. The laser beam is then directed onto the surface of the powder. A
fraction of the energy absorbed by the surface is lost through convection and
first
bed
is
into
the
to
the
the
produce
powder
remainder conducted
radiation, while
layer of the part. At this stage, the heat transfer analysis mesh would comprise
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be
layer.
The
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can
effect
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elements representing
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symbolising
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to be sintered. In addition, boundary conditions could be specified on that surface for
the effects of radiation and convection to be considered (see Equation 4-2). The
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The
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stressanalysissimultaneously
transfer analysisto estimatethe deformationof the modelled powder bed and first
layer of the part. However, in the SLS process,the sintered part is not actually
bonded to the powder bed. Consequently,deformation of the powder bed is not
is
believed
influence
to occur as a result of nonto
curl
which
expected substantially
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forming
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layers
deflection
bonded
the
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part
uniform
of
Hence, representingthe powder bed would make solving the stressanalysis more
expensivedueto the additionalcomputationalresourcesrequired,with no significant
effect expectedon curl results.
In addition, mechanicalpropertiesof the powderbed have to be defined when using
fully coupled thermal-stressanalysis.For polycarbonatepowder beds, mechanical
material property data (to our knowledge) are not available. Additionally,
mechanicalpropertiesof powderbedsare expectedto differ from thoseof a sintered
(continuous) polycarbonatestructure; powder beds are made of loose, discrete
particles. For example, compressiontesting does not give an indication of the
modulusof elasticity of powder beds [30]. This is becauseforces applied in the test
are also required to overcome friction arising between surfaces of neighbouring
particlesfor deformationof the bed to occur.Due to the lack of mechanicalproperty
data of polycarbonatepowder beds and the complexity in analysingits mechanical
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behaviour, the use of sequentially coupled thennal-stress analysis can enormously
simplify solving the problem.

In sequentially coupled then-nal-stressanalysis, the stress analysis mesh does not
needto be identical to the heat transfer analysis mesh. Hence, a mesh representing
the powder bed in SLS may be included in the heat transfer analysis mesh while
omitted in the stressanalysismesh. In this situation, thermal effects of the powder
bed on the deformationof the sinteredpart are only considered.Nevertheless,similar
to previous curling models (see Section 2.4.2), the top surface of the powder
underneaththe sinteredpart can be simulatedas a rigid surfacein the stressanalysis.
Additionally, friction betweenthat surfaceand the bottom surfaceof the sinteredpart
can also be taken into account.Thus, the sequentiallycoupledthermal-stressanalysis
appearsto be a more applicablemethod for solving the curl problem than the fully
coupled thennal-stressanalysis.Figure 4.10 shows the heat transfer analysis mesh
and the correspondingstressanalysismeshwhen sequentiallycoupled thennal-stress
analysisare employed.
Elements
representing
Ej
I Stlayer of part

Elementsrepresenting
powder bed

(a)

Rigid
surface
"4

Elements representing
I" layer of part
FT

(b)

Figure 4.10 (a) Schematicdiagram of the pure heat transfer analysis
mesh after the first layer of the part is added and sintered. (b)
Correspondingstressanalysismeshwhen sequentiallycoupledthermalstressanalysisis used.
The suitability of using fully and sequentially coupled then-nal-stress analyses in
simulating effects occurring during sintering of the first layer will additionally be
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investigated.The initial temperatureof the layer (prior to its sintering) in a typical
polycarbonatebuild is approximately 1500C.During the application of the laser
beam,the temperatureof the layer is understoodto exceed400"C [7) and then reduce
as the effect of the laser is removed.Figure 4.11 (a) illustrates temperaturechanges
expectedto arise in the first layer during its sintering and prior to adding the second
layer in its powder form.
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Figure 4.11 (a) Schematic representation of the temperature history expected
to be predicted by the heat transfer analysis during and following sintering. (b)
Temperature history read by the stress analysis in sequentially coupled
thermal-stress analysis.

In fully coupled thermal-stressanalysis,the initial temperaturespecified in the heat
transfer analysis is identical to that given for the stressanalysis (1500C).Thermal
strains develop in the layer (estimated by the stress analysis) as temperatures
predictedby the thermal analysisdeviatefrom the initial temperaturespecified.If the
temperaturecalculatedby the heat transferanalysisat an instant is denotedTf and the
initial temperaturespecified is 1500C,then strain estimatedby the stress analysis
would be cýTf -150), where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion. However
during sintering, a layer of powder undergoesreduction in volume (see Section
2.3.4). Thus, using the expressionct(Tf
dimensional
determine
of
to
changes
-150)
the layer while it is being sinteredis inapplicable since it would predict the layer to
expand.In this situation, dimensionalchangesare estimatedusing viscous sintering
models such as the MacKenzie and Shuttleworth model, which takes into
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considerationthe effects of melt viscosity and surface tension [1]. Nevertheless,
thermal shrinkages accountable for curl are expected to generate once the
temperatureof the melt layer reduces below 1900C [34]. Therefore, simulating
effects in the stressanalysisoccurring on a layer of powder during its sintering and
then its cooling from the melt state(whilst above 1900C)is bound to overconiplicate
the analysis. This complication is inevitable when fully coupled then-nal-stress
analysis is employed as temperatures read by the stress analysis are those
simultaneouslycalculatedby the heattransferanalysis.
In sequentially coupled thermal-stressanalysis, the user can specify in the stress
analysis a particular temperaturehistory data to be read from the heat transfer
analysis.Additionally, the initial temperaturegiven for the stressanalysis does not
need to be identical to that defined in the heat transfer analysis. These features in
sequentiallycoupledthennal-stressanalysismost certainly simplify solving the curl
problem. Assuming that temperaturechangesoccurring in the layer as predicted by
the heat transfer analysis are those illustrated in Figure 4.11 (a). In the stress
analysis, thermal shrinkage can be introduced to the layer by defining the initial
temperatureto be 1900Cand specifying the temperaturehistory to be read from the
heat transfer analysis that in the period from tj to t2 (see Figure 4.11 b). In that
period, the layer would have a sintered(continuous)structure of which mechanical
material propertiescanbe provided.
The following stage in the SLS processis the addition of the second layer in its
powder state on the top surface of the first (sintered) layer. Considering that the
addedlayer is at a temperaturelessthan that of the layer previously sintered,powder
addition is expected to reduce the temperatureof the upper most regions of tile
sintered layer causing it to curl. In contrast, weight of the added powder (acting
downwards) is expected to oppose curl which rises upwards. In the following
discussion, the suitability of using fully and sequentially coupled thermal-stress
analysis in simulating effects taking place through this stage of the SLS processis
assessed.
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For an estimationof thermal effects of the addedlayer of powder on temperaturesin
the sinteredlayer, elementsrepresentingthe addedlayer have to be activated in the
heattransferanalysismesh.In fully coupledthen-nal-stress
analysis,tile elementsare
activated for both the heat and stress analysis. Nevertheless,the added layer of
powder is not actually bondedto the sinteredlayer underneath.Thus, deformationof
the layer of powder,assumingit occursdue to changesin its temperature,is unlikely
to influence curl of the sintered layer. As a consequence,activation of the added
layer in the stressanalysisin an attemptto simulate this stageof the SLS processis
not feasible. Furthen-nore,in agreementwith the view concerning tile powder bed,
mechanicalpropertiesof the addedlayer are also not available.
Elements representing I"
(sintered) layer of part

Elements representing
powder bed
2" layer added
in powder form

Weight of
second laye-r'-ý, 4444444444
Rigid
surface

(a)

IY

Elements
representing I"
sintered layer

(b)

Figure 4.12 (a) Schematicillustration of the heat transferanalysismesh
when the secondlayer is addedin its powder forrn (b) Correspondingstress
analysis.
analysismeshusing sequentiallycoupledthen-nal-stress
Sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis, however, signifies a better approach ill
that elements representing the second layer of powder can be activated in the heat
transfer analysis mesh but do not have to be activated in the corresponding stress
analysis mesh. Therefore, temperatures considered in the stress analysis are only at
nodes of active elements in the stress analysis mesh. In this situation, the thermal
effect of adding the layer of powder on curling of the previously sintered layer can
be estimated in the stress analysis. In addition, the weight of the layer of powder can
also be simulated in the stress analysis by load applied on the top surface of the
sintered layer. Figure 4.12 shows the heat transfer analysis mesh and the
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corresponding stress analysis mesh when sequentially coupled thermal-stress
analysis is used to simulate this stage in SLS.

The following stage in SLS is sintering of the recently added layer of powder
(second layer). Temperature changes expected in the layer during this stage are as
illustrated in Figure 4.11 (a). For the same reasons reported earlier where sintering of
the first layer was examined, the use of sequentially coupled then-nal-stress analysis
is a better choice than using fully coupled thermal-stress analysis. In the fori-ner, as
the temperature of the second layer reduces below 190*C after it had been sintered,
the load previously applied on the top surface of the first layer is removed and the
second layer is activated in the stress analysis mesh. Further description of this stage
is deferred till later in this chapter. The heat transfer analysis mesh and the stress
analysis mesh when sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis is used to simulated
this stage in SLS is shown in Figure 4.13.

Elementsrepresenting
sinteredpart

Elementsrepresenting
powderbed

(a)
Elements

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
representing I" layer IL11111
)q,
.
Rigid surface

*IIIII

IIIIR

Elements representing
2nd layer

(b)

Figure 4.13 (a) Schematicillustration of the heattransferanalysismesh
during and after the secondlayer is sintered(b) Correspondingstress
analysismeshduring the cooling of the sinteredsecondlayer when
sequentiallycoupledthermal-stressanalysisare used.
The overall conclusion is that sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis is more
appropriate for solving the curl problem in SLS than fully coupled then-nal-stress
analysis. Therefore, the sequentially coupled thermal
in
is
the
approach
used
-stress
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presentwork. However, one major drawback of using this method is that the heat
transfersolution is independentof part deformationspredicted by the stressanalysis.
The heat transfer analysis,for example,considersthe entire bottom surface of the
part to be in contactwith the powderunderneathat all times. However, as curling of
the part occurs, regions of the bottom surface would no longer be contacting the
powder. In this situation,heat transfer from theseregions could take place through
convection and radiation rather than by conduction to the powder underneathas
consideredin the heattransferanalysis.
The main focus in the following sectionsis to demonstratehow sequentiallycoupled
thermal-stressanalysiscan be employedin ABAQUS to predict curl of a ten-layer
in
building
For
the
heat
that
transfer
of
part
part.
purpose,a
model which simulates
SLS is first developed.A stress model that reads temperaturespredicted by the
then-nalmodel is additionally generated.In the following sections,both models are
described.The deflection results from the stressanalysis are then comparedwith
experimentalmeasurements
of curl reportedin the previouschapter.

4.6 Heat Transfer Model
The subject of this section is to provide a description of the first version developed
for the heat transferfinite elementmodel. The main goal of the model was to predict
temperaturechangesoccurring in a ten-layerpart during SLS fabrication. The model
(as in all finite elementmodels) consistedof severaldifferent blocks of information
that together describedthe physical problem to be analysed and the results to be
obtained.The information the model compriseddefine the geometryof the structure
to be modelled, its material properties, loads and boundary conditions applied,
sequenceof eventsfor simulation and the output requests.These are detailed in the
following sections.

4.6.1 Geometry
It has been establishedin Section4.5 that a proper heat transfer finite elementmesh
should comprise elements representing the sintered part and the powder bed.
Therefore, the geometriesof the part and powder bed had to be defined. In the
model, attemptswere made to simulatebuilding of the ten-layer polycarbonateparts
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that curl measurements,
reportedin Chapter3, had been performed on. Prior to the
building of theseparts, layers of powder with nominal thickness of 0.127mm were
spreadon the part piston. The overall thicknessof these layers was approximately
15.24mm with diameteridentical to the diameter of the part piston, 330mm (see
Figure 4.14). The sinteredparts, however,were 90x26mm in area.The thicknesses
of layers forming the part were defined in the model based on thickness
measurementsreported by Dalgamo et al. [35] (see Section 2.4.2). These
measurementsshowed that each layer of a ten-layer polycarbonate part had a
thicknessof 0.125mm exceptfor the first two layers. The thicknessof the first layer
was 0.66mmandthat of the secondwas 0.25mm.
Sinteredpart
(I 0-layer thick)\
Part Bed
ý1-1

z

k--

Intendedlevel of bottom
surfaceof I" sintered
layer

90 mm
15.24mm

Part piston
14

330mm

b!

Figure 4.14 Schematic diagram showing dimensions of the powder bed.
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Figure 4.15 Three-dimensionalrepresentationof the part analysedwith
its top layer being sintered.
Figure 4.15 shows a three-dimensional (31)) representation of the ten-layer part
while its top layer is being sintered. As the laser scans the surface of the layer,
conduction of heat into the powder is expected to take place in the x, y and z
directions (see Figure 4.15). Consequently, one may assume that a 3D thermal model
would be required to capture temperature changes occurring in these directions.
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Additionally, a 3D model can facilitate simulation of the raster scanningpattern of
the laser beam spot; its travelling along the x direction at various y positions (see
Figure 4.15). However, representingthe entire structures of the powder bed and
disk
huge
long
3D
time
and
sinteredpart using
computational
elementscan entail
spacefor solving the analysis.The aim therefore is to define a simplified meshthat
can produceaccurateresultsat a reasonablecost.
Top surfaceof
part bed
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z

Top surface of

part bed

sintered part

7scanning
Raster

Directionsof
oller spreading
10111

patterni of laser

beamspot

xx

Figure 4.16 3D schematicdiagramshowing the position of sinteredpart with
respectto the part bed.

One method of simplifying a mesh is to make use of symmetry provided that tile
(to
be
Each
is
the
ten-layer
parts
analysedstructure made of repeatedsegments.
of
in
bed
SLS
fabricated
the
the
an
of
powder
modelled)when
centre
were positionedat
bed
illustrated
In
the
in
4.16.
Figures
4.14
that
and
part
arrangement
condition,
and
sintered part were geometrically (mirror) symmetrical about the y-z and x-z planes
(seeFigure 4.16). However, due to the rasterscanningpattern of the laser beam,the
effect of the laser beam (thermal load) was not symmetrical about these planes.
Thus, modelling only the repeatedsegmentof the structurewith using symmetrical
thermal boundary conditions as a simplifying measure is not applicable. In the
following discussion, alternative (approximate) methods in simulating the raster
scanningpattern of the laser beam are explored. The goal is to attempt to simplify
the heat transfer analysis mesh without causing a substantial reduction in tile
accuracyof results.
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In a previous study by Festa et al. [40], a two-dimensional (2D) heat transfer
mathematical model was developed.The purpose of the model was to estimate
temperaturedistributions in a semi-infinite body as its surface was scannedby a
moving laserbeam.In the model, the effect of the laser beam was representedby a
uniform heat flux (q ) with width D (denoting the diameter of the laser beam),
moving at a constantspeed U (see Figure 4.17a). During the motion of the laser
beam,conductionof heat into the body in both the x andz directions was considered.
However, convectionand radiation from the surfaceof the body was not taken into
accountin the analysis.

q (r)

0

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.17 (a) Semi-infinite body heatedover the surfaceby a moving heat source
D wide. (b) Semi-infinite body heatedover the surfacewith a uniform heat flux for
a finite period of time.

The model was then simplified through representingthe effect of the moving heat
sourceby a stationaryuniform heat flux (q ), simultaneouslyapplied over the entire
surfaceof the body for a finite period of time (seeFigure 4.17b). That period, termed
the dwell time ; was expressedas r= DIU. It denotedthe time a particular point on
the surface of the body was exposed to the moving heat flux. In this model,
conduction of heat was consideredto take place only in the z direction. However,
similar to the previous model, the effects of convectionand radiation were not taken
into account in the analysis. Comparing the temperaturedistributions in the body
estimatedusing both models found the results to differ by less than 5%, provided
that a parameterG was greaterthan 3.9, where G was defined by [I],

U.D
G=
2ad

4-22
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where crd is the thermal difflusivity of the material being sintered, and can be
expressed in terms of the density p, specific heat Cp and conductivity k as
ad

Cp).
=kl(p.

The polycarbonateten-layerparts (to be modelled) were sintered in SLS while the
laser beam spot was travelling in the x-direction at a speed of 1188.87mm/s(see
Figure 4.15). The laserbeamdiameterin SLS is 0.4 mm, and thennal diffusivity cýj
/sec [24]. Substituting these values
of polycarbonateis approximately 1.28xl 0-7M2
into Equation 4-22 gives a value of G (in the x-direction) of 3715, which is greater
than 3.9. Thus, accordingto Festa et al. [40], simulating the moving effect of the
laserbeam as it scansa vector line in the x direction (seeFigure 4.18a) is no longer
an extreme necessity.That can be approximatedto an equivalent, stationary heat
flux, simultaneouslyapplied over the entire line for the dwell period -r (see Figure
4.18b).
L

y

Laserbeam
x
deactivated
<..........................................................
e ..........................................................
;
Laserbeam pot

Planh-ed
vector lines
for rasterscanning

(b)

Figure 4.18 (a) Actual rasterscanningpatternin SLS, arrows representplanned
movementof laserbeamspot during sintering (b) Simplification basedon Festaet al.
[40]: uniform heat flux appliedsimultaneouslyalong the x direction (for dwell period -1)
at variousy positions.

Temperature profiles predicted using this approximation are expected to differ
slightly (by less than 5%) from those estimated if a moving licat source was
simulated.That is mainly due to the poor thermal diffusivity of polycarbonateand
the high speedof the laser beam causingtemperaturegradientsin the x direction to
be extremelysmall. The main advantageof this approximationthat application of the
laser beam, in this case,would be symmetrical about the y-z plane (see Figure 4.16
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and Figure 4.18b). Therefore, only half of the powder bed and the sintered part
structures (repeated about the y-z plane) need to be modelled with thermal boundary
conditions being applied.

Once SLS scanning of a vector line is completed, the laser beam is automatically
deactivated before starting to scan the following vector line, i. e. the laser beam does
not sinter along the y direction (see Figure 4.18a). The period the laser beam is
deactivated between successive scan lines is extremely small (approximately 3ms)
[10]. Due to the poor then-nal diffusivity

of polycarbonate, temperature changes

occurring in the processed powder during that period (with

the laser beam

deactivated) are assumed to be negligible. Hence, a number of previous SLS then-nal
models [31,41,42] had simulated the raster scanning pattern as a strip heat source of
width D (laser beam diameter) moving steadily in the y direction at speed V, (see
Figure 4.19a). The laser beam movement seen in the y-z plane is illustrated in Figure
4.19b.
Z-4-
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26mm
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1/111
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; TT"

toy

(b)
Figure 4.19 (a) 3D representationof the part with the laserbeamrepresentedas a
strip sourcemoving along the y direction. (b) y-z plane view of the strip source
Referring to Figure 4.19b, Equation 4-22 can be applied to evaluate the value of G in
they direction. However, the velocity (VI) of the laser strip along that direction has to
be first estimated. That velocity is expressed by [4 1],
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V, = S(UIL)

4-23

where U is the speedof the laser beam in the x direction, L is the length of a scan
vector line (90mm) and S is the scan spacing (see Figure 4.18a). The scan spacing
selectedin fabricating the ten-layerparts to be modelled was 0.25mm. Substituting
the estimatedvalue of VI into Equation 4-22 gives G in the y direction as 10.32,
which is also greater than 3.9. Consequently,simulating the effect of the raster
scanningpattern of the laserbeam can be approximatedto an equivalent,stationary
heat flux, simultaneouslyapplied over the entire area to be sintered for the dwell
period r The advantageof this approximationthat heat flux applied in this way is
symmetrical about the y-z and x-z planes (see Figure 4.16). Thus, only a repeated
quarter of the sintered part and powder bed structures need to be modelled with
thermalboundaryconditionsbeing applied(seeFigure 4.20).

Top surfaceof
part bed
Top surfacec
sinteredpart
Part bed

Figure 4.20 Three-dimensionalrepresentationof quarterthe structuresof the
powder bed and the sinteredpart.

As a layer of powder is sintered,it transformsto a molten state with temperatures
extremely exceedingthose of its surroundingpowder. Therefore, heat transfer from
the sintered layer to the surrounding powder would be highly expected.However,
sintering of the layer is accompaniedby decreasein its volume (see Section 2.3.4).
Consequently,a diminutive gap betweenthe side walls of the sintered layer and tile
surroundingpowder is assumedto develop.The gap is believed to further developas
temperaturesof the sintered layer reduce and thermal shrinkagesbegin to generate.
As the conductivity of the gas filling the gap is considerably lower than the
conductivity of solid powder particles, the existenceof the gap is expectedto resist
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heat flow from the side walls of the sintered layer to the surrounding powder. In
addition, heat transferrate is proportional to temperaturedifferences along the path
of heat flow (seeEquation2-4). The build up of heat in the gap is expectedto raise
the temperatureof the gas,thus reducingthe rate of heat loss from the side walls of
the layer. Therefore, in the first version of the heat transfer model, the powder
surroundingthe sidewalls of the sinteredlayer was assumedto have an insignificant
in
layer,
temperatures
the
thus
effect on
was not considered the analysis. In
of
and
addition, for simplicity of the analysis, powder surrounding the portion of the
powder bed underneaththe part was also not taken into account.
/. *-

90mm
10
layers

Figure 4.21 Three dimensionalrepresentationof the part showing the region
where curl deformationis investigated.

In the present work, the curl deforination investigatedis that occurring in the x-z
plane at the mid point of the part in the y direction (the hatched region shown in
Figure 4.21). Hence, emphasiswas given to estimatetemperatureprofiles occurring
in that region during SLS fabrication of the modelled ten-layer parts. The
simplification of not taking into accountthermal effects of the surrounding powder
with heat flux simultaneouslyapplied over the entire surface to be sintered implies
that temperaturesonly vary in the z direction. In this condition, a one-dimensional
(ID) model would be sufficient to capture temperaturechangesoccurring in that
direction. However, a 2D heat transfer analysis mesh was developed in
correspondencewith the 2D mesh generatedfor the stress analysis, as will be
explainedlater.
Figure 4.22a shows the 2D finite element mesh generatedfor the heat transfer
analysis.In the mesh,the ten-layer sintered part and the portion of the powder bed
underneaththat part are only represented.The elementsused in the mesh are of the
type four noded heat transfer linear quadrilateral, denoted in ABAQUS (DC2D4).
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The overall thickness of the powder directly underneath the part was 14.707 mm (see
Figures 4.14 and 4.23). The first and second layers of the part had thicknesses equal
to 0.66mm and 0.25mm respectively, while the thickness of layers from three to ten
finite
to
[35].
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Figure 4.22 (a) First version of 2D heattransferanalysismesh.(b) magnified view showing
dimensionsof elementsforming a region of the part mesh.(All dimensionsare in rnm)
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Figure4.23 Schematicdiagramshowing the methodusedto calculate
thicknessof powderunderneaththe part to be defined in the model. (not to
scale).

4.6.2 Material Properties Defined in Heat Model
Thermal material properties required as input to the heat transfer analysis were
identified in Section4.3. Thesepropertiesare the density (p), specific heat (Cp) and
thermal conductivity (k). Additionally, definition of emissivity G is essential if
thermal radiation boundaryconditionsare to be applied (seeEquation 4-2). The heat
transfer analysismesh shown in Figure 4.22 consistedof elementsrepresentingthe
sinteredpart and a section of the powder bed (underneaththe part). Consequently,
thermal material propertiesof both of thesestructureshad to be defined in the model.
However, in defining thermal properties of layers forming the fabricated part, one
must remember that these layers were initially in powder forin prior to sintering
taking place. Thus, in principle, elements representing these layers have to be
initially assignedthermal properties of polycarbonatepowder structures.Based on
temperaturehistory data predicted during sintering, these properties then should be
allowed to simultaneously transform to those corresponding to polycarbonate
sintered formations. Based on previous experimentalmeasurements,the density of
SLS Polycarbonatepowder (beds)
was estimatedto be equal to 485kg/M3[3 1]. This
value was defined in the model for all elementsrepresentingthe powder bed in the
heat transfer analysismesh (seeFigure 4.22a). However, the finite

elementpackage

employed (ABAQUS) does not support changesin density with temperature,i.e. it
considers the density defined for an element to be constant regardless of any
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temperature
simplicity,

changes

the

throughout

predicted

analysis

[43].

Therefore,

for

density
the
a
constant
sintered
part
were
assigned
elements representing

value equal to the density of SLS polycarbonate
experimental

measurements

reported

fabricated parts. Based on previous

by Dalgarno

et al. [35],

that density

was

defined in the model equal to 700kg/M3.

The specific heat was measuredexperimentally by Nelson et al. [7) during the
heatingof an SLS polycarbonatepowder sample.The reportedrelationshipsbetween
the specific heat and temperatureare describedin Equations2-12 and 2-13. As the
specific heat of powder beds and sintered solids are approximately identical (see
Section 2.3.3), theseequationswere also used to calculate changesin specific heat
with temperaturefor the sinteredpart. These changeswere defined in the model in
tabulatedform (specific heatagainsttemperature)andwere assigned(identical) to all
based
in
heat
In
the
transfer
addition,
on previous
elements
analysis mesh.
experimentalmeasurements[7], the emissivity was defined in the model equal to
0.95.
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Figure 4.24 Thermal conductivity resultsof both Sih and Yagi-Kunii
comparedwith experimentalmeasurements
performedon polycarbonate
powder with porosity 0.5. From [44].

Experimentally obtained thermal conductivity data of polycarbonate (to our
knowledge) are not available over the entire temperaturerange expected in SLS
fabrication.The alternativeapproachwas, therefore,to rely on previously developed
mathematicalmodels for the definition of thermal conductivity of polycarbonatein
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the heat transfer model. In Section 2.3.2, the Yagi-Kunii and Sih models were
described. These models attempted to weigh the relative contributions to the
filling
in
in
beds
by
the voids
gas
conductivity of powder
conduction solid particles,
betweenthe solid particles and by interparticle radiation. In a previous study [44],
predictions of the Yagi-Kunii and Sih models were compared with conductivity
measurements
performed on polyparbonatepowder with porosity equal to 0.54 over
the temperaturerangefrom 270Cto 1070C(seeFigure 4.24).
The conclusion was that the high temperatureform of Yagi-Kunii model is more
beds
in
than the Sih
thermal
accurate predicting
conductivity of polycarbonate
in
implemented
(Equation
2-5)
Accordingly,
Yagi-Kunii
this
the
was
model.
model
8
in
2-5
Equation
be
by
A
taking
the
r
and
work. simplification of
model can made
to be equalto unity [26], resulting in,
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(l/ ý9)+ (D h,., Tk j
p

where parametersdenotedin Equation4-24 are describedin Section2.3.2. Basedon
previous experimentalmeasurements[7], the parameterýp
was expressedin terms of
the void fraction (Q of polycarbonateas,

ýp= 0.02x

102(c, -0.3)

4-25

The dominant resistanceto heat transfer in a powder bed is that of the gas filling
interstitial spaces[1]. In a low density (highly porous) medium, powder particles
contact one anotherover a small area, and at few contact points. In that condition,
bridges
bed
is
low.
However,
the
conductivity of
powder
as sintering occurs and
between adjacent particles develop, both the density and thermal conductivity
increase. The effect of density on the thermal conductivity of powder beds is taken
into accountin the Yagi-Kunii model (seeEquation 4-24) through the parametersýD
and a. The void fraction &,,however, of material with densityp can be calculatedas
follows,
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Ev =

(Psolid - P)

_

4-26

Psolid

where p,,,Iid denotes the density of solid polycarbonate with zero void fraction
(1200kg/m3) [45].

The high temperatureform of the Yagi-Kunii model (seeEquation 4-24) was usedto
calculatethe thermal conductivity of both the powder bed and the (porous) sintered
part. However, the assumptionconsideredin calculating void ratios using Equation
4-26 was that densitiesof the powder and sinteredsolid are constantand independent
of temperaturevariations, i. e. changesin density occurring during sintering were not
considered.Thus, the void fraction of sintered polycarbonate was estimated by
substituting p in Equation 4-26 with the density reported for the sintered part
(700kg/M3) [35], and therefore the void fraction of the sintered part was equal to
0.417. This value was used in Equation 4-24 for the calculation of the conductivity
of the sintered part. Similarly, the void fraction of the powder was calculated by
substitutingpin Equation4-26 with the density of the powder (485kg/M3). This gave
a value of the void fraction of the powder bed equal to 0.596, which was used in
Equation4-24 for calculatingthe thermal conductivity of the powder.
The Yagi-Kunii model also requires the diameter of particles forming the powder
bed, denotedin Equation 4-24 as Dp. Polycarbonatepowder particles used in SLS
fabrication have an irregular shape with a mean diameter equal to 90[tm [45].
However,that diameterwas reportedto be for the as-receivedpolycarbonatepowder.
Microscopic imagesshowedpolycarbonatepowder particlesto changein shapefrom
oblateto sphericalwhen heatedabove Tg [7] (seeSection2.3.6). That is expectedto
causethe averageparticle diameterof the reheatedpowder to differ from that of the
as-receivedpowder. Data of the averageparticle diameterfor polycarbonatepowder
in its usedform were not available.In the absenceof thesedata,the averageparticle
diametersof the sintered solid and the powder were assumedto be equal to that
reportedfor the as-receivedpowder (90gm).
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Yagi-Kunii model also requiresthe radiation heat transfer coefficients h, and h, (see
Equations2-6 and 2-7). The estimation of these coefficients requires the value of
emissivity of the solid surfacesof the powder particles ((-=).That emissivity value
was consideredequalto 0.95 (seeSection2.3.5.2).
Similar to previous heat transfer models [7), the gas filling the interstitial spacesin
the powder bed was assumedto be air. The thermal conductivity of the gas, denoted
kg in Equation 4-24, is defined as a function of the temperature T as follows [7],

kg=0.004372+7.384xlO-5T

W/(m. K)

4-27

The definition of the conductivity of the solid, signified k, in Equation 4-24, was
based on experimental measurementscarried out in a previous study [7]. The
conductivity measurements
were performedon a polycarbonatesolid at temperatures
ranging from 27*C to 87'C. The conductivity results were found to conform to a
simple linear relationshipwith temperature(7) as follows,

k., = 0.02504+5x 10-4T

W/(m.K)

4-28

The conductivity of solid polycarbonate,in the above equation, increaseswith the
increasein temperature.This trend agreeswith the increase in conductivity with
temperatureexpectedof amorphouspolymers at temperaturesbelow T.. However, at
temperaturesaboveT., the conductivity of the polymer decreases[21]. Nevertheless,
a number of heat transfer models [41,44] have used Equation 4-28 to estimatethe
conductivity of polycarbonateat temperaturesabove and below T. (1550C).In the
absenceof more complete data, Equation 4-28 was also used in this work to
calculatethe conductivity of solid polycarbonateover the entire temperaturerange
expectedduring sintering.
The values of the parametersabove-mentionedwere substitutedin Equation 4-24 to
provide the conductivity relationship with temperaturefor the powder and sintered
solid. The conductivity relationships with temperature defined in the model (in
tabulatedfonn) are graphically illustrated in Figures4.25 and 2.26.
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4.6.3 Boundary Conditions in Thermal model
The belief held at the start of this work was that curl mainly developedduring the
building stage in SLS (see Section 4.4). Emphasiswas therefore given in the first
version of the heat transfermodel to simulatethermal effects only occurring through
that stage,i. e. thermal effects in the "cooldown" stage were not consideredin the
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analysis.A number of thermal effects occurring in SLS were simulated by applying
thermal boundary conditions in the heat transfer model, such as the convection and
radiation boundary conditions. Additional boundary conditions used in the model
included defining initial temperaturesand the enforcing of insulation at certain
in
SLS and the
In
thermal
to
this
occur
effects expected
surfaces.
section,
correspondingthermal boundaryconditionssimulating theseeffects are described.
Prior to adding (fresh) powder on the top surface of a recently sintered layer, the
powder is heatedin the feed cartridgesto the highestpossibletemperatureat which it
is
limit
by
This
flow
freely
to
taken
the
action
cooling of
spread
roller.
can still
when
the upper most regions of the sintered layer and therefore reduce its curling (see
Section2.2.5.4.2).Oncethe powder is spreadonto the part bed, the part heaterheats
the powder to a temperaturejust below its glass transition temperature,termed the
part-heaterset point. That is madeto reduceadditional laser energy required to fuse
the powder. In SLS fabrication of the modelled ten-layer parts, the temperatureat
which the powder was elevatedto in the feed cartridgeswas set at 800C.The partheaterset point, however,was adjustedto 1500C,basedon the understandingthat the
0
C.
155
transition
temperature
was
of
glass
polycarbonate
For simplicity, preheatingof powder in the feed cartridgesand part bed, prior to its
sintering taking place, was not consideredin this version of the heat transfer model.
Therefore, the initial temperatureof layers spread to form the sintered part was
assumedequal to 1500C.That (initial) temperature was specified to all nodes
in
heat
the
the
to
that
together
transfer mesh
sintered
part
attached elements
represent
(seeFigure 4.22). Additionally, due to the lack of powder bed temperaturedata prior
to sintering taking place, the initial temperatureof the powder bed was also assumed
equal to 1500C.That initial temperature was assigned to all nodes attached to
elementstogetherrepresentingthe powder bed in the heat transfer analysismesh.
The boundary conditions of convection and radiation were specified at the edgesof
elementsthat togetherrepresentthe top surfaceof a recently added(activated)layer.
To enforce these boundary conditions in the model, temperaturesof the gas filling
the build chamberand that of the enclosing walls had to be defined (see Equation
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.

4-2). For simplicity, thesetemperatureswere assumedto be identical. The gas in the
SLS chamber is not static; it enters through ducts positioned at the top of the
bed
before
flows
the
the
then
of
exiting the chamber.
surface
part
across
chamber
The circulation of the gas allowed us to assumethat the temperatureof the gas in the
due
heat
be
is
Heating
to
to
the
mainly
expected
of
gas was
chamber uniform.
emanating from the part heater. This heater switches On/Off to maintain the
temperatureof the top surface of the part bed (surrounding the sintered region) to
that set by the operator. In SLS fabrication of the modelled ten-layer parts, that
temperaturewas set at 150'C. This temperaturewas assumedto be equal to the
temperatureof the (circulating) gas contacting the top surface of the part bed used
for convection calculations, and that of the enclosing walls used for radiation
in
SLS.
"build"
the
through
stage
simulation of
calculations,all
For convection and radiation boundary conditions to be taken into account, the
values of both emissivity of polycarbonateand the convection coefficient of the gas
had to be additionally provided. Based on (previous) experimental measurements,
in
defined
in
Section
2.3.5.2,
the model
the
was
emissivity of polycarbonate
reported
equal to 0.95 [7]. In addition, similar to previous SLS thermal models [1], the gas
filling the chamber was assumedto be air. Therefore, and for simplicity, the
in
the chamber was considered
the
circulating nitrogen
convection coefficient of
equalto the natural convectionof air,
Insulating
spacers

15W/M20C

[46].

)owndraft Screen
ssembly
irt piston heater

Insulating
plate
iton

Figure 4.27 Schematicdiagramof part piston assembly.From [47].
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In the SLS process,the powder bed is supportedby the part piston (seeFigure 2.13).
Thus, in specifying boundary conditions that simulated thermal effects at the bottom
surface of the powder bed, the assemblyof the part piston was explored. In SLS
down
draft
is
first
layer
bed
builds,
the
the
onto
a
of
powder
spread
polycarbonate
from
is
(see
4.27).
Figure
The
that
to
of
screen
prevent
powder
screen
purpose
is
downdraft
in
downdraft:
the
the
tubes
the
switched on
entering
part piston while
(see Section2.2.5.4.2).The downdraft screenis directly positioned on a part piston
heaterthat is bondedto an insulating plate (seeFigure 4.27). The design of that plate
is most possibly to ensurethat heat emanatingfrom the part piston heateris directed
upwardstowardsthe powder bed. In SLS fabrication of the modelled ten-layer parts,
both downdraft and the part piston heaterwere switched off. In addition, due to the
heat
imparting
insulating
it
the
that
the
of
amount
was
assumed
existenceof
plate,
from the bottom surface of the powder bed into the part piston was negligible.
Therefore, in the heat transfer model, the bottom surface of the powder bed was
assumedto be insulated.Insulation doesnot require the application of any boundary
condition at the edgesof elementsthat together representthe bottom surface of the
powder bed (see Figure 4.28). In the condition that no boundary conditions are
is
be
heat
flow,
there
there
no connecting model underneath
applied,
since
will
no
the bottom surfaceof the powder bed.

Axis of
symmetry
A,

A Insulation considered

Element edgesrepresenting
surfacesfacing powder
surroundingboth part and

Cd

e.J

-c
2C

powder bed
Figure 4.28 First version of heattransfer analysismeshshowing surfaceswhere
insulation was considered.
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The symmetry condition in thermal analysesalso implies that no heat flows across
the line of symmetry, i. e. that line is consideredinsulated. Therefore, no boundary
conditionswere appliedon the edgesof elementslocatedalong the line of symmetry.
The belief held in developing this version of the heat transfer model was that heat
lost from the side walls of sintered layers to the surrounding powder was
insignificant (see Section4.6.1). In addition, heat transferring from the region of the
(for
its
bed
the
to
was
also
assumed
surrounding
powder
part
powder
underneath
simplicity) to be too small to be consideredin the heat analysis.Therefore,the edges
of elements (in the part and powder bed meshes) supposed to be facing the
surrounding powder were considered insulated. That also did not require the
definition of any boundaryconditions at theseedges,as the surroundingpowder was
not included in the heattransferanalysismesh(seeFigure 4.28).

4.6.4 Analysis method in Heat model
The aim in this section is to describe the sequenceof events defined in the heat
transfer model to simulate thermal effects occurring during SLS fabrication of the
ten-layer parts. The sequenceof events is specified in ABAQUS by a sequenceof
loads
boundary
definitions
includes
Each
thermal
and
conditions
of
steps.
step
applied to the model, and the time periods of their application. In this section, an
effort is madeto describethe main stagesof SLS fabrication with the corresponding
in
defined
to
thermal
eachstage.
occurring
effects
step(s)
simulate
heat
transfer
in
first
First
defined
analysis
of
version
step
The SLS building of the ten-layerparts startedby spreadingthe first layer of powder
onto the powder bed. The laserbeamthen rasterscanneda region on the top surface
of the layer to form the first layer of the part. Theseinitial stages(powder spreading
and laser sintering) were simulated in a single step in the heat transfer model. The
addition of the first layer of powder was replicated by simultaneouslydeactivating
(removing) the elementssignifying the layers from two to ten of the sintered part
(see Figure 4.22). Therefore, in this step, the heat transfer analysis mesh was
composedof elementsrepresentingthe powder bed and the first layer of the part.
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The SLS (raster) scanningof the layer was simulated by a unifonn heat flux (see
Sections 4.6.1) simultaneously applied on the edges of elements that together
dividing
is
by
heat
flux
layer.
The
the
the
top
calculated
sintered
represent
surfaceof
the laser power with the cross sectional area of the laser beam spot. The SLS
fabrication of the ten-layer parts was performed at laser power equal to 11W. The
diameter of the laser beam spot in SLS is 0.4mm, and therefore the heat flux was
87.5MW/m'. However, allowing for the reflectivity of polycarbonatethat is equal to
5% (see Section 2.3.5.2), the heat flux used in the model was 83.IMW/m'
(representing the heat flux absorbed by the top surface of the layer in SLS
fabrication).
Intensity
(W/M2)

Heat flux specified
in model
--- ----------

--------

--------

SLS heat flux
applied
--- --------------

r (radius of laserbeam)
Figure 4.29 Schematicdiagramshowing actual heat flux applied in SLS and
that specified in model.

However, it must be emphasisedthat the value of heat flux estimated using this
(simple) method is not expectedto representthe actual heat flux absorbedby a
intensity
laser
being
fabrication.
The
the
during
that
the
SLS
power
of
reason
surface
laser
is
in
has
the
SLS
Gaussian
entire
spot area.
over
not
uniform
and
used
profile
a
In this condition, the heat flux specified in the model, assumedto be uniform over
the entire area, was greater than that applied during SLS scanning (Figure 4.29).
Conversely, a point on the surface of the powder is generally exposedmore than
once to the laser beam effect during SLS processing.The number of times the point
is exposedto the laser beam is dependenton the scanspacing specified.This aspect
was not taken into accountin the heat transfer analysis,i. e. a point on the surfaceof
the powder was assumedto be exposedonly onceto the laserbeameffect.
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The time the heat flux was activatedin the model representedthe approximateperiod
laser
have
been
layer
to
the
top
the
the
moving
of
would
exposed
a point on
surface
beam during SLS scanning.To simplify calculation of that period, the laser beam
SLS
laser
identical
in
length
imagined
be
the
to
to
squared shapewith side
spot was
beam spot diameter (D= 0.4mm). Assuming that a point (in**) was scannedby that
square,then the period the point would have been exposedto the laser beam effect is
approximatelyequalto the time it took the squareto travel the distanceD (seeFigure
4.30). That time (,z) can be expressedin terms of the speedof the laser beam spot (in
the direction of scanning) U as r= DIU. In fabrication of the ten-layer parts, the
speedof the laser beam was 1188.87mm/sand therefore, the value of r specified in
the model was equal to 3.36xlO4 seconds.That was consideredto be the time period
of the first step in the heat model. In addition, during that period, both convection
from
boundary
take
the edgesof
to
thermal
place
were
set
conditions
and radiation
first
layer
the
the
top
together
of the sinteredpart.
surfaceof
elements
representing

Position of laserbeam
spot (square)prior to
sintering point m'

Position of laser beam
/spot (square)aftg
sintering point

=D

U
Assumedshape
laserbeamspot

J.I

..........

Actual shapeof
laserbeamspot

Figure 4.30 Schematicdiagramshowing the methodusedin estimatingthe
period of heat flux applicationin the heattransferanalysis.

heat
Second
transfer
first
defined
in
analysis
of
version
step
first
layer
OnceSLS raster-scanning
the
the
top
surface
of
was completed,the
of
roller startedtransportingand levellingfreshpowderfrom one feed cartridge,then
ontothe part bed,to the otherfeedcartridge.In the secondstepof the heattransfer
analysis,thermaleffectssimulatedwere thoseoccurringon the first sinteredlayer
just beforefresh powderwas addedon its top surface.The heat transferanalysis
the first layerof the part and
meshin this stepstill comprisedelementsrepresenting
thepowderbedunderneath
that layer.However,the heatflux thatwasappliedin the
first stepwas deactivatedin the secondstep.In the secondstep, convectionand
radiationthermalboundaryconditionswere still appliedat the edgesof elements
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togetherrepresentingthe top surfaceof the first layer of the part. The duration of this
step representedthe time it took the roller to travel from its starting position to the
position just before powder was physically added on the top surface of the sintered
layer. That time was assumed(for simplicity) to be the time it would have taken the
roller to travel from positions A to B in Figure 4.31. The modelled ten-layer parts
were SLS fabricatedat the centre of the part bed in an arrangementshown in Figure
3.1. The roller speed (RS) set during fabrication was 110.9mm/sec.The distance
betweenthe correspondingpoints A and B was approximately equal to 620mm, and
thereforethe time set for the secondstepwas 5.6 seconds.

Roller starting
position,
osition
Qt*RS

Recently
spreadlayer

Assumedposition of
roller prior to powder
being addedonto the
sin ered layer
-Position B
I SinteredlayTr
.,
..
1
k90mm
00

.................
...............
.......................
.............
Time = 5.6sec

Figure 4.31 Schematicdiagramrepresentingthe casesimulatedin the secondstep of
the heattransfermodel: convectionand radiation from the top surfaceof the sintered
layer during the time it took the roller to travel from positionsA to B

Third step defined in first version of heat transfer analysis

The next (third) step in the heat transfer analysissimulatedthermal effects occurring
oncepowder had been spreadonto the first sinteredlayer to the instant at which the
in
(position
D
Figure 4.32). The addition of
had
its
final
travelled
to
roller
position
fresh powder on the top surface of the first sintered layer was simulated by
simultaneouslyactivating (adding) the elementssignifying the second layer of the
part in the heat transfer analysismesh (seeFigure 4.22). Therefore, the heat transfer
analysismesh in this step is composedof elementsrepresentingthe powder bed, the
first and secondlayers of the sinteredpart. Thermal effects consideredin this step
were those occurring while the roller was travelling from positions C to D (see
Figure 4.32). Convection and radiation boundary conditions previously applied on
the top surfaceof the first layer in the secondstep were deactivatedin the third step.
Instead,these boundary conditions were applied on the edgesof elementstogether
representingthe top surfaceof the recently added layer. The period theseboundary
conditions were applied in the model was assumedto be identical to the time it took
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the roller to travel from positions C to D during SLS fabrication (see Figure 4.32).
That time was equal to 5.6 seconds,and was consideredto be the time specified for
the third step.
In SLS fabrication, the part heaterheatsthe top surface of the recently spreadlayer
to 150*Cprior to sintering of the layer taking place. In the heat transfer model, the
initial temperatureof all layers forining the part was defined equal to 1500C.
Therefore, SLS stages in which preheating of layers of powder occurs prior to
sinteringwere not simulated.

Roller starting
position
!Position A
RS

Recently
spreadlayer

..............
Time

Position B

Roller final
position
Position C

............................
Sinteredlayer
.........
5.6sec
Ok- 90mm
0

Position D

...............
Time

5.6sec --*j

Figure 4.32 Schematicdiagramrepresentingthe casesimulatedin the third step of
the heattransfermodel: convectionand radiation from the top surfaceof the added
layer during the time it took the roller to travel from positions C to D.

Fourth step defined in first version of heat transfer analysis

The fourth step in the heat transfermodel simulatedthen-naleffects occurring during
sintering of the secondlayer. The period specified for this step was identical to the
time set for the first step through which sintering of the first layer was simulated
(3.36XIO-4seconds).In addition, the value of heat flux simultaneouslyapplied on the
edgesof elementsrepresentingthe top surfaceof the secondlayer in the fourth step
was identical to that specified in the first step (83.IMW/m'). Furthermore,
convection and radiation boundary conditions applied on the top surface of the first
layer in the first stepwere applied on the top surfaceof the secondlayer in the fourth
step.Due to the repetitive nature of SLS fabrication stages,stepstwo, three and four
in the heat transfer analysis were repeatedon successivelayers of elementsuntil
sintering of the tenth layer of the part was simulated.
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In SLS fabrication of the modelled ten-layer parts, the heaters were switched off
immediately after sintering of the tenth layer was completed. The parts were then
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4.6.5 Results
in layersof powderto be sintered,
Due to the complexityof placingthermocouples
during
SLS
(modelled)
in
ten-layer
the
temperature
parts
profiles
measurements
of
fabricationwerenot performed.Thecomplexitywasmainly expectedto arisedueto
bound
to shift wiring
during
the
was
which
of
powder,
addition
roller motion
be
Acquisition
Data
to
to
the
the
thermocouples
system
placedoutside
connecting
the chamber.Therefore,therewereno availablemeansof checkingthe accuracyof
fact,
In
heat
by
the only method
transfer
the
temperature
analysis.
profilespredicted
found in validatingthe outcomeof the finite elementanalyseswas to compare
deformationspredictedby the stressanalysis(which are highly influencedby
temperaturehistory data calculatedin the thermal analysis)with experimental
measurements
of curl reportedin Chapter3. The criteriaselectedwerethereforeto
first explore aspectsrelated to finite elementmodelling for the most accurate
results
solutionsfrom the analysesto be obtained.In the conditionthat defori-nation
from the stressanalysiswereunsatisfactory,
usedin the modelssuchas
assumptions
geometricalandmaterialapproximations
werethento be investigated.
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The accuracy of results obtained from a finite element analysis is generally
dependenton the mesh density selected in solving the problem. The effect of
increasingthe numberof elementsleadsto model predictions gradually approaching
the exact solution (seeFigure 4.33). However, in the generationof a too fine mesh,
the cost of the analysis can be out of proportion to the accuracy of the results
obtained.For example,doubling the number of elementsin some situationscan only
increase the accuracy by less than 5%, but may require considerable additional
amount of computational time and disk space to solve the problem, which is
unjustifiable.
Exact solution

Temperature

Number of elements(increase) 0
Figure 4.33 Schematicdiagramshowing the increasein elementnumbers
leadingto prediction of the finite elementanalysisapproachingthe exact
solution.

Generally, a finite elementmesh can consist of a fine mesh in some regions and a
high
is
former
in
The
where
rates of changein
coarsemesh other regions.
required
temperature (for example) are expected whereas the latter is used in areas of
high
In
thermal
the
temperature.
model,
present
rates of
approximately constant
changein temperatureare expectedin regions closeto where the heat flux is applied.
However, the further away from the sinteredregions,i.e. in the powder bed, changes
in temperatureare less expected to occur. In this work, refinement of the heat
transfer analysismesh, shown in Figure 4.22, is performed and is describedin this
section. The method of refinement employed is termed reducible net whereby
progressivemesh refinementsare made such that all previous meshesare contained
in the finer mesh [48], as illustrated in Figure 4.34. The temperaturehistory data
predictedusing a recently refined mesh was comparedwith that estimatedusing the
previously refined mesh. The mesh consisting of the least number of elementsand
giving temperaturehistory data in the range of 5% compared to the additionally
refined meshesis the one selected.
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Refined mesh

Original mesh

Further refined

Figure 4.34 Illustration of the reducible net methodin meshrefinement.

The heat transfer finite elementmeshesused in examining solution convergenceare
describedin Table 4-1. The elementsused in these mesheswere four noded heat
transfer linear quadrilateralelements,denotedin ABAQUS (DC2D4). The sequence
described
in
heat
implemented
in
that
the
transfer
was
models
each of
of analyses
Section4.6.4. The term "Original mesh" in Table 4-1 signifies the mesh illustrated in
Figure 4.22. Initial refinementof that meshwas madeby increasingthe mesh density
in regionsrepresentingthe first and secondlayers of the part. Mesh refinement of the
first
in
layer
fine
to
the
bed
close
regions
used
was
mesh
powder
was also made; a
from
layer.
Changes
in
further
in
the
away
and a coarsermesh was used regions
elementsizesfrom the fine meshedregionsto the coarsermeshedoneswere gradual,
i. e. abrupt changesin elementsizeswere avoided.This mesh is denotedin Table 4-1
as the "Refined mesh" and is shown in Figure 4.35. Additional refinementwas made
by dividing eachelementin the "Refined mesh" into 4 equally sized elements.The
The
"Further
in
is
Table
4-1
the
termed
refined
mesh".
aspectratio of
resulting mesh
the elementsin all threemeshesdid not exceeda value of 5.
Mesh Size (Depth*x Length)
Mesh

SinteredPart
Powderbed

I" layer

nd

2

layer

Layers from three to ten

Original

5x72

lx72

lx72

lx72

Refined

13x72

5x72

2x72

1 72

Further refined

26x144

4xI44

2xI44

1
I lOxl44

Depth.: Number of elementsalong z direction.
Length*:Number of elementsalongx direction. (Directions shown in Figure 4.35)
Table 4-1 Description of meshesgeneratedfor the meshconvergencestudy
performedon the first version of the heat transfer analysis.
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To introduce the results of the convergencestudy, temperature history data at
carefully selectednodeswere monitored.These nodeswere expectedto experience
high changesin temperatureduring the analyses.The nodesexaminedwere located
first
layer
bottom
forming
the
the
top
the
the
of
at
surface
surfaceof each
part and at
layer. The temperaturesof some of thesenodespredicted at selectedinstantsusing
the meshesdescribedearlier are reportedin Tables4-2 to 4-5.
Axis of
Symmetry

ren-layer part

Powder
bed

zL
i4

45mm 0-1
Figure 4.35 "Refined" 2D meshof first version of heat transferanalysis.

Original

Temperatureat bottom
(C)
layer
I"
surfaceof
150.7

Temperatureat top
surfaceof I" layer ( C)
206.9

Refined

150.2

292.2

Further refined

150.2

289.4

Mesh

Table 4-2 Temperaturespredictedafter 0.1 secondsof applying heat flux on the
edgesof elementstogetherrepresentingthe top surfaceof the first layer.

Table 4-2 shows temperaturespredicted after 0.1 secondsof applying Ileat flux on
the top surface of the first layer. Temperaturespredicted at that surface using the
"Refined" and "Further refined" mesheswere approximately identical (differing by
less than 1%). However, analysis perfon-nedusing the "Original" mesh tended to
underestimatethe temperatureat top surface of tile layer by approximately 29%
compared to temperaturespredicted at the surface using the other two meshes.
Conversely,temperaturesestimatedat the bottom surfaceof the layer using all three
mesheswere almost identical, and were not significantly varying from the initial
temperaturespecified (1500C).That was expectedto be due to the period following
the application of heat flux, at which results are presented,being too short for the
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its
bottom
layer
be
heat
into
to
the
sensed
at
considerably
effect of
conducted
layer
However,
top
the
temperature
the
the
of
surface
surface.
at
underestimationof
using the "Original" mesh is believed to be a result of the coarsemesh generated
especiallyin regionscloseto whereheatflux was applied.
Temperatureat
top surfaceof I"
layer (C)

Temperature at
top surface of
2ndlayer (C)

Mesh

Temperatureat
bottom surfaceof 1"
layer CC)

Original

160

168.1

271

Refined

158.9

171.8

299.7

Furtherrefined

158

169.2

296.1

Table 4-3 Temperaturespredictedafter 0.1 secondsof applying heat flux on the
edgesof elementstogetherrepresentingthe top surfaceof the secondlayer.

Table 4-3 shows temperaturespredicted after 0.1 secondsof applying heat flux on
the top surfaceof the secondlayer. Temperaturespredicted at that surfaceusing the
"Refined" and "Further refined" mesheswere approximately identical (differing by
1.2%). However, analysisperformedusing the "Original" mesh underestimatedthe
temperature at the top surface of the layer by approximately 9% compared to
corresponding predictions made using the other two meshes. That was mainly
expected to be causedby the coarse mesh representingthe second layer in the
"Original" mesh.
Temperatureat
to surfaceof
IR layer (0Q

Temperature at
top surface of
2na layer 0Q

Original

Temperatureat
bottom surface
.
layer(
C)
I't
of
172.9

174.1

176.5

Temperatureat
to
7 surfaceof
ayer
310.8

Refined

171.7

173.4

176.4

310.3

rFu-rther refined

169.3

170.7

173.1

305.8

Mesh

Table 44 Temperaturespredictedafter 0.1 secondsof applying licat flux on the
edgesof elementstogetherrepresentingthe top surfaceof the fifth layer.

Table 4-4 shows temperaturespredicted after 0.1 secondsof applying heat flux on
the top surface of the fifth layer. Temperaturesestimatedat that surface using the
"Original" and "Refined" mesheswere approximatelysimilar (differing by less than
0.2%). That was expectedto be a result of the mesh representingthe fifth layer in
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both the "Original" and "Refined" being identical. Conversely, the higher mesh
density used in representingthe layer in the "Further refined" had an insignificant
improvement on the temperatureestimatedat the top surface of the layer at that
instantof the analysis.The temperaturepredictedat the surfaceof the layer using the
"Further refined" mesh differed by approximately 1.6% comparedto corresponding
predictionsmadeusing both the "Original" and "Refined" meshes.
Table 4-5 showsthe influenceof meshrefinementon temperaturespredicted after II
secondsof applying heat flux on the top surface of the tenth layer, i.e. during the
cooling down stage simulated in the analysis. Predicted temperatures of
correspondingnodesin all three mesheswere approximatelyidentical at that instant
of the analyses.

Mesh
Original

Temperatureat Temperature Temperature Temperature Temperature
bottom surface at top surface at top surface at top surface at top surface
of I st layer
of 5th layer of 10th layer
of 2nd layer
of 3rd layer
182.7
185.2
185.1
181.6
185.5

Refined

182

184.7

185.2

185.2

181.9

Further
Refined

178.6

181.1

181.7

181.7

178.9

Table 4-5 Temperaturespredictedafter II secondsof applying heat flux on the
edgesof elementstogetherrepresentingthe top surfaceof the tenth layer.

The overall observationin Tables 4-2 to 4-5 is that temperaturesof corresponding
nodes predicted using the "Refined" and "Further refined" meshes were
approximately identical (differing by less than 2%). However, analysis performed
using the "Original mesW'underestimatedtemperaturesat the top surfacesof the first
and secondlayers. Conversely,temperaturespredicted at the bottom surface of the
first layer using the three mesheswere approximatelyequal at all selectedinstants.
To illustrate the effect of mesh refinement on temperaturespredicted at the bottom
surface of the first layer, temperaturesestimated at that surface using all three
meshesare drawn alongside over the period of the analysis in which the building
stage in SLS was simulated (see Figure 4.36). Temperaturesestimated using the
threemesheswere approximatelyidentical in that period (differing by lessthan 3%).
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That observation was also noticed when temperatures predicted at the bottom surface
of the layer using the three meshes were compared in the period simulating the

cooling down stage.

185

Prediction using "Original"
Prediction using "Refined"
Prediction using "Further Refined"

180
175ý(j
170 ý11- 165 160

Cooling down
stage

155
150
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

Time (Seconds)

Figure 4.36 Temperatures predicted at bottom surface of first layer using the
three meshes generated to examine solution convergence of the first version of
the heat transfer analysis, the "Original", "Refined" and "Further refined".
Mesh

Original

Refined

Further Refined

Relative CPU time

1

1.75

7.56

Table 4-6 RelativeCPU times requiredto run the simulationsperformedusing
the meshesgeneratedto examinesolution convergenceof the first version of
the heattransferanalysis.

The overall conclusion was that solution convergence was achieved using the
"Refined" and "Further refined" meshes.Table 4-6 shows the relative CPU times
Relative
three
to
the
the
meshes.
required
run
simulations performed using each of
CPU time was calculated by dividing the CPU time required to solve the analysis
using a specific mesh by the CPU time required for solution using the "Original"
mesh. It was noticed that the CPU time required to solve the analysis perforrned
using the "Further refined" mesh was 4.3 tirnes that required for solution using the
"Refined" mesh. Therefore, the "Refined mesh" was the most efficient i-neshand was

selectedin the remainderof this version of modelling.
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Selected nodal temperature histories estimated using the "Refined mesh" are
illustrated in Figures4.37 and 4.38. Figure 4.37 showstemperaturespredicted in the
first eight steps of the heat transfer analysis. The nodal temperature histories
illustrated in Figure 4.37 are also magnified in Figures 4.45 and 4.46. In the first
step, sintering of the first layer was simulated. During the period of this step
(3.36xlO4 seconds),nodeslocatedat the top surfaceof the layer showedan increase
in temperature from the initial temperature set (1500C) to 406.2"C. As the
temperatureof the surface increased,a fraction of heat absorbedby the surface is
expectedto be lost from the surface through convection and radiation whilst the
remainderis expectedto be conductedinto the layer. However, the effect of heat
conductedis not reflected by a significant increase in the temperaturesof nodes
located within the layer, which was attributed to the short period of the step. For
example, at the end of the step, nodes located at a depth of 0.125mm from the
surface showed only a slight increase in temperature from 1500C to 150.60C.
However, nodeslocatedat a larger depth than 0.125min did not vary in temperature
from the initial temperatureset (15OOQ.
In the secondstep of the analysis,thermal effects occurring following sintering of
the first layer and prior to the addition of the secondlayer were simulated. In this
step,convectionand radiation from the top surfaceof the first layer were still set to
take place.However, the high rate of reduction in temperatureseenat the top surface
first
is
layer
in
0.1
the
the
this
seconds
of
step
mainly expectedto occur due to
of
radiation, which has an important effect at high temperatures.Conduction into the
layer is also expectedto have occurredin this step, exhibited by an increasein the
temperaturesof nodeslocatedwithin the layer. For instance,nodeslocated at a depth
of 0.125mm from the top surface of the layer showed an increasein temperature
from 150.60Cto a maximum of 201.50Cin 0.2 seconds.Further conduction into the
layer with time is displayed by a reduction in temperature of these nodes
accompaniedby an increasein the temperatureof nodes located at a larger depth
from the top surface.For example,nodeslocated at a depth of 0.25mm from the top
surface of the first layer increasedin temperaturefrom 1500Cto a maximum of
179.50C in 0.5 seconds.However, at that instant of the analysis,nodes located at a
(lower) depth of 0.125mm from the surface showed a decreasein temperatureto
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192.1*C.After 3 secondsof the application of heat flux on the surface and for the
remaining period of the secondstep (2.6 seconds),temperaturesof all nodes in the
layer are seen to reduce. That was expectedto be due to heat lost from the top
surface of the layer through convection and radiation and due to the continuous
conduction of heat from the layer into the powder bed. At the end of the step (5.6
secondsfollowing the application of heat flux), temperaturesin the layer were
almost identical differing by lessthan 0.6%.
In the third step of the analysis, thermal effects expected to occur following the
addition of the second layer (in powder forrn) and prior to its sintering were
simulated.In the heat transferanalysis,the predefinedinitial temperatureof all nodes
in the meshis equal to 1500C.However, at the instant of activating the secondlayer,
the temperatureat the top surfaceof the layer is the initial temperatureset, whereas
the temperatureat the bottom surface of the layer is equal to 162.40C.The latter is
the temperatureestimated at the top surface of the first layer at the end of the
previous (second) step. The reasonbeing that elementsrepresentingthe first and
second layers are connected at the interface by common nodes. In this step,
conduction of heat from the first layer to the recently added layer is expected to
occur.That is displayedby an increasein the temperatureof nodeslocated at a depth
of 0.125mm.from the top surfaceof the secondlayer, followed by an increasein the
temperatureof nodeslocated at the top surface of the layer. Following 1.8 seconds
from the start of the step and for the remaining period of the step (3.9 seconds),
temperaturesof nodes in the first and second layers are approximately identical
(differing by 0.6%). During that period, thesenodesreduce in temperature,which is
expectedto be causedby the continuousconduction of heat from the layers into the
powder bed and due to convectionand radiation from the top surface of the second
layer.

In the fourth stepof the analysis,sintering of the secondlayer was simulated.During
the period of this step,nodeslocatedat the top surfaceof the secondlayer increased
in temperaturefrom 159.20Cto 413.70C.The latter is higher than the temperature
predicted at the top surface of the first layer immediately following its sintering
(406.20C).That is probably becausethe temperatureat the top surface of the first
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layer prior to its sintering was 1500C,whereasthat at the top surface of the second
layer was 159.20C.
In the fifth step of the analysis,thermal effects occurring following sintering of the
first
0.1
The
layer
layer
the
third
to
the
simulated.
were
addition of
and prior
second
in
the
large
top
the
temperature
of
surface
this
at
reduction
shows
a
step
secondsof
from
by
be
believed
that surface.
is
layer,
to
radiation
caused
which mainly
second
In the first 1.2 secondsof this step, conduction of heat from the recently sintered
is
bed
build
into
to
layer)
the
(top
the
expected
powder
and
second
of
surface
surface
have occurred.That is displayedby an increasein the temperatureof nodes located
in the first and secondlayers. Convection and radiation from the top surface of the
heat
loss
from
have
The
layer
taken
to
continuous
place.
are also expected
second
the top surfaceof the secondlayer through conduction,convection and radiation had
its effect seenat the instant 1.2 secondsfrom the start of the step. At that instant and
for the remainingperiod of the step (4.5 seconds),the temperatureat the top surface
its
bottom
Consequently,
less
layer
that
than
the
surface.
at
was
of
second
Conduction
build
is
from
heat
that
towards
the
surface.
of
expected
conduction of
heat is also expectedfrom the build into the powder bed. However, in the final 1.3
layer
first
in
the
temperatures
the
were seen to
and
second
step,
seconds of
bottom
build
in
the
The
the
temperature
surface
of
at
reduction
continuouslyreduce.
is probably an indication that heat receivedby that surfacefrom the build is lessthan
that conductedfrom the surface into the powder bed. At the end of the step, the
highest temperaturein the build predicted at a depth of 0.125mm from the top
instant
is
However,
layer
first
169SC.
that
the
at
of the analysis,
surface of
temperaturespredicted at the top and bottom surfacesof the (2-layer) build were
168.40Cand 167.30Crespectively.
In the sixth step of the analysis,thermal effects occurring following the addition of
the third layer and prior to its sintering were simulated. In this step, conduction of
heat from the build to the addedlayer is expectedto occur, which is displayedby an
increase in temperatureat the top surface of the third (added) layer. That was
in
in
first
by
0.2
the
the
the
rise
additionally seen,
seconds of
a slight
step,
temperaturesof nodes located at the top surface of the secondlayer and those at a
depth of 0.125mm.from that surface. Conversely, in that period, nodes in the first
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and secondlayers locatedat a depth greaterthan 0.125mm from the top surface of
the second layer showed a slight decreasein temperature.After 0.5 secondsof
adding the third layer and for the remaining period of the step (5.1 seconds),
temperaturesof nodes in the added layer and the build were almost identical
(differing by 0.3%). In that period, thesetemperaturesreducedwhich was expected
to be due to convectionand radiation from the top surfaceof the third layer and due
to the continuosconductionof heatinto the powder bed.
In the seventhstepof the analysis,sintering of the third layer was simulated.During
the period of this step, the top surface of the third layer increasedin temperature
from 164.80C to 418.2*C. The latter is higher than temperatures predicted
immediately following the application of heat flux on the top surfaces of the
previous layers.The observationsseenin temperaturehistories predicted in the first
seven steps of the analysis (describedearlier) were also noticed in temperatures
predicted in the following steps, i. e. from the step in which the fourth layer was
addedto that simulating sintering of the tenth layer.
Selectednodal temperaturehistories predicted in the final step of the heat transfer
analysis are illustrated in Figure 4.38. The step simulatesthermal effects occurring
following sintering of the tenth layer. In the first 0.9 seconds of the step,
temperaturespredicted at the top surfaceof this layer were the highest in the build.
Thus, during this period, conduction of heat from that surface into the build is
expectedto have taken place. Convection and radiation from that surface to the
environmentare also believedto have occurred.The large amountsof heat lost from
the top surface of the tenth layer through convection, radiation and conduction is
expectedto be the reasonfor the high reductionrate in temperaturespredicted at that
surface.However, following 0.9 secondsfrom the start of the step and for a duration
of 2.1 seconds,the highest temperaturesin the build were at the bottom surface of
the tenth layer. Thus, in this period, conduction of heat from that surface upwards
into the tenth layer, and downwardsinto the layersunderneathare expectedto occur.
Following that period and for a duration of 2.2 seconds,the temperature at the
bottom surface of the ninth layer was the highest in the build. That was then
followed with the temperatureat the bottom surfaceof eighth layer being the highest
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in the build, and after a while, that at the bottom surface of the seventhlayer being
the highestand so forth. After 76 secondsfrom the start of this step and for a period
of 17 minutes,temperaturesat the bottom surfaceof the first layer were the highest
in the build, and reducedin the build the further away nodeswere located from that
surface. Consequently,in that period, heat is expectedto be conducted from the
powderbed towardsthe top surfaceof the tenth layer, and then lost from that surface
to the environment through convection and radiation. However, the continuous
reduction in temperaturesin the build during that period is probably an indication
that heat lost from the surfaceis higher than that conductedfrom the powder bed into
the build. By the end of the step,temperaturesin the build were identical and equal
to the temperatureof the environment (150*C), and thus the build has reached a
thermal equilibrium state.

4.7 Stress model
The aim of the stressmodel is to predict the developmentof curl in the ten-layer
parts that curl measurements,reported in Chapter3, had been performed on. In the
following, a descriptionof the first version of the stressmodel is provided. The curl
resultspredictedby the model are then presented.

4.7.1 Geometry
As the sinteredpart is not bondedto the powder bed underneath,deforination of the
latter (if it occurs) is not expectedto have a significant effect on curling of the part.
Therefore,the powder bed was not representedin the stressanalysis mesh. Curling
of SLS fabricated parts is genuinely a 3D problem, and thus requires a 3D stress
model for solution. The use of a 3D model allows curl seenin both the x-z and y-z
planes to be predicted (Figure 4.39a). However, due to the large number of nodes
and elementsgenerallyneededin a 3D stressmodel, solution of the analysis can be
extremely expensive; requiring long computational times and huge disk space.
Additionally, the sequentially coupled thermal-stressanalysis approachnecessitates
that all nodes(connectedto elements)in the stressanalysismeshhave corresponding
nodesin the heat transfer analysismesh.Consequently,the use of a 3D stressmodel
can also cause solving of its corresponding heat transfer analysis to become
expensive, which may result in a huge deficit in computing resources.
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The ultimate goal of this work is to createthe simplestfinite elementmodelsthat can
high
due
design
However,
to
the
the
cost
guide
of geometricallyacceptableparts.
expectedof solving 3D stressand correspondingthermal models, employing these
models to replace the presently used technique of selecting optimal machine
parametersby experimentaltrials can no longer be economically feasible.Therefore,
a simplification was madeby using a (less expensive)2D stressmodel to solve the
in
3D
A
than
performed
curl problem rather
a
one.
similar simplification was
[49].
The
Beuth
(see
Section
2.4.2)
by
[351
Dalgarrio
et
al.
and
previous studies
et al.
latter developed a general model to predict residual stressesthat can result in
delaminationof multi-layer parts.
90mm
y

1.91mm

10 la
thick
(a)

Centreline (axis of symmetry)

X

10 layers
thick
(1.91mm)
ki0i-

90MM
(b)

Figure 4.39 (a) A 3D representation of the part examined (b) A simplified 2D

representationof the part modelled.

The 2D representation of the part analysed in the present stress model is
schematicallyshown in Figure 4.39b. The 2D stressmodel was developedusing the
plane strain assumption.That assumptionwas made basedon that the width of the
part (26mm) is approximately 13 times its thickness (1.91mm) (see Figure 4.39).
Similar conditions were used as basis for implementing the plane strain assumption
by Liu et al. [50]. As the geometryof the 2D representationof the part, in addition to
loadings and boundary conditions applied are mirror symmetrical about the centre
line (Figure 4.39b), only half of that geometry was modelled. The 2D mesh
generatedin the stressmodel is shown in Figure 4.40. In the mesh, the ten-layer
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sinteredpart was representedusing four noded,plane strain quadrilateral elements,
denotedin ABAQUS (CPE4).The first and secondlayers had thicknessesequal to
0.66mm and 0.25mm respectively,while the thickness of layers from three to ten
identical
0.125mm
in
[35].
The
the
the
was
model
was
stress
meshrepresenting part
in shapeto that representingthe part in the "Refined" heat transfer analysis mesh
(Figure 4.35). Thus, the first layer of the part was representedin the stressmodel
using a 5x72 element mesh and the second layer was representedusing a 2x72
elementmesh.The layersfrom three to ten, however,were representedeachusing a
IX72 elementmesh.The aspectratio of eachelementin the mesh did not exceeda
value of 5.
Axis of
Symmet,ry

Magnified in Fipure4.40b
Ten-layer
part T
Rigict surface
Rigid body referencenode
x

(a)

Axis of A,
symmetry j

Layer 10
)-Layer 9
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer

12 row x
0.125

8
7
6
5
4
3

Layer 2

Layer I

0.13
0.135
0.145
0.625

Rigid surface
(b)

Figure 4.40 (a) 2D finite element mesh generated in the first version of the stress
model'(b) Magnified region of the ten-layer part mesli.
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Due to the lack of mechanicalproperties of the powder bed, the surface of the
powder bed in contact with the bottom surface of the part was representedfor
simplicity by a rigid surface, which is similar to the assumption consideredby
Dalgarno et al. [35]. That surfacewas modelled using 2D rigid surface elements
denotedin ABAQUS (IRS21). The motion of that surface.(seenas a line in the 2D
model) is controlledby the motion of a single node,associatedwith the rigid surface,
termed the "rigid body referencenode" [43]. The active degreesof freedom of the
node are translationalalong the x and z directions and rotational about the y-axis of
the local co-ordinateof that node.

4.7.2 Material Properties Defined in the Stress Model
The main material propertiesrequiredas input to the stressanalysiswere identified
in Section4.4 as the coefficient of thermal expansionand the modulus of elasticity.
Additionally, the viscoelastic behaviour of polycarbonatewas reported to highly
influence curl [36], and thus was taken into accountin the stressmodel. The (dead)
weight of each layer forming the part was also assumedto opposethe development
of curl, and its effect was therefore considered.However, for the effect of dead
weight to be allowed for in the stressanalysis,the density of each layer forming the
part had to be defined (Weight/ area = density x gravitational acceleration x
thicknessof layer). Finally, similar to previouscurl models [35,36], friction between
the bottom surface of the part and the powder bed underneathwas also taken into
account,which requireddefinition of the coefficient of friction.
Most physical properties of SLS fabricatedparts differ from those of zero porosity
solids made of the same material. Physical properties of the fon-ner are mainly
influenced by the amount of fusion (sintering) that occurs between contacting
particles during fabrication. The rate of sintering, however, increaseswith the rise in
local temperaturesbetweentheseparticles and vice versa [24]. These temperatures
are dependenton the energyabsorbedby a surfaceduring sintering, which is mainly
determinedby the energydensityusedin fabrication (seeSection2.3.4). An increase
in the energy density generally causesthe
physical density of the fabricatedpart to
increase(see Figure 2.41). In addition,
found
previous experimentalmeasurements
that the higher the physical density of an SLS produced polycarbonate part the
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higher was its elasticmodulusandvice versa[41]. The increasein sintering was also
reportedto increasedimensionalinaccuracies(shrinkage)in fabricatedparts [1], i.e.
the coefficient of thermal expansionis expectedto increase with the amount of
fusion between contacting particles. As physical properties are dependent on
temperaturehistories experiencedin fabricatedlayers, theseproperties are assumed
to vary with the depth from the sinteredsurface(seeFigures 4.37 and 4.38). Thus,
the elastic modulus, expansioncoefficient and density are expectedto be higher in
regions close to the sinteredsurfaceand reducethe further away the region is from
that surface.The variation in densitywith depth from the sinteredsurface,described
earlier,was also predictedanalytically in a previousstudy [34]. In the following, the
criteria supportedin defining eachof the materialpropertiesused in the stressmodel
are described.
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
The inclusion of the expansion coefficient allows thermal strains and resulting
stressesthat may arise due to changesin temperatureto be calculated.In a previous
z

study, significant thermal stresseswere reportedto develop in a polycarbonatemelt
at the instant its temperaturestarts to reduce below 1900C[34]. It was therefore
assumedthat thermal stressesabove that temperature are equal to zero. That
condition can be implemented in the stress model by defining the expansion
coefficient above 190*Cto be equal to zero, or (and) specifying the elastic modulus
above that temperatureto be equal to zero (see Equation 2-21). However, in the
latter, the material cannot support its weight and the weight of subsequentlyadded
layers,which leadsto numerical solution problemspresentedin the form of infinite
displacements.Thus, the former approachwas the one implemented in the stress
model.
In the stress model, an element was assumedto be in a melt state provided its
average nodal temperatures exceeded 1900C during simulation. Temperature
histories predicted by the heat transfer model showed elementsrepresentingpart
layers from two to ten to have satisfied that condition, following the application of
heat flux on the top surface of the layer. That was
first
in
the
of
seen
regions
also
layer representedby elementsflanked by nodeslocated the top surfaceof the layer
at
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and those located at a depth of 0.125mm from that surface. In the model, all of these
elements were assigned an expansion coefficient equal to zero at temperatures equal
and above 190'C. Below that temperature, these elements were given a constant
expansion coefficient equal to 2xlO-6 C-1,as assumed by Dalgarno et al. [351.

Figure 4.41 Fractured cross-section of the first layer of an SLS
fabricated part produced under energy density of 0.094 J/mm2.
From [52].

However, the remaining elements in the First layer did not exceed an average nodal
temperature of 190'C through the entire period simulated in the heat transfer model.
These elements are flanked by nodes located at the bottom surface of the first layer
and those located at a depth of 0.125mm from the top surface of the layer. It is worth
mentioning that the intended thickness during fabrication of the first layer was
0.125mm [35], and thus the additional material represented by these elements is in
fact bonus Z (see Section 2.2.5.4.1). As nodes in the bonus Z region did not display a
considerable rise in temperature compared to those in other regions of the build,
bonus Z is believed to be the least sintered region of the build. This phenomenon was
observed in a previous study [52] through a microscopic irnage of a fractured section
of the first layer of a polycarbonate part, fabricated under an energy density equal to
0.094 j/MM2 (see Figure 4.41). In this figure, the line connecting points A and B
represents the section of the intended bottom surface of tile first layer. Above that
surface, the layer shows a high degree of coalescence between the polycarbonate
powder particles. The additional material sintered beyond that surface is the bonus Z
region. In that region, powder particles are slightly fused at the points ofcontact, and
individual particles can be easily noticed. Because of the low degree of fusion
between particles in the bonus Z region, the expansion coefficient of this region is
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expectedto be extremelysmall comparedto that in other regions of the build. Hence,
in the present work, due to the lack of the expansion coefficient of the bonus Z
region, elements representing that region (identified from predicted nodal
temperaturehistories) were given an expansioncoefficient equal to zero over the
entire temperaturerangeusedin the stressanalysis.
x

Density

The density is defined for the effect of the weight of part layers to be consideredin
the stress analysis. The weight of a layer remains unchanged regardless of
transformationsin structurethat occur during fabrication, provided that no additional
material is bondedto the layer through growth and bonusZ. As the geometryof part
layers are defined in the model basedon dimensionalmeasurementsperformed on
fabricated layers, the density of each element representingthe part was given the
3
densityreportedfor the fabricatedpart, which is equalto 700kg/m [35). However, it
must be emphasisedthat defining the density of all elementsrepresentingthe tenlayer part to be identical is an approximation.That is becauseit considersa region of
certain dimensionsin a highly sintered layer to have the same weight of a region
with the samedimensionsin bonusZ.

x

Mechanical Properties

Severalmodels were previously developedto explain the mechanicalbehaviour of
viscoelasticpolymers. Thesemodels consistedbasically of a spring to describethe
its
describe
dashpot
(time-independent)
to
the
elastic
polymer and a
responseof
viscous (time-dependent)response(seeFigure 2.26). In the following, the methods
employedin defining theseresponsesin the stressmodel are described.
Definition of the Elastic (Time-independent)

response
Prediction of the elastic (time-independent)responseof a polymer requires the
knowledge of its instantaneous(immediate) modulus (see Section 2.3.1.2). The
instantaneous modulus, however, is understood to be highly influenced by
temperaturechanges,especially in the glass transition region of the polymer (see
Figure 2.24), which is expectedto be for polycarbonatein the vicinity of 150*C.In a
previous study [36], tensile test measurementsperformed at IOOOCon an SLS
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fabricatedpolycarbonatespecimengave a value of the instantaneousmodulus equal
to 319AMPa. Due to the absenceof more complete elastic modulus data, the
instantaneousmodulus of all elementsrepresentingthe part was assigneda value of
319AMPa over the entiretemperaturerangeusedin the stressanalysis.Additionally,
based on Dalgarno et al. [35], all elements representingthe part were given a
constantPoisson'sratio equalto 0.4.
Time-Dependent Response

The time-dependentresponseof an SLS fabricatedpolycarbonatepart was examined
in a previous study [36) through a stress relaxation test perfon-ned at 1000C.
Variation in the modulus with the relaxation time, reported in that study, are
presentedin Table 2-2. In the model, the time-dependentresponseis specified by
defining the values of gR(t) against the relaxation time (t) in tabulated fori-n.
Corresponding values reported in Table 2-2 were assigned to all elements
representingthe part in the stressanalysis mesh. The temperatureat which these
stressrelaxationdataapply was also specifiedin the model (I OOOC).
The time-dependentresponseof polycarbonateat temperaturesother than 1000Cwas
additionally consideredin the stressanalysis.The model uses the time-dependent
responsegiven at 100"Cto estimatethat at other temperaturesby applying the WLF
approximation(seeEquation2-3). Thus, valuesof the WLF constantsC1and C2had
to be provided. The constantsC, and C2were reportedfor an SLS fabricatedpart to
be equalto 2.778 and 7.389respectively,estimatedwith the referencetemperatureT,
being 1000C[36] (seeEquation2-3). Thesepropertieswere defined for all elements
representingthe part in the stressanalysismesh.The method of defining the timedependentresponseand the use of the WLF approximation in the stressmodel is
further explainedin Section(6.2.2.2).

m Friction Coefficient
Finally, based on the previous study by Dalgarno et al. [35], the coefficient of
friction betweenthe edgesof elementstogether representingthe bottom surface of
the part andthe rigid surface(Figure 4.40) was given a value of IA
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4.7.3 Boundary Conditions and Constraints
In SLS fabrication,the powderbed andsinteredpart are supportedby the part piston.
Prior to spreadingpowder onto the part bed, the piston lowers by a distanceequal to
the intendedthicknessof the addedlayer causingthe entire structuresof the powder
bed and part to lower by that samedistance.Lowering of the piston, therefore,is not
expectedto causeany relative motions betweenlayers forming the part or between
theselayers and the powder bed. As a consequence,lowering of the stressanalysis
mesh during simulation of SLS part build was not perforined. Instead, tile rigid
surfacesupportingthe ten-layerpart was consideredto remain fixed in the (vertical)
z-direction (Figure 4.40) through the entire stressanalysis. That was simulated by
applying a boundary condition on the "rigid body reference node" preventing
translationalmotion of the nodein the z direction. However, the use of this boundary
condition assumedthat the entire surfaceof the powder bed (representedby a rigid
surface)doesnot displacedownwardsdue to the weight of subsequentlayers added
to form the part. In addition, it also meant that the surface of the bed does not
displace upwards due to powder bed particles changing in shape from oblate to
sphericalwhich may occur as a result of increasingtemperature(seeSection2.3.6).
In SLS fabrication, the powder bed is containedin the (fixed) part cylinder. Thus,
global translationalmotion in the x direction and rotation of the bed about the y-axis
do not occur. That was simulated in the model by applying a zero translational
boundary condition in the x direction on the "rigid body referencenode" and zero
rotational motion appliedon that nodeaboutthey andz axesof its local co-ordinate.
The simplicity of representinghalf of the model due to mirror symmetry requiresthe
application of boundaryconditionson the nodeslocatedalong the axis of symmetry.
The boundary conditions applied constrained motions of these nodes in the x
direction and preventedrotation of eachof the nodesabout the y-axis of its local coordinate.
In SLS fabrication, deformation of a recently added layer is expectedto have an
insignificant effect on curling of the build underneathprovided that the addedlayer
is in powder form or the layer is sintered but is at temperaturesequal or above
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190*C.Consequently,SLS stagesof powder addition and laser sintering were not
simulated. In the model, attempts were made to activate a layer of elements,
by
(as
layer,
just
before
its
temperature
predicted the
representinga recently sintered
thermal analysis)startsto reducebelow 1900C,i. e. in a stress-freestate.Defining the
coefficient of thermal expansionas zero at temperaturei equal and above 1900C
ensuresthat no thermal stressesgenerateat thesetemperatures.Nevertheless,as the
elastic modulus was not defined equal to zero at thesetemperatures,the (ordinary)
method of activating elementswas bound to generatestressesin these elements.
Thesestressesare expectedto effect curl resultspredictedby the stressmodel. In the
following discussion,a simple exampleillustrating the (ordinary) method of element
activation is presented. The measuresundertaken to activate elements in an
unstressedcondition arethen described.
I

0.1---------*
Top

ýd

element
NodesI-.........
Bottom
element
------------

1.

------------DULLUIII
element
-----------

Top

NodesI-

0

------

Bottom
element
------------

x

(a)

(b)

(C)

Figure 4.42 A schematicdiagramillustrating the (ordinary) methodof element
activation. (a) initial stressanalysismeshdefined prior to analysis.(b) First step of
analysis:top elementdeactivatedand bottom elementthernially loaded(c) Second
stepof analysis:top elementactivatedin a stressedand strainedcondition.

The model analysedin the example is illustrated in Figure 4.42a: an element (top
element)positioned on top of anotherelement(bottom element).Both elementsare
connectedto commonnodesat the interface,termednodes(1). In the first step of the
analysis, the top element is (deactivated) removed from the mesh. Tile bottom
elementis then thermally loadedcausingthe elementto strain. At the end of the step,
that loading is assumedto have displacednodes(1) in the +z direction by a distance
equal to 8d(seeFigure 4.42b). In the secondstep of the analysis,the top elementis
activated.However, due to the commonnodes(1) displacing in the previous step,tile
top element would have been strained and stressedonce the element is activated
(Figure 4.42c).
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The method of solving such a problem was described by ABAQUS [51]. This
methodrequiresdefinition of separatenodesalong the interfacewhere new elements
(1)
in
implementing
be
during
Thus,
this
to
nodes
method,
are
simulation.
activated
located along the interfaceare only connectedto the bottom element.A new set of
nodes(J) are createdat the samelocationsof nodes(I), but are only connectedto the
top element(seeFigure 4.43a).Additional nodes(K) that are not associatedwith any
elementare also defined.Thesenodesare at a coincident location with nodes(I) and
(J), as illustrated in Figure 4.43a.The translationalmotion componentsand rotations
of these nodes(about the y-axis of the local co-ordinate of each of the nodes) are
relatedas follows,
i=
it

it

I-

xxx
Ii=
it
itzzz
Ii=
it
it000

k

4-29

k
11

4-30

k

4-31

it

it

jIK

where u. , lix, ux are the translational motions in the x direction of nodes J, I and K
respectively. In addition, UJ' It 1, UKare the translational motions in the z directions
2zz
111,11K
J,
I
K
the y-axis of the
of nodes
about
and respectively,and id,
are
rotations
000

local co-ordinatesof eachof the nodesJ, I and K respectively.These equationsare
applied in all stepsdefining the analysis.For simplicity, the previous example only
assumedmotions of nodesto occur in the z direction (no rotations were considered).
Thus, only Equation 4-30 is referred to in the following description of the method
usedin activating the top elementin an unstressedstate.
In the first stepof the (new) analysis,a boundarycondition is applied to constrainall
displacementcomponentsand rotations of nodesJ to zero, i. e. u" = 0, ztj 0 and
XZ
u0j= 0. Thus, Equation 4-30 can be expressedduring this step as zt'2Z= 11' In this
step,the top elementis (deactivated)removedfrom the mesh.The bottom elementis
then thermally loadedresulting in the elementto strain. At the end of the step,nodes
I and K would have undergone a displacementin the +z equal to dd (see Figure
4.43b), i. e. at the end of this step it,' = it.! = 8d.
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In the second step of the analysis, a boundary condition is applied to fix all
displacementand rotational componentsof nodesK to the values calculated at the
8d,
(u'
first
the
step ZX0
Uk=0 and Ilk =0) through the rest of the simulation.
end of
=
In addition, the boundary conditions previously applied to fix all displacement
in
Thus,
Equation
J
this
to
step.
of
nodes
zero
are
removed
componentsandrotations
4-30 is expressedthroughthe secondand following stepsof the analysisas,
Izzz

"I

-

4-32

15d
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Top
Top
I
element
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element
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Figure 4.43 Schematicdiagramillustrating the methodof activating the top
elementin an unstressedcondition. (a) Initial stressanalysismeshdefined prior to
analysis:NodesJ are locatedat the interfaceand connectedto the top element,
nodesI are at the samelocation of nodesJ but connectedto the bottom element,
nodesK are at samelocation of nodesI andJ but not connectedto any element.(b)
First stepof analysis:top elementdeactivatedand bottom layer thermally loaded,it j
z=0
(c)
Second
in
top
step:
element
activated
an unstressedcondition ztj = it' U1
it'
zzzz
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At the instant of activating the top element in the second step it' = (5d. Thus,
z
displacementsof nodes (J) in the z direction (it") at the instant of activation are
Z
equal to zero (seeEquation4-32). Therefore,the top elementusing this approachis
activatedin an unstressedcondition,as illustrated in Figure 4.43c. However, it must
be emphasisedthat the top elementis activatedin its originally defined configuration
(undistorted). Therefore, the assumptionconsidered in using this method is that
deformationsoccurring to the bottom elementprior to activating the top elementare
fairly small.
The above-mentionedmethodwas implementedin the stressmodel. Consequently,
separate nodes were defined along the interfaces between elements together
representingthe first and secondlayers of the part, secondand third layers and so
forth. However, the use of the sequentiallycoupledthermal-stressanalysistechnique
in this work necessitates
that nodesconnectedto elementsin the stressanalysismesh
have temperature histories predicted by the heat transfer analysis. Thus, the
additional nodes generatedalong the interfaces and connectedto elements in the
stress model required the heat transfer analysis (described earlier) to be slightly
modified. Figure 4.44a shows schematicallya number of nodes, generatedin the
stressanalysismesh,along the interfacebetweenelementsrepresentingthe first and
secondlayers of the part. Nodes (I,), numberedfrom I to 73, are connectedto the
edgesof elementstogetherrepresentingthe top surfaceof the first layer. Nodes (J')
numbered from 147 to 219 are defined at the same locations of nodes I, but are
connectedto edges of elementstogether representingthe bottom surface of the
secondlayer. Nodes (Q numberedfrom 74 to 146,however,were chosento be at a
coincident location with nodesI, and 4 but are not associatedwith any elements.
Equations 4-29 to 4-31 were defined in the stress analysis to relate motions and
rotations of nodesI,, J, and K, through the entire period of simulation. As nodes1,
andJ,,are connectedto elementsin the stressanalysismesh,temperaturehistories of
thesenodeshad to be predictedby the heat transfer analysis.The secondlayer when
activated in the stress analysis symbolisesthe layer in its sintered forrn; bonding
between the first and second layer is assumedto have occurred. Consequently,
temperaturesat the bottom surfaceof the secondlayer and those at the top surfaceor
the first layer are assumedidentical, i. e. temperaturehistories of nodes(I,) are equal
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to those of nodes (J,). To achievethat in the output of the heat transfer analysis,
elementsrepresentingthe first and secondlayers in the heat transfer analysis mesh
were only connectedat the interfaceto one set of common nodes (II). Thesenodes
had the samenodenumberingof nodesI, (seeFigure 4.44). Additional nodesJh were
definedalong the interfacebetweenthe two layers in the heat transferanalysismesh,
but were not associatedwith any element.Thesenodeshad identical numbering to
nodesJ,, which were createdin the stressanalysismesh(seeFigure 4.44). Equations
were then defined in the heattransferanalysismatching the temperaturehistories of
nodes(Ih) with thoseof nodes(Jh)throughthe entire period of simulation. Therefore,
in the outcomeof the thermal analysis,the temperaturehistory of node number 147
is identical to that of nodenumber 1, and that of node number 148 is identical to the
temperaturehistory of nodenumber2 and so forth (Figure 4.44b). In this condition,
temperaturehistories of the nodesconnectedto elementsin the stressanalysismesh
(such as nodes numberedfrom I to 73 and nodesnumberedfrom 147 to 219) are
already predicted by the heat transfer analysis. That procedure was implemented
along the interfacesbetweenall layers of elementsrepresentinglayers forming the
part in both the heat and stressmodels.
E] Elements
the2ndlayer
representing
Fý Elements
the I" layer
representing
Nodeslocatedat
sameposition
NodesJ,
NodesK, -o- 74

146

NodesI,
73

219
NodesJI,
NodesIh
73

a,
, 77,777,

:.:;..;

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.44 Schematicdiagramillustrating modifications required in the heat
transfermodel due to the extra nodesaddedalong the interfacebetweenelements
representingthe first and secondlayersof the part in the stressanalysis(a) Stress
analysismesh(b) Correspondingheattransferanalysismesh.

In the stress model, the initial nodal temperature of each element expected to
undergo thermal deformation has to be predefined. These initial temperatures
representthe nodal temperatureof the elementat the instant of activation. Deviation
in the temperatureof thesenodesfrom the initial nodal temperaturescausestherinal
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strainsand stressesto generate,provided that the coefficient of thermal expansionin
the range of temperaturechangeis not equal to zero. Elements in the first layer,
flanked by nodeslocatedat the top surfaceof the layer and those locatedat a depth
of 0.125mm from that surface, are the only elements in the layer consideredto
undergothermal strains.Readingof temperaturehistories of thesenodesstartsat the
instant nodal temperatures,as predicted by the heat transfer analysis, are about to
reducebelow 1900C.The initial temperatureof thesenodeswas set equal to 1900C.
In this condition, reductionin the temperatureof thesenodescausesshrinkagein tile
elementsto occur. Nevertheless,an increasein temperaturesabove 1900Cduring
simulation doesnot generateany thermal strainsas the expansioncoefficient at these
temperaturesis definedequalto zero.
The initial nodal temperaturesof elementsrepresentingthe secondlayer were also
defined. Thesenodesare those connectedto the edgesof elementsrepresentingtile
bottom surface of the secondlayer (nodesJ, in Figure 4.44a), nodes located at a
depth of 0.125mm from the top surface of the layer and those located at its top
surface.The assumptionin this version of the stressmodel was that thermal stresses
and strains in an element are zero provided that averagenodal temperaturesof an
elementare aboveor equalto 1900C.However, temperaturespredicted at the bottom
surface of the second layer surface reached a maximum of 1890Cfollowing its
sintering. At the instantthat temperaturewas achieved,sintering of the entire second
layer is assumedto havetaken place.Thus, temperaturehistorieswere read from that
instant. To ensure that thermal strain and stressesare zero immediately prior to
reading, the bottom surfaceof the secondlayer was assignedan initial temperature
equal to 1890C.At that instant,the temperatureof nodes located 0.125i-nmfrom the
top surfacewere 200.9C, whereasthat at the top surfaceof the layer 206.1OC.These
were taken as the initial temperatureof thesenodes.That ensuredthat the layer upon
activation was in a stress and strain free conditions, and that the average nodal
temperaturesexceed1900C.Remaining nodal temperaturesof elementsrepresenting
layers from three to ten exceeded1900C,and thus tile initial temperatureof these
nodeswas set equalto 1900C.
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4.7.4 Sequence of Analysis Defined in the Stress Model
The aim of the stressmodel is to predict deformationsof the ten-layer parts during
SLS fabrication. Similar to the heat transfermodel, the complete load history of the
stressanalysisis divided into a numberof steps.Each step is a time period in which
the responseof the model to a particular set of loads and boundary conditions is
calculated.Thus, loads and boundaryconditions have to be defined in each step of
the analysis.The analysisproceduremust also be specified. That was performed in
eachstepusing the (VISCO)option in ABAQUS. The use of this particular option in
all stepsof the model indicatedthe responseof the material to be examinedis timedependent(viscoelastic) through the entire period of simulation. In this section,
selectedstepsdefinedin the stressmodel are described.
a First Step Defined in the Stress Model
The first step of the analysissimulatedthermal and mechanicaleffects expectedto
occur following sintering of the first layer and prior to the addition of the second
layer in powder form. Thus, the part build in that stageof SLS fabrication was only
composed of the first layer. That was simulated by deactivating the predefined
elementstogether representingpart layers from two to ten. Thus, in this step, the
only active elementsin the stressanalysis mesh were those representingthe rigid
surface and the first layer of the part. In the following, boundary conditions and
loadingsdefined in this steparepresented.
Boundary Conditions Applied in the First Step

In this stepof the analysis,motions and rotationsof nodeslocatedalong the interface
between elementsrepresentingthe first and secondlayers of the part were related
using Equations4-29 to 4-3 1, as describedin Section4.7.3. Implementationof these
equationsrequired constrainingto zero all the degreesof freedom of nodes located
along the interface and connectedto the edgesof elementsrepresentingthe bottom
surface of the second layer (nodes J, in Figure 4.44a). However, as elements
representingthe secondlayer are deactivatedin this step, it may be assumedthat all
motions and rotationsof nodesconnectedto theseelementsare set by default to zero.
Then, in this condition, constrainingmotions and rotationsof the nodeslocatedalong
the interface and connectedto the deactivatedsecond layer is not expectedto be
necessary.It must be emphasisedthat all nodesconnectedto inactive elementsin an
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ABAQUS simulation are ignoredunlessconstraints(such as displacementboundary
conditions) are applied on thesenodes.Hence, with no boundary conditions being
applied on nodeslocatedalong the bottom surfaceof the inactive secondlayer, the
use of Equations4-29 to 4-31 in the analysisresulted in solver problem causingthe
simulation to stop.
Additional boundaryconditionswere appliedto enforcemirror symmetry of the first
layer, on nodes located along the axis of symmetry of the layer. Furthermore, all
degreesof freedom of the "rigid body referencenode" were constrainedto zero, as
reportedin Section4.7.3.
Loading Applied in the First Step

The loads applied in this step are gravitational loads specified on each element
representingthe first layer and thermal loads. The latter are nodal temperature
histories predicted previously by the heat transfer analysis. For specific nodal
temperaturehistoriesto be usedin the stressanalysis,the instantsin the heat transfer
analysisoutput referring to the start and end of the temperaturehistories to be read
by must be defined. In the first active layer, the only elementsgiven an expansion
coefficient other than zero were those flanked by nodeslocated at the top surfaceof
the layer and nodes located at a depth of 0.125mm from that surface. Thus, in
defining the time range of temperaturehistories to read into the stressanalysis,the
temperaturehistoriesof thesenodeswere the only monitored. In this step,readingof
nodal temperaturesstartedat the instant 0.5 seconds(from the start of the thermal
analysis)and endedat the instant 5.6 seconds(seeFigure 4.45). The former denotes
the instant in the heattransferanalysisat which the temperatureof nodeslocatedat a
depth of 0.125mm,from the top surfaceof the first layer was approximately 1900C.
The latter, however,representsthe instant at which the secondlayer was activatedin
the heat transfer analysis.The period specified for the first step of the stressanalysis
was equalto the period that nodal temperatureswere read, i.e. the difference between
thesetwo instants0.5 secondsand 5.6 seconds,which is equal to 5.1 seconds(Figure
4.45).
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m Second Step Defined in the Stress Model
The secondstepsimulatedthermal and mechanicaleffects expectedto occur in two
SLS fabrication stages;addition of the secondlayer in powder foriii and sintering of
the secondlayer, whilst temperaturesin the layer are above 1900C.In both of these
stages,dimensionalchangesin the secondlayer (if they occur) are expectedto have
an insignificant influence on curling of the first layer. Therefore, in this step of the
analysis,elementsrepresentingthe secondlayer in the (original) stressanalysismesh
were not activated.Thus, the active elementsin the stressanalysis mesh remained
those representingthe rigid surface and the first layer of the part. In addition,
boundary conditions previously applied in the first step remained applied in the
secondstep.
Loading Applied in the Second Step

The gravitational loads that simulatedthe weight of the first layer in the first step
were kept applied in this step. The weight of the secondlayer, expectedto oppose
the developmentof curl, was additionally allowed for in this step of the analysis.As
the second layer is not activated, its weight was simulated by a uniform load
simultaneously applied over the edges of elementstogether representingthe top
surfaceof the first layer. To include that effect in the analysis,ABAQUS requiresthe
"pressure" representingthe weight per unit area, and the edge of the element on
which pressure is applied. The weight is estimated analytically based on the
undistortedshapeof the secondlayer as predefinedin the stressanalysis mesh.The
weight (w) is calculatedin terms of the density of the secondlayer p, its volume V,
andthe gravitationalaccelerationg as,
4-33

ivt=pxvxg

Dividing both sides of the equation by the area gives the pressurein tenns of the
thicknessof the secondlayer (hi) as,
P=pxtl

xg

4-34

The density p of the second layer is predefined in tile stress model as equal to
700kg/M3, the predefined thickness of the layer is 0.25mm and the gravitational
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2.
is
9.8
jM/S
Thus, the pressure using Equation 4-34 is equal to
acceleration
1.7168N/M2. In a two dimensionalmodel, the in-plane thickness is assumedto be
equal to unity [43], and the value calculated for the pressure (P) is therefore
consideredin the analysisasload per unit length (1.7168N/m).
In this step of the analysis,temperaturehistories read from the output of the heat
transfer analysiswere from the instant 5.6 seconds(estimatedfrom the start of the
thermal analysis)to the instant 11.7 seconds.The former denotesthe instant of the
heattransferanalysisat which elementsrepresentingthe secondlayer were activated.
The latter, however,signifies the instant at which nodesat the bottom surface of the
secondlayer had achieveda maximum temperature(I 88.70C)immediately following
the application of heat flux on the top surfaceof the secondlayer. The secondlayer
at that instant (11.7 seconds)had averagenodal temperaturesexceeding 1900C,and
thus the elementwas assumedin an unstressedcondition. The period specified for
the secondstepof the stressanalysiswas equalto the period that nodal temperatures
were read in that step, i.e. the differencebetweenthesetwo instants5.6 secondsand
11.7seconds,which is equalto 6.1 seconds(Figure 4.45).
m Third Step Defined in the Stress Model
The third step of the stress analysis simulated thermal and mechanical effects
occurring following sintering of the secondlayer (as temperaturesin the layer reduce
below 1900C)and prior to the addition of the third layer in powder form. As thermal
stressesand strains arising in the second layer at temperaturesbelow 190"C are
expectedto influence curl of the build, elementsrepresentingthe second layer are
activated in this step. Thus, the elementsactivate in this step are those representing
the rigid surface,first and secondlayersof the part.
Boundary Conditions Applied in the Third Step

In this step,Equations4-29 to 4-31 are applied to relate motions and rotations of all
nodeslocatedalong the interfacebetweenthe bottom surfaceof the secondlayer and
the top surface of the first layer. These equationsare also applied in this step on
nodeslocatedalong the interfacebetweenthe top surfaceof the secondlayer and the
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bottom surfaceof the third layer (seeSection4.7.3). Thus, proper implementationof
theseequationsrequiredthe following boundarycondition to be applied:
located
displacement
the
Fixing
along
and
of
nodes
all
components
rotations
interface,but not connectedto any element(nodesK, in Figure 4.44a) to the
valuescalculatedat the end of the previous (second)step.
-

Removing the boundary conditions previously applied in the first step
constrainingto zero all the degreesof freedom of nodes connectedto the
edgesof elementsrepresentingthe bottom surfaceof the secondlayer (nodes
J, in Figure 4.44a).

-

Constrainingto zero all degreesof freedom of nodesconnectedto the edges
layer.
bottom
third
the
together
the
of
of elements
surface
representing

Due to the removal of boundary conditions in this step, boundary conditions
previously applied in the first step on the "rigid body referencenode" and on nodes
locatedalong the axis of symmetryhad to be redefined.Thus, all degreesof freedom
of the "rigid body referencenode" were constrainedto zero. Furthermore, mirror
symmetrical boundary conditions are applied on nodes located along the axis of
symmetryin the first and secondlayers.
Loading Applied in the Third Step
The pressurepreviously applied on the top surfaceof the first layer to representthe
weight of the secondlayer in the previous step was removed. Instead, gravitational
loads were specified on each element representing the second layer. The
gravitational load specified previously on each element of the first layer was also
allowed for in this step.
In this step of the analysis, temperaturehistories read from the output of the heat
transfer analysiswere from the instant 11.7 seconds(estimatedfrom the start of the
thermal analysis) to the instant 16.9 seconds.The former representedthe instant at
which thenual. stresseswere expected to develop in the second layer. The latter
representedthe instant at which the third layer (in powder forrn) was activatedin the
heat transfer analysis. The period of this step is the difference between these two
instants,which is equalto 5.2 seconds(Figure 4.45).
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Fourth Step Defined in the Stress Model

The fourth step simulatedthermal and mechanicaleffects expectedto occur in two
SLS stages,addition of the third layer in powder form and sintering of the third layer
whilst temperaturesin the layer are above 1900C.The definition of this step is quite
similar to that of the secondstep. In this step, elementsrepresentingthe third layer
were not activated, and the active elementswere therefore those representingthe
rigid surface,first and secondlayers of the part. Additionally, boundary conditions
applied in the previousstepremainedappliedin this step.
Gravitational loadswere applied on eachelementin the mesh representingfirst and
secondlayers of the part. The weight of the third layer was simulated by a uniform
load simultaneouslyappliedover the edgesof elementstogetherrepresentingthe top
surface of the secondlayer. That was implementedin the model using the method
mentionedin descriptionof the secondstep.Thermal histories read from the output
of the heat transfer analysiswere from the instant 16.8 seconds(estimatedfrom the
start of the thermal analysis) to the instant 23.6 seconds.The former signifies the
instant of the heat transfer analysis at which elementsrepresentingthe third layer
were activated.The latter, however,denotesthe instant at which nodesat the top and
bottom surfacesof the third layer were at 1900C,following the application of heat
flux on the top surface of the layer. Thus, the time period of this step is the
differencebetweenthe two instants16.8secondsand 23.6 seconds,which is equal to
6.8 seconds(Figure 4.46).
The main conceptsusedin defining stepsthree and four, describedabove,were also
implemented in the subsequentsteps defined to simulate thermal and mechanical
effects occurring in fabrication of the layers from three to ten. The final step of the
analysis (step 19) simulated then-nal and mechanical effects expected to occur
following sintering of the tenth layer. In the step, elementsrepresentingthe tenth
layer were activated. Boundary conditions applied on nodes located along the
interface between the ninth and tenth layer are similar to those described in the
secondstep.Nodal temperaturehistories read in the step were those from the instant
104.6 secondsto 1300.8 seconds.The former representsthe instant in the heat
transfer analysis at which the temperatureat the top surface of the tenth layer is
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1900C(see Figure 4.38), whereasthe latter signifies the instant at which the heat
transferanalysisstopped.The time period of this step is the difference betweenthese
two instantswhich is equalto 1196.2seconds.

4.7.5 Results
To ensurethat results predictedby the stressanalysis are numerically accurate,a
mesh refinement study was performed.The method used in mesh refinement is the
reducible net, describedin Section4.6.5. However, refinement of the stressanalysis
meshrequiresthe meshdensityof the correspondingheat transfer analysisto be also
changed,so that densitiesof the mesh representingthe part in both the heat and
stressmodelsare identical.Emphasiswas also given to ensurethat the aspectratio of
elementsin the heattransferand stressmodelsdid not exceeda value of 5.

Mesh

Mesh Size of SinteredPart (Deptli*x Length)
nd

I" layer

2 layer

Layers from three to ten

Nonnal

5x72

2x72

lx72

Fine

5x144

2xl44

IxI44

Very Fine

lOxl44

4xI44

2xl44

Depth*:Number of elementsalongz direction.
Length*:Number of elementsalongx direction. (Directions shown in Figure 4.40)
Table 4-7 Descriptionof meshesgeneratedfor the meshconvergence
study performedon the first version of the stressanalysis.

The stressanalysesmeshesusedin examiningsolution convergenceare describedin
Table 4-7. The sequenceof analysesimplemented in all stress models was that
describedSection4.7.4. The simulationswere initially performed using (first-order)
four-noded plane strain elements, denoted in ABAQUS (CPE4). However, these
elementswere reported by ABAQUS [55] to underpredict deflections in problems
involving significant bending due to the inability of the edgesof a single elementto
curve. To examine its significance on curl results, deflections predicted using a
specific mesh density with (CPE4) elementswere comparedwith those predicted
using the samemesh density but with (higher order) 8-nodedplane strain elements,
denoted in ABAQUS (CPE8). The use of 8-noded elements was reported by
ABAQUS [55] to produce better results in simulations involving considerable
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amountsof bending due to the ability of the edgesof a single 8-noded element to
curve. The performanceof 4-nodedplane strain incompatible elements,denotedin
ABAQUS (CPE41),was additionally investigated.Thesewere reportedby ABAQUS
[55] to have additional degreesof freedom introduced into the first-order element,
which allow these elements to produce results in bending problems that are
comparableto 8-nodedelements,but at a significantly lower computationcost.
To reducesolution cost, a stressanalysisperformedusing an 8-nodedelementmesh
had a correspondingheat transfer analysis mesh, with the same mesh density
representingthe part, using 4-nodedheat transfer elements(DC2D4), not 8-noded.
That was facilitated by the (MIDSIDE) option in ABAQUS. The use of this option in
the stressanalysis allows midside nodal temperaturesin the 8-noded element to be
linearly interpolatedfrom comer nodal temperaturespreviously predicted by the (4noded element) heat transfer analysis (see Figure 4.48). Figure 4.48a shows a
schematicrepresentationof a 4-noded element used in the heat transfer analysis
mesh, whereasthe corresponding8-noded element in the stress analysis mesh is
illustrated in Figure 4.48b. In the heat transfer analysis, temperaturehistories are
and 4. In the stress analysis, however, the
temperature histories of node number 5 are linearly interpolated from the
temperature histories read of nodes numbered I and 2. Similarly, temperature

predicted for nodes numbered 1,2,3

histories of node number 6 are linearly interpolated from temperaturehistories of
nodesnumbered2 and 3 and so forth. However, as nodesnumbered5,6,7 and 8 are
connectedto the 8-nodedelement in the stressmodel, initial temperaturesof these
nodeshad to be provided. Thesewere estimatedby linearly interpolating the comer
nodal initial temperatures,which are defined using the method describedin Section
4.7.3.
43

q13
86
2

12
(a)

Figure 4.48 (a) 4-nodedelementusedin the heat transferanalysismesh(b) 8-noded
elementusedin the correspondingstressanalysismesh
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To introducethe resultsof the convergencestudy, deformation histories of all nodes
locatedat the bottom surfaceof the part were monitored. Thesenodeswere expected
to undergo continuous deformation due to thermal deformation (expansion and
contraction)of subsequentlyactivatedlayersof elements.The influence of variation
in meshdensity and elementtype on the final deformation of the node locatedat the
bottom edge of the part (Figure 4.49) is illustrated in Table 4-8. Deformations
examinedof that node representthe vertical distancein the z-direction of the node
from the rigid surface,schematicallyshownin Figure 4.49.

Axis of
symmetry

Side wall of
part
Node located at bottom edge of part

Deformation of node
reportedin Table 4-8.
Rigid Surface

Deformedbottom
surfaceof first layer

Figure 4.49 Schematicillustration of the deformationof the node locatedat the
bottom edgeof the part.

Table 4-8 shows that analyses performed using (linear) CPE4 elements
underestimateddeflections compared to those predicted using CPE41 and CPE8
elements,with the samemeshdensity used in comparison.Conversely,for the same
mesh density, deformations predicted using CPE41 and CPES elements are
approximatelyidentical (differing by lessthan 1%).

Mesh (seeTable 4-7)
ElementType
Normal
4-noded(linear) plane strain (CPE4)
4-nodedplane strain Incompatible(CPE41)
8-nodedplane strain (CPE8)

5.2728xIO-5
0,5

5.6542XI

5.6735xlO'5

-

Fine
IXIO,

5.560

5

10,5

5.677OX

5.7298XIO"s

Very Fine
5.6495xlO"5
5.9516xlO's
5.9544xl

Table 4-8 Final deformations(meters)of the node locatedat the bottom edge
of the part usedin examining solution convergenceof the stressanalysis.
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The increasein meshdensityfrom "Normal" to "Fine" using CPE4 elementsshowed
a considerable increase in deformation by 5.2%, which indicated that solution
convergencewas not achieved using the "Normal" mesh with CPE4 elements.
However, the increasein mesh density from "Normal" to "Fine" using CPE41and
CPE8 elements showed a slight increase in deformation by 0.4% and 1%
respectively.The transformationfrom "Normal" to "Fine" reducedthe aspectratio of
elementsin the stressanalysismesh from a maximum value of 5 to a maximum
value of 2.5, which is expectedto enhancedeformation results predicted. Thus, the
similarity in deflections predicted using the "Normal" and "Fine" meshes with
elementsCPE41and CPE8 is expectedto indicate that solution convergencewas
achievedusing thesemesheswith thesetype of elements.
The remarkableobservationwas seenin comparing deflections predicted using the
'Tine" mesh with those predictedusing the higher density "Very Fine" mesh. The
increasein mesh density with CPE41and CPE8 elementsshowed deformations to
increaseby 3.7% and 3.8% respectively,whereas(linear) CPE4 elementsshowedan
increasein deformationby only 1.6%.At first sight, it may be assumedthat solution
convergencewas achieved using the "Fine" and "Very Fine" meslies with all
elementsexamined.However, analysisperformedusing the "Very Fine" mesh with
(linear) CPE4 elementsunderestimatedthe final nodal deflection by 5.1% when
comparedto nodal deflectionspredictedusing that mesh with elementsCPE41and
CPE8. In the following, the effect of increasingmesh density from "Fine" to "Very
Fine" using CPE4, CPE41 and CPE8 elements on the final nodal deflections
presentedin Table 4-8 is investigated.
It must be emphasisedthat besidesmesh density and element type, temperatures
used in the stressanalysishave an important influence on deformationspredicted.In
this version of modelling, temperaturespredicted by the heat transfer analysis only
vary in the z-direction; nodal temperaturehistoriespredicted along the x-direction at
a constant z-position are identical (see Section 4.6.1). Therefore, increasing the
number of elementsalong the x-direction in the heat transfer analysis mesh did not
show an alteration in temperatures predicted in the z-direction. Thus, nodal
temperaturehistories read by the stressanalysesperformedusing the "Normal" and
"Fine" meshes,with the sametype of elementused in both meshes,are identical in
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the z-direction. In this condition, comparing deflections predicted using the
"Normal" and "Fine" meshes,with the sametype of elementused in both meshes,is
expectedto mainly illustrate the influence of mesh density on results obtained.
However, increasingthe mesh density from "Fine" to "Very Fine" required, for the
latter, increasingthe number of elementsin the z-direction in the correspondingheat
transfer analysis mesh. The increase in the number of elements in that direction
in
a
slight
variation
nodal temperaturespredicted.That (slight) variation can
caused
be seenby comparingnodal temperaturespredictedusing the "Refined" and "Further
refined" heattransferanalysesmeshes(seeTables4-1 to 4-5). Thosepredicted using
the former mesh have identical nodal temperaturehistories, at different z positions,
to those used in the "Fine" mesh stressanalyses,whereas temperaturespredicted
using the latter are used in the "Very Fine" mesh stressanalyses.Thus, comparing
nodal deflectionsproducedby the "Fine" and "Very Fine" stressanalysesexamines
the effect of meshrefinementand the slight difference in nodal temperaturesused in
both analyses,with the same type of element used in comparison. The combined
effect has most probably contributedto the difference in deflections predicted using
thesemesheswith elementsCPE41and CPE8.However, that effect was not reflected
by a noticeablevariation in deformationspredictedusing the "Fine" and "Very Fine"
with (linear) elementsCPE4 (1.6%). The reasonbeing that the use of these linear
elementscan causethe part to becometoo stiff to bending, as reportedby ABAQUS
[55]. In this condition, increasingthe number of elementsalong the depth of the part
may not show a considerabledifferencein deflectionspredicted,ABAQUS [55].
The overall observationin Table 4-8 was that solution convergencewas achieved
using the "Normal", "Fine" and "Very Fine" meshes with CPE8 and CPE41
elements,whereasthese mesheswith CPE4 elementswere found to be not suitable
for predicting curl. Table 4-9 shows the relative CPU times required to produce
deflectionsusing the mesheswith elementsachievingsolution convergence.Relative
CPU time was estimatedasthe total CPU time required to predict deflectionsusing a
specific stressanalysismesh with a specific elementtype divided by the total CPU
time required to predict deflectionsusing the "Normal" mesh with CPE41elements.
The total CPU time requiredto predict deflections,however, is estimatedas the sum
of the CPU times required to solve a stressanalysis and that required to solve its
correspondingheattransferanalysis.
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Mesh
ElementType

Normal

Fine

Very Fine

CPE41

1

2.05

2.77

CPE8

1.35

2.74

3.2

Table 4-9 Relative CPU times required to run the simulations performed using
the meshes with element types producing stress analysis solution convergence

Table 4-9 shows that the mesh achieving solution convergence and requiring the
least total CPU time to produce deformations was the "Normal" mesh with CPE41
bottom
Deformations
the
is
of
the
this
most efficient one.
mesh
elements, and thus
surface of the build predicted in selected steps of the stress analysis with the
"Normal" CPE41 finite element mesh employed are shown in Figure 4.50 to 4.52.
These deformations represent the distances in the z-direction of the nodes located

along the bottom surfaceof the part from the rigid surface.

E 1.2E-02
E
1.OE-02 Profileof bottomsurfaceof thebuild
predictedafter I secondfollowing
sinteringof first layer.
Profileof bottomsurfaceof thebuild
following
predictedafter2 seconds
sinteringof first layer
Profileof bottomsurfaceof thebuild
priorto addition
predictedimmediately
of thesecondlayerof powder

W
:2
8.OE-03
E
6.
OE-03
2
4C
t
a) 4.OE-03
N
C

2.OE-03

O.OE+00
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Distance in X-direction from the axis of symmetry (mm)
Figure 4.50 Selectedprofiles of the bottornsurfaceof the build predictedin the first
layer
first
following
i.
first
and
of
the
sintering
stepof
version of the stressanalysis, e.
prior to addition of secondlayer.

Figure 4.50 shows deformationsof the bottom surfaceof the build predicted in the
first step of the stressanalysis.The step simulated thermal and mechanicaleffects
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expectedto occur following sinteringof the first layer and prior to the addition of the
secondlayer in powder form. Temperaturehistories read in the step are of all nodes
connectedto elementsrepresentingthe first layer of the part, illustrated in Figure
4.45. In addition, shrinkagescausingthe developmentof curl are only of elements
flanked by nodeslocatedat the top surface of the first layer and those located at a
depthof 0.125mmfrom that surface.The continuousreduction in nodal temperatures
of theseelements(seeFigure 4.45) is expectedto be the causeof the continuousrise
in curl predictedin this stepof the stressanalysis.
Figure 4.51 showsselecteddefori-nationsof the bottom surfaceof the build predicted
in the secondstepof the analysis.The stepsimulatedthermal and mechanicaleffects
expectedto occur after addition of the second layer in powder form and prior to
thermal stressesdeveloping in the layer following its sintering. In the step, the
second layer was not activated, but its weight was simulated by a uniform load
simultaneously applied on the top surface of the first layer. Thus, temperature
histories read in the step are of nodes connectedto elementsrepresentingthe first
layer of the part, illustrated in Figure 4.45. In addition, thermal deformations
(contraction and expansion) considered in the step remained those of elements
flanked by nodeslocated at the top surface of the first layer and those located at a
depthof 0.125mmfrom that surface.
In the first 1XIO-6secondsof the step, a significant reduction in curl of the bottom
surface of the part was predicted.During that period, the maximum distanceof the
bottom surface of the part from the rigid surface reduced from 9.89XIO-3MMto
3.85X10-3MM' Le. by 61%. That sudden reduction in curl is expected to have
occurred due to the effect of load applied on the top surface of the first layer
simulating the weight of the secondlayer. Reduction in curl is also displayed in the
following 0.8 secondsof the step; the maximum distance from the rigid surface
reducedfrom 3.85xI 0-3MMto 3.67xlO-3mm, i.e. by 4.67%. It must be emphasised
that during that period, nodal temperaturesof elementsdeveloping thermal strains
decrease.Thus, the reduction in curl seenin that period is expectedto indicate that
shrinkagesgiving rise to curl were not sufficient to overcomeboth the weight of the
first layer and load applied on its top surface.However, following that period and for
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the duration of 4.8 seconds, thermal shrinkages of elements in the first layer, caused
by reductions in their nodal temperatures, was reflected by a continuous rise in curl.
The maximum distance of the bottom surface of the build from the rigid surface
increased in that period from 3.67xl 0-3MM to 4.12x 10-3nim, i. e. by I M.

Nodal

temperature histories read in the remaining period of the step (0.5 seconds) were
those predicted during and following the application of heat flux on tile top surface
of the second layer. In that period, nodal temperatures of elements developing
thermal strains in the first layer increase. That is expected to have caused these
(previously shrunken) elements to expand, which is reflected by a considerable
reduction in curl of tile build. In that period, the maximum distance of the bottom
surface of the build from the rigid surface reduced from 4.12xl 0-3MM to 2.3Ox104mm, i. by 94.3%
e.
E
E

1.2E-02

1.OE-02
F

Profile of bottorn surface of the build
predicted immediately prior to addition of
the second layer of powder

8.OE-03

:E

Profile of bottom surface of the build predicted
after Ix 10-"second (immediately) following
addition of the second layer

E 6.OE-03
2=
4
C:
0

Profile of bottorn surface of the build
predicted after 0.5 seconds from
sintering of second layer

4.OE-03
A=
N

2.OE-03

D O.OE+00
0

05

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Distance in x-direction from the axis of symmetry (mm)
Figure 4.51 Selected profiles of the bottom surface of the build predicted in the second
step of the first version of the stress analysis, i. e. following addition of the second layer
and prior to stressesdeveloping in the layer after it had been sintered.

The stages of curl development predicted in the first and second steps of the stress
analysis were also seen in curl predicted in steps 3 to 15, step 17 and step 19. A
description of these steps along with magnitudes of selected maximum deflections of
the bottom surface of the build from the rigid surface predicted in these steps are
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illustrated in Table 4-10. In steps 16 and 18, however, the build displayed a
downward curl. In the following, an attempt is made to describe the development of
curl in step 16. The same description also applies to the development of curl in step
18.
E &E-03
Ea)
ý) TE-03
12
:3Cn 6.E-03
XT
E

5.E-03 4.E-03 -

0

3.E-03 -

Profile of bottom surfaceof the build
predictedimmediatelyprior to addition of
ninth layer
Profile of bottom surfaceof the build
predictedafter 5.6 secondsfrom addition of
ninth layer.
Profile of bottom surfaceof the build
predictedafter 1.6secondfrom sintering of
ninth layer.
Profile of bottom surfaceof the build
predictedafter 3.6 secondsfrom sintering
ninth layer

2.
E-03
rý
C:
.
a) 1.E-03
Cn O.E+00
j5
05

40
Distance in x-direction from the axis of symmetry (mm)
10

15

20

25

30

35

45

Figure 4.52 Selected profiles of the bottorn surface of the build predicted in step 16 of the
first version of the stress analysis, i. e. following addition of tile ninth layer and prior to
stressesdeveloping in the layer after it had been sintered.

Figure 4.52 showsselecteddefon-nationsof the bottorn surfaceof the part predicted
in step 16 of the stress analysis. The step simulated thermal and mechanical effects
expected to occur after addition of the ninth layer in powder form and prior to
thermal stresses developing in the layer following its sintering. The active elements
in the step were those representing the first to the eighth layers of the part. In

addition, then-naldeformations influencing curl are of elements flanked by nodes
locatedat the top surfaceof the eighth layer and those locatedat a depthof 0.125mm
from the top surfaceof the first layer.
In the first IXIO-6 seconds of the step, a slight reduction in curl is seen; the maximum

distance in the z-direction of the bottom surface of the part from the rigid surface
reducedfrom 6.34xl 0-3nirn to 6.18x I 0--Imm,i.e. by 2.5%. That reduction is expected
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to have occurred due to the effect of load simulating the weight of the ninth layer. In
the following 5.6 seconds, a continuous rise in curl is predicted; the maximum
distance from the rigid surface increased from 6.18XI 0-3MM to 7.15xl 0-3MM (by
13.6%). Nodal temperature histories read in the remaining period of the step (3.6
seconds) were those predicted during and following the application of heat flux on
the top surface of the ninth layer (see Figure 4.47). Upon the application of heat flux,
nodes located close to the sintered surface experience a considerable increase in
temperature compared to those located at a large depth from the surface. Thus,
elements flanked by the former nodes experience a larger expansion than those
flanked by the latter resulting in the build to undergo downward curl. However, it
must be emphasised that following 1.6 seconds from the application of heat flux,
.
C.
four
190
layers
to eight were above
nodal temperatures of elements representing
Thus, curl of the build is influenced by then-nal deformations of elements
representing part layers one to three. In that period, temperatures of nodes located at
a large depth from the top surface of the third layer increase at a higher rate than
those located close to that surface. This is expected to have caused the disappearance
of the downward curl, followed by a continuous rise in the (upward) curl of the
build.
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Step
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

SLS stage
(Viscoelasticityconsidered)

Cooling of sinteredLayer 1
2ndlayer addedin powder form
2nI layer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 2
3rdlayer addedin powder form
3rdlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 3
4thlayer addedin powder form
4thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 4
5thlayer addedin powder form
5thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 5
Ohlayer addedin powder form
6thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 6
ýIh layer
addedin powder fonn
h
7' layer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 7
ý 8Ihlayer
addedin powder form
th
8 layer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 8
9" layer addedin powder fonn
9th
layer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 9
1Othlayer addedin powder form
Oth
1 layer in melt state
rCooling
of sinteredlayer 10

Maximum distanceof bottom
surfaceof build from the
rigid surface(mm)
Start of stage End of stage

Percentage
ofchange
in distance
in a stage

9.89XIO, 3

0
9.89X10,3
0,3

4.12xl
2.30XI04
3.06xlO'2
3.08X10-2
0-3

4.07XI
0-2
2.29XI
2.35X10-2
4.38XIO-3
0-2
1.72XI
10-2
1.82X
4.46X10-3
1.3xlO'2
o-2
1.41xl
0,3
4.36xI
1XIO-2
1.1 X 10-2
10.3

4.16X

10.3

7.86X
0-3
8.8X1
0-3
4.05XI
6.34X10-3
10-3

7.15X
0"3
3.89XI
10-3

5.25X
10.3
6.85X

1.22XIO*3

10,3

4.12x
2.3OX10-4
3.06x 10'2
3 08X, 0,2
.

4.07x 10*3
2.29XIO'2
10-2
2.35X
10-3
4.38x
0-2
1.72XI
1.82XIO'2
0-3
4.46xI
0.2

1.3X1

0-2

1.41xl
10-3
4.36x
IXIO-2
I. IXIO-2

10*3

4.16x
0-3
7.86xl
10-3
8.8x
10-3
4.05x
6.34xlO*3
0-3

7.15XI
10,3
3.89X
10,3
5.25x
0,3
6.85xl
0-3

1.22xl 7
- 70.0565

-58.34%
-94.4%
+99.2%
+0.6%
-86.7%
+82.2%
+2.6%
-81.4%
+74.5%
+5.5%
-75.5%
+65.7%
+7.8%
-69.1%
+56.4%
+9%
-62.2%
+47.1%
+10.7%
-54%
+36%
+11%

45.6%
+26%
+23.3%
-82%
+97%

Table 4-10 Selectedmagnitudesof the maximum distancein the z-direction of the bottom
surfaceof the build from the rigid surfacepredictedby the first version of the stress
analysiswith viscoelasticityconsidered.
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4.7.6 Discussion
To validate the finite element models, the final predicted profiles of the top and
bottom surfaces of the part were compared with experimental measurements of curl
reported in Chapter 3. Figure 4.53 shows the predicted profiles drawn along side the
experimentally obtained results. It must be emphasised that the thicknesses of the
modelled part (1-91mm) and the measured one (1.733mm) are not identical. Thus,
the predicted profile of the top surface had to be repositioned so that the predicted
and measured profiles had the same height from the rigid surface at the points on the
profiles intersecting the axis of symmetry.
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Figure 4.53 Profiles of top and bottom surfaces of the part predicted from the first
version of the stress analysis drawn alongside the experimentally obtained profiles

Figure 4.53 shows that the stress model has predicted the top and bottom surfaces of
the part to undergo an upward curl, which agrees with the trend of the measured
profiles of these surfaces. However, the model underestimated curl in regions of the
surfaces close to the side walls of the part. For example, the distance in the zdirection between the predicted edge of the top surface and the point at the axis of
symmetry (Figure 4.53) differed by 90% compared to the corresponding distance
measured from experimentally obtained results. Additionally, the distance in the z-
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direction between the rigid surface and the predicted profile of the bottom surface,

2.15mm from the bottom edge of the part, differed by 70% compared to the
correspondingdistancemeasuredfrom the experimentallyobtainedprofile.
Therefore, the finite elementmodels at this stage of developmentdid not produce
satisfactory predictions of curl at the top and bottom surfaces of the part.
Nevertheless,predictionsmadeby the stressmodel (seeTable 4-10) can provide an
idea of the SLS stageswherein significant variations in curl are expectedto occur.
Thesestagesare sinteringof a recently addedlayer, and cooling of the layer from its
melt state. The former has a reducing effect on the upward developmentof curl,
whereasthe latter gives rise to curl. In addition, effects of laser sintering and thermal
shrinkageof a recently sinteredlayer on the developmentof (upward) curl were seen
to reducewith the increasein numberof layers forming the build. For example,with
the secondlayer in a melt statefollowing its sintering, the maximum distancefrom
the rigid surfacereducedby 94.4%, whereasthat distancereducedby 62% with the
seventhlayer in the melt state.Furthermore,shrinkageof secondlayer following its
sintering increasedthe maximum distance by 99.2%, whereas shrinkage of the
seventh layer increasedthat distance by only 47%. It may be suggestedthe one
reason of the reduction in the ability of the build to deform as SLS fabrication
progressesbeing the increasein thicknessof the build with successivelayers added.
That finding was additionally recognisedin the analytical stressmodel describedin
Section4.4.

The immediate effect of the weight of a recently added layer of powder on curl is
illustrated in Table 4-11. The table shows the maximum distancesof the bottom
surface of the build from the rigid surface immediately prior to applying load
simulating the weight of the powder layer and those predicted IXIO-6 seconds
following load application. In the latter, temperaturevariations in that short period
are assumednegligible, and thus variations in curl are mainly dependenton the
weight of the added layer. The effect of weight had the most significant effect in
reducing upward curl at the instant the weight of the second layer was added; the
maximum distancefrom the rigid surface reducedby 61%. That is most probably
becausethe weight of the secondlayer (0.25mmthick-)was twice as much the weight
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simulatedof subsequentlyaddedlayers (0.125mm thick). However, the overall trend
seenin Table 4-11 suggeststhat deformation of the build is less susceptibleto the
weight of an addedlayer with increasein thicknessof the build.

SL S stage
(Viscoelasticity considered)
2ndlayer addedin powder form
Yd layer addedin powder form
4Ihlayer addedin powder form
5thlayer addedin powder form
6thlayer addedin powder form
7thlayer addedin powder form
8thlayer addedin powder form
9'hlayer addedin powder form
1Othlayer addedin powder form

Maximum distanceof bottom surface
of build from the rigid surface(mm)
Prior addition
of load
9.89XIO-1
3.06XIO-2
2.29xlO'2
1.72XIO'2
0-2

1.30XI

I. OXIO-2

7.86x

10-3

6.34x

10-3

5.25xlO-3

Immediately
following addition
of load
0,3
3.85XI
2.5

IXIO*2

2.09XI

0-2

0-2

1.6X1

0-2

Percentage
ofchangein
distancein a
stage
-61.1%
-18%
-8.7%
-6.97%

1.22XI

-6.15%

9.54XIO-3

-4.6%

0-3

7.59XI
6.18xl

0-3

5.16xlO'3

-3.68%
-2.52%
-1.71%

Table 4-11 Illustration of the immediateeffect of the weight of addedlayers on the
maximum distancein the z-dircction of the bottom surfaceof the build from the rigid
surfacepredictedby the first version of the stressmodel with viscoclasticity not
considered.

The effect of the viscoelastic behaviour of polycarbonate was additionally
investigated.Table 4-12 illustrates the maximum distancesof the bottom surface of
the part from the rigid surfacepredictedwithout the viscoelasticity consideredin the
stressanalysis.The table showsthat SLS stageswherein significant variations in curl
occur are those previously identified in Table 4-10. Additionally, comparing
distancesreported in Table 4-12 with thosepresentedin Table 4-10 revealsthat curl
predicted at the end of each SLS stage is less with viscoelasticity considered.For
example, the final distancesfrom the rigid surfacepredicted at the end of the stress
analyseswith viscoelasticity consideredand without it being taken into account were
5.65XI0-2mm.and 6.23xl 0-2mm respectively(differing by 9.3%).
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Step
number
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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Maximum distanceof bottom
surfaceof build from the
SLS stage
rigid surface(mm)
(Viscoelasticitynot considered)
Start of stage End of stage
Cooling of sintcredLayer 1
2ndlayer addedin powder form
2ndlayer in melt
-state
Cooling of sintcrcd layer 2
3rdlayer addedin powder form
P layer in melt state

10,2

0

1.17x
0,2

10,3

4.88x 10-3

4.88x
2.63xlO'4

2.63xlO"4

3.63XI 0-2

3.63x 10-2

1-45x 10-2

3.45X 10-2

4.76x 10"3

4.76xl 0,3

2.69xl 0-2

2.69xlO-2

3.03x 10-2

4thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 4

3.03xI 0,2

5.1 IXIO-3

5.1 IXIO-3

2.02x 10-2

5'hlayer addedin powder form
5thlayer in melt state

2.02x 10-2

2.38xlO*2

2.38X 10-2

5.2 IXIO, 3

Cooling of sinteredlayer 5
6thlayer addedin powder form
6thlayer in melt state

5.2 IXIO-3

1.53x 10-2

1.53X10,2

1.86xlO"2

1.86x 10-2

5.07x 10,3

Cooling of sinteredlayer 6
7Ihlayer addedin powder form

5.07xl 0-3

1.17XI 0-2

1.17X10-2

1.47x 10-2

7thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 7
8thlayer addedin powder form
8thlayer in melt state

1.47x 10-2

4.85x 10*3

4.85x 10,3

9.22xi 0,3

9.22X 10,3

1.18XIO-2

1.18XI0,3

Cooling of sinteredlayer 3
4thlayer addedin powder form

1.17xl

Cooling of sinteredlayer 8
9thlayer addedin powder form
9thlayer in melt state

4.72X 10"3

4.72X 10-3
7.4 IXIO, 3

7.41XIO-3

9.56x 10,3

9.56x 10,3

4.54xl 0-3

Cooling of sinteredlayer 9
1Othlayer addedin powder form
10thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 10

4.54xI 0,3

6.12xl 0-3

6.12x 10,3

7.12x 10-3

7.12x 10-3
1.4 IXIO, 3

1.4 IXIO*3

0.0623

Table 4-12 Selectedmagnitudesof the maximum distancein the z-direction of the bottom
surfaceof the build from the rigid surfacepredictedby the first version of the stress
model with viscoclasticity not considered,

The overall conclusion has been that the finite element models, at this stage of
development, did not produce satisfactory predictions of curl. However, it was
possibleto use SLS machineparameters,such as laserpower and initial temperatures
of the powder bed and addedlayers, as input to the licat transfermodel. Additionally,
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the stressmodel has predicatedthe SLS stageswherein significant variations of curl
may occur, which previous finite element models failed to do (see Section 2.4.2).
However, the inaccurate predictions of curl are believed to be a result of the
considerablenumber of assumptionsthe present models comprised. These include
assumptionsmade with regard to material properties, boundary conditions and
geometricalapproximations.Thus, investigation into reducing theseassumptionsin
further developmentsof the modelswas required.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Measurements
5.1 Introduction
The subject of this chapteris to describethe experimentalmeasurementsperformed
in the present work. The aim of the measurementswas to reduce the number of
assumptionsmade in the first versions of the heat and stressfinite element models
(see Chapter 4) in an attempt to achieve a more accurateprediction of curl. The
measurementswere focusedon two aspects;estimating the thickness of each layer
forming the modelled ten-layer parts and obtaining better material property data to
be usedas input to the models.

5.2 Measurements of Layer Thicknesses
In this section, a description of the method used to estimatethe thickness of each
layer forming the modelled ten-layer parts is given along with results obtained.
Polycarbonateblocks, 90x26mm in area and I to 10 layers in thickness, were
fabricatedusing the SLS machineparametersreported in Section 3.2. A number of
thicknessmeasurementswere then performed on each of the produced blocks with
the use of a micrometer.The measurementswere taken at regions distant from the
curled edgesof the blocks. Thicknessreadings obtained for each block were next
averaged.The averagethicknessof the one-layerblock was equal to 0.59mm. That
thicknessis larger than the nominal thicknessof the layer (0.127mm) indicating the
developmentof bonusZ during fabrication. The measuredthicknessof the one-layer
block was consideredto be equal to the thicknessof the first layer of the modelled
ten-layerpart. The measuredaveragethicknessof the two-layer block, however,was
equal to 0.717mm.The thicknessof the secondlayer in the modelled ten-layer part
was regardedto be equal to the difference between the average thickness of the
fabricated two-layer block and that of the one-layer block, which is equal to
0.127mm.Additionally, the thicknessof the third layer in the modelledten-layerpart
was assumedto be equal to the difference between the average thickness of the
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three-layerblock (0.844mm)and that of the two-layer block (0.717mm), which is
equal to 0.127mm.In a similar way, the thicknessof eachof the layers from four to
ten of the modelled ten-layer part were estimated. The layers had an identical
thicknessequalto 0.127mm.

5.3 Measurements of Material properties
In following sections,a description of experimental measurementsperformed to
estimatea numberof materialpropertiesused as input to the heat transfer and stress
modelsis provided alongwith resultsobtained.
5.3.1 Material Properties Used as Input to Heat Transfer Analysis
The main material properties required as input to the heat transfer model were
identified in Section4.3 asthe specific heat,density and thermal conductivity. In the
following, experimentalmeasurementscarried out to estimatethe specific heat and
densities of the powder bed and polycarbonate fabricated parts are described.
Thermal conductivities, however, were defined in further developed heat transfer
modelsbasedon the Yagi-Kunii predictions(Section4.6.2), using the density values
experimentallyobtained.
5.3.1.1 Density of Sintered Part
Nine polycarbonateblocks, 90x26mm in area and 10 layers in thickness, were
fabricated using the SLS machine parametersreported in Section 3.2. After the
blocks were fabricated, their curled edgeswere cut out resulting in blocks with
vertical side walls and flat horizontal surfaces. The weight of each block was
measured.The density of a block was calculated by dividing its weight by its
volume. The calculateddensitiesof the blocks were then averaged,giving an average
density for the producedparts equalto 497±12kg/m3.
5.3.1.2 Density of the Powder Bed
The density of SLS polycarbonatepowder was measuredusing the method reported
by Childs et al. [3 1]. Nine hollow cylinders with closedbottomswere SLS fabricated
in an arrangementin the powder bed illustrated in Figure 5.1. Each of the cylinders
had an internal diameterequal to 22mm and an internal height equal to l5nim. After
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the cylinders were fabricated, they were carefully removed from the powder bed
containing within them the unsintered powder. The density of the powder was
calculated by dividing the weight of the powder by the volume it had occupied in the
in
densities
The
the
of
powder
each cylinder were next averaged, giving an
cylinder.
3.
bed
439±20kg/m
density
of the powder
equal to
average
Direction of
sca

Powder
x

Sintered
cylinder

min

Powder bed
22mm
;0
F

Figure 5.1 Arrangement of cylinders in the powder bed for powder bed
density measurements

5.3.1.3 Specific Heat Measurement
Specific heat measurementswere carried out on a polycarbonate powder sample. The
Scanning
Calorimeter
Differential
(DSC); a
a
measurements were performed using
Perkin Elmer DSC-7. The DSC consists of two identical pans made of the same
material. In the test, the powder sample was placed in one pan whilst the other pan
heater,
left
Each
top
then
on
of
a
positioned
as schematically
was
empty.
pan was
illustrated Figure 5.2.
Sample pan

Powdersample
ýference
ipty pan

ileaters

Figure 5.2 A schematic diagram of a DSC arrangement.
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In the test, the panswere heatedat a rate equal to 40"C/min. The heat supplied to
eachpan neededto maintain both pans at identical temperatureswas recorded.The
difference in heat supplied to the pans was also computed as a function of
temperature.The heat differencecalculatedrepresentsthe amount of heat absorbed
by the powder sample.Basedon thesedata,the DSC calculatesthe specific heat Cp
(J/kg.K) asfollows,

Q
`ý2- AT
in,.

5-1

where Q is the heat absorbedby the powder sample, AT is the increase in its
temperatureandm, denotesits mass.
The variation in specific heatwith temperaturegenerally obtainedfor an amorphous
polymer such as polycarbonateis schematicallyillustrated in Figure 5.3 [56]. In the
figure, the specific heat increaseslinearly with temperaturein both the glassy and
rubbery regions. The glass transition region is manifestedas a step change in the
specific heat curve. The changein the specific heat curve, however, does not occur
suddenly but takes place over a range of temperatures.The glass transition
temperature (Tg) is selected where the corresponding specific heat is midway
betweenthe specific heat measuredat the end of the glassy region and that at the
start of the rubbery region [56] (seeFigure 5.3).
CP
Rubbery

Viscoelastic
11
Glassy

Figure 5.3 Schematicillustration of the specific heat as a function of
temperaturefor a typical amorphouspolymer.
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The variation in specificheatwith temperaturemeasuredexperimentally for the SLS
polycarbonatepowder sampleused in the presentwork is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
The figure shows a linear increasein the specific heat with temperaturein the
rubbery region and in the most part of the glassy region. The changein the slope of
the specific heat curve seen at approximately 1360Cmost probably indicates that
sampletransition (from glassyto viscoelastic)had started.However, further increase
in temperatureof the sample(above1360C)showsthe specific heat curve to undergo
a sharp peak and then decreaseto values that are higher than those in the glassy
region. The peak in the specific heat curve, however, is not a trend generally
expectedfor a typical amorphouspolymer.

Figure 5.4 Specificheatmeasuredusing a DSC during the heating of an SLS
polycarbonatepowder sample.

It was reportedin a previousstudy by Vick et al. [57) that such a peak is a sign of the
physical ageing of the polymer. In the study, the specific heat was measuredfor asreceived and aged SLS polycarbonatepowder samples.Ageing of the powder was
achievedby maintaining its temperatureat 130*Cfor 200 hours. The specific heat
curve for the agedsampleshoweda peak,in the vicinity of T., as illustrated by curve
(B) in Figure 5.5. However, as the aged samplewas cooled and then reheated,the
peakwas no longer present(seecurve (C) in Figure 5.5). In fact, the (reheated)aged
polymer exhibited an approximately identical specific heat curve to that measured
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for the as-receivedpowder sample (see Curve A in Figure 5.5). It must be
emphasisedthat curves (A), (B) and (C) are drawn alongside in Figure 5.5 with a
vertical shift for the purposeof clarification. The findings illustrated in Figure 5.5
indicated that physical ageing caused by thermal cycling is totally thermally
reversible[57,581.

CP

(C) Aged- 2ndheating

(B) Aged-I" heating
(A) As received

so

loo

120

140

160

180

200

Temperature(C)

Figure 5.5 Specificheatwith temperaturefor agedand as-receivedSLS
polycarbonatepowder sample.From [57].

In the SLS process,the polymer powder is initially heatedto a temperatureclose to
its glass transition temperature. After the cooling down stage, the powder
surrounding the fabricated parts is stored for further use. The same powder can
thereforeundergoheating and cooling cycles eachtime new parts are produced.As
(thermal) physical ageing is then-nallyreversible,it is expectedthat thermal cycling
of the powder during the SLS processis unlikely to have causedthe "overshoot" in
the specific heat curve seenin Figure 5.4. However, it was also reportedby Vick et
al. [57] that physical ageingcould be introducedby powder handling operationssuch
as drying and long term storage.
Figure 5.4 also shows a slight peak (deviation from a linear slope) in the specific
heat curve over the temperaturerange from 78.50Cto 95"C. The slight peak most
probably indicatesthe existenceof a secondarytransition region, termed 8 transition.
That transition is a general phenomenonof glassy polymers, and was reported to
occur in typical polycarbonateover the temperaturerange from 470Cto 970C[591.
The occurrenceof the 8 transition in polycarbonateis attributed to defects in the
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be
[59).
However,
to
transition
the
was
also
reported
glassy structure of
polymer
j8
influenced by the thermal history of the polymer. In some conditions, the transition
is evident when the polymer is quenched from the melt, but was found to reduce or
disappear by annealing [59]. Nevertheless, due to the existence of the sharp peak in
the specific heat curve (Figure 5.4), measurement of the exact glass transition
temperature of the SLS polycarbonate powder was not possible, compelling us to
resort to alternative means for measuring that temperature (see Section 5.3.2.1).

5.3.2 Material Properties Used as Input to Stress Analysis
In the following, experimentalmeasurementsperformed to provide better material
property datato be usedas input to stressanalysesare described.The measurements
included estimationof the glasstransitiontemperature,instantaneousmodulus,timedependentresponse(viscoelasticbehaviour)andthe coefficient of friction.
5.3.2.1 Measurement of the Glass Transition Temperature
The importance of estimatingthe glass transition temperaturedeveloped as it was
experimentallyidentified, in a previous study [60], as the temperatureabove which
stresses in polymers are negligible. The glass transition temperature of SLS
polycarbonate was measuredin the present work using a Dynamic Mechanical
Analyser (DMA); a Perkin Elmer DMA 7. In a DMA, a polymer sampleis subjected
to a sinusoidal stressand the resulting (sinusoidal)strain of the sample is measured
as temperature is varied. The polymer sample at low temperaturesor at short
experimentaltimes is in a glassy state; its behaviour is time-independent.In this
condition, the stress and measuredstrain are both in phase. The behaviour of a
rubbery polymer is also time-independent,and the stressand measuredstrain are in
phase.However, the polymer in a viscoelasticstate has a time-dependentresponse,
and the strain responselags behind the stress by a phase lag (an angle 8), as
illustrated in Figure 5.6. In this condition, the modulus of the polymer E* is made of
two componentsE, and E2, (see Figure 5.7). The modulus E, representsthe real
component of the modulus, which is in phase with the applied stress. This
component is termed the storage modulus as it defines the energy stored in the
specimendue to the applied stress.The modulus (E,2) is the imaginary componentof
the modulus (E), and is out of phase with the applied stress.This modulus (E,2)
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defines the dissipationof energy and is often termed the loss modulus. The ratio
E21EI,however,is equalto the tangentof the phaseangle (tanb) [20,23].

(F,E

4,!

ii

\

i\:

/f,.

I/I/

Applied Stress
MeasuredStrain 8=E

sin(Ct)t- (5)

Figure 5.6 Schematicillustration of the stress-strainrelationshipsduring
applicationof a sinusoidalstressin DMA testing

When the polymer is in its glassystate,the modulusEi is large and the loss modulus
E2is small. Conversely,when the polymer is rubbery, both the modulus El and loss
modulus E2 are small [20,23]. However, at the glasstransition temperature,a sharp
drop in the storagemodulus E, occurs, and the loss modulus attains a maximum
value. The glasstransition temperatureis usually selectedfrom DMA measurements
asthe temperatureat which tangattains a maximum value [20,61,62].
E2

Ei

Figure 5.7 The complexmodulusE*=El+iE2 and tan&E21EI

The DMA measurements
height
diameter
and
of
were carriedon a cylindrical sample
equal to 5mm and 2mm respectively. The sample was machined from a
polycarbonateblock producedusing the SLS machineparametersreportedin Section
3.2. In the test, the sample was subjectedto a static force equal to 5OmN and a
dynamic force equal to 20mN at a frequency of lHz. The temperature of the
specimenwas increasedduring the test from 20Cto 2500Cat a rate of 5*C/min. The
variation in tang with temperature,experimentally obtained, is illustrated in Figure
5.8. The figure shows that tang achieves a maximum value at 1750C. That
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temperaturewas consideredin further stress models to be the temperatureabove
which thennal stressesarenegligible.
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Figure 5.8 Tan (b) against temperature measured using a DMA
SLS fabricated polycarbonate sample.

240

260

for an

The results in Figure 5.8 show an approximately constant value for tang below
1200C.However, a slight increasein tang is seen in the temperaturerange from
1200Cto 1370C.In addition, as the temperatureexceeded1370C,a noticeablerise in
tant5wasdisplayed.The rise in tangat 1370Cmost probably indicatesthe start of the
glass transition region at that temperature. This almost agrees with the DSC
measurementsillustrated in Figure 5.4, which identified 136"Cto be the temperature
at which the transition starts.ComparisonbetweenDSC and DMA measurementsin
Figures 5.4 and 5.8 respectively is applicable, as it was reported that lHz DMA
measurementscan correspondto those obtained from a DSC test performed at a
heating rate equal to 40OC/min[20]. However, the 8 transition noticed in the DSC
measurementsis not clearly visible in Figure 5.8. The reason being that the 6
transition is very sensitive to the frequency at which the DMA test is carried out,
whereasTgmeasurementsare relatively lesssensitiveto frequency[59].
5.3.2.2 Instantaneous Modulus of Elasticity Measurements
The "instantaneous"moduluswas measuredthrough tensile testscarried out on SLS
polycarbonate specimens fabricated using the machine parameters reported in
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Section 3.2. However, it must be emphasisedthat material properties of SLS
fabricatedpartsare generallyanisotropic.Tensile testsperformed in a previous study
[29] showedthat the tensilestrengthalong the scanningdirection is generallyhigher
than that perpendicularto the scanning direction. The latter was reported to be
dependenton the scanspacingselected;the larger the scanspacing,the less bonding
betweenparallel scansoccursresulting in lower tensile strength.Deformation of the
ten-layerparts investigatedin the 2D stressmodels is that seenin the x-z plane with
the laser scanningalong the x-direction (see Figure 4.16), i. e. the elastic modulus
interest.
The specimens
Cy-direction)
to
the
of
perpendicular
was not
scanningpaths
used in the tensile tests were therefore fabricated so that modulus measurements
were madeparallel to the laserscanningdirection, as illustrated in Figure 5.9.
Scanningdirection
116.Omm
90mm

109.

1

Omm

14.5mm
Figure 5.9 Schematicdiagramof the SLS polycarbonatespecimensproducedfor
the tensile and stressrelaxationtests.

The tensile testswere carriedout using an Instron 4500. The testswere perfonned at
200C, 120"C, 1350C,1400C,1450C,147"C and 1500C.An oven, a Harvard/LTE
it
heat
desired
temperature
to
the
chamber,was used
and maintain at
a specimento
that temperaturethroughout the test. The oven was positioned at the centre of the
tensile test machine in an arrangement illustrated in Figure 5.10. Once tile
temperaturein the oven had reachedthe desired temperature,the specimen was
maintainedat that temperaturefor 30 minutes prior to the tensile test taking place.
That was made to ensurethat the temperaturewithin the specimenwas uniform. In
the tensile tests, stretchingof the specimenswas perfornied at a constantramp rate
equalto 0.25mm/second.
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Jpperjaw (Load cell)

Heating chamber
Specimen

Aovingjaw

Figure 5.10 Schematicdiagramof the tensile test arrangement.
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Figure 5.11 Stress-Strain curve for the polycarbonate specimen tested at 20*C.

The stress-straincurve experimentallyobtainedat 200Cis illustrated in Figure 5.11.
The figure showsthat an amountof strain was recordedat the early stagesof the test
with no correspondingstressdetected.The reasonbeing that the specimenwas not
initially preloadedprior to the test starting. The stress-straincurve in Figure 5.11
shows that the polymer specimenhad behavedsimilar to a brittle solid; the stress
rises linearly with strain followed by sudden fracture. The "instantaneous"elastic
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modulus was estimatedby measuringthe slope of the (linear) stress-straincurve,
which gavean elasticmodulusequalto 329.3MPa.
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Figure 5.12 Stress-Straincurve for the polycarbonatespecimentestedat 1200C
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Figure 5.13 Stress-Strain curve for the polycarbonate specimen tested at 135*C

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the stress-strain curves experimentally obtained at 120aC
and 1350C respectively. The curves reveal a gradual change from a linear to a nonlinear region. The yield points in the curves are also not identifiable.

The

proportionality limit is estimated as the maximum stress, beyond which the relation
between the stress and the strain is no longer linear. The "immediate" elastic
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modulus was calculatedas the slope of the linear portion of the stress-straincurve,
giving moduli values at 1200C and 1350C equal to 221.2MPa and 204MPa
respectively.
Figure 5.14 illustratesthe stress-straincurve experimentally obtained at 1400C.On
the initial elongationof the specimen,the curve shows an increasein stresswith the
increasein strain (PointsA to B in Figure 5.14). Further elongationof the specimen,
however,is accompaniedby declinein stressfollowed by fracture of the specimenat
indicates
C.
in
beyond
The
B
that necking
point
point most probably
reduction stress
had occurredat a particular crosssectionof the specimen,and thus lower force was
0
140
C was
required to continue deformation.The "immediate" elastic modulus at
estimatedby measuringthe slopeof the linear portion of the stress-straincurve, seen
at the initial elongationthe specimen,which gavea modulusvalue equalto 106MPa.
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Figure 5.14 Stress-straincurve for the polycarbonatespecimentestedat 140*C

Figure 5.15 shows the stress-straincurve experimentally obtained at 145*C.On the
initial elongation of the specimen,the polymer behavedsimilar to an elastic solid;
stressrising linearly with strain (Points A to B in Figure 5.15). Further elongationof
the specimen,however, showed a slight increasein stress(Points B to C). That is
expectedto be a sign of uniform plastic deformation of the specimen,which results
from polymer chainsstretching,rotating, disentanglingand sliding past one another
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under the applicationof strain [21). Additional stretching of the specimen(beyond
point Q is accompaniedby decreasein stressfollowed by fracture of the specimenat
point D. The start of the decreasein stressat point C is expectedto indicate that
uniform plastic deformationof the specimenhad stopped.Further stretching of the
specimenis thereforebelievedto have resultedin the formation of a neck, requiring
less load to continuedeformationof the specimen.The "immediate" elastic modulus
of the specimenat 1450Cis calculatedby measuringthe slope of the linear elastic
region of the stress-straincurve, giving a value of the elastic modulus equal to
61MPa.
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Figure 5.15 Stress-Straincurve for the polycarbonatespecimentestedat 145*C.

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 illustrate the stress-straincurves experimentally obtained at
1470Cand 1500Crespectively.The curvesdo not show the entire stress-strainresults
to the point of fracture. The reasonbeing that the specimenswere stretchedto the
maximum elongation allowed by the tensile test machine with no fracture of the
specimensoccurring. Emphasiswas therefore given in Figures 5.16 and 5.17 to
illustrate the regions where elastic and initial plastic deformationsof the specimens
took place. On the initial elongationof the specimensat 1470Cand 150"C,the curves
displayed a steadyincreasein stresswith strain (points A to B in Figures 5.16 and
5-17). However, further elongation of the specimens,beyond Point B, was also
accompaniedby an increasein stress.In that region, uniform plastic deformation of
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the specimensis expectedto have occurred. The stretching, rotating, sliding and
disentanglingof the polymer chainsunder the application of strain are expectedto be
facilitated by the high temperaturesat which the testswere performed.As the crosssectionalareaof the specimensuniformly reduced,the polymer chains are expected
to have transformedfrom being intertwined to becoming almost parallel and close
together.In this condition,Van der Waalsbonding betweenthe most closely-aligned
chainsrequireshigher loadsto completedeformation and fracture of tile specimens
[21]. The "immediate" elastic moduli at these temperature were calculated by
measuringthe slopesof the linear portions of the stress-straincurves,obtainedat the
start of elongation,giving immediate moduli values at 1470Cand 1500Cequal to
38AMPa and 11.8MParespectively.
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Figure 5.16 Stress-Straincurve for the polycarbonatespecimentestedat 1470C.

Additional tensile tests were carried out at 155*C and 1600C.In the tests, the
specimenswere stretchedto the maximum elongation allowed by the tensile test
machine with no fracture of the specimensoccurring. However, no values of the
changein load were recordedduring the tests.That was becausethe loads were too
small to be detectedby the load cell usedon the tensiletest machine.
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Figure 5.17 Stress-Straincurve for the polycarbonatespecimentestedat 150*C

The values of the "instantaneous"elastic modulus obtained experimentally at 200C,
1200C,1350C,1400C,1450C,147"Cand 150*C are summarisedin Table 5-1. The
modulus values, in the table, is seen to reduce with the increase in temperature.
Based on DSC and DMA measurements,the starting temperature of the glass
transition region is approximatelyequal to 1370C(see Sections5.3.1.3 and 5.3.2.1),
and thus the polymer at 200C, 1200Cand 1350C is initially in a glassy state.
Consequently,reduction in the moduluswith the increasein temperature,whilst the
polymer is in that state, is most probably due to secondarytransitions occurring
during the heating of the specimen to the desired temperature. However, the
polycarbonate specimens at 1400C, 1450C, 1470C and 1500C are in the glass
transition region, and the modulus is therefore highly dependenton changes in
temperature(see Figure 2.24). For example, moduli values listed in Table 5-1 at
1350Cand 1400Cdiffered by approximately48%, whereasthe moduli at 1200Cand
1350C(with the polymer in a glassystate)differed by lessthan 8%. Additionally, the
modulus of the polymer in the glasstransition region is seento be more sensitiveto
changesin temperatureas the temperatureis increased.For example,an increasein
temperatureby 50C,from 1400Cto 1450C,showeda reduction in modulusby 42.5%,
whereasthe increasein temperaturefrom 1450Cto 150*C showed the modulus to
reduceby 81%.
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Temperature(C)
Modulus (MPa)
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20

120

329.3 221.4

135

140

145

147

150

204

106

61

38.4

11.8

Table 5-1 Valuesof the modulusestimatedusing the stress-straincurves
in Figures5.11 to 5.17

5.3.2.3 Stress Relaxation Tests
In the following, the stressrelaxationtestsperfon-nedto examinethe time-dependent
responseof SLS fabricatedpolycarbonateparts are described.In a stressrelaxation
test, a specimenis subjectedto a constantstrain and the decayin the load requiredto
maintain that strain is recordedover a period of time. Provided that the strain applied
in the test is small, the stressand strain can be directly related using Hooke's law
[231. Consequently, the decay in modulus E(t) during the test can be written in terms

of decayin stressa (t) as E(t)=u(t) I e, where cis the constantstrain applied and t
is the relaxationtime.
The stressrelaxation tests were performed at 1350C,1400C,145*C and 1470C.The
polycarbonatespecimensused in the test (seeFigure 5.9) were fabricated using the
SLS machineparametersreportedin Section3.2. In the tests,emphasiswas given to
ensurethat the specimenswere in an elastic state,immediately following their initial
elongation.Thus, the load applied during the initial elongation of the specimenwas
ramped to a value, selectedto correspondto a stress equal to one-third of tile
proportionality limit estimatedfrom the tensile test measurementsperformed at that
temperature(see Section 5.3.2.2). Once that load was achieved, the corresponding
strain was held constantfor the remaining period of the stressrelaxation test. The
initial elongation of the specimens was performed at a ramp rate equal to
0-25mm/second.

Figure 5.18 shows the stress relaxation (modulus-time) curve experimentally
obtainedat 1470C.In the figure, the modulus is seento reducewith time in the first
12 secondsof the test. Thus, the behaviour of the polyiner was time-dependent
during that period, i.e. the polymer was viscoelastic.However, following 12 seconds
from the start of the test, the polymer attained a constant modulus. Therefore, the
behaviour of the polymer was time-independentduring that period, i.e. the polymer
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was in a rubberystate.The (modulus-time)curves obtainedexperimentally at 1450C
and 1400C,illustrated in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 respectively, also show signs of
polymer transformation from viscoelastic to rubbery during stress relaxation.
However, the time it took the polymer to transform from viscoelastic to rubbery
differed in relation to the temperaturethat the stressrelaxation test was performed.
The specimentestedat 1450C,for example,took 30 secondsto relax to a rubber state
whereasthat testedat 1400Ctook 20 minutesto relax.
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Figure 5.18 Modulus-timestressrelaxationcurve for the polycarbonate
specimentestedat 147*C.
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Figure 5.19 Modulus-time stressrelaxationcurve for the polycarbonate
specimentestedat 145*C
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Figure 5.20 Modulus-timecurve for the stressrelaxationtest at 140*C

Figure 5.21 showsthe (modulus-time)curve obtainedduring the stressrelaxationtest
performedat 135*C.The figure showsa continuousdecayin modulus even after one
hour and 45 minutes from the start of the test i.e. the polymer remainedviscoelastic
during that period.
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Figure 5.21 Modulus-time curve for the stressrelaxationtest at 1350C

An additional stressrelaxation test was perfon-nedat 150"C.However, the decay in
load with time was too fast to be recorded.Moreover, the loads during the test were
too small to be detectedby the load cell usedin the stressrelaxation test. The periods
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it took the specimensto transform from a viscoelastic state to rubbery during the
stressrelaxationtestsperformedat 1470C,1450C,1400Cand 135*Care summarised
in Table 5-2. The results in the table demonstratethat the period required by the
polymer to relax to its viscoelastic state is highly dependenton temperature;the
lower the temperature,the longer it takesthe polymer to relax and vice versa.
Temperature(C)

147

145

140

135

Relaxationtime from viscoelastic
to rubbery(seconds)

12

30

1200

> 6300

Table 5-2 Times requiredfor the polymer to transform from viscoelasticto rubbery
in the stressrelaxationtestsperformedat 147*C,145*C,1400C.At 135*Cthe polymer
remainedviscoelasticevenafter 6300 seconds.

5.3.2.4 Measurement of the Coefficient of Friction
In the following, the methodused to measurethe friction coefficient is introduced.
The aim of the measurementswas to estimatea friction coefficient to be used as
input to the stress models at the interface between the bottom surface of the
(modelled)ten-layerpart andthe powderbedunderneath.The apparatusemployedin
friction coefficient measurements
is the sliding machineillustrated in Figure 5.22. A
cylindrical sample of 3mm in diameter and 5mrn in height was used in the
measurements.The sample was machined from a polycarbonateblock fabricated
using the SLS machine parametersreported in Section 3.2. The sample was
positioned in a sample holder, which was then loaded underneath an arm as
illustrated in Figure 5.22. The an-nwas attachedto a piezoelectric force transducer
by which the output voltage can be convertedinto force using a known calibration
factor. A load of ION was mountedon top of the specimenas shown in Figure 5.22.
The polycarbonatepowder was placed in a hollow rectangular container with a
closed base. The container was reciprocating during the test by a motor at a
controlled (constant)sliding speedequalto 4mm/seconds.The force generatedat the
contact between the sintered polycarbonatesample and the powder was sensedby
the transducerattachedto the loading arm which prevents motion of the sample
whilst the containerwas reciprocating.
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Figure 5.22 Sliding Friction machine used to estimate the friction coefficient of
polycarbonate

However,the reciprocatingmotion of the containerresultedin shifting of the powder
in the container. Consequently, forces measured by the transducer may have
probably included those applied in powder shifting. The alternative approach
implementedcamewith the assumptionthat the powder particles in the powder bed
in contactwith the bottom surfaceof the part do not undergorolling or sliding during
SLS fabrication.
Load applied (I ON)
Fixed Specimen
Friction force.,

FY

7,-77=77Z7=

-7-7-77777Qý77...

Reciprocating block

Force applied by arm measured by transducer

/T
Direction of motion
Normal Force

Figure 5.23 Free body diagram of the polycarbonate sample in the sliding friction
machine

The powder in the container,used in friction measurements,was therefore replaced
The
in
from
block,
the
container.
with a sintered polycarbonate
motion
constrained
block was fabricatedusing the SLS machineparametersreportedin Section3.2. The
force measuredby the transducerwas that in the middle of the stroke cycle, where
the container slides at a constant velocity. A free body diagram of the sample during
the test is illustrated in Figure 5.23. As the sample is fixed in position, all forces
acting on the specimen must be in equilibrium. Thus, the force applied by the arm
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(measuredby the transducer)is equal to the frictional force, and the normal force
applied on the specimenis equal to 10N. The friction coefficient is calculated by
dividing the friction force by the normal force giving a friction coefficient equal to
0.38. The value is equalto the reportedvalue of the dynamic friction coefficient of
polycarbonate[63]. It must be mentionedthat the friction coefficient was measured
in the presentwork at room temperature.
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Chapter 6
Further Development of Thermal-Stress Analyses

6.1 Introduction
The initially developedfinite elementmodels,describedin Chapter4, focusedon the
concept of using the sequentially coupled thermal-stressanalysis as a method of
predicting curl in SLS fabricated parts. However, the models did not produce
accuratepredictions of curl, presumablyas a result of the considerablenumber of
assumptionsthe modelscomprised.Attempts were thereforemadeto further develop
the models by consideringfewer assumptionsfor a better prediction of curl to be
achieved.The subjectof this chapteris to describethe two main stages(secondand
third) performedto further developthe models. The secondstage focused on better
simulation of the SLS processwith less assumptionsmade with regard to thermal
and mechanicalmaterial propertiesof polycarbonate.The following stage,however,
attempted to reduce geometrical assumptions in the heat transfer model by
considering thermal effects of the powder bed surrounding the side walls of the
sinteredpart. In the following sections,a detaileddescriptionof thesestagesis given
along with resultsobtained.

6.2 Second Stage of Model Development
The secondstageof model developmentusedthe sequentiallycoupled thermal-stress
analysis as a method of solution. The most significant developmentin the second
version of the heat transfer model came with the realisation that curl is highly
influenced by temperaturechangesoccurring during SLS fabrication (see Section
4.7.5). Therefore,attemptswere madein the model to improve simulation of thermal
effects occurring during SLS processing.The secondversion of the stressmodel,
however, focusedon better simulation of the viscoelasticbehaviourof polycarbonate
due to its significant effect expected on part deformation (see Section 4.7.6). In
following sections,the secondversions of the heat transfer and stress models are
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described with emphasis given to illustrate the significant improvements performed

in thesemodelsover the previousones.
6.2.1 Second Version of Heat Transfer

Model

The secondversion of the heat transfer model focused on improving simulation of
thermal effects expectedto occur during the "build" and "cooldown" stagesin SLS.
In this section,improvementsmadeto the model are briefly introduced. In following
sections,a detaileddescriptionof the model is given with resultsobtained.
In the "build" stage,layersof powder are addedto form the part. During the "build"
stage in fabrication of the ten-layer parts, the powder in the feed cartridges was
maintainedat a temperatureequalto 800C.The top surfaceof a recently addedlayer
was then heatedby the part heater to 1500CPrior to sintering of the layer taking
place. The improvementmadeto the secondversion of the heat transfer model was
by defining an initial nodal temperatureof elements representinga layer spread
during the "build" stage equal to 800C.Additionally, heating of a recently added
layer of powder was simulatedby raising the temperatureof the nodeslocated at the
top surfaceof the layer from 800Cto 1500Cprior to the application of heat flux on
that surface. In the first version of the heat transfer model, however, heating of a
recently addedlayer was not simulatedas the initial nodal temperatureof elements
representingthe part was alreadydefined equalto 1500C.
The final stagein SLS is the "cooldown" stage.In that stage,the fabricatedten-layer
part was allowed to cool in the chamberuntil the temperaturemeasuredby the IR
sensoron the top surfaceof the part bed was equalto 100*C.The fabricatedpart was
then removed from the chamberand left to cool naturally to room temperature.The
secondversion of the heat transfermodel was improved by simulating cooling of the
part to room temperature.In the first version of the model, however, the modelled
part was only allowed to cool to a final temperatureequalto 1500C.

6.2.1.1 Geometry
Geometrical approximationsadoptedin the first version of the heat transfer model
were also implementedin this version of modelling. Thus, the sinteredten-layerpart
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and the portion of the powderbedunderneaththe part were only modelled. However,
the improvementmadeto the secondversion of the model was that thicknessesof
layersforming the part were definedbasedon experimentalmeasurementsdescribed
in Section 5.2. Therefore,the thickness of the first layer of the sintered part was
defined in the model equalto 0.59mm.Layers from two to ten, however, were each
given a thickness equal to 0.127mm. Additionally, the overall thickness of the
powder bed (underneaththe part) was defined in the model equal to 14.777mm,
estimatedusing the methodillustratedin Figure 6.1.
Top surface
of I" layer
Intendedthicknessol
I" layer (0.127mm)
BonusZ
Thicknessof powder
spreadby roller during
the "wannup" stage
(15.24mm)

Actual thicknessof
first layer defined in
model (0.59mm)

Thicknessof
powderdefined in
model (14.777mm)

Part piston

Figure 6.1 Schematicdiagramshowing the methodusedto calculatethe
thicknessof powder underneaththe part to be defined in the secondversion of
the heattransfermodel (not to scale).

The 2D heat transferfinite elementmeshrepresentingthe part and powder bed in the
presentheat transfermodel is illustrated in Figure 6.2. Elementsused in the meshare
of the type four noded heat transfer linear quadrilateral, denoted in ABAQUS
(DC2D4). In the model, the powder bed was representedby a 15xl44 elementmesh.
The first layer, however, was representedby a 4xI44 elementmesh,whereaslayers
from two to ten were representedeach by a IxI44 element mesh. Additionally,
similar to the previous heat transfer model, nodes that are not associatedwith
elements were generatedalong the interfaces between elements representing the
layers forming the part (seeSection4.7.3). The heat transfer analysismesh shown in
Figure 6.2 was refined using the method reported in Section4.6.5. Furthermore,tile
mesh representingthe part was generatedallowing solution convergencefor the
correspondingstressanalysis(seeSection4.7.5).
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Figure 6.2 (a) Secondversion of 2D heat transfer analysismesh. (b) Magnified
view showing dimensionsof elementsforming a region of the part mesh. (All
dimensionsare in mm).

6.2.1.2 Material Properties in Heat Model
In this section, thermal material propertiesdefined in the secondversion of the heat
transfermodel are introduced.Thesepropertiesare the density, specific heat,thermal
conductivity and emissivity. An improvement made to this version of the heat
transfer model over the previous one that the specific heat and densities of the
powder bed and sintered part were defined based on experimental measurements
reported in Section 5.3.1. Thermal conductivities, however, were calculated using
the Yagi-Kunii model with void fractions (used an input to the model) estimated
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from measured density values. In the following, a more thorough description of the

thermal materialpropertiesdefinedin the heattransfer model is provided.
Densities of the powder bed and sinteredpart were defined in the model basedon
experimental measurementsdescribed in Sections 5.3.1.2 and 5.3.1.1. Thus,
elements representingthe sintered part were given a constant density equal to
497kg/M3.Elementsrepresentingthe powder bed, however,were assigneda constant
density value equalto 439kg/m3. The densitieswere consideredconstantin the heat
analysisdue to limitations in the finite elementpackageused(seeSection4.6.2).
The specific heat was defined in the model based on experimental measurements
reported in Section 5.3.1.3. The results obtained, illustrated in Figure 5.4, were
defined in the model in tabulated forni (specific heat against temperature).These
valueswere assignedto all elementsrepresentingthe part and powder bed in the heat
transfer analysis mesh (see Section 4.6.2). Additionally, based on previous
experimentalmeasurements[7], the emissivity was defined in the model equal to
0.95.

Thermal conductivities of elementsrepresentingthe powder bed and sintered part
were defined in the model basedon predictionsof the high temperatureform of the
Yagi-Kunii model (see Section 4.6.2). In calculating thermal conductivities,
parametersrequired as input to the Yagi-Kunii model had the values reported in
Section 4.6.2, with the exception of void fractions of the powder bed and sintered
part. These were calculated using Equation 4-26 based on the density values
obtainedexperimentally.Thus, the void fraction calculatedfor the powder bed (with
density of 439kg/M3) is equal to 0.634, whereasthe void fraction calculatedfor the
3)
(with
density
is equal to 0.586. The conductivity
497kg/m
sintered part
of
relationships with temperaturepredicted by the Yagi-Kunii model for the powder
and sintered part are illustrated in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. These were
defined in the heat transfer model in tabulated form (thermal conductivity against
temperature).
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Figure 6.4 Relationshipbetweenthe thermal conductivity of the sinteredpart
and temperaturepredictedusing the Yagi-Kunii model and defined in the
secondversion of the heattransferanalysis.

6.2.1.3 Boundary Conditions
In this version of the heat transfer model, thermal effects occurring during the
"wannup" stagewere not simulated.However, similar to the previous heat transfer
model, elementsrepresentingthe powder spreadduring the "warmup" stageto form
the powder bed were given an initial nodal temperature equal to 1500C.These
elementsare flanked by nodeslocated at the bottom surfaceof the powder bed and
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thoselocatedat a depthof 0.127mmfrom the top surfaceof the first layer of the part
(seeFigures6.1 and 6.2).
However, attemptswere madein this version of the heat transfer model to simulate
thermal effects expectedto occur during the "build" and "cooldown" stagesin SLS.
A number of these effects were simulated in the model by applying thermal
boundary conditions.The boundaryconditions applied included definition of initial
nodal temperatures,enforcing insulation at certain surfaces and the application of
convection and radiation thermal boundary conditions. In the following, an SLS
stage is presentedalong with the boundary conditions applied to simulate thermal
effects expectedto occur in that stage.
u

Build Stage

Simulation of thermal effects in the "build" stage requires understanding of the
various operationsthat occur during that stage.The operationswere identified by
Pharnet al. [65] asthe addition of a new layer of powder, waiting for the temperature
of the part bed to reachthe set point, slicing model and loading the scanner,sintering
and roller pausing prior to addition of next layer. These operations comprise one
cycle of the "build" stage,as illustrated in Figure 6.5. In the figure, the operation of
slicing the CAD model and loading the scanner is seen to start during powder
addition and end during sintering.However, the period of the operation is difficult to
estimate in the SLS machine used in fabrication of the ten-layer parts (DTM
Sinterstation2000). The reasonbeing that the duration of the operation is dependent
on the geometrical complexity of the CAD model and on the number of models
sliced [65]. In the presentwork, eachof the ten-layer partswas separatelyfabricated.
Additionally, the parts were relatively simple in geometry; rectangularwith a cross
section of 90x26mm. Therefore, the assumptionmade was that the operation of
slicing model and loading the scanner(operation3) was completedduring heating of
the powder bed to the set point (operation2). Thus, the period betweenthe points (c)
and (d) (see Figure 6.5) was consideredequal to zero, i. e. sintering of the layer
(operation4) was assumedto start immediately following the layer had reachedthe
set point temperature(operation2). Furthermore,in SLS fabrication of the ten-layer
parts, the time delay betweentwo successivelayerswas set to zero (operation5), i.e.
the points (e) and (a) in Figure 6.5 coincided. Emphasis was therefore given to
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following, a description of these operations is given along with the boundary
conditionsappliedto simulatethermaleffectsin eachoperation.
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1. Adding new powder layer
2. Waiting for temperature to reach set point
3. Slicing model and loading scanner

4. Sintering
5. Time delay between two layers

Figure 6.5 One cycle of operationsoccurring during the SLS "build" stage.
Reproducedfrom [65].

Adding a New Layer of Powder (Operation 1)

The operation of adding a new layer involves the roller transporting and levelling
fresh powder from one feed cartridge,onto the part bed to the other feed cartridge. In
the "build" stage in fabrication of the ten-layer parts, the powder in the feed
cartridgeswas maintainedat 800C.However, as a layer of powder was spreadby the
roller, the part heater is expectedto have raised the temperatureof the added layer
(above 800C).Due to the lack of the actual temperatureof a layer the moment it is
is
interest
in
the
to
of
only
spreadonto
position where sintering was occur, which
be
800C.
instant
to
layer
the
temperature
that
the
was
assumed
modelling,
of
at
added
That was simulated in the model by defining the initial nodal temperature of
elementsrepresentingpart layers from two to ten equalto 800C.However, the initial
nodal temperaturesof elementsflanked by nodeslocatedat the bottom surfaceof the
first layer of the part and those located at a depth of 0-127mmfrom its top surface
were defined equalto 1500C,aspreviously reported.

-

Waiting for temperatureof Part Bed to reach to set point (Operation2)

During the "build" stage,the IR sensorregularly measuresthe temperatureat the top
surfaceof a recently addedlayer of powder at a location distant from the regions to
be sintered.Basedon the IR sensorreadings,the part heater switches on and off to
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maintain the temperatureof the top surfaceof the layer to that set by the operator
(1500C).As above-mentioned,the initial temperatureof a recently added layer of
powder in the "build" stagewas assumedto be 800C.The operation of heating the
recently added layer to the set point is assumedtherefore to entail raising the
temperatureof the top surface of the layer from 80"C to 150*C. In principle, the
heating operation can be simulatedby applying heat flux on the edgesof elements
together representingthe top surface of the recently added layer of powder. The
magnitudeof heat flux appliedwould be identical to the fraction of heat emanating
from the part heater and absorbedby the top surface of the added layer. The time
period of heat flux application would be equal to the time required to raise the
temperatureof the top surfaceof the powder surrounding the region to be sintered
(measuredby the IR sensor)to 1500C.On the basis of user observationof IR sensor
readings,the time requiredto heatup the layer was estimatedto be 7 seconds.

150
0

0

80
07

Time (seconds)

Figure 6.6 Schematicdiagramillustrating the boundarycondition applied on the
nodeslocatedat the top surfaceof the addedpowder to simulatethe operation
of heatingthe part bed to the set point temperature,operation2 in Figure 6.5.

However, the amountof heat flux imparting from the part heaterand absorbedby the
part bed was not known, and cannot be accuratelyestimatedwithout knowledge of
the actualtemperaturesin the powder bed immediatelyprior to the heating operation.
Thus, simulation of the heating effect using the method above-mentionedwas not
possible, compelling the author to resort to an alternative approachfor simulation.
The approach implemented was by applying a boundary condition raising the
temperatureof the nodeslocatedalong the top surfaceof a recently activated(added)
layer from 800C to 1500C in a period equal to 7 seconds. In simulation, the
temperaturewas assumedto increaselinearly with time as illustrated in Figure 6.6.
However, the drawback of the assumptionis that the temperatureof the top surface
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of the addedlayer increasesaccordingto the boundary condition applied (seeFigure
6.6) regardlessof changesin temperatureexpectedto actually arise at the surfacedue
to heat conductedfrom the sinteredlayers underneathand due to heat lost from the
surfacethroughconvectionand radiation.
Sintering of an Added Layer (Operation 4)

Boundary conditions applied to simulate thermal effects occurring during sintering
of a layer were identical to those specified in the previous version of the model (see
Section 4.6.3). These are convection and radiation thermal boundary conditions
applied on the edgesof elementstogether representingthe top surface of the layer
being sinteredwith the temperatureof the gas in the chamberand that of enclosing
walls equalto 1500C.
Following sintering of a layer, the roller immediately starts transporting and
levelling fresh powder from one feed cartridge onto the part bed to the other feed
cartridge.Boundary conditions applied to simulate thermal effects occurring on the
recently sintered layer just before fresh powder was added on its top surface were
also identical to those defined in the previous model (see Figure 4.31). These are
convection and radiation thermal boundary conditions applied on the top surface of
the recently sintered layer with the temperature of the gas and enclosing walls
assumedto be equalto 1500C.

m Cooling of Part to Room Temperature
In the "cooldown"stage,theheaterswereswitchedoff, andthe partswereallowedto
cool in the chamberuntil the temperaturemeasuredby the IR sensoron the top
surfaceof the part bedwas equalto 1000C.The part andsurroundingpowder(part
bed)werethenremovedfrom the processchamberandleft to cool naturallyto room
temperature.In the following, boundaryconditionsapplied to simulatethen-nal
effectsoccurringwhilst the part bedwasin the chamberand following its removal
areintroduced.
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> Cooling of the part whilst in the chamber
Boundary conditions defined to simulatethermal effects whilst the part bed was in
the chamberwere convectionand radiation then-nalboundary conditions applied on
the edgesof elementsrepresentingthe top surface of the last fabricated layer (tenth
layer). However, application of these boundary conditions requires changes in
temperatureof the gas in the chamberand of surrounding walls to be identified.
Similar to the previous model, thesetemperatureswere assumedto be equal to the
temperatureat the top surfaceof the part bed surroundingthe last fabricatedregion.
Estimation of thesetemperatureswas therefore basedon IR sensorreadings of the
temperatureat the top surface of the part bed during the SLS "cooldown" stage.
Figure 6.7 illustrates a number of IR sensortemperaturemeasurementsrecorded at
different instants during cooling of the top surface of the part bed in the chamber
(from 150'C to IOOOC).
These were defined in the model in tabulated form (time
against temperature)to representchangesin temperatureof the gas and enclosing
walls used in convectionand radiation calculations.In the "build" stage and during
cooling of the part in the chamber, the bottom surface of the powder bed was
assumedto be insulatedfor the reasonsreportedin Section4.6.3.
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Figure 6.7 Temperaturesmeasuredby the IR sensorat the top surfaceof the part
bed during cooling of the part bed in the chamber(following part fabrication).
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> Cooling of the part following its removal from the chamber
After the temperature measured by the IR sensor was equal to I 00*C, the process
chamber was unlocked. A metallic tray was then used to lift the part bed from the
chamber. The tray with the part bed on its surface were then positioned on a metallic
table (Breakout Station) for part post-processing after the part in the bed had cooled
to room temperature (200C). Simulation of then-nal effects occurring in that period
was performed by applying convection and radiation thermal boundary conditions on
the edges of elements together representing the top surface of the tenth layer of the
in
The
temperature
the
convection and
walls,
used
surrounding
part.
of
gas and of
radiation calculations, was assumed to be equal to room temperature (200C).
Additionally, as the metallic structures (tray and the breakout station) have a large
heat capacity, deviation in the temperature of the structures from room temperature
due to heat conducted from the part bed was assumed to be negligible. Thus, the
bottom surface of the powder bed in contact with the tray was assumed to have the
same (constant) temperature as that of the metallic structures (200C). That was
simulated by applying a boundary condition instantly setting the temperature of the
nodes located at the bottom surface of the powder bed at 200C and maintaining it at
that temperature.

In the following, boundary conditions applied through the entire period of simulation
are presented. The temperature histories of nodes not associated with any element

and located along the interfacesbetweenlayers forming the part were defined as
reportedin Section4.7.3. Additionally, similar to the previous model, the edgesof
in
be
in
bed
to
the
the
contact with
elements
mesh supposed
part and
powder
surrounding powder were assumed to be insulated. The edges of elements located
along the axis of symmetry were also insulated.
6.2.1.4 Sequence

of Analysis

Defined

in the Heat Transfer

Analysis

The aim in this section is to describe the sequenceof analysis defined in the model to
simulate SLS fabrication of the ten-layer part and its cooling to room temperature.
As previously reported, the sequenceof analysis is defined in an ABAQUS model by
a sequence of steps, each representing a time period in which the response of the
model to a particular set of thermal loads (such as heat flux) and boundary conditions
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is calculated.The stepsdefined in the presentheat transfer model were quite similar
to those specified in the first version of the model (see Section 4.6.4). However,
steps simulating addition of layers of powder at 1500Cin the first version of the
model were replaced in the present model with steps simulating addition of the
layers at 800Cand their heating to the set point temperature(1500C).Additionally,
the step specified in the previous model to simulate cooling of the part to 1500C
(following its fabrication) was substitutedin the presentmodel with stepssimulating
cooling of the fabricatedpart to room temperature.In the following, selectedsteps
defined in the present model are introduced with emphasisgiven to describe the
stepsdiffering from thosespecifiedin the previousmodel.
First step defined in the heat transfer analysis

The "build" stagestartedby spreadinga layer of powder onto the powder bed. The
part heater then heated the top surface of the layer to the set point temperature
(150'C) prior to sintering of the layer taking place. These operations (powder
spreadingand heatingto set point) were simulatedin the first step of the heat model.
Similar to the previous model, spreadingof the layer of powder was simulated by
deactivating the elementsin the heat transfer analysis mesh together representing
layers from two to ten of the sintered part. Heating of the layer was simulated,
however, by applying a boundary condition simultaneouslyraising the temperature
of nodesconnectedto the edgesof elementsrepresentingthe top surfaceof the layer
from 800Cto 150*Cin 7 seconds(seeFigure 6.6). That period was consideredto be
the time period of the first stepdefined in the model.
Second
defined
in
heat
the
transfer
step
analysis
After the top surfaceof the layer had reached150.C, the laser beam

was assumedto

immediately raster scan a region on the top surface of the added layer to form the
first layer of the part. Thermal effects expectedto occur during sintering of the layer
were simulated in the second step of the analysis. The sintering operation was
simulatedby applying a uniform heat flux on the edgesof elementsrepresentingthe
top surfaceof the first layer of the part. The amountof heat flux applied and the time
period of applicationwere identical to thosespecified in the first step of the previous
heat transfer model, 83.IMW/m 2 and 3.36xlO4 second respectively. That period
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(3.36x 104 second) was considered as the duration of the second step of the analysis.

In that period, convection and radiation boundary conditions were applied on the
edgesof elementsrepresentingthe top surfaceof the first layer of the part, with the
temperatureof the gasand enclosingwalls maintainedat 150*C.
Third step defined in heat transfer analysis

After sintering of tile layer was completed,the roller immediatelystartedspreading
fresh powder from one feed cartridge,onto the part bed to tile other feed cartridge.
Thernial effects simulatedin the third step were those expectedto occurjust before
freshpowder was addedoil the top surfaceof the recentlysinteredlayer. Definition
heat
in
identical
transfermodel
the
the
the
to
that
previous
step
of
of
second
stepwas
(seeSection4.6.4).
Fourth
in
heat
defined
transfer
analysis
step
The fourth step of the analysis simulated thernial effects expected to occur
immediatelyfrom the instantpowderwas spreadon the top surfaceof the first layer
(I
layer
500C).
temperature
during
heating
to
the
the
the
set
point
of
of
added
part and
Spreadingof powder was simulated by simultaneously activating the elements
together representingthe second layer of the part (see Figure 6.2). In the step,
convectionand radiationboundaryconditionspreviously applied on the top surface
of the first layer of the part were deactivated.Similar to the first stepof the analysis,
licating of the powder layer was simulatedby applying a boundarycondition on the
layer
(connected
located
the
top
the
to
of
second
surface
raising
nodes
at
elements)
their temperaturefrom SOOC
to 150"Cin 7 seconds(see Figure 6.6). That duration
wasdefinedin the modelto be the time periodof the fourth step.
Due to the repetitive natureof operationsin the "build" stage,stepstwo, three and
four were repeated in the heat transfer model on successive layers of elements until
sintering of the tenth layer of tile part was simulated. The following steps (steps 30
and 3 1) simulated thermal effects expected to occur after fabrication of the part was
completed, i.e. during cooling of the part to room temperature. In the following, a
description of these steps is given.
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Simulation of Cooling of the part whilst in the chamber (Step 30)

Thermal effects expectedto occur during cooling of the fabricatedpart whilst in the
chamberwere simulatedin step30 of the model. In the step,the heat flux previously
applied on the top surfaceof the tenth layer to simulate its sintering (in the previous
step) was removed. Additionally, thermal boundary conditions previously applied
on that surfacewere deactivated.Thesewere replacedwith convection and radiation
boundary conditions applied on the top surface of the tenth layer with the
temperatureof the gas and surroundingwalls reducing as illustrated in Figure 6.7.
Referring to the figure, the time period of the stepwas defined equalto 392 seconds.
Cooling

of the part following

its removal from the chamber

(Step 31)

Step 31 simulated thermal effects expected to occur following removal of the part
bed from the process chamber. In the step, the thermal boundary conditions
previously applied in step 30 were deactivated. These were replaced with convection
and radiation boundary conditions applied on the top surface of the tenth layer with
the temperature of the gas and surrounding walls maintained at room temperature
(200C). Additionally, positioning of the part bed onto the metallic tray and breakout
station was simulated by applying a boundary condition setting and maintaining the
temperature of nodes located at the bottom surface of the powder bed equal to 200C.
The time period of the step was defined to be equal to 40 minutes, which was
sufficient to allow part cooling to room temperature.

6.2.1.5 Results
Figures 6.8 to 6.10 illustrate nodal temperaturehistories of interest predicted in
selectedstepsof the heattransfermodel. The generalobservationseenwas that steps
simulating identical thermal effects in both the previous and presentversions of the
heat transfer model had quite similar temperatureprofiles predicted.However, these
profiles were seento differ in stepssimulating addition of layers of powder and in
stepssimulating cooling of the fabricatedpart to room temperature.
Figure 6.8 illustrates the nodal temperaturehistories of interest predicted in the first
step of the heat transfer analysis. The step simulates addition of the first layer of
powder in the "build" stageand its heating to the set point temperature.The initial
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temperature of nodes located at the top surface of the layer was defined equal to
80 C. However, nodes located at a depth of 0.127mm from that surface and those
located at a larger depth were given an initial temperature equal to 150'C.
Consequently, conduction of heat is expected to have occurred (in the initial period
of the step) from the powder bed and first layer towards the top surface of the layer.
Heat transfer in that direction is exhibited by reduction in the temperature of nodes
located at a depth of 0.127rnm from the top surface of the layer, followed by
reduction in the temperature of nodes located at a larger depth from that surface.
However, it must be remembered that heat conducted to the top surface does not give
rise to its temperature, as the increase in temperature of the surface is controlled by
the boundary condition applied (see Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.8 Nodal temperature histories (of interest) predicted in the first three steps
of the second version of the heat transfer model. The figure also illustrates the nodal
temperature histories read in first step of the corresponding stress analysis

Following 0.9 seconds from the start of the step and for a period of 3 seconds,
conduction of heat towards the top surface of the first layer from nodes located at a
depth of 0.127mm from that surface is believed to have continued to take place.
However, heat conducted to the top surface of the layer is expected to have reduced
with time as the temperature of surface was raised. Consequently, the increase in the
temperature of the nodes located at a depth of 0.127min, seen in that period, is
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probably an indication that heat received from regions at a larger depth was greater
than that lost from the nodes to the top surface of the layer. The continuous
conduction of heat from the powder bed towards the first layer is additionally
reflected by gradual reduction in the rate of temperature decrease of nodes located at
depth larger than 0.127mm from the top surface of the layer, followed by an increase
in the temperature of these nodes.

Following 4.7 secondsfrom the start of the step and for the remaining period of the
step(2.3 seconds),the temperatureat the top surfacewas the highest in the layer. As
a consequence, conduction of heat is expected to have taken place from that surface
into the layer. At the end of the step, the temperature at the top surface of the layer
was equal to 150'C, as defined by the boundary condition applied, whereas the
lowest temperature in the layer was that at its bottom surface ( 137.4 Q.
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Figure 6.9 Nodal temperature histories (of interest) predicted ill step 4,5 and
6 of the second version of the heat transfer model. The figure also shows tile
nodal temperatures histories read in the second and third steps of tile
corresponding stress analysis.

Figure 6.9 illustrates the nodal temperatures predicted in the fourth step of the heat
transfer analysis. The step simulates addition of the second layer of powder and its
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heating to the set point temperature. Temperature profiles predicted in the step were
quite similar to those predicted in the first step of the model, i. e. temperatures in the
build are seen to reduce in the initial period of adding the second layer but increase
during heating of the added layer to the set point temperature. That phenomenon was
also observed in all steps simulating identical thermal effects on subsequently added
layers of powder.
Figure 6.10 illustrates the nodal temperature histories of interest predicted in the last
two steps (step 30 and 3 1) of the heat transfer model. The steps simulate cooling of
the part in the chamber and its cooling to room temperature following removal of the
part bed from the chamber. In both stages of cooling, the top surface of the tenth
layer was predicted to be the lowest in the build, whereas the highest temperature in

the part was seenat its bottom surface.Consequently,conductionof heat is expected
to haveoccurredfrom the bottom surfaceof the build towards its top surface,which
is then lost from the latter through convection and radiation.
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Figure 6.10 Nodal temperature histories predicted in the steps simulating cooling of the
part in the chamber and following its removal. The figure also illustrates the nodal
histories used as input to the last step of the corresponding analysis.

The large amounts of heat lost from the top surface of the tenth layer through
convection and radiation is reflected by large reduction in the temperature in the part
following its removal from the chamber (the gas and surrounding walls maintained at
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heat lost from the part through conductioninto the powder bed is expectedto be less
than that lost through convection and radiation. That is probably due to the large
thicknessof the powder bed comparedto that of the part and the low conductivity of
the powder making the powderbed a more resistivepath for the conduction of heat.

6.2.2 Second version of stress model
The most significant improvementmadeto this version of the stressmodel over the
previous one that it attempted to provide better simulation of the viscoelastic
behaviourof polycarbonate.Additionally, the instantaneousmoduluswas defined in
the model over a (relatively) wide range of temperatures,whereasin the previous
model only a single value of the modulus was defined (experimentally obtained at
1000C).In the following, the secondversion of the stressmodel is described.Curl
resultspredictedby the model are then presented.

6.2.2.1 Geometry
Geometrical approximationsassumedin the first version of the stress model (see
Section 4.7.1) were also implementedin this version of the model. Thus, the tenlayer part and surface of the powder bed supporting the part were only modelled.
However, the definition of geometrywas improved in this version of the model by
specifying the thicknessesof layers forming the ten-layerpart basedon experimental
measurementsreported in Section 5.2. The thicknessof the first layer was therefore
defined in the model equal to 0.59mm, whereaslayers from two to ten were each
given a thicknessequalto 0.127mm.
The 2D stressanalysis mesh representingthe ten-layer part and the surface of tile
powder bed supporting the part is illustrated in Figure 6.11. The ten-layer part was
representedin the mesh using four noded plane strain incompatible elements,
denotedin ABAQUS (CPE41).The mesh representingthe part in the stressmodel
was identical to that used to representthe part in the correspondingheat transfer
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model (see Figure 6.2). Thus, the first layer was representedusing a 4xI44 mesh
whereas layers from two to ten were representedeach using a lxl44 mesh. As
previously implementedin the first version of the stressmodel, edgesof elements
representingthe top surfaceof a layer and thoserepresentingthe bottom surfaceof a
subsequentlyaddedlayer were not connectedby commonnodes(seeSection4.7.3).
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Figure 6.11 (a) Secondversion of the 2D stressanalysis mesh. (b) Magnified view
showing dimensionsof elementsforming a region of the part mesh. (All dimensions
are in mm).

Additionally, similar to the previous model, the surface of the powder bed
supporting the ten-layer part was assumedto be rigid. That was representedin tile
model by 2D rigid surface elements,denotedin ABAQUS (IRS21). The motion of
the rigid surface is controlled by the motion of the "rigid body reference node",
illustrated in Figure 6.11. The stress analysis mesh illustrated in the figure was
refined using the methoddescribedin Section4.7.5.
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6.2.2.2 Material Properties
Material properties selected as input to the stress model included the expansion
coefficient, density,coefficient of friction, Poisson'sratio and the elastic modulus.In
the following, the criteria supportedin defining theseproperties in the stressmodel
are described.
u Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
The generalmethod adoptedin defining the expansioncoefficient in the first version
of the stressmodel was also implementedin this version of the model (see Section
4.7.2). The improvement made to this version, however, was based on DMA
measurementsthat identified 1750Cto be the temperature above which thermal
stressesin polycarbonate are negligible (see Section 5.3.2.1). An element was
thereforeassumednot to sustainany thermal stressesprovided that its averagenodal
temperatureis equal or exceeds1750C.Nodal temperaturehistories predicted by the
heattransfermodel showedelementsrepresentingpart layers from two to ten to have
satisfied that condition. That was also seenin elementsin the first layer flanked by
nodeslocatedat the top surfaceof the layer and thoselocatedat a depth of 0.257mm
from that surface (see Figure 6.8). In the model, these elementswere assignedan
expansion coefficient equal to zero at temperatures equal and above 1750C.
However, due to the lack of real values for the expansioncoefficient below 1750C,
the elementswere given an assumedexpansion coefficient at these temperatures
equal to 2x10-6C-1
;a value identical to that used in the first version of the stress
model.
Conversely,elementsflanked by nodeslocatedat the bottom surfaceof the first layer
and those located at a height of 0.333mm from that surface did not exceed an
averagenodal temperatureequal to 1750C.Basedon the method implementedin the
previous model, theseelementswere given an expansioncoefficient equal to zero at
all temperaturesusedin the stressanalysis(seeSection4.7.2).
m Density
The density was defined in the model for the effects of the weight of each layer
forming the part to be included in the stressanalysis.Similar to the previous stress
model, elements representing the ten-layer part were given the density of the
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fabricatedpart. However, the density defined in this version of the model was based
497kg/M3(seeSection5.3.1.1).
on experimentalmeasurements,
v

Coefficient of Friction

Basedon experimentalmeasurements,the coefficient of friction between the edges
of elementsrepresentingthe bottom surface of the first layer and the rigid surface
was defined in the model equalto 0.38 (seeSection5.3.2.4).
n Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties defined in the stressmodel included the (time-independent)
instantaneousmodulus of elasticity and the (time-dependent)viscoelastic behaviour
of polycarbonate.
Instantaneous Elastic modulus and Poisson's Ratio

The instantaneousmodulus was defined in the stress model based on tensile test
measurementsreported in Section 5.3.2.2.The measurementsgave an estimation of
the modulus at 20'C, 1200C, 1350C, 1400C, 1480Cand 1500C(see Table 5-1).
Modulus values estimatedat thesetemperatureswere defined in the stressmodel in
tabulated form (modulus, temperature).Thus, the modulus was defined at selected
temperaturesand was not specified at all temperaturesused in the stressanalysis.At
temperaturesthat the modulus is not defined, ABAQUS estimatesthe modulus by
linearly interpolating betweenthe (modulus, temperature)data given, provided that
temperaturesare in the range from 200C to 1500C [43]. However, it was not
experimentally possible to measurethe modulus at temperaturesexceeding 150"C
(see Section 5.3.2.2). Due to the lack of moduli values above that temperature,the
modulus above 1500Cwas assumedin this version of the model equal to that
experimentallymeasuredat 1500C,11.8MPa.
The Poisson'sratio of polycarbonateat 200Cwas reportedto be equal to 0.385 [66].
In the absenceof high temperaturedata,the value reportedwas defined in the model
over the entire temperaturerangeusedin the stressanalysis.
Time-Dependent
Response
(Viscoelasticity)
The time-dependentresponseof the polymer was defined in the stressmodel based
on predictions of a (built-in) viscoelastic model. The viscoelastic model initially
simulates the time-dependentresponse of the polymer at a certain (reference)
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temperaturebasedon stressrelaxation data provided at that temperature.Based on
that simulation, the model employsthe WLF approximation(see Section 2.3.1.3) to
predict the time-dependentresponseof the polymer at all other temperaturesused in
the stress analysis. In the following, the method implemented by the viscoelastic
model to simulatethe stressrelaxation behaviour at a specific temperaturebasedon
stressrelaxationdatagiven at that temperatureis first described.The use of the WLF
approximationin the model is then introduced.
Temperature
Modelling
Single
the
Time-Dependent
Response
of
at
a
9
A simple mechanical model generally used to describe the stress relaxation
behaviour of polymers is a Maxwell model [1]. The model consists of a spring
element and a dashpot connected in series, as illustrated in Figure 6.12a. If a
Maxwell model is rapidly stretchedto a certain elongationand held in that position,
the resulting decayin stress(a) with time (t) can be written as [24],
6-1

a (t) = a. exp(- tlr. )
wherea. is the initial stress at t=0

and r,, is the relaxation time constant. The

relaxation time constant,however, can be expressedin terms of the modulus of the
elastic spring E.
,r

and the viscosity

of the dashpot77. (see Figure 6.12) as

/E.
[1].
=77.

E,,

T 'Ro
a

b

Figure 6.12 (a) Maxwell model (b) modified model with it parallel Maxwell models.
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The Maxwell model can also describethe decay in modulus E(t) during a stress
relaxation test by simply dividing both sides of Equation 6-1 by the constantstrain
applied,giving,
E(t) = E. exp(- tlr

)

6-2

Equations 6-1 and 6-2 predict the stressand modulus to decay exponentially with
time during a stressrelaxation test. However, the Maxwell model is too simple to
describethe actual time-dependentresponseof a polymer during stressrelaxation
[1]. In general, a more complex model that consists of a number of Maxwell
elements assembledin parallel (see Figure 6.12b) is employed to explain stress
relaxation in polymers.Using the (more complex) model, the decayin modulus E(t),
during stressrelaxation can be expressedas follows [24],
n

E, exp(-t / T,,,

E(t)

6-3

whereEj is the elasticity of the spring elementin a Maxwell unit (numberedi), r,,, is
the relaxation time constantof that unit and n is the total number of Maxwell units
the model comprises.However,Equation6-3 implies that the modulusE(t) continues
to decay during stressrelaxation until it attains a zero modulus at extremely long
relaxation times (t =-).

Thus, the model contradicts the experimentally obtained

stressrelaxation modulus data (seeFigures 5.18 to 5.21), as these data show that at
the end of stressrelaxation the modulus decaysto a constantvalue which is higher
than zero. Improvement to the model was made by including a term E_, as
expressedin Equation 6-4, where E_ denotesthe modulus the polymer attained at
extremely long relaxation times (t = -). The improved form of the model presented
by Equation 6-4 is termedthe Prony series[67].

E(t) = JE,

exp(-t /, r. )+ E_

6-4

l=I

At relaxationtime (t= 0), the modulusmeasuredis the instantaneousmodulusof the
polymer, i. e. E(t) = E,, and thus Equation 6-4 can be written as,
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n

E- = E,,

Ei

6-5

Substitutingthe expressionof E_ derived in Equation 6-5 into Equation 6-4 gives,

n

E(t) = Eý -I

(I
Ei

1=1

/
))
T,,,
exp(-t
-

6-6

Dividing both sidesof Equation 6-6 byE,, gives,

6-7

Assuming that 9RW= E(t)IE,, and g, = Ej1E,, Equation 6-7 can be rewritten as
,
follows,

,

gi

(I

))
r,,,,
exp(-t/,
-

6-8

Equation 6-8 representsthe forin of the Prony seriesusedin ABAQUS. The equation
therefore requires the value of the instantaneousmodulusE.. In addition, selected
valuesof9RQ) experimentally obtained at different relaxation times (t) need to be
provided. Using these data, ABAQUS estimatesthe values of ?1, gi and T,,,,(see
Equation 6-8) for a best curve fitting of the data given to be achieved.Equation 6-8
can then be usedto predict the entire stressrelaxationbehaviourof the polymer.
In the following, the accuracy of the Prony series in curve fitting experimentally
obtainedstressrelaxation data is investigated.That was performedby simulating the
stress relaxation tests described in Section 5.3.2.3, then comparing the predicted
(modulus-time)resultswith thoseobtainedexperimentally.
ci Simulation of the Stress Relaxation Tests in ABAQUS
The stressrelaxation tests simulatedwere those experimentallyperformed at 1350C,
1400C,1450Cand 148'C. In the following, a description of the models simulating
thesetests is provided.
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> Description of Geometry of modelled Specimens
The specimensused in the stressrelaxation tests had the dimensions illustrated in
Figure 5.9. For simplicity, the elongated portion of the specimen was only
in
is
in
The
the
shape with
cylindrical
considered
model.
elongated structure
diameterequal to 9mm and length equal to 90mm (seeFigure 6.13a). The geometry
of the structureand loading applied are mirror symmetrical about the x-y plane, and
thus only half of the structureneedsto be modelled. Additionally, the geometryand
loading are axisymmetric about the z-axis. Therefore, the 31) structure can be
representedby a 2D plane (the hatchedregion in Figure 6.13a) with axisymmetric,
elementsused in simulation. The finite elementmeshused to representthe structure
is illustrated in Figure 6.13b. Elementsused in the mesh are of the type four noded
axisymmetricreducedintegration elements,denotedin ABAQUS (CAX4R).
ýA LA

EdgeA

45 mm

90mm

IF

X
Y

Z-A-

Axis of symmetry --------4.5 mm --ý

0X
ý-

(b)

----p

9mm
(a)

Figure 6.13 (a) Schematic diagram of the specimen considered in the stress
relaxation simulations. (b) Simplified 2D finite element mesli representingthe
specimenusing axisymmetricelements.

> Material Properties
Each of the models attempted to simulate a stress relaxation test perfonned at a
specific temperature,i. e. simulation of the stressrelaxation tests at 1350C,140"C,
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145*C and 1480C required the development of four models. In a model, the
instantaneousmodulusE at a specific temperaturewas defined (see Table 5-1).
Values of (t, 9R(0) experimentallyobtainedat that temperaturewere also provided.
Thesewere defined in the model in tabulatedform, wheregR(t)= E(t)IE,, and E(t) is
the modulus calculatedat relaxationtime (t) (seeFigures5.18 to 5.21).
> Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions applied were those enforcing mirror symmetry of the model
about the x-y plane (see Figure 6.13b). These boundary conditions constrainedthe
nodes located along the axis of symmetry from translating in the z-direction, and
preventedrotations of the nodesabout the x and y axes of the local co-ordinate of
each of the nodes. However, application of boundary conditions enforcing
axisymmetry of the model was not required. The reason being that the element
formulation automatically includes the effects of axial symmetry, preventing rigid
body motion of the structure in the radial direction (x-direction), as reported by
ABAQUS [43].
> Sequence of Loadings
In a stressrelaxation test the specimenis initially stretchedto a certain elongation,
and held in that position for a period of time. That was replicatedin the model in two
steps. In the first step, elongation of the specimen was simulated by applying a
boundary condition displacing the nodeslocated along edge (A) by a distanceequal
to Imm in the (+z) direction (seeFigure 6.13b). The time allowed for thesenodesto
displacewas 0.01 seconds,which is set asthe time period of the first step.That short
period was chosento allow the instantaneouselastic responseof the structure to
dominate.

In the secondstep, nodeslocated along edge(A) were constrainedfrom translating,
i. e. thesenodesremaineddisplacedin the step by Imm in the z-direction from their
originally defined (undeformed)structure.The time period specified for the stepwas
equal to 10000 secondsallowing the structure to relax to its long term behaviour.
The displacementboundary conditions applied on the nodeslocated along edge(A)
during the analysisare schematicallyillustrated in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14 Schematic diagram illustrating the boundary conditions applied on
the nodes located along edge (A) (see Figure 6.13) in the model investigating the
accuracy of the Prony series.

Results
Tile results predicted by a model are the decay in stress with time of each element in

the mesh (see Figure 6.13b). Using Hooke's law, the stress in an element was
divided by its (constant) strain giving a prediction of the decay in modulus with time.
Figures 6.15 to 6.18 show the modulus-time curves predicted at 135'C, 140'C, 145'C
and 148 C respectively, with each predicted curve drawn alongside the (modulustime) data experimentally obtained at a corresponding temperature. The predicted
(modulus-time) data show good agreement with the experimentally obtained stress
relaxation data. The conclusion was that the Prony series is suitable in curve fitting
experimentally stress relaxation obtained data.
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Figure 6.15 Stressrelaxation results predicted using the Prony seriesat 135C
drawn alongsidethe experimentallyobtaineddataat that temperature
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Figure 6.16 Stress relaxation results predicted using the Prony series at 140 C
drawn alongside the experimentally obtained results at that temperature.
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Figure 6.17 Stress relaxation results predicted using the Prony series at 145 C
drawn alongside the experimentally obtained results at that temperature.
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Figure 6.18 Stress relaxation results predicted using the Prony series at 148 C
drawn alongside the experimentally obtained results at that temperature.

It has now been establishedthat the Prony series can accurately curve fit stress
relaxation data experimentally obtained at a single temperature. However, the
(modelled) part in the stress analysis goes through extreme changes in temperature.
Thus, a proper investigation into the effect of the viscoelastic behaviour on curl
requires the time-dependent response at every temperature used in the stress analysis
to be defined. The direct use of the Prony series to predict the time-dependent
response at all temperatures used in the stress analysis requires stress relaxation tests
to be experimentally perforined at these ternperatures, which is impracticable. The
WLF approximation was therefore used as an alternative approach, whereby the
stress relaxation data experimentally obtained at a single (reference) temperature are
given along with the WLF constants estimated at that temperature (see Section
2.3.1.3). Based on the data provided, the WLF approximation predicts the timedependent behaviour at every temperature used in the stress model. In the following,
the method used in estimating the WLF constants is described. The accuracy of the
WLF approximation

in predicting the stress relaxation behaviour at various

temperatures is then investigated.
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Attempts were made to calculate the WLF constants based on the stress relaxation
(modulus-time) data experimentally obtained at 135'C, 140'C, 145'C and 148'C (see
Figures 5.18 to 5.21). To estimate the constants, the time scales of these data were

first convertedinto logarithmic time scales,i.e. the resulting data were in the form
(modulus-log(time)).The resulting (modulus-log (time)) data at 135C, 140C, 145C
and 148 C were then drawn alongsideeachother on the samelogarithmic time scale
as illustrated in Figure 6.19. The reference temperature (T, ) at which the WLF
constants (CI and C2) were to be calculated was selected to be 145'C (see Equation
2-3).
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Figure 6.19 Stress relaxation (modulus-log(time)) curves experimentally obtained
at 148 C, 145 C, 140 C and 135 C, drawn alongside for estimation of the WLF
constants

Referring to Figure 6.19, the WLF approximation implies that the curves drawn at
148'C, 140'C and 135'C can be predicted by separately shifting the curve drawn at
109(aT
o
to
148).
145 C by horizontal shifts (along the logarithmic time scale) equal
109(aT

140),

109(aT-

109(aT
horizontal
135) respectively.The
shift

for
instance,
can
-148).

be expressedusing the WLF approximationas follows,

109(aT=148)

ý

-CJT-Tý)

C, +(T-T,

-CI(148-145)
_
) C, +(148-145)

3C,
C+3

6-9

? 13
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be
109(aT-135)
In a similar way, the horizontal shifts 109(aT=14o)
written with
can
and
(7) in Equation 6-9 substituted with 1400C and 135"C respectively. Conversely, the
shifts 109(aT=148))109(aT=14o)and 109(aT=135)can be numerically

evaluated by

between
logarithmic
horizontal
distances,
tile
time
the
the
scale,
estimating
along
As
drawn
1450C.
in
6.19
drawn
Figure
1480C,
1400C
1350C
that
at
at
and
and
curves
the curves drawn in the figure are not parallel, numerical values of the shifts were
calculated by averaging several distance measurements made parallel to the
logarithmic time scale between the curve drawn at 1450C and the other curves. The
log(aT=148),

109(aT=140

are summarised
averagedvalues of the shifts
and log(aT=135)
in Table 6-1. Working backwardsby applying the calculatednumerical valuesof the
shifts into the corresponding WLF expressions of
109(aT=135),

the WLF constantsC, and

C2

log(aT=148).

109(aT=140

and

6-9).
To
(see
Equation
be
evaluated
can

simplify calculation of the constants,the WLF equation was first rearrangedas
follows [68],

)

log(a,. )= -CI(T-T,
C2+ (T - T, )

6-10

(T T,) C2+ (T T,)
C,
To-g(aT)(T-T, )=
109(aT)

Ic
cl
--(T-T,

6-11
)-

'
cl

6-12

Equation 6-12 resembles the equation of a straight line of the fon-n (y = nix +b),
where m is the slope of the line and b is its intersection with tile y-axis. Assuming
that

the

line

described

by

Equation

6-12

is

drawn

with

the

x-axis

(T
)
)/Iog(a,.
(T
)
T,
T,
then the slope of tile
representing and the y-axis representing line would be equal to
intersection
line
tile
the
the
with
y-axis
whereas
of
-11C, ,
would be equal to - C21CI.

The values of (T - T,) and (T - T,)Ilog(ar) calculatedat temperatures(7) equal to
1350C,1400Cand 1480Cwith T, equal to 1450Care surnmarisedin Table 6-1. These
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data are additionally plotted in Figure 6.20. The equationof the line best fitting tile
datapoints is expressedas follows,
(T - T,)
)
3.7128
T,
= -0.03(T log(aT)

6-13

T-T,

Log (aT)

(T T,)Ilog(a. )
-

-10

2.888

-3.4626

140*C

-5

1.436

-3.4819

148*C

3

-0.7825

-3.8339

Temperature(7)
135'C

(T
)Ilog(aT)
T,
6-1
(aT
)
Table
Summaryof Log
values estimatedusing the
and
stressrelaxation modulus curves experimentallyobtainedat (7) 135*C, 1400Cand
148*Cwith T. equalto 145*C

Thus, the slope of the line (- IICI ) is equal to -0.03, giving a value of C1 equal to
33.33. Additionally, the intersectionof the line (- C21C,)with the (T - T,)Ilog(aT
axis is equalto -3.7128 giving a value of C2equalto 123.76.
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Figure 6.20 Illustration of the straight line best correlating the datapoints (T-T,,
(T-TdIlog(ad) drawn at temperatures(7) equal to 135'C, 140*C and 148*C,
T,=145*C. Log (aT) is the shift estimated between the curve experimentally
obtainedat T, and those obtainedat temperaturesT. The symbol (R) denotesthe
coefficient of correlation of the straight line.
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a Investigation of the Accuracy of the WLF approximation

in ABAQUS

In the following, the finite elementmodels developedto investigatethe accuracyof
the WLF approximation are described.The models attemptedto predict the stress
relaxation behavioursat 1350C,1400Cand 1480Cbasedon the stressrelaxation data
experimentally obtained at 1450Cand WLF constants(Cl and C2) estimatedat that
temperature. The (modulus-time) data predicted at a certain temperature were
comparedto thoseobtainedexperimentallyat that temperature.
The modelsdevelopedwere quite similar to thosegeneratedto examinethe accuracy
of the Prony series(describedearlier). Aspectsof similarity were in representingthe
geometry of the modelled specimen (see Figure 6.13), boundary conditions and
sequenceof loading. However, in the models employing the WLF approximation,an
additional boundary condition was applied. The boundary condition maintainedthe
nodal temperatureof all elementsin the mesh (seeFigure 6.13b), through the entire
period of simulation, equal to the temperature at which the stress relaxation
behaviour is to be predicted. In the following, material properties defined in the
models are described. Emphasis is also given to illustrate the method used by
ABAQUS in implementingthe WLF approximation.
The main material properties required as input to the models were the stress
relaxation data experimentallyobtainedat the referencetemperature(1450C)and tile
WLF constantsestimatedat that temperature.Based on Equation 6-13, the WLF
constants C, and C2 were defined in the models equal to 33.33 and 123.76
0
145
C were
The
data
respectively.
stress relaxation
experimentally obtained at
defined in the model in tabulated form, (49R(W,

where (t) is the relaxation time

and 9RW= E(t)IE,, . In calculating values of 9RW, E(t) was considered to be the
decay in modulus estimated at 1450C (see Figure 5.19), whereasEjs

tile

instantaneous modulus experimentally measured at 145"C, which is equal to 61MPa.
The model then uses the Ul 9RW) data given to estimate the Prony series parameters
n, gi and rnj (see Equation 6-8) for a best curve fitting of the experimentally obtained
data to be achieved. For the (resulting) Prony series expression relating gR(t) with I
to be transformed in ABAQUS into an expression relating E(t) with t, the value of
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the instantaneousmodulusE,,has to be provided, E(t)

2,16

(t),
9R
ý-

Ec) However, the
.
modulusE. can be defined in the model as a function of temperature.The value of
E,,selectedto estimatethe Prony seriesexpressionrelating E(t) with t at 145.C was
seento be that defined at a temperaturecorrespondingto the nodal temperatureof
the elements during simulation. For example, in the model simulating the stress
relaxation behaviourat 135'C, the nodal temperatureof all elementswas maintained
at 1350C.Thus, a single value ofE,, was usedthrough the entire simulation, which is
in
(see
instantaneous
204MPa
Table
Similarly,
5-1).
to
the
equal
modulus used the
models simulating the stressrelaxation behavioursat 1400Cand 148'C were equal to
106MPaand 38AMPa respectively (see Table 5-1). It must be emphasisedthat the
resulting Prony series expressions relating E(t) with t are considered in the
ABAQUS models to describe the time-dependent behaviour at the reference
temperature1450C,regardlessof the value ofE. usedin estimatingtheseexpressions.

Based on the stress relaxation (modulus-time) relation defined by the Prony series at
1450Cand the WLF constants provided, the WLF approximation is employed in the
analyses to predict the stress relaxation behaviour at the temperature required. Figure
6.21 shows the method seen to be implemented by ABAQUS to predict the stress
relaxation behaviour at 1350C. The (modulus-time) data expressed by the Prony
series at 1450C, using the value ofE,, defined at 1350C, are first converted into
(modulus-log(time))

data (see Figure 6.21). The WLF

approximation

is then

employed to estimate the shift lo&T=13.5) required to displace the (moduluslog(time)) curve at 145*C along the logarithmic time scale to give the (moduluslog(time)) curve at 1350C.The shift log(aT=135)is calculated as follows,

109 (aT=135)

-

)
-CI(T-T,
-33.33(135-145)
2.93
_
=
C2+(T-T, ) 123.76+(135-145)

Using the samemethod, the (modulus-log(time)) curves at 1400Cand at 148.C are
predicted in ABAQUS, with log(aT=14o)
and log(aT=148)
equal to 1.403 and -0.7888
respectively.
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Prony series curve fit using 04R(O) provided at 145'C and the modulus EOgiven at 135'C (204MPa)
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Experimentally obtained stress relaxation (modulus-log(time)) data at 135*C

-

ABAQUS prediction of the stress relaxation at 135'C using the WLF constants, CI=33.33, Q= 123.76
Figure 6.21 Illustration of the method used by ABAQUS
to predict the (moduluslog(time) curve at 135"C using the WLF constants C1=33.33 and C, =123.76, with the
reference temperature T,= 145'C.
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Figure 6.22 Stressrelaxation(modulus-time)data predictedat 135'C using tile
WLF approximation,with CI=33.33, C,= 123.7and T,= 145t, drawn alongside
the experimentallyobtained(modulus-time)data at 135'C.
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Figure 6.23 Stress relaxation (modulus-time) data predicted at 140 C using the
WLF approximation, with C/=33.33, C, = 123.7 and T,= 145 C, drawn alongside
the experimentally obtained (modulus-time) data at 140 C.
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Figure 6.24 Stressrelaxation(modulus-time)data predictedat 148C using the
WLF approximation,with CI=33.33, C,= 123.7and T,= 145C, drawn alongside
the experimentallyobtained(modulus-time)data at that temperature.
Figures 6.22 to 6.24 show the (modulus-time) curves predicted at 135'C, 140'C and
148'C respectively, with each curve drawn alongside the (modulus-time) curve

experimentally obtained at a correspondingtemperature.The figures show that the
(modulus-time) curves predicted using the WLF approximation disagreewith the
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Figure 6.25 Illustration of the (modulus-log(tii-ne)) curves predicted using the Prony
series at 145'C with E,, used as input the modulus experimentally measured at 135'C,
140'C, 148'C, drawn alongside the experimentally obtained curve at 145'C.

A major source of inaccuracy in the WLF predictions is the method used by
ABAQUS in implementing the Prony series to predict the stress relaxation behaviour
at the reference temperature selected (T, ). As aforementioned, ABAQUS uses the
(t' 9R(0)

data given at T, and the instantaneous modulusE defined at the

temperatureat which the stressrelaxation behaviouris to be predictedto estimatethe
Prony series (i-nodulus-time)relationship at T, (see Equation 6-8). However, the
instantaneous modulusE defined in the models at 135'C, 140'C and 148'C
(204MPa, 106MPa, 38AMPa) differ from E used in calculating the values of g, (I)
defined in the models at the reference temperature, 145 C (61MPa). As a
consequence,the resulting Prony series (modulus-log(time)) curves at 145 C, used in
the WLF predictions, differ according to the temperature at which the stress
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relaxation behaviour is to be predicted (see Figure 6.21). Additionally, these curves
disagree with the (modulus-log(tirne)) curve experimentally obtained at 145 C (see
Figure 6.25). As the latter was previously used in estimating the WLF constants, the
(modulus-time) curves predicted using the WLF approximation at 135'C, 140'C and
148'C are bound to disagree with the (modulus-time) curves experimentally obtained

at thesetemperatures.
In an attempt to reducethe inaccuracyof WLF predictions performedby ABAQUS,
an alternativemethod was employed in estimating the WLF constantsto be usedas
input to the models.The methodwas developedbasedon the author's understanding
on how the WLF approximation in ABAQUS is implemented. The reference
o
C.
145
in
WLF
temperatureconsidered estimating the
to
equal
constantsremained
However, new values of the shifts log(aT 135).

109(aT

10) and

109(aT

148)

were

estimated,resulting in WLF constantsthat differed from thosepreviously calculated.
In the following, the methodusedin estimatingthe new shifts are described.
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Experimentally obtained stress relaxation (modulus-log(timc)) data at 145 C
Prony series curve fit using (t, gR(t)) provided at 145'C and the modulus E,,given at 135'C(204MPa)

-

Experimentally obtained stress relaxation (modulus-log(time)) data at 135'C

-

Figure 6.26 Illustration of the rnethod used to estimate the new shift 109(aT-1jj), based
on stress relaxation data Prony series predicted at 145'C using E,, which is
experimentally measured at 135'C
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Estimation of the shifts required utilisation of the ABAQUS

model previously

developed to simulate the stress relaxation test at 145 C (described earlier). To
for example, material properties selected as input to the
estimate the shift 1090T 13.5).
model were values of (t, 9RM ) calculated based on stress relaxation (modulus-time)
data

experimentally

obtained

at

145 C.

However,

the

instantaneous

modulus E defined in the model was that experimentally measured at 135 C, which
is equal to 204MPa. The (niodulus-time) data predicted by the model using the
Prony series were then converted into (modulus-log(time))
(modulus-log(time))

data. The predicted

data were drawn alongside the stress relaxation (modulus-

log(time)) curve experimentally obtained at 135'C, as illustrated in Figure 6.26. It
must be emphasised that the Prony series predicted curve, shown in the figure,
represents the (modulus-log(time))

curve at the reference temperature (145 Q.

Consequently, the averaged distances measured parallel to the logarithmic time scale
between the predicted (modulus- log(time)) curve at 145'C and that experimentally
obtained curve at 135 C represents the new shift lo&T-135) (see Figure 6.26). Using
the same method, the new shifts log(aT 14())and lo&T
Figures 6.27 and 6.28).

(see
were
estimated
148)
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Prony series curve fit using (t, gR(t)) provided at 145'C and the modulus E,,given at 140'C (106MPa)
Experimentally obtained stress relaxation (modulus-log(time)) data at 140'C

Figure 6.27 Illustration of the method used to estimate the new shift log(aT-141)),based
on stress relaxation data Prony series predicted at 145'C using E,, which is
experimentally measured at 140'C
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Experimentally obtained stress relaxation (modulus-log(time)) data at 145'C
Prony series curve fit using (t, gR(t)) provided at 145'C and the modulus E. given at 148"C(38AMPa)
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Figure 6.28 Illustration of the method used to estimate the new shift log(aT=148),based
on stress relaxation data Prony series predicted at 145'C and using E,, which is
experimentally measured at 148'C

The new values of the shifts 109(aT 135).log(aT- 14())and 109(aT 14S)estimated using
the method above-mentioned are introduced in Table 6-2. The data points plotted
)Ilog(aT)
(T
T
T,
(T
T,
)
the
at
with the x-axis representing representing
and
Y-axis
-

equalto 135'C, 140'C and 148'C and T, equalto 145'C are illustrated in Figure 6.29.
In the figure, the equation of the line best fitting the data points is expressed as

follows,
(T

Tý)

:- -0.0607(T
log(aT )

-

7.013 8

6-14

Thus, the slope of the line (- 11C,) is equal to
CI
of
value
giving
a
new
-0.0607,
equal to 16.47. Additionally,
(T

the intersection of the line (-CýJC, ) with the

)Ilog(aT) axis is equal to
T,
115.549
8
Q?
to
giving
of
equal
a
new
value
-7.013

(see Equation 6-12). Using these constants, the WLF approximation was again
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employed in ABAQUS to predict the stressrelaxation behaviours at 1350C,1400C
0
148
C.
and

(T

)Ilog(aT)
T,
-

T- T,

Log (aT)

-10

1.5557

-6.4280

140*C

-5

0.7489

-6.6765

148'C

3

-0.41615

-7.20894

Temperature (7)
135'C

Table 6-2 Summaryof Log (aT) and (T - T, )Ilog(a, ) values estimatedusing the
stressrelaxationmoduluscurvesexperimentallyobtainedat (7) 135*C,1400Cand
148*Cand that predictedusing the Prony seriesat 145*C.

cu
tm
0
j

-6.3-6.4-6.5- T--I 3:5;*C
-6.6 -6.7 -6.8 -6.9 -7
-7.1
-7.2 -7.3-12 -10
-8

Best straigbt line
correlatingdatapoints

T=140*C
y= -0.0607x- 7.0138
Fe= 0.9945

T=148*C

-6

-4
-2
(T-Tý)

024

Figure 6.29 Illustration of the straight line best correlating the data points (T-T,,
(T-T,)11og(ar))drawn at temperatures(7) equal to 135*C, 140*C and 148*C,
T,=145*C (listed in Table 6-2). The symbol (R) denotes the coefficient of
correlation of the straight line.

The (modulus-time) curves predicted at 1350C,140"Cand 148*Cusing the recently
calculatedWLF constants(CI=16.47, C2=115.549)are illustrated in Figures 6.30 to
6.32. Each of the curvesis drawn alongsidethe (modulus-time)curve experimentally
obtained at a corresponding and the curve previously predicted using the (old)
estimated WLF constantsCI=33, C2=123.76.The figures show that the recently
predicted curve do not agree with those experimentally obtained. However, they
remain more accuratethan those previously predicted. Due to the lack of better
material properties,the newly calculatedvalues CI=16.47, C2=115.549were usedas
input to the stressmodel, with the referencetemperatureequal to 1450C.Thesedata
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were assigned to all elements together representing the ten-layer part in the stress
analysis mesh (see Figure 6.11).

250

Stressrelaxationdataexperimentallyobtainedat 135C
WLF predictionat 135C using referencetemperature
(TJ 145'Cand WLF constantsC, and C, equalto
33.33and 123.76respectively
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WLF prediction at 135C using referencetemperature
(TJ 145'Cand WLF constantsC, and C, equal to
16.47and 115.549respectively
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Figure 6.30 Stressrelaxationcurve expefimentallyobtainedat 135C drawn
alongsidethe curvesWLF predictedusing the new constantsCI=16.47,
C2=115.549,and the old onesCI=33.33and C,= 123.76,with T,= 145C.
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Stress relaxation data experimentally obtained at 140'C
WLF prediction at 140 C using reference temperature
(Ts) 145 C and WLF constants C, and C, equal to
33.33 and 123.76 respectively
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WLF prediction at 140'C using reference temperature
(TJ 145' C and WLF constants C, and Q equal to
16.47 and 115.549 respectively
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Figure 6.31 Stressrelaxationcurve experimentallyobtainedat 140"Cdrawn
alongsidethe curvesWLF predictedusing tile new constantsCl= 16.47,
C2=115.549,and the old onesC/=33.33and C2=123.76,with T,=145 C.
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Stressrelaxationdataexperimentallyobtainedat 148'C
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WLF prediction at 148'C using referencetemperature
(TJ 145'Cand WLF constantsC, and C, equalto
33.33and 123.76respectively
WLF prediction at 148'C using referencetemperature
(TJ 145'Cand WLF constantsC, and C2equal to
16.47and 115.549respectively
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Figure 6.32 Stressrelaxationcurve experimentallyobtainedat 148C drawn
alongsidethe curvesWLF predictedusing the new constantsCI=16.47,
C2=115.549,and the old onesCI=33.33and C,=123.76,with T,=145 C.

6.2.2.3 Boundary Conditions
The method adopted in defining boundary conditions in the first version of the stress
model was also implemented in this version of the model (see Section 4.7.3).
However, definition of initial temperatures in this model was based on DMA
measurements that identified 175'C to be the temperature above which stresses in
SLS polycarbonate are negligible (see Section 5.3.2.1). Consequently, the initial
temperature of all nodes in the stress analysis mesh was defined equal to 175 C.

6.2.2.4 Sequence of Analysis Defined in the Stress Model
Similar to the previous stressmodel, the sequenceof analysis was defined in the
present stressmodel on the basis of nodal temperaturehistories predicted by the
correspondingheat transfer model. However, nodal temperaturehistories used as
thermal loading in various stepsof the presentstressmodel were selectedbasedon
DMA measurementsthat identified 175'C to be the temperature below which
stressesdevelop in a recently sintered layer. Additionally, magnitudes of loads
correspondingto the weight of layers differed in the present model than those
defined in the previous one due to modifications in density definition and in
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thicknessesof layers forming the ten-layer part. In the following, thermal and
introduced.
in
loading
defined
the
are
stress model
mechanical
selectedsteps of
Boundary conditionsapplied,however,were identical in correspondingstepsof both
the previousandpresentstressmodels(seeSection4.7.3).
z First Step Defined in the Stress model
Similar to the previousmodel, the first stepin the stressmodel simulatesthermal and
mechanical effects expectedto occur following sintering of the first layer ('with
thermal stressesdeveloping) and prior to addition of the second layer of powder.
Referring to Figure 6.8, the nodal temperaturehistoriesread in the step startedat the
instant 8 seconds(from the start of the thermal analysis)and endedat the instant 12.6
seconds.The duration specified for the first step was therefore the time difference
betweenthe two instants,which is equalto 4.6 seconds.
- Second Step Defined in the Stress model
The secondstep simulatesthermal and mechanicaleffects expectedto occur after
addition of the secondlayer of powder and prior to stressesdeveloping in the layer
(immediately) following its sintering. Similar to the second step of the previous
model, elementsrepresentingthe second layer were not activated. However, the
weight per areaof the addedlayer was simulatedby uniform pressuresimultaneously
applied on the top surfaceof the first layer. The amount of pressure(P) defined in
the stepwas calculatedusing Equation4-34, with tj and p substitutedwith 0.127mm
3
497k
and
g/M respectivelygiving a value of P equal to 0.609Pa.Referring to Figure
6.9, nodal temperatureshistoriesread in the step were from the instant 12.6 seconds
(from the start of the thermal analysis)to the instant 20.7 seconds.The time period
of the stepwas specifiedasthe differencebetweenthe two instants,which is equal to
8.1 seconds.
The concept used in defining the first two steps of the stress model was also
implemented in defining the remaining steps simulating the "build" stage in
fabrication of the ten-layer parts. The final step in the stressmodel simulateseffects
expected to occur during cooling of the fabricated part to roorn temperature.
Referring to Figure 6.10, nodal temperaturehistories read in the step were from the
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instant 121.6seconds(from the start of the heattransferanalysis)to the instant 2320
in
instant
the part was equal
denotes
latter
The
the
temperature
the
at
which
seconds.
to 200C.The time period of the stepwas specifiedas the differencebetweenthe two
instants,which is equalto 2198.4seconds.

6.2.2.5 Results
Effectssimulatedin all stepsof the modelalongwith selectedmagnitudesof the
maximumdistanceof the bottomsurfaceof the build from the rigid surfaceare
in
in
in
illustrates
6-3.
The
Table
table
steps
predicted
curl
a rise
presented
developing)
(with
layer
following
stresses
simulatingeffectsoccurring
sinteringof a
in
That
layer
to
the
observed
steps
was also
andprior additionof
next
of powder.
(see
4Table
in
first
the
the
model
stress
version
of
simulatingcorresponding
effects
differ
both
by
to
10).However,the development
was
seen
models
of curl predicted
in stepssimulatingeffectsoccurringfollowing additionof certainlayersof powder
andprior to sinteringof the layerstakingplace.In the previousmodel,additionof
the secondandthird layersof powderresultedin reductionin curl (seeTable4-10),
whereasadditionof all layersof powderwaspredictedin the presentmodelto give
in
development
The
to
to
rise curl.
of curl wasadditionallyseen vary predictionsof
both modelsin stepssimulatingeffectsoccurringwhilst the ninth and tenth layers
were in the melt (immediately)following their sintering.In the previousmodel,
sinteringof theselayersresultedin downwardcurl of the build, whereassinteringof
by reductionin curl with the build
all layersin the presentmodelwasaccompanied
exhibitingat all timesanupwardcurl.
Figure 6.33 illustratesselectedprofiles of the (modelled)bottom surfaceof the build
predicted in the secondstep of the stressmodel. In the step, elementsrepresenting
the second layer were not activated. Additionally, thermal strains influencing the
developmentof curl were of elementsflanked by nodeslocated at the top surfaceof
the first layer and those locatedat a depth of 0.257mm.ftom that surface.In the first
IX10-6secondsof the step,the load simulating the weight of the secondlayer had an
insignificant effect on reducing curl; the maximum distanceof the bottom surfaceof
the build from the rigid surfacereducedfrom 1.73xlO-4mmto 1.64xlO-4mm,i. e. by
5.2%.
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Figure 6.33 Selected profiles of the bottom surface of the build predicted in the
second step of the second version of the stress model, i. e. following addition of the
second layer of powder and during its heating to the set point temperature.

However, following that period and for a duration of 3.3 seconds, the decrease in the
nodal temperature of elements developing thermal strains (see Figure 6-9) was
reflected by continuous rise in curl. In that period, the maximum distance of the
bottom surface of the build from the rigid surface significantly
1.64xlO-4mm to 9.86xl 0-3nim,

i. e. by 98.4%. Following

increased from

that period, and

immediately prior to sintering of the second layer, the increase in the nodal
temperature of the previously (thermally) shrunken elements in the first layer is
expected to have caused these elements to expand (see Figure 6.9). That was
exhibited by a noticeable reduction in curl, with the maximum distance of the bottom
surface of the layer from the rigid

surface reducing from 9.86xl 0-3MM to

8.97x I 0-4mm, i. e. by 91%.

6.2.2.6 Discussion
Figure 6.34 shows the final profiles predicted by the stress model of the top and
bottom surfaces of the ten-layer part drawn alongside the experimentally measured

ones.Profiles of thesesurfacespredictedby the first version of the stressmodel are
also illustrated in the figure to demonstratethe effects of enhancementsmadeto the
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second version of the heat and stress models on the final deformations predicted. The
present model appears to have accurately predicted curl at the bottom surface of the
part, with the exception of regions extending approximately 1.6mm in the x-direction
from both edges of that surface. Figure 6.34 also illustrates that the final profile of
the bottom surface predicted by the present stress model was more accurate than that
estimated by the previous model.
Axis of

2.2
2

1.6
1.4
1.2
i

0.6
0.4
M

0.2
0

0
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60
70
30
so
40
Distance in x-direction from edge of part (mm)
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X Experimental measurement of bottom surface 0 Experimental measurement of top surface ot'part
Profile of bottom surface of part predicted
- Profile of top surface of part predicted by second
by second version of model
version of model
by first
Profile of bottom surface of part predicted
Profile
top
predicted
of
surface
of
part
by first version of model
version of model
Figure 6.34 Final profiles of the top and bottom surfaces of the part predicted by the
first and second versions of the stress model drawn alongside the experimentally
obtained profiles

Conversely, the final profile of the top surface of the part predicted by the previous

model was more accuratethan that predictedby the presentmodel (see Figure 6.34).
However, the remarkableobservation in the figure is that the final profiles of the
bottom and top surfacespredicted by the present stress model were quite similar,
which is also noticed in the profiles predicted by the previous stress model. The
present stress model, for example, predicts the top surface of the part to have
undergonea (final) vertical maximum deflection from its originally defined position
of 0.1532mm (seen at the edge of the surface).The (final) maximum deflection of
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the bottom surfaceof the part was predictedto be 0.1542mm,i. e. differing from the
bottom
deflection
by
0.6%.
The
the
the
top
surface of
curl of
maximum
of
surface
the part being (slightly) higher than that at its top surface is probably due to tile
former developing during the "build" and "cooldown" stages, whereas the latter
mainly developing during the "cooldown" stage.However, as most of the curl was
predictedby the modelsto generateduring the "cooldown" stage,the curl developed
during the "build" stage was insignificant to be noticed on the final profile
(predicted) of the bottom surface of the part. Consequently,curl experimentally
measuredat the bottom surfaceof the fabricatedten-layerpart being higher than that
at its top surface is probably an indication that curl actually developed during the
"build" stagewas larger than that predicted.
Therefore,the stressmodel at this stageof developmentdid not provide satisfactory
predictions of curl. However, the model suggested the SLS stages wherein
significant variations in curl of the build may have occurred.For example, sintering
of a recently added layer of powder (whilst in the melt) was predicted to be
accompaniedby reduction in curl. Conversely,a rise in curl was predicted following
sintering of a layer (with stressesdeveloping) and after addition of a new layer of
powder prior to its sintering.The rise in curl during theseoperationsindicatedby the
model also agreeswith visual signs of curl developmentduring fabrication of SLS
polycarbonatebuilds reportedby DTM [ 13].
The secondversion of the stressmodel (with minor modifications) was additionally
implementedto investigatethe effect of viscoelasticity on curl. The modifications
involved replacing the type of analysisdefined in all stepsof tile stressmodel using
the (VISCOELASTIC) option in ABAQUS with the (STATIC) option. Tile use of
the (STATIC) option implies that the modulus of elasticity is time-independent,but
remains dependent on temperature as specified in Table 5-1. However, other
definitions in stepsof the modified stressmodel (boundary conditions, loadings and
the time period of their application) were identical to those mentioned in tile second
version of the stressmodel. Selectedmaximum distancesof the bottom surfaceor tile
build from the rigid surfacepredicted by the modified stressmodel are illustrated ill
Table 6-4.
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Step
number
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

SLS stage

Cooling of sinteredLayer 1
Heating of 2ndlayer of powder
2ndlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 2
Heating of Yd layer of powder
3d layer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 3
Heating 4thlayer of powder
4thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 4
Heating of 5thlayer of powder
5thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 5
Heating of 6thlayer of powder
6thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 6
Heating of 7thlayer of powder
7'hlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 7
Heating of 8thlayer of powder
8thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 8
9th
of
layer of powder
Heating
9'hlayer in melt state

Maximum distanceof bottom
surfaceof build from the
rigid surface(mm)
Start of stage End of stage
0
1.73xlO4
8.97xlO4
0-6
8.06xI
1.65xlO4
I.,

IXIO-3

1.73XIO-4
8.97XI04
10-6
8.06x
104
1.65X
1.1 IXIO-3

Percentage
of change
in distance
in a stage
+81%
-99%
+95%
+85%
-98%
+88%
+79.6%

2.515XI04

2.22xlO'5
1.855xlO4
9.107xlO-4
3.478xlO*5
2.195x 10'4
7.84x 10'4
4.946xlO*5
2.515XIO-4
7.22xlO4

7.22xlO4

7.133xlO*5

7.133xlO"5
2.83OxlO4
7.158xlO4
1.074xlO-4
3.19x 10-4

2.83OxlO4
7.158XI04
1.074xlO4
3.19X10-4
7.26xlO-4
1.57xlO'4
3.58xlO4
7.4x 104

-90%
+75%

2.22xlO'5
1.855xlO-4
9.107xlO-4
3.478X10*5
2.195xlO-4
7.84xlO-4
0-5
4.946xI

7.26xlO"4
1.57xlO4
3.58xlO4
7.4x 10-4

Cooling of sinteredlayer 9
2.15xlO*4
I Oth
of
layer of powder
Heating
4.03XI04
,42
Oth
1 layer in melt state
81IX104
*.
Cooling of sinteredlayer 10
82xlO4
.

2.15xlO4
4.03XI04
04
7.811XI
2.82xlO4
0.1542

-96%
+84%
+72%
-94%
+80%
+65.2%

+60.5%
-85%
+66%
+56%
-78%
+56%
+56%
-71%
+47%
+48%
-64%
+99.8%

Table 6-3 Selectedmagnitudesof the maximum distancein the z-direction of the bottom
surface of the build from the rigid surfacepredicted by the secondversion of the stress
model with viscoelasticity considered.Heating of a layer of powder denotedin the table
implies raising the temperatureof its top surfaceto the set point (I 50*C)
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Step
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

SLS stage(viscoelasticitynot
considered)
Cooling of sinteredLayer 1
Heating of 2ndlayer of powder
2ndlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 2
Heating of P layer of powder
3rdlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 3
Heating 4thlayer of powder
4thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 4
Heating of 5thlayer of powder
5thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 5
Heating of 6thlayer of powder
6thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 6
Heating of 7thlayer of powder
7thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 7
Heating of 8thlayer of powder
8thlayer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 8
9th
of
Heating
layer of powder
9th
layer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 9
I Oth layer
of
Heating
of powder
I Oth
layer in melt state
Cooling of sinteredlayer 10

Maximum distanceof bottom
surfaceof build from the rigid
surface(mm)
Start of stage End of stage
0
10"3
2.45X
6.55XI0"3
4.95XIO"5
0-3
2.21xl
10-2
1.39x
0"5
5.78xI
0-3
2.23xI
10-2
1.39x
1.21xlO-4
10,3
2.32x
lX10-2
1.3
1.97XIO-4
10-3
2.49x
0-2
1.21XI
2.87xlO4
0*3
2.72XI
0-2
1.12X1
3.97XIO'4
OOXIO, 3
3
I. OOXIO-2

5.38xlO4
3.31XIO'3
0-3
9.65XI
7.17X10*4
0,3
3.67XI
10-3
9.23x
9.44xlO'4

0,3

2.45xl
0*3
6.55xl
4.95x 10'5
IXIO, 3
2.2
1.39xlO-2
5.78x 10*5
2.23X10*3
0-2
1.39xl
1.21xlO-4
2.32x 10,3
IXIO-2
1.3
1.97xlO-4
0,3
2.49xl
10-2
1.21x
2.87XIO'4
0,3
2.72xI
10-2
1.12x
104
3.97x
0"3
3.00xl
I. OOXIO-2

5.38xlO4
IXIO-3
3.3
10-3
9.65x
7.17xlO'4
0,3
3.67xl
0,3
9.23xl
9.44X10'4
0.241

Table 64 Selectedmagnitudesof the maximum distancein the z-direction of the bottom
surfaceof the build from the rigid surfacepredictedby the secondversion of tile stress
model with viscoelasticity not considered.Heating of a layer of powder denoted in tile
table implies raising the temperatureof its top surfaceto the set point (I 500C)

The general observation in table 6-4 is that the development of curl (rise and
reduction) predicted in steps of the modified stress model was similar to that
predicted in corresponding steps of the second version of the model simulating
identical effects (see Table 6-3). However, comparing magnitudes of distances
reported in both Tables 6-3 and 6-4 shows the viscoelasticity to have a reducing
effect on curl. For example,the (final) maximum distanceof the bottom surface of
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the part from the rigid surfacepredictedwith viscoelasticity consideredand without
it being taken into accountwere 0.1542mmand 0.241mm respectively (differing by
36%). Due to the significant effect suggestedof the viscoelasticity on curl, its effect
remainedconsideredin further developedstressmodels.

6.3 Third stage of Model development
The finite element models previously developed did not produce satisfactory
in
(see
6.34).
Figure
Attempts
the third stage
therefore
made
were
predictionsof curl
of model developmentto further improve simulation of thermal effects occurring
during SLS processingfor a better prediction of curl to be achieved. Similar to the
previous models, the third stage of model development adopted the sequentially
coupled thermal-stress analysis as a method of solution. In the following, a
description of the third versions of the heat and stress models is provided with
emphasisgiven to illustrate improvementsmade to the models over the previous
ones.

6.3.1 Third Version of Heat Transfer Model
The most significant developmentin the third version of the heat transfer model
camewith the observationthat the previous stressmodel underestimatedcurl of the
bottom surfaceof the part in regions extending 1.6mm(in the x-direction) from both
edgesof that surface (see Figure 6.34). Additionally, the previous model did not
predict a distinct curled profile close to the edgesof the top surface of the part as
seenby the experimentally measuredprofile of that surface (see Figure 6.34). The
focus in this version of the heat transfer model was therefore to include thernial
effects, not previously taken into account, which are expected to cause the
developmentof distinct curled profiles in the regions close to the edgesof the top
andbottom surfacesof the part.
In the previous heat transfer models, the side walls of layers forniing the part were
assumedto be insulatedthrough the entire period of simulation. The assumptionwas
basedon the understandingthat sintering of powder is accompaniedby reduction ill
its volume. Sintering of a region on the top surfaceof a layer of powder is thercrore
expectedto result in a diminutive gap betweenthe side walls of a sinteredlayer and
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its surrounding powder. As the thermal conductivity of the gas filling the gap is
expectedto be extremely small comparedto that of the powder, heat lost from the
side walls of the sintered layer through the gap was assumedto be negligible (see
Section4.6.1).

However, following sintering of a layer, the roller spreadsthe next layer of powder.
This action is believed to fill any gaps that may have developed between tile side
walls of the previously sinteredlayer and its surroundingpowder. Consequently,the
side walls of fabricated layers are believed to be in direct contact with powder in
different phasesof SLS processing.In this condition, conduction of heat is expected
to occur from the side walls of sinteredlayers to the contacting powder. However,
due to the low conductivity of polycarbonate,reduction in temperature(due to heat
conducted)is most probably localised in regions close to the side walls of sintered
layers. That causes (additional) shrinkage in these regions to occur, probably
exhibited in additional curl close to the side walls of fabricated layers than that
predicted by the previous stressmodel. However, the amount of heat conducted is
dependenton temperaturedifferencesbetweenthat of the build and its surrounding
powder. These differences are expectedto be significant during tile "build" stage
where sintering of subsequentlyaddedlayers takes place, and thus the development
of the distinct edge curl is mainly thought to occur during that stage. Conversely,
differencesin temperaturebetweenthe fabricated part and surrounding powder are
expectedto becomeless significant in the "cooldown" stage.In that stage,most of
heat loss is assumedto occur through convection and radiation from the top surface
of the last fabricated layer resulting in an overall bending of the fabricated part (as
predictedby the previous stressmodels).
The aim in the third stageof model developmentis to investigatethe thermal effect
of the surrounding powder on curling of the build. For that to be achieved, the
surrounding powder has to be representedin the heat transfer analysis niesh.
However, it must be remembered that the sequentially coupled thermal-stress
analysismethod implies that the heat transferanalysissolution is independentof part
deformations predicted by the corresponding stress model. Consequently, to
investigatethe utmost thermal effect of surroundingpowder on curl, the powder was
assumedin the heat transfermodel to be in direct contact with the build through the
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entire period of simulation. In following sections,a description of the heat transfer
model is given with resultsobtained.

6.3.2 Geometry
Figure 6.35a showsthe 2D finite elementmeshgeneratedfor the third version of tile
heattransfermodel. Similar to the previousmodels,the ten-layer part and the portion
of the powder bed underneaththe part were represented.However, the presentmodel
was improved by additionally representingthe powder surrounding these structures,
i. e. the entire part bed was represented.During SLS processing,the side wall of tile
part bed is supportedby the part piston cylinder wall. In a previous study [ 15], parts
(physically) fabricatedcloseto the cylinder wall were seento exhibit additional curl
than those fabricated in the centre of the part bed at the sameheight from the part
piston (see Section2.2.5.4.2).The additional curl was attributed in the study to the
large heat conduction from the part to the cylinder wall which is at a temperature
lower than that of the powder. In an attempt to investigatethe (additional) thermal
effect of the cylinder wall on temperaturesof fabricated layers, the wall was also
representedin the heat transfer analysis mesh (see Figure 6.35a). On tile basis of
mirror symmetry conditions establishedin Section 4.6.1, only half of the abovementionedstructureswere modelled.
Similar to the previous model, the thicknessesof layers forming the part were
defined in the model basedon experimentalmeasurementsdescribedin Section 5.2.
Thus, the thickness of the first layer was defined in the model equal to 0.59mlil,
whereas layers from two to ten were each given a thickness equal to 0.127nini.
Additionally, the thickness of the powder bed underneaththe fabricated part was
specified in the model equal to 14.777mm,estimatedusing the method illustrated in
Figure 6.1. On the basis of experimentalmeasurements,the radius of the part bed
(which is equal to the inner radius of the cylinder wall) was defined in the model
equalto 165mm.The thicknessof the cylinder wall was specified in the model equal
to 12mm.The thicknesswas estimatedby subtractingthe inner radius of the cylinder
wall (165mm) from its measuredouter radius (177mm).
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The mesh representingthe part was identical to that created in the previous heat
transfer model (see Figure 6.2b). Moreover, nodes that are not associatedwith
between
the
interfaces
the
the
representing
elements
elementswere generatedalong
layers forming the part. However, simulation of the "build" stage in the present
be
from
layers
to
ten
to
layers
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the
surrounding
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distinctly represented.That was also required for the portions of the cylinder wall
layers
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In
these
the
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and
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The
by
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a
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elementshad a thicknessequalto the nominal thicknessof a layer of powder spread
during the "build" stage,0.127mm. Elementsused in representingthese structures
(DC2D4).
in
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denoted
four-noded
heat
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type
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However, using a similar mesh density to representthese structures as that of the
(relatively highly meshed) part is expected to result in an enormous number of
elements in the heat transfer analysis mesh. To reduce the cost of solving the
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analysis,a
meshwas generated regionsof
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in
(close
the
to
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of
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rates of change
are expected
layers) with gradual reduction in mesh density the further the region is from the
fabricated layers. That was performed by increasing the aspect ratio of elements
from 2.5 in highly meshedregions to 24 in elementsrepresentingthe cylinder wall.
The use of an aspectratio greater than 5 was reported to be acceptablein "noncritical" regions of the model [48], i. e. in regions distant from the fabricated part.
Additionally, it was reportedthat in the use of significantly different sized elements,
by
do
lengths
be
to
that
to
more that
not
vary
emphasisneeds
given ensure
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100:1 in the model, i. e. the ratio of areas do not exceed 10000:1 [48]. These
conditionsare valid in the presentheattransferfinite elementmesh.
In representingthe powder bed and the powder surroundingthe first layer of the part,
a fine meshwas generatedin regions closeto the layer boundaries.The mesh density
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Figure 6.35). However, the portion of the cylinder wall supporting that powder was
representedwith a coarse(DC2D4) finite elementmesh.
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Figure 6.35 (a) The 2D finite elementmeshused in the third version of the heat
transfer model. (b) magnified view of the part and the region of the part bed
surroundingthe boundariesof the part.

6.3.2.1 Material Properties Defined in Heat model
Elementsrepresentingthe sinteredpart and the powder in the heat transfer analysis
mesh (see Figure 6.35a) were given the thermal material properties reported in
Section 6.2.1.2. The additional material properties defined in the model were of
elementsrepresentingthe cylinder wall. As propertiesof the cylinder wall were not
available, the wall was assumedto be made of stainless steel. Thus, the thermal
conductivity (k-)of the cylinder wall, its specific heat, density and enlissivity were
defined in tile model equal to 14.9W/in.K, 477J/kg.K, 7900kg/iii3 and 0.21
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These properties were defined in the model to be constants

(independentof temperaturechanges)throughthe entire period of simulation.
6.3.2.2 Boundary

Conditions

In this version of the heat transfer model, thermal effects occurring during the
44wan-nup"
stagewere not simulated.However, similar to the secondversion of the
heat transfer analysis, layers of powder spread during the "warmup" stage were
That
immediately
"build"
be
1500C,
to
the
to
starting.
was
stage
assumed
at
prior
simulatedin the model by specifying an initial temperatureequal to 1500Cto nodes
in the part bed locatedbetween(and inclusive) thoseat the bottom surfaceof the part
bed and those at a distanceof -0.127mm in the z-direction from the top surface of
the first layer of the part. As elementsrepresentingthe part bed and cylinder wall are
inner
by
the
the
surfaceof the wall
along
connected commonnodes, nodesgenerated
between (and inclusive) the locations aforementionedhad an initial temperature
equal to 1500C.The temperatureof the region of the outer surface of the cylinder
wall surrounding the powder spread during the "warmup" stage was not known
immediately prior to the "build" stage starting. As that region of the surface is
exposedto the environment, which is at room temperature(20"C), an assumption
was made by assigningan initial temperatureequal to 200Cto the nodes located at
that region of the outer surface of the cylinder wall. However, nodes located along
the thicknessof that region of the wall were given an initial temperaturethat varied
linearly through the thickness,i. e. from 150"Cat the inner surfaceof the wall to 200C
at its outer surface.
Similar to the secondversion of the heat transfer model, attemptswere made in this
model to simulate the "build" and "cooldown" stagesin SLS. In the following, an
SLS stage is presented along with the boundary conditions applied to simulate
thermal effects expectedto occur in that stage.

a Build Stage
For the reasonpreviously reported(seedescriptionof build stagein Section6.2.1.3),
thermal effects simulated were those expected to occur in the duration of the
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in
6.5.
following,
4
Figure
In
denoted
1,2
in
"build"
the
the
and
operations
stage
boundary conditions applied in the model to simulate these operations are
introduced.

Adding a New Layer of Powder (Operation 1)
Similar to the secondversion of the heat transfer model, layers of powder spread
during the "build" stage were assumedto be at 80"C, immediately following
deposition.That was simulatedin the model by defining the initial nodal temperature
of elementsrepresentinglayers two to ten of the part and their surrounding powder
equalto 80'C. Additionally, the initial temperatureof nodeslocated along the region
(exposed
layers
the
the
these
to the
of
outer surface of
cylinder wall surrounding
environment)was assumedin the model equal to room temperature(200C).Nodes
locatedalong the thicknessof that region of the cylinder wall were given an initial
temperaturethat varied linearly through thickness,i. e. from 80"C at the inner surface
of the wall to 200Cat its outer surface.
Waiting for Temperature of Part Bed to Reach to Set Point (Operation 2)
The methodacceptedin the secondversion of the heat transfer analysis in simulating
heating of a recently added layer of powder to the set point temperaturewas also
implementedin the present model (see Section 6.2.1.3). Thus, the operation was
simulatedby applying a boundary condition simultaneouslyraising the temperature
of the nodesconnectedto the edgesof elementsrepresentingthe top surface of tile
addedlayer of powder from 800Cto 1500Cin 7 seconds(seeFigure 6.6).
Sintering of an Added Layer (Operation 4)

During the sintering operation,the IR sensorregularly measuresthe temperatureat
the top surfaceof the recently addedlayer of powder at a location distant from the
regions being sintered.Basedon the IR sensorreadings,the part heaterswitches on
and off to maintain the temperaturemeasured at 150"C. However, due to licat
conduction from the surface being sintered, the top surface of the powder
neighbouringthe sinteredregion is expectedto be at a higher temperaturethan that
measuredby the IR sensor(1500C).Conversely,due to the cooling effect of the (part
piston) cylinder wall, the top surface of the powder close to the wall is expectedto
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be at a lower temperaturethan that measuredby the IR sensor. For simplicity in
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sintered
surface of
representing
the
boundary
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representing
of
elements
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on
applied
are
conditions
radiation
top surfaceof the layer being sintered,with the temperatureof the gas and enclosing
walls equalto 150 C.

s

Cooling of the Part to Room Temperature

Cooling of the part (following its fabrication) occurs in two stages;cooling in the
from
bed
In
following
the
the
chamber.
of
part
removal
processchamberand cooling
the following, boundary conditions defined to simulate both stagesof cooling are
introduced.

> Cooling of the part whilst in the chamber
Figure 6.7 illustrates IR sensorreadingsrecordedat different instants during cooling
The
in
fabricated
the
ten-layer
the
readings representthe
chamber.
process
part
of
temperaturesmeasuredat a location on the top surface of the part bed distant from
the last sinteredregion (the top surfaceof the tenth layer of the part). For simplicity,
the assumptionmade in the model was that the temperaturemeasuredby the IR
bed
the
the
top
surrounding that
of
part
surface
entire
sensorwas uniform over
sinteredregion. That was simulatedby applying a boundary condition on the nodes
locatedat the top surfaceof the part bed (excluding those connectedto the edgesof
layer
tenth
the
the
top
of the part) reducing their
surface of
elementsrepresenting
temperaturewith time as illustrated in Figure 6.7. On these edges of elements,
convection and radiation boundary conditions were applied with the temperatureof
the gasand surroundingwalls reducingwith time as shown in Figure 6.7.
In the "build" stageand during cooling of the part in the chamber,convection and
radiation boundary conditions were applied on the edges of elementsrepresenting
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the outer surfaceof the cylinder wall (exposedto the environment). The temperature
of the gas and enclosingwalls used in the convection and radiation calculations was
defined in the model equal to room temperature (200C). In addition, the bottom
in
be
insulated
for the
bed
to
the
the
was
assumed
chamber
surface of
whilst
part
reasonsreportedin Section4.6.3.
> Cooling of the part Following its Removal from the Chamber
The concept used in defining boundary conditions to simulate thernial effects
occurring whilst the part bed is placed on the breakout station (following its removal
from the chamber)was quite similar to that adoptedin the secondversion of the heat
transfer analysis (see Section 6.2.1.3). Thus, convection and radiation boundary
conditionswere applied on the edgesof elementsrepresentingthe entire top surface
of the part bed, with the temperatureof the gas and enclosing walls maintained at
room temperature(200C).In addition, positioning of the part bed on the breakout
stationwas simulatedby setting and maintaining the temperatureof nodes located at
the bottom surfaceof the part bed equalto 200C.
In all steps of the heat transfer analysis, the temperature histories of nodes not
associatedwith any elementand locatedalong the interfacesbetween layers forining
the part were defined in the model as reportedin Section 4.7.3. Moreover, the edges
of elementslocated in the heat transfer analysis mesh (see Figure 6.35) along the
axis of symmetry were considered insulated, i. e. no boundary conditions were
appliedon theseedges.

6.3.2.3 Sequence of Analysis Defined in the Heat Transfer analysis
In the following, the sequenceof analysis defined in the third version of the licat
transfermodel is described.Similar to the previous models, the sequenceof analysis
was specifiedby a sequenceof steps.In the following, attemptsare made to describe
the stepsdefined to simulate SLS fabrication of the ten-layer part and its cooling to
room temperature.
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First step defined in heat transfer analysis

The "build" stagein SLS startedwith the roller spreadinga layer of powder onto the
powder bed. The part heater then raised the temperatureof the top surface of the
addedlayer to the set point temperature(150 C) prior to sintering taking place. The
operationsof powder spreadingand heating to set point were simulated in tile first
step of the heat transfer analysis.Powder spreadingwas simulated by deactivating
the elementsrepresentinglayers two to ten of the sintered part, their surrounding
powderand the portion of the cylinder wall supportingthat powder.
Heating of the layer was simulatedby applying a boundary condition simultaneously
raising the temperatureof nodesconnectedto the edgesof elementsrepresentingthe
top surfaceof the addedlayer from 80*Cto 1500Cin 7 seconds(seeFigure 6.6). That
durationwas consideredto be the time period of the first step. In the step, convection
and radiation boundary conditions were applied on the edgesof "active" elements
representingthe outer surface of the cylinder wall. The temperatureof the gas and
surrounding walls used in the convection and radiation calculations was equal to
0
20 C.

Second step defined in heat transfer analysis

After the top surfaceof the addedlayer of powder had reached1500C,tile laser beam
was assumedto immediately start raster scanninga region on the top surface of the
layer to form the first layer of the part. During sintering, the part heaterwas assumed
to maintain the entire top surface of the powder surrounding the region being
sintered at 1500C.Thermal effects expectedto occur during sintering of tile layer
were simulated in the second step of the analysis. The sintering operation was
simulatedby a uniform heat flux simultaneouslyapplied on the edges of elements
togetherrepresentingthe top surfaceof the first layer of the part. Similar to the first
step defined in the first version of the heat transfer analysis,the amount of heat flux
applied and the period of application were specified equal to 83.lMW/m2 and
3.36xlO-4secondrespectively(seeSection4.6.4). The latter was consideredto be the
time period of the second step of the analysis. The effect of tile part heater was
simulatedby applying a boundarycondition maintaining at 150"Cthe temperatureof
the nodes connectedto the edges of elementsrepresentingthe top surface of the
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recently added layer (excluding those connected to the edges of elements
representingthe top surfaceof the first layer of the part). In the step, convection and
radiation boundary conditions were applied on the edges of elements representing
the top surfaceof the first layer. Additionally, the boundary conditions applied in the
previousstep on the edgesof elementsrepresentingthe outer surface of the part bed
cylinder wall remainedapplied in this step.
Third step defined in heat transfer model

After sintering of the layer was completed, the part piston lowered allowing
spreadingof fresh powder onto the part bed. The third step simulated thermal effects
expectedto occur from the instant the roller beganmoving from its starting position
to the instant immediately prior to fresh powder being added on the top surface of
the first (sintered)layer of the part. Lowering of the part piston can be simulated by
activatingthe elementsrepresentingthe portion of the cylinder wall surrounding the
layer being added.Additionally, it may be assumedthat the portion of the powder
added in the duration of interest can be simulated by activating the elements
representingthe powder surroundingthe secondlayer of the part (see Figure 6.35).
However, it must be rememberedthat the heat transfer model (same as the previous
heat transfer models) was developedon the basis of mirror symmetry about the jy-z
plane (see Figure 4.16). Activation of the elements representing the surrounding
powderthereforesimulatesthe condition where powder is addedon both sidesof the
region to be sintered without it being added on the top surface of the recently
sintered layer, which is an invalid representation.Consequently, the assumption
madein simulation was that the entire layer of powder is simultaneouslyaddedonto
the part bed at the instant it was physically spreadon the top surface of the recently
sintered layer. As powder deposition was not simulated in this step, elements
representingthe addedpowder and the portion of the cylinder wall surrounding that
powder were not activated. However, thermal boundary conditions defined in tile
secondstep of the analysis remained applied in this step. Referring to Figure 4.31,
the time period specifiedfor the stepwas equal to 5.6 seconds.

-

Fourth step defined in heat transfer model

The fourth stepsimulatedthen-naleffects expectedto occur from the instant the layer
being addedwas spreadon the top surfaceof the first layer of the part to the instant
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immediately prior to sintering taking place. In that period, the part heater was
layer
have
the
top
the
the
temperature
to
to
surface
of
of
added
raised
assumed
150'C. Powder addition was simulated by simultaneously activating the elements
representingthe secondlayer of the part, its surrounding powder and the portion of
the cylinder wall supportingthe addedlayer. Thermal boundary conditions applied in
the previous step were removedin this step. Similar to the first step of the analysis,
heatingof the layer was simulatedby applying a boundary condition simultaneously
raising the temperatureof nodesconnectedto the edgesof elementsrepresentingthe
top surfaceof the addedlayer from 80*Cto 1500C.Referring to Figure 6.6, the time
period specified for the step was equal to 7 seconds.In the step, convection and
radiation boundary conditions were applied on the edges of (active) elements
representingthe outer surfaceof the cylinder wall.
Due to the repetitive nature of operationsin the "build" stage,steps two, three and
four were repeatedon subsequentlyactivatedlayers of elementsuntil sintering of the
tenth layer of the part was simulated. The following steps (steps 30 and 31)
simulated thermal effects expected to occur after fabrication of the part was
completed,i. e. during cooling of the part to room temperature.In the following, a
descriptionof thesestepsis given.
Simulation of Cooling of the part whilst in the chamber (Step 30)

Following sintering of the tenth layer of the part, the heaterswere switched off. IR
sensorreadingsassumedto representthe temperatureover the entire top surface of
the part bed surrounding the last sintered layer were seen to reduce with time as
illustrated in Figure 6.7. Thennal effects expectedto occur during cooling of the part
bed in the chamberwere simulated in step 30 of the analysis. In the step, the heat
flux applied in the previous step on the edges of elements representing the top
surface of the tenth layer of the part to simulate its sintering was deactivated.
Additionally, boundary conditions applied in the previous step were removed. The
IR sensormeasurementswere simulatedby applying a boundary condition reducing
with time the temperature(as illustrated in Figure 6.7) of the nodeslocatedat the top
surface of the part bed (excluding those connected to the edges of elements
representingthe top surface of the tenth layer of the part). On these edges of
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bottom surface of the part bed equal to 20 C. The time period of the step was

in
heat
40
the
the
to
seen
second
version
of
was
minutes,
which
specified equal
transfer model to be sufficient for part cooling to room temperature.

6.3.2.4 Results
The temperature history of a node in the part located along the symmetry axis was
identical to that predicted by the second version of the heat transfer model of nodes
located at a corresponding height from the bottom surface of the part. However, due
to heat lost through conduction from the side walls of fabricated layers to
layers
in
the
temperatures
close to the side walls
regions
of
surrounding powder,
were less than those predicted in other regions of the layer.
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Figure 6.36 Temperatures along the top surface of the first layer of the part
predicted at different instants during the "build" and "cooldown" stages.

Figures 6.36 and 6.37 show temperaturesat the top surfacesof the first and tenth
layer of the part predictedat selectedinstantsin the third version of the heat transfer
analysis.The figures show temperaturereduction at the surfacesto be localised close
to the side walls in the initial period following sintering of a layer. That is probably
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due to the low conductivity of the surrounding powder causing the rate of heat lost
from the part through conduction is to be slow. However, reduction in the
temperature of the layer is seen to be accompanied by the region close to the side
wall that is at a less temperature extending. Reduction in temperature of the layer
probably indicates an increase in the temperature of the neighbouring surrounding
powder. As the conductivity of the powder was defined to increase with temperature
(see Figure 6.3), an increase in the temperature of neighbouring powder is expected
to facilitate heat loss from the side walls of the layer.
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Figure 6.37 Temperatures along the top surface of the tenth layer predicted at
different instants during cooling of the fabricated part to room temperature.

6.3.3 Third version of stress model
Improvements in the third version of the heat transfer model did not require the
corresponding stress model to significantly differ from the second version of the

stressmodel. Aspects of similarity were in the finite element mesh of both stress
models (see Figure 6.11), material properties defined and boundary conditions
applied. Additionally, emphasis was given to ensure that elements representing a
recently sintered layer were activated in the third version of the stress analysis prior
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to their nodal temperatures reducing below 175 C, i. e. (immediately) before stresses
developing in the layer. However, temperatures (of interest) predicted by the third
version of the heat transfer model were seen to be the lowest at the side wall of
fabricated layers. Elements in the corresponding stress analysis are therefore
activated immediately prior to the temperature at the side wall reducing below
175 C. Thus, upon activation, elements located close to the side wall are expected to
shrink first due to the early reduction in their nodal temperature, followed by
shrinkage of the other elements in the layer.
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Figure 6.38 Selectedprofiles of the bottom surfaceof the build predictedin the second
stepof the third versionof the stressmodel, following addition of the secondlayer of
powderand during its heatingto the set point temperature
The development of curl (rise and reduction) predicted in various steps of the present
stress model were similar to those predicted in steps simulating identical effects in
the previous stress model. Reduction in curl of the build was exhibited during
sintering of a recently added layer of powder and whilst the layer was in the melt
(above 175'C). A rise in curl was also predicted following sintering, with thermal
stressesdeveloping in all elements together representing the recently sintered layer.
Moreover, a rise in curl was initially predicted after addition of a layer of powder,
followed by reduction in curl during heating of the added layer to the set point
temperature, as illustrated in Figure 6.38. Selected magnitudes of the maximum
distance of the bottom surface of the build from the rigid surface predicted by the
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presentand previous stressmodels at identical instants during SLS fabrication are
illustrated in Table 6-5. Comparing the distancespredicted by both models at a
correspondinginstant shows that conduction of heat from the fabricated part to
surroundingpowder, taken into account in third version of the model, has a rising
effect on curl. However,that effect is mainly exhibited during the "build" stage.Heat
lost through conductionin that stageis facilitated by the considerabledifferencesin
temperaturebetweenthe build and surroundingpowder, which generatemostly due
to application of the laser flux. Figure 6.39 shows the final profiles of the top and
bottom surfacesof the part predictedby the presentstressmodel drawn alongsidethe
experimentallymeasuredones.The stressmodel did not producea distinct curl close
to the edgesof the top and bottom surfacesof the part. In fact, profiles of these
surfaces predicted by the present model were approximately identical to those
predictedby the secondversion of the stressmodel. The final maximum distancesof
the bottom surfaceof the build from the rigid surface,predictedby the presentstress
model and the previous one were 0.15694mm and 0.15495mm respectively, i. e.
differing by 1.7%. In addition, the edgeof the top surfaceof the part was predicted
by the present and previous stressmodels to have displaced in the z-direction by
0.15495mmand 0.15323mmrespectively,i.e. a difference of 1.1%. That seemsto
suggestthat the surroundingpowder had an insignificant effect on the final curl of
the part.
However, both stress models predict the majority of curl to occur during the
"cooldown" stage.For example,the final maximum distanceof the bottom surfaceof
the build from the rigid surface predicted by the present stress is (0.15694mm),
which is approximately93 times that predictedimmediately prior to sintering of the
tenth layer (1.693XI0-3MM) Thus, the additional curl predicted in the "build" stage,
.
due to heat lost from the part to surroundingpowder, was too small to be visible on
the final profiles predicted.
The profiles experimentally measuredshow the bottom surface of the part to have
exhibited additional curl than the top surface (see Figure 6.39). In fact, the top
surface of the part appears to be almost flat except in the regions extending
(approximately) 5mm from both edgesof the surface. If the majority of curl did
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actually develop following fabrication of the part, one may expect the final curl at
the bottom and top surfaces of the part to be quite similar. Thus, the profiles
experimentally measured seem to suggest that the majority of curl did not develop
during the "cooldown" stage, but in the "build" stage. The stress models therefore
appear to over-predict curl in the "cooldown" stage whilst underestimating curl in
the "build"

stage. Additionally,

it was seen from comparing predictions of the

previous and present stress models that significant rise in curl occurs in the "build"
stage due the thermal effect of the surrounding powder. Thus, if curl developed
during the "build" stage is the main cause for the final measured profiles, the rise in
curl caused by the thermal effect of the surrounding powder may probably be visible
on the final curl of the part.
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Figure 6.39 Profiles of top and bottom surfaces of the part predicted by the third
version of the stress model drawn alongside the experimentally obtained profiles.

The conclusion, therefore, is that despite the stress model suggesting an insignificant
influence of surrounding powder, its effect needs to be examined in further
developed models. However, emphasis needs to be first given to examine the effects
of assumptions considered in the second versions of the heat and stress models that
may have resulted in over-prediction of curl in the "cooldown" stage. Additionally,
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investigation into the assumptionthat may have resulted in an underestimationof
curl in the "build" stage is required. The effects of these assumptionson curl
developmentpredictedby the modelsare discussedin the following chapter.

Maximum distanceof bottom
surfaceof build from the rigid
surface(mm) at end of stage

Step
number

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

SLS stage

Second
version of
stressmodel

Cooling of sinteredLayer I
Heating of 2ndlayer of powder
Cooling of sinteredlayer 2
Heating of 3rdlayer of powder
Cooling of sinteredlayer 3
Heating of 4thlayer of powder
Cooling of sinteredlayer 4
Heating of 5thlayer of powder
Cooling of sinteredlayer 5
Heating of 6thlayer of powder
Cooling of sintered.layer 6
Heating of 7thlayer of powder
Cooling of sinteredlayer 7
Heating of 8thlayer of powder
Cooling of sinteredlayer 8
Heating of 9th layer of powder
Cooling of sinteredlayer 9
of

I Oth

layer of powder

_Heating
Immediately prior to removal of
part bed from chamber
Fabricatedpart at room
temperature
I

Difference
between
predictionsof
Third version the secondand
third
stages
of
stress
of
the
stressmodel
model

1.73xlO'4
8.97xlO-4
1.65XIO-4
1.1 IXIO-3

10-3

1.283x
3.432xlO-4

0-4

1.855xl
9.107xlO4

+45.9%
+19.04%
+50.9%
+25.9%
+56.4%
+34.6%
+61%
+41.4%
+64.2%
+46.7%
+66.3%
+51.2%
+67.2%
+53.9%

0-3

1.125xl
4.472X104
0"3
1.058xl
5.769xlO4

2.195xlO4
7.84x10-4
2.515xlO4

10-3

1.104x
7.264xlO-4
0,3
1.223xl
8.918xlO4

7.22XI04
2.830xlO-4
7.158xlO4
3.19XIO-4
7.26xIO-4
3.58xlO-4

0,3

1.363XI
0-3
1.062xl
0-3
1.517xl
1.23x10*3

7.4x 10-4
4.03xlO-4

1.693xl

7.811x 10-4
9.82xI

+11.5%
+1.8%
+34.34%
+13.48%

1.956xlO-4
9.136xlO-4
2.513xlO-4

0-3

0.1542
I

0-3

1.2177xlO"2

+19.3%

0.15694

+1.7%
I

Table 6-5 Selectedmagnitudesof the maximum distancein the z-direction of the bottom
surfaceof the build from the rigid surfacepredictedby the secondand third versionsof
the stressmodel. Heating of a layer of powder denotedin the table implies raising the
temperatureof its top surfaceto the set point (1500C)
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusion

7.1 Introduction
The second and third versions of the stress model appearedto have accurately
predictedthe profile of the bottom surfaceof the ten-layerpart, with the exceptionof
regions extending 1.6mm in the x-direction from both edges of the surface (see
Figure 6.34). The models, however, did not produce an accurateprediction of the
profile of the top surface of the part. On the basis of the experimentally measured
profiles, the modelsare assumedto have over-predictedcurl in the "cooldown" stage
whilst underestimatingcurl in the "build" stage(see Section 6.3.3). The aim in this
chapter is to review assumptionsconsidered in the models and investigate the
sensitivity of curl predictedto variations in the assumedvalues.The strategyusedin
the sensitivity investigationsis to vary the value of one assumedparameterwhile
holding the other parametersconstant. Based on the sensitivity study, a more
specifiedapproachinto future model developmentcould be suggested.
Improvementsmade to the third version of the models over the secondversion did
not show considerableenhancementin the final curl predicted.That is probably due
to assumptionscausingthe inaccurateprediction of curl in the secondversion of the
models being also implementedin the third version. As the total CPU time required
to produceresults in the third version of the modelswas approximatelytwice that in
the secondversion, the latter was employedin investigatingthe sensitivity of curl to
variations in assumptionsconsidered.
The topics discussedin this chapterinclude the following:
-

The effect of maintaining the bottom surfaceof the part bed at 200C,following
its removal from the chamber,on the final curl predicted.

-

Sensitivity of curl predicted to values of the expansion coefficient and elastic
modulus assumedin the secondversion of the stressmodel.
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The sensitivity of curl to assumptionsmadewith regardto the temperatureof the
powder bed and that of addedlayersof powder in the "build" stage.
The effect of the temperatureof the gas occupying the processchamberon curl
of the part.

7.2 Part Cooling Following Removal of the Part Bed From the Chamber
In the second version of the heat transfer analysis, placing the part bed on the
by
its
from
breakout
following
the
was
simulated
chamber,
metallic
station,
removal
applying a boundarycondition that maintainedthe temperatureof the nodes located
at the bottom surface of the bed at room temperature (200C). However, heat
conductedfrom the part bed to the metallic structuresis expectedto have causeda
bottom
in
in
the
temperature
the
the
contact
with
slight rise
of
metallic surface
surfaceof the bed. That rise in temperatureis believedto reducethe amountand rate
of heat lost through conduction from the part bed to the metallic structures.Thus,
assumingthe bottom surface of the part bed to be maintained at 200C may have
resultedin the heattransfer analysisto overestimatethe amount of heat lost from the
bottom surfaceof the part bed following its removal from the chamber.
To investigatethe effect of that assumptionon the final curl predicted, an opposite
extremecasewas simulatedwherebythe bottom surfaceof the part bed was assumed
to be insulatedfollowing its removal from the chamber,i. e. no heat is lost from the
bottom surface of the part bed to the metallic structures. Simulation of that case
required the final step in the second version of the heat transfer analysis to be
slightly modified; the boundarycondition applied on the nodeslocated at the bottom
surfaceof the part bed was removed.However, other definitions in the final step and
the definition of remaining stepsin the modified heat transfer model were identical
to thosementionedin the secondversion of the heat transfer model. The temperature
histories predicted by both heat transfer analysesat the top and bottom surfacesof
the part following removal of the part bed from the chamberare illustrated in Figure
7.1. In the figure, the temperaturesat the top and bottom surfacesof the part are seen
to reduceat a lower rate in the casewhere the bottom surfaceof the part assumedto
be insulated than that with the bottom surface of the bed maintained at 200C.
Modifications madeto the secondversion of the heat transfer analysisdid not require
the correspondingstress analysis to differ from the second version of the stress
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analysis. The final maximum distance of the bottom surface of the part predicted by
the stress analysis with the bottom surface of the part bed assumed to be thermally
insulated was equal to 0.15414mm. The distance differed by 0.04% compared to that
predicted with the bottom surface of the bed maintained at 20 C (0.1542mm). Thus,
assuming the bottom surface of the part bed to be maintained at 20 C following its
removal from the process chamber had an insignificant effect on the final curl
predicted.
140

120

Temperature histories
predicted following removal
of part bed from chamber

-

Bottom surface of part with bottom
surface of part bed assumed insulated
following removal from the chamber

-

Bottom surface of part with bottom
surface of powder bed maintained at 20'C
following removal from the chamber

100

Top surface of part with bottom surface of
powder bed assumed insulated following
removal from the chamber

80
CL
E
a) 60
F-

Top surface of part with bottom surface of
powder bed maintained at 20'C following
removal from the chamber

40

20 4400
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3600
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6800

Time measured from the start of the heat transfer analysis (Seconds)
Figure 7.1 Temperature histories at the top and bottom surfaces of the part predicted
by the second version of the heat transfer analysis, i.e. with the bottom surface of the
part bed maintained at 20 C following its removal from the chamber drawn alongside
the temperature histories predicted with the bottom surface of the bed assumed to be
thermally insulated.

However,the similarity in the final curl predictedin both the casesabove-mentioned
is rather surprising. It has beenestablishedthat viscoelasticity has a reducing effect
on curl (see Tables 6-3 and 6-4). Additionally, the time-dependent(viscoelastic)
responsebecomesless apparentas the temperatureof the polymer is reduced (see
Figures 5.18 to 5.20). Thus, the higher rate at which the temperaturein the part
decreaseswith the bottom surfaceof the part bed maintainedat 20'C is expectedto
minimise the effect of viscoelasticity in reducing curl comparedto its effect with the
surfacebeing insulated(see Figure 7.1). The similarity in the final curl predicted in
both situations prompted an investigation into the effect of viscoelasticity on cur)
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following removal of the part bed from the chamber.The investigation required the
secondversion of the stressanalysisto be modified by replacingthe final step in the
stressanalysiswith two steps.The first of the stepsusedas thermal loading the nodal
temperaturehistories predicted by the secondversion of the heat transfer analysis
during cooling of the fabricated ten-layer part in the chamber.The following step
(final step), however, used as thermal loading the nodal temperature histories
predicted by the heat transfer analysis following removal of the part bed from the
chamber. The type of analysis was defined in the final step using the (STATIC)
option in ABAQUS, whereasthe (VISCOELASTIC) option was used to specify the
analysistype in all other stepsof the stressmodel. The (final) maximum distanceof
the bottom surfaceof the part from the rigid surface,predictedby the modified stress
by
from
distance
differed
0.1546mm.
The
that
the
to
estimated
model, was equal
second version of the model (0.1542mm) by 0.25%. That clearly suggestedthat
viscoelasticity had an insignificant effect on the final curl following removal of the
part bed from the process chamber, which is probably due to the relatively low
temperaturesexperiencedby the part in that period.
However, the insignificant effect of viscoelasticity,following part bed removal from
the chamber,is not a sufficient reasonto explain the similarity betweenthe final curl
predicted with the bottom surface of the part bed maintained at 200C and that
predictedwith the surfaceinsulated.That is becausethe nodal temperaturehistories
predicted in both casesclearly differ (seeFigure 7.1). As the instantaneousmodulus
was defined in the stressanalysisto vary with temperature,the similarity in the final
curl predicted appears to indicate that changes in modulus, following part bed
removal from the chamber,had an insignificant effect on the final curl of the part. To
investigatethe accuracyof that belief, the secondversion of the stressanalysiswas
modified. That was made by defining a constantmodulus in the temperaturerange
from 1230Cto room temperatureequal to the modulus previously specified at room
temperature,329.3MPa.The temperature1230Cdenotesthe highest temperaturein
the part, seen at its bottom surface, at the instant of part bed removal from the
chamber.The final maximum distancepredicted by the modified stressmodel was
equal to 0.1545mm,i. e. differing from that predicted by the secondversion of the
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stress model (0.1542mm) by 0.19%. Thus, variation in the modulus following part

bed removal from the chamberhad an insignificant effect on the final curl predicted.
The simulations performed indicate that the part behaveselastically following its
removal from the chamber,with changesin modulus with temperaturein that period
having an insignificant effect on the final curl of the part. Therefore, one may
assumethat the rise in curl predictedfollowing part bed removal from the chamberis
not influenced by the rate at which the temperaturein the part reduces,but only on
the magnitudeof temperaturereduction.To validate the assumption,the final step in
the secondversion of the heat transfer analysis,which simulated cooling of the part
following its removal from the processchamber,was removed. That was replaced
with a step in which a boundary condition was applied to all nodes connectedto
elements representingthe ten-layer part reducing their temperatureto 200C. An
arbitrary time period was specified for the step of 0.1 second.The final maximum
distance of the bottom surface of the part from the rigid surface predicted by the
correspondingstressmodel was equal to 0.1549mm.The distancediffered from that
predictedby the secondversion of the stressmodel (0.1542mm)by 0.5%.
The results therefore suggest that keeping the part surrounded by the part bed
following its removal from the chamberhas an insignificant effect on the final curl
of the part. Additionally, the findings indicate that the time consuming processof
keeping the polycarbonate part bed in the process chamber to cool to room
temperature would also have no considerable effect in reducing the final curl.
However, the most important conclusion from a modelling point of view that
simulating the lengthy period of part cooling to room temperature following its
removal from the processchamberis not a necessity.Instead,the temperaturein the
part can be instantly reduced to room temperature.This new method reducesthe
CPU time required to solve the heat and correspondingstress analyses,and thus
improvesthe efficiency of the finite elementmodelling.
7.3

Sensitivity of Curl to Material Properties Assumed in the Stress Analysis

In the context of material properties,the ten-layer part was assumedin the second
version of the stressanalysisto be formed of two distinct regions. The first region
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was representedby elementsflanked by nodeslocated at a depth of 0.257mm from
the top surface of the first layer and those located at the top surface of the part,
whereasthe secondregion was symbolisedby the remaining elementsin the first
layer (seeFigure 6.2). The former, termed in the following the highly sinteredregion
of the part, was assignedin the stress analysis an assumedexpansion coefficient
The latter, denotedin the following the slightly sinteredregion
equal to 2xl 0-6'C-1
.
of the first layer, was given an assumedexpansioncoefficient equal to zero and
assumedelastic moduli. As these material properties were assumedand were not
defined in the stressanalysisbasedon experimentalmeasurements,investigationinto
the sensitivity of curl to variation in the assumedvalues was performed. The
investigation was carried out to examine the necessityof accurately defining these
propertiesin future developedstressmodels.In the following, the sensitivity studies
are introduced.
7.3.1 Expansion Coefficient of Highly Sintered Region of the Part
The sensitivity of curl to variation in the assumedexpansioncoefficient of elements
representingthe highly sinteredregion of the part was performed by predicting curl
using the secondversion of the stressanalysis,whilst implementing different values
of the expansioncoefficient. Basedon the conceptadoptedin the secondversion of
the stress analysis, the expansion coefficients implemented were constant at
temperaturesbelow 1750C,while equal to zero at temperaturesequal and above
1750C.Other parametersand material propertiesdefined in the stressanalysiswere
unchanged.The results of the sensitivity study are illustrated in Figures 7.2 and 7.3.
The figures show the maximum distanceof the bottom surfaceof the build from the
rigid surfaceimmediatelyprior to sintering of the tenth layer and that predictedafter
the ten-layer part had reachedroom temperature(200C),at each of the expansion
coefficients selected. The results suggest that an increase in the value of the
expansioncoefficient of the highly sinteredregions of the part has a rising effect on
curl and vice versa.For example,consideringthe expansioncoefficient of the highly
sinteredregion of the part to be 2.lxl 0-60C"I,i.e. differing by 5% from that assumed
in the secondversion of the stressanalysis(2xI 0-6'C-1),the maximum distanceof the
bottom surface of the build from the rigid surface,predicted immediately prior to
sintering of the tenth layer was equal to 9.31xI 0-4mm.The distancediffered by 16%
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distance
the
to
compared
corresponding
predicted by the second version of the stress
analysis (7.81MO-4mm). That suggested that a slight variation in the expansion
coefficient had a significant effect on curl developed in the "build" stage. However,
variations in the expansion coefficient did not show, to that degree, a considerable
effect on curl predicted in the "cooldown" stage. For example, the final maximum
distance of the bottom surface of the ten-layer part from the rigid surface, predicted
with the expansion coefficient implemented equal to 2. IXIO-6'C-1 was 0.16397mm.
The distance differed by 6% compared to the corresponding distance predicted by
the second version of the stress analysis (0.1 542mm). Due to the high sensitivity of
curl to variations in the expansion coefficient of the highly sintered region of the
part, particularly in the "build" stage, a more accurate definition of that expansion is
required in future developed stress models.
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Figure 7.2 Maximum distance of bottom surface of part from rigid surface
predicted immediately prior to sintering the tenth layer of powder and that
predicted following cooling of the fabricated ten-layer part to room
temperature, at each of the expansion coefficients selected for the highly
sintered region of the part.
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Figure 7.3 Maximum distance of bottom surface of part from rigid surface
predicted immediately prior to sintering the tenth layer of powder, at each of
the expansioncoefficients selectedfor the highly sinteredregion of the part.

7.3.2 Expansion Coefficient of Slightly Sintered Region in First Layer
In the secondversion of the stressanalysis,the expansioncoefficient of the slightly
sinteredregion in the first layer was assumedto be equal to zero. The assumption
was made based on the understandingthat shrinkagesdeveloped in that region,
wherein particles are poorly bonded,is extremelysmall comparedto those generated
in the highly sinteredregions of the part. As the expansioncoefficient of the slightly
sintered region in the first layer was assumedand was not defined in the stress
analysison the basisof experimentalmeasurements,sensitivity of curl to variation in
that coefficient was investigated.That was performed by predicting curl using the
secondversion of the stressanalysis,whilst implementing different values of that
coefficient. Basedon the understandingthat the expansioncoefficient of the slightly
sinteredregion is less than that of the highly sintered regions of the ten-layer part,
the former was given different values in the sensitivity study that were less than that
defined for the latter (2xl 0-60C-1).
Other parametersand material propertiesdefined
in the second version of the stress analysis were unaltered. The results of the
sensitivity study are illustrated in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. The figures show the
maximum distance of the bottom surface of the build from the rigid surface,
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immediately prior to sintering the tenth layer of powder and that predicted after the
fabricated ten-layer part had reached room temperature (200C), at each of the
expansioncoefficients selected.The results suggestthat an increasein the value of
the expansioncoefficient of the slightly sintered region of the part has a reducing
effect on curl and vice versa.For example,assumingan expansioncoefficient of the
slightly sinteredregion in the first layer to be 1.5xl 0-6*C-1insteadof zero, the final
maximum distance of the bottom surface of the build from the rigid surface,
predicted immediately prior to sintering of the tenth layer was equal to
5.725xlO-4mm. The distance differed by 27% compared to the corresponding
distance predicted by the second version of the stress analysis (7.811xlO-4mm).
However, the final maximum distanceof the bottom surface of the part predicted
with the expansioncoefficient equal to 1.5xl 0-6*C-1,
was 0.019771mm.The distance
differed from that predictedby the secondversion of the stressanalysis(0.1542mm)
by 87.2%. The sensitivity of curl is therefore highly influenced by changesin the
expansioncoefficient of the slightly sinteredregion of the first layer, particularly in
the "cooldown" stage.Due to the significant effect of the expansioncoefficient of
the slightly sinteredregion on curl, a more accuratedefinition of that coefficient is
requiredin future developedstressanalyses.
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Figure 7.4 Maximum distance of bottom surface of part from rigid surface
predicted immediately prior to sintering the tenth layer of powder and that
predicted following cooling of the fabricated ten-layer part to room
temperature,at each of the expansion coefficients selected for the slightly
sinteredregion of the first layer of the part.
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Figure 7.5 Maximum distance of bottom surface of part from rigid surface
predicted immediately prior to sintering the tenth layer of powder, at each of
the expansioncoefficients selectedfor the slightly sinteredregion of the first
layer of the part.

7.3.3 Elastic Modulus of Slightly Sintered Region in First Layer
In the second version of the stress analysis, the elastic moduli of all elements
together representingthe ten-layer part were assumedto be identical. The moduli
valueswere defined in the analysisbasedon tensile test measurementsperformedon
SLS polycarbonatefabricatedspecimens.The fabricatedspecimensare also expected
to consist of slightly (poorly bonded) and highly sintered regions. However, as the
cross-sectional area (perpendicular to the direction of tension) and the elastic
latter,
former
less
the elastic
that
the
the
than
modulus of
of
region are much
modulus measuredis expectedto correspondmainly to the modulus of the highly
sintered region in the specimens.Thus, the elastic moduli defined in the second
version of the stress analysis for the slightly sintered region in the first layer is
expectedto be an overestimationof the actual value. Therefore, the sensitivity of
curl to variation in the elasticmoduli of the slightly sinteredregion was investigated.
That was performedby defining in the secondversion of the stressanalysisa small
constantmodulusto the elementsrepresentingthe slightly sinteredregion of the first
layer equal to 11.9MPa,whilst maintaining other parametersunchanged.The value
of modulus selected(11.9 MPa) representsthe lowest modulus defined previously in
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the stressanalysis i. e. at temperaturesequal and exceeding 1500C(see Table 5-1).
However, it must be emphasisedthat there is no scientific basis for selection of this
particular value of modulus. The maximum distance of the bottom surface of the
build from the rigid surface predicted immediately prior to sintering of the tenth
layer was equal to 7.538xlO4mm. The distancediffered by 3.5% comparedto the
corresponding value predicted by the second version of the stress analysis
(7.811xI 04nini).However,the final maximum distancepredictedwith the modulus of
the slightly sinteredregion in the first layer equal to 11.9MPawas 0.0106mm, i.e.
differing by 93% comparedto the correspondingdistanceestimatedby the second
version of the stressanalysis (0.1542mm).Due to the high sensitivity of curl to the
variation in the elastic modulus of the slightly sintered region of the first layer, a
more accurate definition of the modulus of that region is required in future
developedstressanalyses.

7.4 Sensitivity of Curl Predicted to Temperature of Powder bed
In the secondversion of the heat transfer analysis,simulation of the "warmup" stage
was not performed. However, the assumptionmade was that the initial temperature
of the layers of powder spread in that stage was uniform, equal to 1500C,
immediately prior to the "build" stage starting. As the initial temperature was
assumed,and was not defined in the analysisbasedon experimentalmeasurements,
numerical investigations or analytical models, investigation into the sensitivity of
curl to variation in the assumedinitial temperaturewas performed.The investigation
was carried out to examinethe necessityof accuratelydefining temperaturesin the
powder bed, immediately prior to the "build" stagestarting, in future developedheat
transfer models. The sensitivity study was performed by implementing different
values of the initial nodal temperatureof elementsrepresentingthe powder spreadin
the "warmup" stage and employing the stressmodel to predict curl at each of the
temperaturesselected.The assumptionmade in the developedheat transfer models
was that the initial temperatureof the powder spread in the "warmup" stage was
uniform. Other definitions in the heat transfer analyses were identical to those
specifiedin the secondversion of the heattransfer analysis.The correspondingstress
analyseswere quite similar to the secondversion of the stressanalysis.However, the
only slight variations made were in the nodal temperature histories read in
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correspondingstepsof the stressanalyses,and consequentlyin the time period of the
steps.That was made to ensurethat elementsrepresentingrecently sintered layers
below
1750C.The results
just
before
temperatures
their
reduced
nodal
were activated
in
figure
illustrated
The
investigation
Figure
7.6.
the
shows the
are
of
sensitivity
maximum distanceof the bottom surfaceof the build from the rigid surfacepredicted
at different instancesin the "build" stage,at eachof the initial temperaturesselected.
The results suggestthat reduction in the temperatureof the powder spread in the
44wannup"stagehas a rising effect on curl and vice versa.For example,considering
the initial temperatureof the powder spreadin the "warmup" stageto be 142.5*C,i.e.
differing by 5% from that assumedin the secondversion of the heat transfer analysis
(150*C), the maximum distanceof the bottom surface of the build from the rigid
is
layer
immediately
the
third
to
the
of
powder,
equal to
addition
of
surface,
prior
2.1631x10-4mm.The distancediffered from the correspondingvalue predictedby the
secondversion of the stress analysis (1.65xlO-4mm)by 24%. Moreover, prior to
addition of the tenth layer of powder, the maximum distance predicted with the
initial temperatureof the powder equal to 142.50Cwas 5.45xlO4min, i. e. differing
by 26% from the correspondingdistance predicted by the second version of the
in
(4.03xlO-4mm).
The
that
therefore
a
slight
variation
stressanalysis
suggest
results
the initial temperatureof the powder spreadin the "warmup" stagehas a significant
effect on curl developedin the "build" stage.Consequently,a proper definition of
the initial temperatureof the powder spreadin the "warmup" stage is required in
future developed heat transfer models. However, the effect of selecting an initial
temperatureof 142.50Cinsteadof 1500Cdid not show a significant variation in the
final curl predicted. The final maximum distanceof the bottom surface of the part
from the rigid surface was equal to 0.15724mm at 142.50Cwhereas equal to
0.1542mmat 1500C,i. e. a differencein distanceof 2%. That is most probably due to
the overestimationin curl in the "cooldown" stagecausingthe significant variations
in curl seen in the "build" stage not to be clearly exhibited on the final profiles
predictedof the top and bottom surfaceof the part.
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sintering of the 10'hlayer, at each of the temperaturesselectedfor the powder
spreadin the "warmup" stage.

7.5 Sensitivity of Curl to Temperature of added layers of powder
In the "build" stage in fabrication of the ten-layer parts, the powder in the feed
be
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powder spread in the "build" stage (800C) was not based on experimental
measurements,numerical investigationsor analytical models, sensitivity of curl to
variation in the temperatureof the addedpowder was investigated.In the sensitivity
study, the concept acceptedin the secondversion of the heat transfer analysis was
implemented; the initial temperatureof all layers added in the "build" stage was
assumedto be identical. Different initial temperaturesof layers of powder addedin
the "build" stagewere implementedin the heat transfer model, and the stressmodel
was employed to predict curl at each of the initial temperatureselected.However,
variation in the initial temperatureof added layers required the steps simulating
heating of the added layer of powder to the set point temperature(1500C)to differ
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from correspondingstepsin the secondversion of the heat transfer analysis.In the
modified heat transfer analyses,heating of the recently sinteredlayer was simulated
by linearly raising the temperatureof the top surface of the added layer from the
initial temperatureselectedto 1500Cin 7 seconds.The correspondingstressmodels
were quite similar to the secondversion of the stressmodel. However, alteration in
the nodal temperaturehistoriesusedas thermal loading in correspondingstepsof the
stressmodels and consequentlyin the time period of the stepswas made to ensure
that elementsrepresentingrecently sintered layers were activatedjust before their
nodal temperaturesreducedbelow 1750C.The results of the sensitivity investigation
are illustrated in Figure 7.7. The figure showsthe maximum distanceof the bottom
surface of the build from the rigid surface predicted at different instancesin the
"build" stage,at each of the initial temperaturesimplemented.The results suggest
that increasingthe initial temperatureof the added layers has a reducing effect on
curl and vice versa.For example,consideringthe initial temperatureof addedlayers
in the "build" stageto be 840C,i.e. differing by 5% from that assumedin the second
version of the heat transfer model (80*C), the maximum distance of the bottom
surfaceof the build from the rigid surface,immediately prior to addition of the third
layer of powder, was equal to 1.54816xlO-4mm.The distance differed by 6.2%
comparedto the correspondingdistancepredictedby the secondversion of the stress
analysis (1.65xlO4mm). That suggested that a slight variation in the initial
temperatureof addedlayers did not have a considerableeffect on curl developedin
the early phasesof the "build" stage.However, the effect of the increasein the initial
temperatureof the addedlayers becamesignificant as the "build" stageprogressed.
The maximum distanceof the bottom surface of the build from the rigid surface,
predicted immediately prior to sintering the tenth layer of powder was equal to
6.8546xlO-4mm,i.e. differing by 12% compared to the corresponding distance
predictedby the secondversion of the stressmodel 7.811x 10-4mm. Due to the large
effect of the initial temperatureof addedlayers on curl, a more accuratedefinition of
that temperatureis requiredin future developedheattransfer analyses.
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7.6 Sensitivity of Curl to Temperature of Gas in the Chamber
In convectionand radiation calculationsperformedin the secondversion of the heat
transfer analysis, the temperatureof the gas in the process chamber and that of
surroundingwalls were assumedin the "build" stageto be maintained at 1500C.In
SLS fabrication, the temperatureof the gas circulating the chamber can not be
directly controlled, but its massflow rate as it entersthe chambercould be adjusted.
Basedon the understandingthat the gas is mainly heatedby heat emanatingfrom the
part heater, one may expect that reducing the flow rate of the circulating gas may
cause an increase in the temperature of the gas and enclosing walls. As the
temperatureusedin the convectionand radiation calculationswas assumed,and was
defined in the analysis based on experimental measurements, numerical
investigations or analytical models, investigation into the sensitivity of curl to
variation in the assumedtemperaturewas performed. The investigation was carried
out to examine the necessityof defining the accuratetemperatureof the gas and
enclosingwalls in future developedheat transfer models. The sensitivity study was
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performed by implementing different values of the temperatures used in the
convection and radiation calculationsand employing the stressanalysis to estimate
curl at eachof the temperaturesimplemented.Other variablesand step definitions in
the heat transfer modelswere identical to those mentionedin the secondversion of
the heattransferanalysis.The correspondingstressanalyseswere quite similar to the
secondversion of the stressanalysis.However, alteration in the nodal temperature
histories used as thermal loading in correspondingsteps of the stressmodels and
consequentlyin the time period of the stepswas performed to ensurethat elements
representing recently sintered layers were activated just before their nodal
temperaturesreducedbelow 175'C.
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Figure 7.8 Maximum distance of bottom surface of part from rigid surface
predicted immediatelyprior to addition of the Yd layer of powder and prior to
addition of the I 01hlayer, at eachof the temperaturesselectedfor the gas and
surroundingwalls, used in the convectionand radiation calculationsin the 2d
version of the heattransferanalysis.

The results of the sensitivity study are shown in Figure 7.8. The figure shows the
maximum distance of the bottom surface of the build from the rigid surface,
predicted at different instancesin the "build" stage, at each of the temperatures
implemented. The results indicate that reducing the temperature of the gas and
enclosingwalls has a rising effect on curl. For example,consideringthe temperature
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(1.65xlO-4mm)by 17%. Furthermore, immediately prior to addition of the tenth
layer of powder, the maximum distancepredicted with the temperatureassumedto
be 142.50Cwas equal to 4.97xlO-4mm, i. e. differing by 19% compared to that
predicted by the second version of the stress model (4.03xlO-4mm). Due to the
significant effect suggestedin the variation in the temperature of the gas and
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in
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of
enclosingwalls on curl, a proper
developedheattransfermodels.

7.7 Conclusions
The primary objective of this researchhasbeento developfinite elementmodelsthat
can predict curl in SLS fabricatedparts. The models consist of a heat transfer and a
stress models, which were both coupled using the sequentially coupled thermalstressanalysistechnique.The secondand third versions of the models provided an
(almost) accurateprediction of the curled profile of the bottom surfaceof a ten-layer
SLS fabricatedpolycarbonatepart. However, predictions of the curled profile of the
top surface of the part were unsatisfactory. On the basis of the experimentally
measuredprofiles of the part, the models are assumedto have underestimatedcurl
developedin the "build" stage,whilst over-predictedcurl in the "cooldown" stage.In
an attempt to investigate the effect of assumptions made on curl predicted, a
sensitivity study was performed.The methodadoptedin the study was to predict curl
when varying the value of one assumed parameter, whilst holding the other
parametersconstant.Basedon the study, parametersassumedin the models, which
have a high influence on curl predicted were identified. These parametersare as
follows:

-

The expansioncoefficient of the slightly sintered region in the first layer: The
sensitivity study showed that a rise in the expansioncoefficient of the slightly
sinteredregion of the first layer has a considerableeffect in reducing curl in the
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"build" and "cooldown" stages.Thus, future work is required to determinethe
expansioncoefficient of that region prior to future model development.
The elastic modulus of the slightly sinteredregion in the first layer: A reduction
in the elastic modulus of the slightly sinteredregion in the first layer was seento

-

have reducing effect on curl. Consequently,proper estimationof that modulus is
essentialin future developedmodels.
The expansioncoefficient of the properly sinteredregion of the part. An increase

-

in the expansioncoefficient of the properly sintered regions of the part has a
considerablyrising effect on curl. Therefore,finding the actual magnitudeof that
developed
importance
in
future
is
models.
coefficient of paramount

-

Temperatureof layers of powder addedin the "warmup" stage:Reduction in the
temperature of the layers of powder added in the "warmup" stage had a
considerablerising effect on curl. Therefore,estimationof actual temperaturesin
the powder bed, immediately prior to the "build" stage starting, is required in
future developedmodels.

-

Temperatureof addedlayers of powder in the "build" stage:An increasein the
temperatureof the addedlayerswas seento have a significant reducing effect on
curl developedin the "build" stage.Thus, proper estimationof the temperatureof
the layer, the moment it is addedon top of a recently sinteredregion is important
in future developedmodels.

-

Temperatureof the gas and walls in the chamber:Reduction in the temperature
of the gas in the chamberand enclosingwalls was exhibited by considerablerise
in curl. Consequently,proper estimationof the temperatureis important in future
developedmodels.

7.8

Recommendation

For Future Work

Basedon the results of the sensitivity study, the following aspectscan be suggested
in future modelling to predict curl:
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Estimation of the expansion coefficient and modulus of the slightly sintered
highly
in
first
layer
the
the
the
the
expansion
coefficient
of
of
part,
region
sinteredregion in the part, temperatureof the powder addedin the "warmup" and
"build" stagesand the temperatureof the gas in the chamberin the "build" stage.

-

Implementing the estimatedvalues of the parametersabove-mentionedin the
in
developed
this research. A
third
the
and
versions
of
models
second
comparisonbetween results obtained from these models may provide a better
insight into the thermal effect of the powder surroundingthe part on the final curl
predicted.
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